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Preface

Interest in (2+l)-dimensional gravity - general relativity in two spatial
dimensions plus time - dates back at least to 1963, when Staruszkiewicz
first showed that point particles in a (2+l)-dimensional spacetime could
be given a simple and elegant geometrical description [243]. Over the next
20 years occasional papers on classical [77, 79] and quantum mechanical
[176, 221, 142] aspects appeared, but until recently the subject remained
largely a curiosity.

Two discoveries changed this. In 1984, Deser, Jackiw, and 't Hooft
began a systematic investigation of the behavior of classical and quantum
mechanical point sources in (2+l)-dimensional gravity [88, 89, 90, 247],
showing that such systems exhibit interesting behavior both as toy models
for (3+l)-dimensional quantum gravity and as realistic models of cosmic
strings. Interest in this work was heightened when Gott showed that
spacetimes containing a pair of cosmic strings could admit closed timelike
curves [134]; (2+l)-dimensional gravity quickly became a testing ground
for issues of causality violation. Then in 1988, Witten showed that
(2+l)-dimensional general relativity could be rewritten as a Chern-Simons
theory, permitting exact computations of topology-changing amplitudes
[287, 288]. The Chern-Simons formulation had been recognized a few
years earlier by Achucarro and Townsend [1], but Witten's rediscovery
came at a time that the quantum mechanical treatment of Chern-Simons
theory was advancing rapidly, and connections were quickly made to
topological field theories, three-manifold topology, quantum groups, and
other areas under active investigation.

Together, the work on point particle scattering and the Chern-Simons
formulation ignited an explosion of new research. Since the early 1980s,
well over 300 papers have been published on various features of quantum
gravity in 2+1 dimensions, and many others, including a large part of
one book [41], have treated classical aspects. The field remains active,

xi
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xii Preface

and few of the important questions can yet be answered with certainty.
I believe, however, that we now know enough to warrant a book on
quantum gravity in 2+1 dimensions.

In fact, we know enough for two books. Over the past few years, the
field has split into two weakly interacting sectors, one dealing with the
scattering of point particles and the other with empty space 'quantum
cosmology'. This book is about the latter. To try to keep some focus, I
have omitted almost all discussion of the very interesting work on point
sources and matter interactions. Even with this restriction, the treatment
here is incomplete and idiosyncratic: I discuss certain aspects of quantum
gravity - those I understand best - in some detail, and treat others rather
sketchily or not at all. Perhaps a reader will be inspired to write 'Volume
IF.

I have assumed that the reader understands basic general relativity,
at the level of the first chapters of Wald [274] or Track 1 of Misner,
Thorne, and Wheeler [198]. Some familiarity with a physicist's version of
differential topology will be helpful, although the book does not require
knowledge of the intricacies of two- and three-manifold topology. I have
also assumed that the reader is reasonably comfortable with quantum
mechanics (canonical quantization, the Heisenberg and Schrodinger pic-
tures, constraints, gauge invariance and gauge-fixing), and has had some
exposure to quantum field theory. For the most part, however, I have
not used very deep or difficult results, and when such complications were
necessary, I have tried to explain them reasonably well. I end the book
with three appendices, on the topology of manifolds, causal structures,
and differential geometry and fiber bundles. These are not substitutes for
texts, but they may help the reader through some of the more obscure
sections of this work.

This book is the product of countless conversations, collaborations,
arguments, and patient explanations by those who understood more than
I did. Much of what I know about quantum gravity was taught to me by
Bryce and Cecile DeWitt. My original interest in the (2+l)-dimensional
model was inspired by Ed Witten. The idea for a book was first suggested
by Gianluca Grignani and Pasquale Sodano, with whom I worked on
an early version. I have learned much from my collaborators, Russell
Cosgrove, Shanta de Alwis, Jack Gegenberg, Ian Kogan, Robert Mann,
Jeanette Nelson, and Claudio Teitelboim. A number of mathematicians
have helped me steer through the shoals of three-dimensional geometry
and topology, among them William Abikoff, Scott Axelrod, Walter Carlip,
William Goldman, Joel Hass, Wolfgang Luck, Geoff Mess, Alan Reid,
and Scott Wolpert. I can only mention a few of the many physicists who
have assisted me along the way: Arley Anderson, Abhay Ashtekar, Max
Banados, David Brown, Marc Henneaux, Akio Hosoya, Ted Jacobson,
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Jorma Louko, Vincent Moncrief, Peter Peldan, Alan Steif, Jim York, and
Henri Waelbroeck.

Vivian Carlip is not a physicist, but her proofreading eliminated a
good number of errors. The National Science Foundation (Grant No.
PHY-93-57203) and the U.S. Department of Energy (Grant No. DE-
FG03-91ER40674) both supported my work, and some of the writing was
done at the Aspen Center for Physics. Finally, I would like to thank
Maureen La Mar and Elizabeth Beach for distracting me when I needed
to be distracted.
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1
Why (2+l)-dimensional gravity?

The past 25 years have witnessed remarkable growth in our understand-
ing of fundamental physics. The Weinberg-Salam model has successfully
unified electromagnetism and the weak interactions, and quantum chro-
modynamics (QCD) has proven to be an extraordinarily accurate model
for the strong interactions. While we do not yet have a viable grand unified
theory uniting the strong and electroweak interactions, such a unification
no longer seems impossibly distant. At the phenomenological level, the
combination of the Weinberg-Salam model and QCD - the Standard
Model of elementary particle physics - has been spectacularly successful,
explaining experimental results ranging from particle decay rates to high
energy scattering cross-sections and even predicting the properties of new
elementary particles.

These successes have a common starting point, perturbative quantum
field theory. Alone among our theories of fundamental physics, general
relativity stands outside this framework. Attempts to reconcile quantum
theory and general relativity date back to the 1930s, but despite decades
of hard work, no one has yet succeeded in formulating a complete, self-
consistent quantum theory of gravity. The task of quantizing general
relativity remains one of the outstanding problems of theoretical physics.

The obstacles to quantizing gravity are in part technical. General
relativity is a complicated nonlinear theory, and one should expect it to be
more difficult than, say, electrodynamics. Moreover, viewed as an ordinary
field theory, general relativity has a coupling constant G1/2 with dimensions
of an inverse mass, and standard power-counting arguments - confirmed
by explicit computations - indicate that the theory is nonrenormalizable,
that is, that the perturbative quantum theory involves an infinite number
of undetermined coupling constants.

But the problem of finding a consistent quantum theory of gravity
goes deeper. General relativity is a geometric theory of spacetime, and

1
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2 1 Why (2+l)-dimensional gravity?

quantizing gravity means quantizing spacetime itself. In a very basic sense,
we do not know what this means. For example:

• Ordinary quantum field theory is local, but the fundamental (diffeo-
morphism-invariant) physical observables of quantum gravity are
necessarily nonlocal;

• Ordinary quantum field theory takes causality as a fundamental
postulate, but in quantum gravity the spacetime geometry, and thus
the light cones and the causal structure, are themselves subject to
quantum fluctuations;

• Time evolution in quantum field theory is determined by a Hamilto-
nian operator, but for spatially closed universes, the natural candi-
date for a Hamiltonian in quantum gravity is identically zero when
acting on physical states;

• Quantum mechanical probabilities must add up to unity at a fixed
time, but in general relativity there is no preferred time-slicing on
which to normalize probabilities;

• Scattering theory requires the existence of asymptotic regions in
which interactions become negligible and states can be approximated
by those of free fields, but the gravitational self-coupling in general
relativity never vanishes;

• Perturbative quantum field theory depends on the existence of a
smooth, approximately flat spacetime background, but there is no
reason to believe that the short-distance limit of quantum gravity
even resembles a smooth manifold.

Faced with such problems, it is natural to look for simpler models
that share the important conceptual features of general relativity while
avoiding some of the computational difficulties. General relativity in 2+1
dimensions - two dimensions of space plus one of time - is one such model.
As a generally covariant theory of spacetime geometry, (2+l)-dimensional
gravity has the same conceptual foundation as realistic (3+l)-dimensional
general relativity, and many of the fundamental issues of quantum gravity
carry over to the lower dimensional setting. At the same time, however, the
(2+l)-dimensional model is vastly simpler, mathematically and physically,
and one can actually write down candidates for a quantum theory. With a
few exceptions, (2+l)-dimensional solutions are physically quite different
from those in 3+1 dimensions, and the (2+l)-dimensional model is not
very helpful for understanding the dynamics of realistic quantum gravity.
But for the analysis of conceptual problems - the nature of time, the
construction of states and observables, the role of topology and topology
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1.1 General relativity in 2+1 dimensions 3

change, the relationships among different approaches to quantization -
the model has proven highly instructive.

Work on (2+l)-dimensional gravity dates back at least to 1963, when
Staruszkiewicz first described the behavior of static solutions with point
sources [243]. Work continued intermittently over the next twenty years,
but the modern rebirth of the subject can be credited to the seminal
work of Deser, Jackiw, 't Hooft, and Witten in the mid-1980s [88, 89,
90, 247, 287, 288]. Over the past decade, (2+l)-dimensional gravity has
become an active field of research, drawing insights from general relativity,
differential geometry and topology, high energy particle theory, topological
field theory, and string theory. The subject is far from being completed,
but this book will summarize some of the basic features as they are
currently understood.

1.1 General relativity in 2+1 dimensions

The subject of this book is the theory of gravity obtained from the
standard Einstein-Hilbert action,

(1.1)[
JM

in three spacetime dimensions. (See appendix C for my conventions
for Riemannian geometry.) As in 3+1 dimensions, the resulting Euler-
Lagrange equations are the standard Einstein field equations

R + A 8 G 7 > , (1.2)

with a cosmological constant A that I will often take to be zero. Just as in
ordinary general relativity, the field equations are generally covariant; that
is, they are invariant under the action of the group of diffeomorphisms of
the spacetime M, which can be viewed as a 'gauge group'.

The fundamental physical difference between general relativity in 2+1
and 3+1 dimensions originates in the fact that the curvature tensor in
2+1 dimensions depends linearly on the Ricci tensor:

R^ivpa = QiipRvG + gv<7*\up gvpRfur Sfxr-Rvp ^{SfipSva &ii(T8vp)R-
(1.3)

In particular, this means that every solution of the vacuum Einstein
equations with A = 0 is flat, and that every solution with a nonvanish-
ing cosmological constant has constant curvature. Physically, a (2+1)-
dimensional spacetime has no local degrees of freedom: curvature is
concentrated at the location of matter, and there are no gravitational
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4 1 Why (2+1 )-dimensional gravity?

waves. If the spacetime M is topologically trivial, there are, in fact, no
gravitational degrees of freedom at all. If M has a nontrivial fundamental
group, though, we shall see later that a finite number of global degrees
of freedom remain, providing the classical starting point for a quantum
theory.

This absence of local degrees of freedom can be verified by a simple
counting argument. In n dimensions, the phase space of general relativity
is characterized by a spatial metric on a constant-time hypersurface, which
has n(n— l) /2 components, and its time derivative (or conjugate momen-
tum), which adds another n(n — l) /2 degrees of freedom per spacetime
point. It is well known, however, that n of the Einstein field equations
are constraints on initial conditions rather than dynamical equations, and
that n more degrees of freedom can be eliminated by coordinate choices.
We are thus left with n(n — 1) — 2n = n(n — 3) physical degrees of freedom
per spacetime point.

If n = 4, this gives the four phase space degrees of freedom of ordinary
general relativity, two gravitational wave polarizations and their conjugate
momenta. If n = 3, on the other hand, there are no field degrees of
freedom: up to a finite number of possible global degrees of freedom, the
geometry is completely determined by the constraints.

Now, a theory of gravity with no propagating degrees of freedom might
be expected to have a rather unusual Newtonian limit. This is indeed the
case: general relativity in 2+1 dimensions has a Newtonian limit in which
there is no force between static point masses. To see this, let us write the
metric as

where rj^ is the usual flat Minkowski metric and h^ is a small correction.
A gauge can always be chosen in which the n-dimensional field equations
take the form

M^V5 d h + O(h2) = SuGT

tl^dtJha = 0, (1.5)

where

1
v, i-e.,

^ r j ^ h ^ . (1.6)

The Newtonian limit is obtained by setting Too « p, where p is the mass
density; neglecting all other components of the stress-energy tensor; and
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1.1 General relativity in 2+1 dimensions 5

ignoring time derivatives, which are suppressed by powers of v/c. The
only nonzero component of h^ is then

Jioo = ~4<D, (1.7)

where O is the Newtonian potential,

V2d> = 4nGp. (1.8)

In this limit, the geodesic equation

d2xp dx^ dxv

"JL ^L^L =Q (19)
d d [ ]

ds2 + "v ds ds
reduces to

^ - ^ 7 i o o = O. (1.10)

Combining (1.6) and (1.7), we see that

In four dimensions, equation (1.11) gives the standard Newtonian equa-
tions of motion, and for n > 4 the standard equations may be obtained
by rescaling the coupling constant G. In three spacetime dimensions,
however, test particles experience no Newtonian force.

This absence of a Newtonian limit does not make the theory trivial:
moving particles, for example, can still exhibit nontrivial scattering. In fact,
point particle solutions in 2+1 dimensions are good models for parallel
cosmic strings in 3+1 dimensions [134]. Cosmic strings are topological
solitons that occur in certain gauge theories; it is conjectured that they
may have formed during phase transitions in the early universe, where
they could have played an important role in the formation of large-scale
structure. A straight cosmic string along, say, the z axis is characterized by
a stress tensor of the form Too = — T33 = p8(z), and the large tension in
the z direction alters the Newtonian limit of ordinary (3+l)-dimensional
general relativity. Indeed, the 'effective Newtonian mass density' for an
object with pressures Tu = pt is

which vanishes for a cosmic string. The dynamics of a set of such parallel
strings may be described in terms of their behavior on the z = 0 plane,
and for this purpose, (2+l)-dimensional gravity provides a useful model.
This is a classical problem, however - at scales at which quantum gravity
becomes important, a cosmic string can no longer be represented as a
point defect - and I will have little to say about it in the remainder of
this book.
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6 1 Why (2+1)-dimensional gravity?

1.2 Generalizations

There are several generalizations of (2+l)-dimensional general relativity
that restore local degrees of freedom, making the dynamics more like that
of realistic (3+l)-dimensional gravity. The quantization of these models is
not yet well understood, and they will not be a major topic of this book,
but they they warrant a brief introduction.

The first generalization is (2+l)-dimensional dilaton gravity, that is,
general relativity coupled to a scalar field cp (the dilaton). In its most
general form, the action can be written as [273]

IDG = / d3x J=g (c[cp]R - °^g^d,cpdvcp + 2cpV[cp]) ,
JM \ <P / (1.13)

where C, co, and V are arbitrary functions of cp. Models of this kind arise
naturally in string theory,* with

C[q>]=q>, co[cp] = - l V[cp]= A/2, (1.14)

while the choice

C[cp] = cp, co[cp] = co0, V[cp\ = 0 (1.15)

corresponds to three-dimensional Brans-Dicke-Jordan theory. In such
models, the scalar field cp becomes a local dynamical degree of freedom,
and a judicious choice of couplings can lead to a limit not unlike New-
tonian gravity [30]. Many versions of dilaton gravity are known to have
black hole solutions (see, for example, [74, 75, 233]), but the quantization
of these models has not been studied in any great detail.

A second generalization is unique to 2+1 dimensions, where a 'gravita-
tional Chern-Simons term'

can be added to the gravitational action [91, 92]. This rather unusual-
looking term appears as a counterterm in the renormalization of quantum
field theory in a (2+l)-dimensional gravitational background [265, 262,
132]. The expression (1.16) does not appear to be generally covariant,
but it is, at least when the manifold M is closed: it may be checked that
an infinitesimal coordinate change merely adds a total derivative to the
Lagrangian, leaving the action unchanged.

Variation of the total action / + IQCS yields the equations of motion

= 0 , (1.17)

* In string theory, the field cp is usually denoted as e 2<l>.
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1.3 A note on units

where C^v is the conformally invariant Cotton tensor,

L ^ pUlR). (1.18)

The simple counting argument that gave us the number of degrees of
freedom in Einstein gravity no longer holds: for such third-order equations
of motion, the spatial metric and its time derivative must both be treated
as configuration space variables with associated canonical momenta, and
the analysis becomes more elaborate. Instead, as Deser, Jackiw, and
Templeton first observed [91], the linearized equations of motion are
those of a massive scalar field,

(0 + ^ = 0, (1.19)

where

</> = (Stj + KdjWK with dt = 3,(-V2)-1/2. (1.20)

The existence of such a massive excitation can be confirmed by looking
at the effective interaction of static external sources: one finds a Yukawa
attraction with an interaction energy

= -Jd2x Too(-V2 + fi2)-1 Too, (1.21)

as expected for a massive scalar 'graviton'. This model is commonly
called topologically massive gravity ('topological', somewhat misleadingly,
because the Chern-Simons term (1.16) is important in topology). Topolog-
ically massive gravity has been shown to be perturbatively renormalizable
[94,168], and a number of interesting classical solutions are known. Fairly
little is known about the quantization of this system, however, although
some progress has been made in understanding the canonical structure
and the asymptotic states [46, 93, 137].

1.3 A note on units

It is customary in quantum gravity to express masses in terms of the Planck
mass and lengths in terms of the the Planck length. In 2+1 dimensions
the gravitational constant G has units of an inverse momentum, and the
Planck mass (in units with c = 1) is

Mm = ± , (1.22)

while the Planck length is

= hG. (1.23)
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8 1 Why (2+l)-dimensional gravity?

If a cosmological constant is present, |̂ V| ly/2 has units of length. The
theory then has a dimensionless length scale,

* (* = 16nhG\M1/2' (

Roughly speaking, this scale measures the radius of curvature of the
universe.

Throughout this book, I will use units such that l6nG = 1 and h = 1,
unless otherwise stated. This choice simplifies a number of equations,
particularly those involving canonical momenta. In concrete applications,
of course - if we are interested in the thermodynamic characteristics of
black holes, for instance - it is important to restore factors of G and h.
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2
Classical general relativity in 2+1 dimensions

If we wish to quantize (2+l)-dimensional general relativity, it is important
to first understand the classical solutions of the Einstein field equations.
Indeed, many of the best-understood approaches to quantization start
with particular representations of the space of solutions. The next three
chapters of this book will therefore focus on classical aspects of (2+1)-
dimensional gravity. Our goal is not to study the detailed characteristics
of particular solutions, but rather to develop an understanding of the
generic properties of the space of solutions.

In this chapter, I will introduce two fundamental approaches to classical
general relativity in 2+1 dimensions. The first of these, based on the
Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) decomposition of the metric, is familiar
from (3+l)-dimensional gravity [9]; the main new feature is that for
certain topologies, we will be able to find the general solution of the
constraints. The second approach, which starts from the first-order form
of the field equations, is also similar to a (3+l)-dimensional formalism,
but the first-order field equations become substantially simpler in 2+1
dimensions.

In both cases, the goal is to set up the field equations in a manner
that permits a complete characterization of the classical solutions. The
next chapters will describe the resulting spaces of solutions in more detail.
I will also derive the algebra of constraints in each formalism - a vital
ingredient for quantization - and I will discuss the (2+l)-dimensional
analogs of total mass and angular momentum.

2.1 The topological setting

Before plunging into a detailed analysis of the field equations, it is useful
to ask a preliminary question: what spacetime topologies can occur in
(2+l)-dimensional gravity?
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Fig. 2.1. The manifold M has an initial boundary Z~ and a final boundary S+.

As we shall see below, the interesting cosmological solutions have non-
trivial topologies, and to understand their structure, we shall need a num-
ber of mathematical tools. For readers unfamiliar with the fundamentals
of the topology of manifolds, appendices A and B provide a brief summary
of some relevant mathematics. Readers familiar with topology at the level
of reference [204] should be able to skip these appendices, although they
may serve as useful references for some particular applications.

It is helpful to divide our question into two parts. First, which three-
manifolds admit Lorentzian metrics, that is, metrics that have the signature
(—h +)? Second, which of these manifolds admit solutions of the empty
space Einstein field equations? Note that in 2+1 dimensions, this second
question is more tractable than it might appear. As we saw in chapter 1,
the vacuum field equations (with A = 0) require the metric to be flat, so
we are really asking which three-manifolds admit flat Lorentzian metrics.

The first of these questions can be answered in full. In appendix B, it is
shown that any noncompact three-manifold admits a Lorentzian metric,
as does any closed three-manifold. ('Closed' means 'compact and without
boundary'.) For compact manifolds with boundary, the problem becomes
more interesting. Given a manifold with several boundary components,
one can look for a Lorentzian metric for which these components are the
past and future spatial boundaries of the universe, as in figure 2.1. Sorkin
has shown that a three-manifold M admits a time-orientable Lorentzian
metric with spacelike past boundary S~ and spacelike future boundary
S + (and no other boundary components) if and only if

Z(2T) = Z(Z+), (2.1)

where #(Z) is the Euler number (or Euler-Poincare characteristic) of £
[242]. _

If £ and Z + are both connected, this result prohibits topology change,
since the Euler number of a connected surface completely determines its
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topology. (Recall that the Euler number of an orientable genus g surface
is 2 — 2g.) S~ and E+ need not be connected, however, so topology
change is not completely ruled out. Instead, we obtain an interesting set
of selection rules - for instance, a genus g surface can evolve into two
surfaces of genus gi and g2 only if 2 — 2g = (2 — 2gi) + (2 — 2g2), i.e.,
gi +g2 = g + 1. We shall discuss quantum mechanical topology change in
chapter 9; for now, let me simply note that a similar selection rule occurs
in the path integral formalism.

We now turn to the more difficult problem, the question of which
three-manifolds admit flat Lorentzian metrics. A complete answer to this
question is not known, but a number of useful results can be found in
the mathematics literature. For example, closed three-manifolds with flat
Lorentzian metrics are understood fairly well [18, 113, 131]. All such
manifolds are geodesically complete, making them interesting candidates
for singularity-free spacetimes, and their fundamental groups can be de-
scribed explicitly. Unfortunately, though, closed Lorentzian manifolds
always contain closed timelike curves, and thus have limited value as
models in classical general relativity.

Less is known about noncompact three-manifolds with flat Lorentzian
metrics. A number of interesting examples are given in [103] and [104];
in particular, it is shown that any handlebody (that is, any 'solid genus g
surface') can be given a geodesically complete flat Lorentzian metric. The
resulting geometries are fairly bizarre - for instance, it is unlikely that
they allow any time-slicing - and they could potentially serve as coun-
terexamples for a number of plausible claims about (2+l)-dimensional
gravity. These spacetimes have not yet been studied by physicists in any
detail.

For our purposes, the most important result is a theorem due to Mess
[195], Suppose that M is a compact three-dimensional manifold with a
flat, time-orientable Lorentzian metric and a purely spacelike boundary.
Then M necessarily has the topology

M * [ 0 , l ] x S , (2.2)

where H is a closed surface homeomorphic to one of the boundary com-
ponents of M. This means that for spatially closed three-dimensional uni-
verses, topology change is forbidden by the field equations - the topology
of spacetime is completely fixed by that of an initial spacelike slice. This
powerful result greatly simplifies the study of classical (2+l)-dimensional
cosmology, allowing us to ignore many of the more complicated space-
time topologies. Moreover, we shall see below that if 2 is any surface
other than the two-sphere, a manifold with the topology (2.2) actually
admits a large family of flat Lorentzian metrics, which can be described
in considerable detail.
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2.2 The ADM decomposition

The unified treatment of space and time is a cornerstone of general
relativity. As a practical matter, however, it is sometimes useful to
reintroduce an explicit - although largely arbitrary - division of spacetime
into spatial and temporal directions. Such a division is described by the
Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) formalism [9, 202].

The ADM decomposition of spacetime into space and time furnishes
a natural setting for the initial value problem, and it underlies Wheeler's
'geometrodynamical' picture of classical general relativity as the dynamics
of evolving spatial geometries. By providing a canonical description of the
gravitational phase space, it leads to a Hamiltonian version of classical
gravity, and suggests a useful approach to canonical quantization. In
addition, the ADM approach simplifies the determination of conserved
quantities in a spatially open universe, the gravitational analogs of total
momentum and angular momentum. As we shall see in the next chapter,
the global geometry of (2+l)-dimensional gravity leads to conservation
laws that differ substantially from those in 3+1 dimensions.

We begin with a spacetime manifold with the topology [0,1] x S, where
2 is an open or closed two-surface. Such a spacetime represents a segment
of a universe between an initial surface {0} x S, which we assume to be
spacelike, and a final surface {1} xS, which we also assume to be spacelike.
The ADM approach to (2+l)-dimensional general relativity starts with a
slicing of the spacetime manifold M into constant-time surfaces Et, each
provided with a coordinate system {x1} and an induced metric gtj(t,xl).
To obtain the full three-geometry, we must describe the way nearby time
slices 2,t and 2*t+dt fit together. To do so, we start at a point on Ht with
coordinates x\ and displace it infinitesimally in the direction normal to
2r. The resulting change in proper time can be written as

dx = Ndt, (2.3)

where N(t,xl) is called the lapse function. This is not quite the whole
story, however: in a generic coordinate system, such a displacement will
not only shift the time coordinate, but will alter the spatial coordinates as
well. To allow for this possibility, we write

x\t + dt) = x\t) - Nldt, (2.4)

where Nl(t,xl) is called the shift vector. By the Lorentzian version of the
Pythagoras theorem (see figure 2.2), the interval between points (t, xl) and
(t + dt, xl + dx1) is then

ds2 = -N2dt2 + gijidx1 + Nldt)(dxj + Nldt). (2.5)

Equation (2.5) is the ADM form of the metric.
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x*
J^t+dt

,xi-Nidt

Ndt

Fig. 2.2. The ADM decomposition is based on the Lorentzian version of the
Pythagoras theorem.

It is customary in the ADM formalism to establish a new set of
conventions that emphasize the role of the surface E. For the remainder
of this section, spatial indices i, j , ... will be lowered and raised with the
spatial metric gy and its inverse g'7, and not with the full spacetime metric.
Note that the components of gy" are not simply the spatial components
of the full three-metric g^v: the inverse of (2.5) is

(2.6)

This convention can cause confusion at first, but it simplifies later notation.
The geometry of the slice Ê  comprises two elements: the intrinsic

geometry of the slice as a two-manifold, and the extrinsic geometry, which
describes the embedding of Et in the spacetime M. Just as the intrinsic
geometry is determined by the behavior of vectors tangent to Et under
parallel transport, the extrinsic geometry is determined by the behavior of
vectors normal to Ef. In particular, the extrinsic curvature Ky of a surface
E is defined by*

If — \7 n 4- n w^V n O 1\

where V is the full three-dimensional covariant derivative and rf is the
unit normal to E. In the ADM decomposition (2.5), the normal to Er has

* The reader should be warned that sign conventions for KhV vary, and that signs in a
number of expressions in this chapter also depend on sign conventions for gMV.
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components n^ = (N, 0,0), and an easy calculation gives

Kij = ± (d*tJ - (2)V,iV;- - V*VjNt) . (2.8)

A long but completely standard exercise then shows that the full Einstein-
Hilbert action can be written as

I = Jd3
Xy/=g(R-2A)

= fdt f d2x NyjMg [{2)R - 2A + KtjK
ij - K2] + boundary terms. (2.9)

It is now easy to put the action into canonical form. Time derivatives
occur in (2.9) only through the appearance of dtgtj in JCy, so the canonical
momenta are

Note that no time derivatives of N or Nl occur in the action; these
variables have no canonical conjugates, and they will appear as Lagrange
multipliers of constraints. Equation (2.10) can be inverted to give

* -g^), (2.11)
v ( %

and substituting back into (2.9), we can write the action as

/ = / dt I d2x (nijdtgij - NJtf - JV,-JT1") , (2.12)

where

^(ntjn'J - n2) - ^(i2)R - 2A) (2.13)

is known as the Hamiltonian constraint and

& = -2{2)Vjnij (2.14)

are the momentum constraints. Apart from numerical coefficients that
depend on the dimension of spacetime, j f and jfl have the same form
as their (3+l)-dimensional counterparts. Note that the lapse function and
the shift vector appear in the action only as Lagrange multipliers; their
variation leads to the field equations jf = 0 and jfl = 0.

Equation (2.12) is the standard Hamiltonian form of the gravitational
action. Note that the 'Hamiltonian',

H= I d2x (JVJT + Nitft) , (2.15)
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is proportional to the constraints, and thus vanishes on shell, that is, when
the equations of motion are satisfied. This is the source of the common
statement that the total energy of a closed universe is zero. We shall see
in section 4 that for spatially open topologies, H must be supplemented
by boundary terms that need not vanish on shell, permitting a natural
definition of the total mass ('ADM mass') of a spacetime.

The Poisson brackets for (2+l)-dimensional gravity can be read from
the action (2.12):

{gy(x), 7T V ) } = \(SfSlj + d\d))d\x - x\ (2.16)

where S2(x — xf) is the metric-independent ('densitized') delta function,
that is,

Jd2x~82(x-x')f(x') = f(x) (2.17)

for any scalar function f(x). For a finite-dimensional phase space, it is well
known that the Poisson brackets define a symplectic structure, determined
by a closed two-form Q that can be written in local coordinates as

piAdq\ (2.18)

The infinite-dimensional generalization of (2.18) is

= [ d2xdnVA5gij, (2.19)Q

where the variations dgtj and SnlJ are the infinite-dimensional analogs
of the exterior derivatives in (2.18). This symplectic structure is critical
for the quantum theory - among other things, it determines the canonical
commutation relations - and we shall return to equation (2.19) and related
expressions frequently throughout this book.

2.3 Reduced phase space and moduli space

It is well known that the metric and momentum variables of equation
(2.12) are redundant: they describe both physical excitations and unob-
servable 'pure gauge' degrees of freedom that merely represent coordinate
changes. The reduction to the space of true physical degrees of freedom
requires two steps. First, we must solve the constraints Jf = 0 and
Jf* = 0. The positions and momenta that satisfy these constraints will
lie on a submanifold of the phase space, the constraint surface. These
solutions are still subject to gauge transformations, however, and as a
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second step we must factor out (or gauge-fix) these transformations. The
resulting 'reduced phase space' is the space of true degrees of freedom of
the theory [100, 101, 102, 135, 149].

In 3+1 dimensions, we do not know how to carry out such a program:
the constraints are too difficult to solve. In 2+1 dimensions, however, a
further decomposition of the phase space variables noticeably simplifies
the ADM action. For closed 'cosmological' spacetimes, this decomposition,
coupled with a clever choice of time-slicing, will allow us to reduce the
constraints to a single differential equation, and will permit a fairly detailed
description of the reduced phase space. As we shall see, this phase space
is closely related to the Riemann moduli space */T(2) of the surface Z, a
space that has been studied extensively by mathematicians.

We begin with a theorem from Riemann surface theory [110], which
states that any metric on a compact surface Z is conformal to a metric of
constant (intrinsic) curvature fe, where k = 1 for the two-sphere, k = 0 for
the torus, and k = — 1 for any surface of genus g > 2. This result, which is
a version of the uniformization theorem discussed in appendix A, allows
us to write the spatial metric gy as

gij = e2%, (2.20)

where gy is a constant curvature metric, unique up to diffeomorphisms
of Z. Moreover, the space of such constant curvature metrics modulo
diffeomorphisms is known to be finite dimensional. This means that we
may express any metric gij in the form

gij = eufgij, (2.21)

where / is a diffeomorphism of Z and gij is one of a fixed finite-dimensional
family of constant curvature metrics. If Z is open, suitable boundary
conditions are needed for this theorem to hold, and the implications for
(2+l)-dimensional gravity are not yet fully understood; section 6 of this
chapter includes a partial analysis.

The space of constant curvature metrics modulo diffeomorphisms is
known as the moduli space Jf of Z. It has dimension 6g — 6 if the genus
of Z is g > 1, two if Z is a torus (g = 1), and zero if Z is a sphere
(g = 0). This space of metrics will recur throughout this book, appearing,
for example, in chapter 4 as the space of hyperbolic structures on Z. It
is roughly the same as Wheeler's superspace [285]; more precisely, it is
'conformal superspace', the space of metrics modulo diffeomorphisms and
Weyl transformations.

Let us denote coordinates on Jf by ma, and write gy = gy(ma). The
variables conjugate to the ma are, roughly speaking, parameters that label
the traceless part of the momentum %XK More precisely, let V,- denote the
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covariant derivative compatible with the metric gy, set n = gyn;*-7, and
define

(PY)ij = VtYj + VjYt - gijgklVkYh (2.22)

We can then decompose nij as

V7 + l-gijK + A/f«V(^y)«) , (2.23)

where pl* is a transverse traceless tensor density with respect to gy, that
is,

ViPij = 0, gijP
ij = 0. (2.24)

For a surface of genus g > 1, this decomposition is unique; for g = 0 or
g = 1, the vector Yl is not completely determined, but is unique up to the
addition of a conformal Killing vector [202].

To obtain the symplectic structure in terms of these new variables, let
us decompose an arbitrary variation <5gy as

Sgtj = Vidtj + Vjdti + 2e2%dk + e2Xdgih (2.25)

where d£l is a vector field that generates an infinitesimal diffeomorphism.
It is then easy to check that the symplectic form (2.19) becomes

Q = f d2x 15pij A Sgtj + 2dn A dX

- 2gij [e~2*Vg(A + ^j 5Yt +
 {-Vi (e-u5n)\ A 6tj\. (2.26)

Thus n is conjugate to A, piJ is conjugate to gy, and Yt is roughly conjugate
to the diffeomorphism degrees of freedom of the spatial metric. We shall
see below that the constraints determine Yi and A, and that corresponding
gauge conditions fix their canonical conjugates, leaving a reduced phase
space parametrized by gy and plK

In terms of these new variables, the momentum constraints #?i = 0
become

(A + ^) Y, + \e2% (e-2Xn) = 0, (2.27)

while the Hamiltonian constraint Jf = 0 takes the form

( 2 - 2 8 )

egikgjl (p + Vigg(PY)mn) (pkl + VZfg'HPY )pq) ,
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where I have used the conformal transformation properties of the spatial
curvature,

(2))R[e2Xg\ = e~u ((2)i?[g] - 2AA) . (2.29)

These expressions look more complicated than the original form (2.13)-
(2.14), but they are actually quite a bit easier to solve.

To make further progress, we must fix a coordinate system; in particular,
we must specify the splitting of spacetime into space and time. In 3+1
dimensions, it has been known for some time that a useful time-slicing is
given by York's 'extrinsic time', in which spacetime is foliated by surfaces
of constant mean extrinsic curvature Tr K = g'AKy = — T [297]. In (3+1)-
dimensional general relativity, the question of the global existence of such
a foliation is a difficult one, and some restrictions on the geometry and
topology are necessary to ensure that the York time-slicing is possible. For
spatially closed (2+l)-dimensional spacetimes with the topology [0,1] x S,
on the other hand, Andersson, Moncrief, and Tromba have shown that
such a slicing always exists, and that Tr K can be used as a global time
coordinate in a suitable region^ of M [8].

In the ADM formalism, the extrinsic curvature for a classical solution
of the Einstein equations is proportional to TT*7, and the York time is

T = g~l/2gijnij = g-1/2e~2Xn. (2.30)

With this choice of time-slicing, the momentum constraints (2.27) then
imply that Y\ = 0. (In the genus 1 case, Y* may be a conformal Killing
vector, that is, (P Y)y = 0, but by (2.23), we can take Y\ to vanish without
loss of generality.) The remaining momentum degrees of freedom at
constant T are thus given by the transverse traceless tensor plj, as might
have been expected from the symplectic structure.

In Riemann surface theory, a symmetric rank two transverse traceless
tensor is called a 'holomorphic quadratic differential': in local complex
coordinates ds2 = e2pdzdz, pli has one independent complex component,
pzz, and equation (2.24) requires this component to be holomorphic,

d-zPzz=0. (2.31)

It is a standard result of Riemann surface theory that the space of
holomorphic quadratic differentials on a genus g surface is (6g — 6)-
dimensional (two-dimensional if g = 1), and is in fact isomorphic to the
cotangent space at gy to the moduli space Jf [99, 120]. Up to spatial
diffeomorphisms, the pli are therefore parametrized by 6g — 6 coordinates

The 'suitable region' here is the domain of dependence of a spacelike slice 2, as described
in appendix B.
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pa. These can be chosen so that the action (2.12) includes a standard
kinetic term

I = JdTp«mOL + ... (2.32)

by setting

L^k* (133)

These pa uniquely determine the momenta plJ, and the pair of fields
{pij,gij} parametrize the cotangent bundle T* Jf of moduli space. In fact,
the pa and ma are conjugate variables: if we restrict the symplectic form
(2.26) to the reduced phase space, it is easy to see that ft simplifies to

(2.34)

It remains for us to evaluate the Hamiltonian constraint (2.28) in the
York time-slicing. Using the fact that Yl now vanishes, we obtain an
equation for the conformal factor X9

+ \ [g-1g,7(^a)gfe/(may
fc(pa)/(pa)] e~lx - k- = 0. (2.35)

This is an elliptic differential equation, and one can employ standard
mathematical tools to investigate the existence of solutions. Moncrief has
shown that when E is closed and T2 > 4A, equation (2.35) has a unique
solution, completely determining A as a function on the reduced phase
space parametrized by {ma,p

a} [202].
We can now insert the decomposition (2.21)-(2.23), the gauge choice

(2.30), and our solutions of the constraints into the ADM action. The
result is a reduced phase space action for the physical degrees of freedom,

(2.36)

where the reduced phase space Hamiltonian

Hred(m,p,T)= [ d2xy/§e2X^T) (2.37)

is determined by solving equation (2.35) for L Geometrically, Hred(T)
is just the area of the surface TvK = — T. For a complete solution, we
also need the lapse and shift functions N and N\ which can be obtained
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from the standard Einstein field equations once we have found gy and
riK Moncrief has shown that N and N* are completely determined by the
moduli ma and the momenta pa, as one would expect [202].

The dynamics of (2+l)-dimensional gravity in the York time-slicing
thus reduces to that of a finite-dimensional system described by the action
(2.36). In practice, this system is still too complicated for us to solve for
most spacetime topologies. If £ is a torus, however, we shall see in the
next chapter that the general solution can be found.

2.4 Diffeomorphisms and conserved charges

The canonical decomposition provided by the ADM variables allows us
to apply standard Hamiltonian techniques to (2+l)-dimensional gravity.
In particular, the Poisson brackets (2.16) imply that

(238)

for any functional F of the positions and momenta.* The Hamiltonian
form (2.12) of the action then leads to a variational principle

err

{/*,*«} (2.39)

with H as in equation (2.15), giving the standard form of Hamilton's
equations.

As usual in a constrained system, the constraints 3tf = Jf71 = 0 are not
among the dynamical equations (2.39), but must be imposed separately.
This should not be surprising: no time derivatives of N or Nl appear in
the action, so we should expect the variational equations

to have an exceptional status. In fact, these equations are consistency
conditions on initial data rather than dynamical equations. The existence
of such constraints is a fundamental featurie of general relativity, and for

Strictly speaking, this is true only up to possible boundary terms in the variation of
F. This caveat is unimportant now, but will play a key role in the derivation of the
conserved charges of (2+l)-dimensional gravity.
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the remainder of this section we shall investigate their structure more
carefully.

In gauge theories, constraints can typically be understood as generators
of infinitesimal gauge transformations. Gravity is not quite a gauge theory
- we shall see below that diffeomorphisms are not, strictly speaking, gauge
transformations - but it is useful to develop the analog of this result. Let
us start with the momentum constraints (2.14). Using the brackets (2.16),
it is easy to verify that

(2.41)

which may be recognized as the equation for the variation of the metric
under an infinitesimal spatial diffeomorphism xl —> xl — Zl- Similarly, a
short calculation shows that

+ n%Zl + nildi£k + iFdtt*) ( A (2.42)

which is the correct transformation law for a tensor density under an
infinitesimal diffeomorphism. The analogy with gauge theories is so far
very close, and the momentum constraints can indeed be interpreted as
generators of spatial diffeomorphisms.

We should expect more trouble with the Hamiltonian constraint (2.13).
The remaining 'gauge' symmetry of general relativity consists of diffeomor-
phisms that move the surface Er in time: x° -> x° — £°, and consequently

Sgij = - (Vrf; + Vjtt) = NjdtZ0 + Nidjt0 + Z°dtgij. (2.43)

(Here V is the full three-dimensional covariant derivative.) Such trans-
formations are in some sense dynamical, unlike ordinary gauge transfor-
mations that act on fields at a fixed time. This intertwining of dynamics
and symmetry is an early sign of the 'problem of time' that will return to
plague us when we try to quantize the theory.

It is not hard to check that

Ztf)(nu -gkin)(x').
V(2)g (2.44)

On shell - when the dynamical equation (2.10) is satisfied - this becomes

d2x £(x)Jf(x), gki(x')\ = - | - ( x ' ) (dtgu - {2)VkNi - (2)V,JVfc) (x').
> N (2.45)
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Setting £° = — £/N, we can recognize this expression as a transformation
of the form (2.43), up to a purely spatial diffeomorphism of the form
(2.41) with & = —£Ni/N. The Hamiltonian constraint 2tf thus generates
diffeomorphisms in the time direction - deformations of the surface Xt

- but only modulo the dynamical equations of motion. The same phe-
nomenon can be shown to hold when one considers transformations of
the momenta: the Hamiltonian constraint generates transformations that
can be identified with diffeomorphisms, but only on shell.

Let us next examine the Poisson brackets of the constraints among
themselves. The result is most easily expressed in terms of the generator

STK, ?] = J d2x ({jf + {'jf,) . (2.46)

A long but routine calculation shows that up to possible boundary terms
coming from integration by parts,

wzuZi\,nz2>zi2\} = nz3,zi3\, (2.47)
with

. (2.48)

For purely spatial diffeomorphisms, ^ = £2 = 0, and equation (2.48)
for £3 reduces to the ordinary Lie bracket of vector fields £\ and f£.
The algebra (2.47) may then be recognized as the Lie algebra of spatial
diffeomorphisms. For transformations that are not purely spatial, on
the other hand, our brackets do not even form a Lie algebra, since £3
explicitly involves the metric - we have 'structure functions' rather than
structure constants. Nonetheless, Teitelboim has shown that the general
structure of (2.47)-(2.48) gives a universal description of the algebra of
surface deformations, depending solely on general covariance and not on
the detailed dynamics of gravity; only the specific metric appearing in
(2.48) varies from model to model [253].

When the time-slice 2 is an open surface, added complications occur
in the ADM formalism, arising from the need to include boundary terms
in the action. While these terms seem at first to be no more than a
mathematical annoyance, their careful treatment can lead to important
physical information. In particular, we shall now derive the conserved
asymptotic 'charges' of (2+l)-dimensional gravity - the total mass and
angular momentum - from the ADM boundary terms.

The need for boundary terms can be best understood by starting with the
Hamiltonian form of the action and considering the variational principle
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To derive the field equations, we normally assume that we can freely
integrate by parts: the full variation of the action has the general form

51 = JdtJ d2x (A^dgij + Bijdnij)

+ [dt f da' (AJSgij + gijBkdn*) , (2.50)

but we ordinarily simply ignore the boundary variations. This procedure
may make sense in a Lagrangian formalism, where we can restrict our
attention to variations <5gi; and SniJ that fall off fast enough at spatial
infinity to kill the boundary terms. If we hope to derive Hamilton's
equations from the canonical action principle, however, we can no longer
be so cavalier. The functional derivatives appearing in the Poisson brackets
(2.39) involve arbitrary fields, and there is no possibility of restricting the
variations. If boundary terms are present, brackets involving H are
simply not well-defined; in the terminology of Regge and Teitelboim,
the Hamiltonian is not differentiable [229]. When this happens, the only
known way to make the Hamiltonian formalism self-consistent is to add
terms to H to cancel the boundary variations.

More generally, we can consider the generators of 'gauge' transforma-
tions introduced earlier,

= J d2d2x ({jf + Ztjfi) , (2.51)

of which the Hamiltonian if is a special case. For at least some choices
of parameters £ and f1, we would like the Poisson brackets of #[£,£']
to be well-defined. If £ and £l fall off rapidly enough at spatial infinity,
of course, boundary terms will cause no problems. But by studying the
behavior of the generators when £ and £' do not vanish at infinity, we
can also explore the asymptotic symmetries of the theory.

Let us start by considering the variation of the term f Jf in ^. By
equation (2.13), the only piece of Jf involving derivatives of the fields,
and therefore requiring integration by parts, is the term y/^g^R. Rather
than explicitly working out the variation, we can use a trick suggested by
Henneaux [147]. By the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, the integral

for a closed two-dimensional surface is a topological invariant, the Euler
number, which cannot change under smooth variations of the metric. This
suggests that we should be able to write an arbitrary variation in the form

5M (2.52)
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since the integral of the right-hand side over a closed surface vanishes
identically. This is in fact possible - vl is a complicated function of the
metric, and it is not globally single-valued (although its variation is), but
it can be shown to exist. For an open surface, we therefore have

S f d2xzJMg(2)R= [ d2xdi(£dvi) + ...= [ #£(<5trL) + ...,
h h Jdx ( 2 5 3 )

where the superscript J_ denotes the direction orthogonal to the boundary
32 and I have kept only the boundary term.

Turning next to the term &jf"' in ^, it is easy to show that the
corresponding boundary term takes the form

h hx V 2 ) ( 2 5 4 )

Combining (2.53) and (2.54), we find a total boundary variation

(2.55)

which must be eliminated in order to have well-defined Poisson brackets
involving ^.

Now suppose that £ and £l go to fixed values, say \ and l\ at spatial
infinity. The first two terms in (2.55) are then of the form — <5#, where

V] = j ^ d<t> (lvL + 2£kgkln
l±)

^ t f ) (2.56)

We can thus cancel most of the boundary variation by supplementing the
'volume' generator ^ with a new 'boundary' generator ^.

The last term in equation (2.55) cannot be treated in this manner,
however, and can only be eliminated by demanding that

lL = 0. (2.57)

Recalling that the f * parametrize spatial diffeomorphisms, this condition
implies that not all asymptotic diffeomorphisms are admissible as symme-
tries of the theory. With the restriction (2.57), however, the quantity

^ K . r t ^ ^ K , {']+*[?,«'] (2.58)

has well-defined Poisson brackets even for spatially open geometries, and
can be taken as the complete generator of symmetries. In particular, <&'
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will obey the algebra (2.47)-(2.48) of surface deformations, now with no
ambiguities from possible boundary terms.

Geometrically, the restriction (2.57) means that we only allow diffeo-
morphisms that take an ideal circle at infinity to itself. This limitation is
a reflection of the conical geometry of (2+l)-dimensional gravity. In 3+1
dimensions, the spacetime surrounding a collection of isolated sources
is asymptotically flat, and has the full Poincare group as its group of
symmetries at spatial infinity. In 2+1 dimensions, on the other hand, we
shall see in the next chapter that the corresponding solution is 'asymp-
totically conical'. Such a conical spacetime has a much smaller group of
symmetries, consisting solely of spatial rotations, described by |", and
time translations, described by \ [87, 147]. For the case of a nonvanishing
cosmological constant, the more complicated asymptotic symmetries are
described in references [41, 42, 82].

So far, the boundary term # has played a limited role in our analysis,
having been introduced primarily for mathematical consistency. Note,
however, that while the 'volume' term ^ vanishes on shell, # can be
nonzero for classical solutions of the field equations. #[!,!"] is therefore
a candidate for a set of nontrivial global charges, analogous to the ordinary
Hamiltonian and momentum in field theory.

Moreover, if £ and £* are asymptotically constant, equations (2.47)-
(2.48) tell us that these charges commute on shell. In particular, if the
lapseand shift functions go to constant values at spatial infinity, the
^K>f"] will commute with the Hamiltonian (2.15), thus behaving as
genuine constants of motion. In the next chapter, we shall see that these
constants can be physically interpreted as the total mass and angular
momentum of an isolated system.

2.5 The first-order formalism

The ADM approach is based on a natural choice of variables, the spatial
metric and its canonically conjugate momentum. As we shall see in
chapter 5, this choice leads to a particular approach to quantization.
There is another equally natural choice of classical variables, however,
that leads to a rather different quantum theory.

The first-order formalism takes as its fundamental variables a local
frame ('triad' or 'dreibein') e^, related to the metric by

v A f e = g,v, (2.59)

and a spin connection co^ (see appendix C). As in the Palatini formalism,
e and co are considered independent variables, to be varied separately in
the action. In 2+1 dimensions, both e and co can be treated as one-forms
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on the spacetime M:

ea = efdx*, coa = y^co^dx^. (2.60)

The conventional Einstein-Hilbert action now takes the form

/ = - 2 / \ea A (dcoa + ^eabccob A coc ) + -eabce
a A eb A ec\ .

JM i v 2 ; 6 / (2 61)
The Euler-Lagrange equation coming from the variation of co is

Ta = dea + eabccob A ec = 0, (2.62)

the conventional 'no torsion' condition that ensures that the connection
(o is compatible with the triad e. As long as the triad e^ is invertible,
equation (2.62) can be solved for co in terms of e, giving the standard
relation

co/ = eabcev
c(d,evb - dve,b) - \ebcd{e\^cdpevd)e^.

2 (2.63)

This, in turn, implies that the full covariant derivative of e vanishes,

D^ = d^a - T%ep
a + e^co^c = 0, (2.64)

where the F£v are the Christoffel symbols for the metric (2.59). The
equation coming from the variation of e is then

Ra = dcoa + ^eahc(D
b A coc = ~€abce

b A e\ (2.65)

which is the condition that the spacetime have constant curvature. In
2+1 dimensions, we have seen that this is equivalent to the empty space
Einstein field equations.^

Note that the equivalence of the first- and second-order formalisms
is not quite complete: the first-order field equations yield a solution of
the second-order equations only when the triad e^a is invertible. For
classical applications, the requirement of invertibility is a natural one,
but noninvertible triads could in principle be important in the quantum
theory.

Up to possible boundary terms, which will be discussed later, the action
(2.61) is invariant under two sets of gauge symmetries: the local Lorentz

§ A similar formalism exists in 3+1 dimensions. There, however, the first-order Lagrangian
has a term of the form eabcdea A e& A Red, and the field equations determine e^^
which is proportional to the Einstein tensor rather than the full curvature tensor.
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transformations,

8ea = eabcebTc

dcoa = dxa + eabcobTc, (2.66)

and the local translations',

dea = dpa + eabccobPc

d(Da = -AeabcebPc. (2.67)

The action is also manifestly invariant under spacetime diffeomorphisms,
but this is not an independent symmetry. Indeed, using the identity

<r) + Z - d a (2.68)

for the Lie derivative 5£^ of any one-form <r, we easily find that

SBzea = d{^ • ea) + eabccob(£ • ec) + eabceb(£ • coc)
+ terms proportional to the equations of motion

X(a>a= d(£ • coa) + eabccob(^ • coc) - Aeabceb(£ • ec)
+ terms proportional to the equations of motion, (2.69)

which may be recognized as the transformations (2.66) and (2.67) with
(field-dependent) parameters

Pa = t;-e\ T* = £ - O A (2.70)

This relationship is valid, once again, only when the triad is invertible.
Observe also that the proof of equivalence holds only for 'small' diffeo-
morphisms, that is, diffeomorphisms that can be built up from infinites-
imal transformations. The large' diffeomorphisms, those that cannot be
smoothly deformed to the identity, must be treated separately; they will
play an important role in the quantum theory.

This representation of diffeomorphisms as gauge transformations is
not unique to (2+l)-dimensional general relativity, but is characteristic
of so-called topological field theories. The possibility of exchanging the
complicated diffeomorphism group for a much simpler group of pointwise
gauge transformations is one of the principle reasons that the quantization
of (2+l)-dimensional gravity is comparatively straightforward.

As Achucarro and Townsend first pointed out, this gauge theory-like
property of (2+l)-dimensional gravity can be explained by the observation
that the first-order action (2.61) is, in fact, that of a gauge theory, specif-
ically a Chern-Simons theory [1, 287]. Let A = A^aTadx^ be the vector
potential for a gauge theory with a gauge group G that has generators
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Ta. (Mathematically, A is a connection one-form on a principle G bundle
over M, as described in appendix C.) The Chern-Simons action for A is
defined to be

= -£- f TrlAAdA + lAAAAA), (2.71)
4n JM I 3 J

where k is a coupling constant and Tr is a nondegenerate, invariant
bilinear form on the Lie algebra of G (for example, the matrix trace in
a suitable representation). The Euler-Lagrange equations for this action
are

F[A] = dA + A A A = 0. (2.72)

In physical terms, the field strength of A vanishes; in mathematical terms,
A is a flat connection. Note that this does not necessarily mean that A
is trivial: if spacetime M is not simply connected, even a potential with
vanishing field strength F can give rise to nontrivial Aharonov-Bohm
phases around noncontractible loops.

Let us now take G to be the Poincare group ISO (2,1), with genera-
tors #a of Lorentz transformations and 0>a of translations, obeying the
standard commutation relations

?a,fb] =eabc/c

= 0. (2.73)

The simplest invariant bilinear form on this algebra is given by

Tr(fa0>b) = r\ah, Tr(/a/b) = Tr(0>a0>b) = 0. (2.74)

If we write our gauge potential as

A = ea0>a + coafa, (2.75)

then it is straightforward to verify that up to boundary terms, the Chern-
Simons action (2.71) is precisely the first-order gravitational action (2.61)
with A = 0 and

k = ~ , (2.76)
4G

where for future convenience I have reinstated the coupling constant G.
Moreover, it is not hard to check that the infinitesimal transformations
(2.66H2.67) (with A = 0) are precisely the ordinary 750(2,1) gauge
transformations of A.
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A similar construction is possible when A ^ 0. For A = —I//2 < 0, the
pair of one-forms

A(±)a = a ) a ± l a ( 2 J ? )

V

together constitute an SO (2,1) x SO (2,1) gauge potential, whose Chern-
Simons action

H ] =Ics[A(+)] -IcsiA^] (2.78)

with

is again equivalent to (2.61). If A > 0, the complex one-form

Aa = of + i VXe* (2.80)

may be viewed as an SL(2,C) gauge potential, whose Chern-Simons
action is once again equivalent to the first-order gravitational action. For
either sign of A, it is straightforward to show that the transformations
(2.66)-(2.67) are again gauge transformations of the potential. Since
the quantization of Chern-Simons theories is fairly well understood, this
description gives us an obvious starting point for quantum gravity.

2.6 Boundary terms and the WZW action

Let us now return to the question of gauge invariance and boundary
terms. Ordinarily, we construct a gauge-invariant action by choosing a
Lagrangian that depends on the potential A only through the field strength
F. The action (2.71) depends explicitly on A, and is not obviously gauge
invariant. However, a straightforward computation shows that under the
gauge transformation

Ag, (2.81)

the Chern-Simons action transforms as

Ics [A] = Ics [A] - j - [ Tr Udgg~l) A A}
4n JdM l J

Tr {{g~ldg) A {g~ldg) A (g~ldg)) • (182)

For closed manifolds, the boundary integral on the right-hand side of
(2.82) does not appear, and the last term is a topological invariant, the
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winding number of the gauge transformation g [92, 165, 289]. For an
appropriate choice of the coupling constant fc, this winding number term
is always an integral multiple of 2TC, SO the quantity exp{ilcs } that occurs
in a path integral is, indeed, gauge invariant. The restriction on k depends
on the normalization of the bilinear form Tr. For most compact gauge
groups with a standard choice of normalization, one must require that k
be an integer. For gravity, at least in the case of Lorentzian signature
metrics, there appears to be no quantization requirement, and the coupling
constant G can be arbitrary.

If M is not closed, on the other hand, the gauge invariance of the
Chern-Simons action is spoiled by the boundary term. Moreover, the
expression (2.71) for the action is no longer quite correct, but must be
supplemented by an appropriate boundary term, much as we had to
modify the diffeomorphism generators in section 4. Indeed, under a
variation of the potential A, the Chern-Simons action gives

= ~ [ TrAASA
4n JdM

+ terms proportional to the equations of motion, (2.83)

and the boundary term must be eliminated if the action is to have genuine
extrema.

A similar phenomenon occurs in the simpler case of scalar field theory,
and can offer us guidance on how to proceed. Suppose we write the action
for a scalar field (j) in the form

j ^ j ^ (2.84)

where A is the scalar Laplacian. Let h denote the induced metric on dM,
and let n^ be the unit normal at the boundary. A variation of (j) then
yields

= f
J M 2 JdM /9 85)

and the surface term does not vanish for either Dirichlet or Neumann
boundary conditions. The action therefore has no genuine extrema, except
in the trivial case that both $ and its normal derivative vanish at dM.
The cure is obvious, however: if we choose boundary conditions in which
</> is fixed at the boundary, we must add a surface term

> (2.86)
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Fig. 2.3. A path integral 'sews' properly if the amplitude on the manifold M can
be recovered from amplitudes for M\ and Mi by integrating over boundary data
on Z.

to obtain a total action

\J (2.87)

It is easy to check that the variation of IQM exactly cancels the boundary
term in (2.85) as long as 8(j) = 0 at the boundary. Similarly, if we choose
to fix the normal derivative of </> at 3M, we should take our action
to be /"[</>] = IM[<I>] — hM[<i>]> There is no choice of action that has
extrema for both Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions; to select
the appropriate action, we must first decide what boundary data we wish
to hold fixed.

The need for such boundary terms is even more striking in the quantum
theory, where it can be shown that they are necessary in order to ensure
that partition functions 'sew' properly. Consider a manifold M split along
some surface 2 into two components M\ and M2, as in figure 2.3. Letting
(/>o denote the value of the field cj> on S, we can define the quantum
partition function by the path integral

(2.88)

which will typically depend on the boundary value $0. The 'sewing'
condition, the path integral version of summation over a complete set of
intermediate states, is that

ZM = J[d(j>o]ZMl [<£o]ZM2 [tf>o]. (2.89)

It may be shown by explicit computation that for both free field theories
and Chern-Simons theories, this 'sewing' relation holds only when the
appropriate boundary terms are included in the action [65, 291].
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Let us now return to Chern-Simons theory. To choose a boundary term
to cancel the variation (2.83), we must decide which fields to hold fixed at
dM. The standard answer is to choose a complex structure on dM and to
fix the component AZ9 which may be shown to be canonically conjugate
to Az. The boundary term in (2.83) can then be cancelled with a boundary
action

= £ • / d2xAzA-z. (2.90)
2n JdM

It is now straightforward to show that under the gauge transformation
(2.81), the modified Chern-Simons action Vcs = IQS +UM transforms as

I'csW=Ics[A] +kl+zw[gjzl (2.91)

where I^zw\g,Az] is the action of a chiral Wess-Zumino-Witten (or
Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten) model on the boundary dM,

(2.92)

This result indicates that the number of physical degrees of freedom of
a Chern-Simons theory - and in particular of (2+l)-dimensional gravity
- depends strongly on whether spacetime has a boundary. For a closed
universe, the solutions of a Chern-Simons theory are the flat connections
modulo gauge transformations, and the space of such solutions is known
to be finite dimensional. In the presence of a boundary, on the other
hand, gauge invariance is broken at the boundary, and the 'would-be pure
gauge' degrees of freedom g at dM become dynamical, adding an infinite-
dimensional space of inequivalent solutions. In condensed matter physics
these new degrees of freedom have been used to describe the fractional
quantum Hall effect (see, for example, [282, 283, 284]), and we shall see
in chapter 12 that the boundary degrees of freedom in quantum gravity
provide a possible explanation for the thermodynamic properties of black
holes.

While the boundary degrees of freedom described here are most easily
derived in the Chern-Simons formalism, Balachandran and his collabora-
tors have argued that they can be seen in the metric formulation of general
relativity as well [20]. Consider, for example, the momentum constraints
(2.14) on a spatial surface 2 with boundary 32. As in section 4 of this
chapter, these constraints are almost the generators of diffeomorphisms,
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but the Poisson brackets (2.41) are now spoiled by the presence of the
boundary. Indeed, starting with the expression (2.41) for the constraints
and integrating by parts, we find that

(2)V,&)*y(x),gfe,(x')} - 2 1 J ^ # &*
(2)V/&) (x') - 2

(2.93)

Now, in ordinary canonical gravity the neglect of 'pure gauge' degrees
of freedom is justified by the fact that the generator of diffeomorphisms
is proportional to a constraint, and therefore vanishes on shell. In the
absence of the boundary term in equation (2.93), we would be able to
identify the metrics gki and g'kl = gki — Vfc& — Vj&, since they would
differ only by a term proportional to a constraint. The boundary term in
(2.93) spoils this identification, however: as long as the vector f' does not
itself vanish at 3Z, we can no longer treat gki and g'kl as being physically
equivalent.

Put in slightly different terms, consider a transverse splitting of small
fluctuations of a background metric gy,

j j j j = 0 (2.94)

with

(2) <2 ) (2.95)

In the absence of a boundary, this splitting is unique, and provides a
standard division of the metric into 'physical' and 'gauge' degrees of
freedom [36, 298]. If S has a boundary, however, a unique decomposition
requires boundary conditions that make K^K self-adjoint. The simplest
choice is

{'I =0 . (2.96)
s las v '

Just as in Chern-Simons theory, the 'would-be gauge' degrees of freedom
K^ with f' ^ 0 at 32 are potential new dynamical degrees of freedom at
the boundary. Note, of course, that the degrees of freedom corresponding
to Killing vectors - those £* for which (X£)y = 0 - do not become
dynamical, even if they are nonzero at 32, since they do not contribute
to the right-hand side of (2.95). This observation will be important in our
treatment of black hole statistical mechanics in chapter 12.
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It is clear from equation (2.70) that these 'would-be diffeomorphism'
degrees of freedom are related to the 'would-be gauge' degrees of freedom
in the Chern-Simons formulation. Unfortunately, in the absence of a local
decomposition of degrees of freedom in the metric formalism analogous
to (2.81), it is not clear how to write down the metric equivalent of the
boundary action (2.92). This means that for now, at least, the precise form
of the boundary action for general relativity can only be given in 2+1
dimensions, since only then is a Chern-Simons formulation possible.

2.7 Comparing generators of invariances

In section 4, we computed the generators of diffeomorphisms in the
ADM formulation and analyzed their Poisson algebra. In particular, we
found that the algebra (2.47)-(2.48) was not a true Lie algebra - the
commutators were characterized by field-dependent structure functions
rather than structure constants. On the other hand, we have now seen
that the first-order formalism allows us to express the diffeomorphisms as
ordinary gauge transformations, whose generators should satisfy a genuine
Lie algebra. By studying the relationship between these two formulations,
we can gain further insight into the structure of (2+l)-dimensional gravity.

We begin by considering a decomposition of the first-order action
(2.61) into space and time components. On a manifold with the topology
M « [0,1] x 2, it is easy to check that up to boundary terms, the action
can be written as

/ =2

where the constraints are

[dt[ d2x {eVef&ja - cot
a%a - et

a%a], (2.97)

,e] = ^ [dteja - djef + eabc(coibejc - cojbeic)}

,e] = \& \dicof - djcof + eabc(coibcojc - Aeibejc)] .
1

(2.98)

These constraints have a straightforward intepretation. When A = 0, the
# constraint tells us that cof, the induced 50(2,1) connection on Z, is flat.
The # constraint then implies that e? is a cotangent vector to the space
of flat connections. Indeed, let cota(s) be a one-parameter family of flat
connections - solutions of the ^ constraint - on 2. Then the derivative
of $>a[co(s)] with respect to s is

dco(s)
~ds~
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This means that the ^ constraint is identically satisfied whenever e is
a cotangent vector dco/ds to the space of flat connections. Conversely,
when the space of flat connections is sufficiently well-behaved, any triad
satisfying ^[a>,e] = 0 determines such a cotangent vector.

When A ^ 0, the geometric interpretation of the constraints is less
transparent. In the Chern-Simons formulation, however, it is not too
hard to show that the two constraints (2.99) are both contained in the
field strength e '̂JFy, and that the constraints again imply that the induced
connection on S - now an SO (2,1) x SO (2,1) or SL(2,C) connection - is
flat.

From the action (2.97), we can read off the equal time Poisson brackets

{eia(x)9a>Jbtf)} = ~€ij6S62(x - A (2.100)

from which it is evident that

1 5F
{F[e9<D],a>ia} = 2€iJj^i> (

the first-order analogs of (2.38). It follows from a simple computation
that ^a and <6a generate the gauge transformations (2.66)-(2.67), and that
(up to boundary terms, as usual) the generators satisfy the standard Lie
algebra brackets

= -\eahc^c{x)52{x - xf)

= -l-eabc%c{x)8\x - xr)

= ^eabc^c(x)S2(x - xf). (2.102)

Note that in contrast to the ADM formalism, the brackets are now those
of a genuine Lie algebra. For A = 0, equation (2.102) may be recognized
as a rescaled version of the commutators (2.73) for the Lie algebra of
JSO(2,1). Similarly, for A ^ 0, equation (2.102) gives the commutation
relations for the Lie algebras of SO (2,1) x SO (2,1) (for A < 0) or SL(2, C)
(for A > 0).

As in section 4, we must introduce additional boundary terms to the
constraints ^a and %>a if the spatial slice £ is open. The analog of the
generator ^ of equation (2.51) is now

G[p, T] = - / d2x Ua<€a + pj€a) , (2.103)
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and it is easy to see that the variation of G[p,r] induces a boundary
variation

SG = -2 f # [paSco^ + Tade^) +.. . . (2.104)

As in the ADM case, we must cancel this expression by adding a new
boundary term to G, in this case

G[p,t] = 2 / # (pacof + xaef) . (2.105)

We shall see in the next chapter that this boundary term gives the same
conserved charges - the total mass and angular momentum - as the
corresponding ADM expression.

We can now express the ADM constraints J f and J f \ in terms of the
first-order constraints ^a and %!a. We should expect the results to be
somewhat ambiguous: the first-order formalism has more symmetries (lo-
cal Lorentz transformations as well as diffeomorphisms), and consequently
more constraints, than the ADM formalism. To avoid this ambiguity, we
shall derive the ADM constraints only modulo local Lorentz transfor-
mations; that is to say, we shall find a set of constraints that obey the
algebra (2.47)-(2.48), but only up to terms proportional to the generator
%a of local SO (2,1) transformations.

For simplicity, let us set the cosmological constant A to zero. We saw in
the last section that a diffeomorphism generated by a vector £* is equivalent
to an ISO (2,1) transformation with pa = ^ef, plus a local Lorentz
transformation, which we are ignoring. We might therefore expect that

^Jft = 2pa%a, (2.106)

or

jft = 2eia%a. (2.107)

The Hamiltonian constraint J f is a bit harder to guess, but the answer is
known from work on Ashtekar's formulation of (3+l)-dimensional gravity
[11]:

Jf = Ig-^e^ehf^, (2.108)

where g is the determinant of the spatial metric,

g = det(«,%). (2.109)

The form of this constraint can be made plausible by noting that

eabc€ijeibejc = efl6ce"v% V = 2ee°a = 2NJge°a, (2.110)

so equation (2.108) is rather closely parallel to equation (2.15).
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A tedious but straightforward calculation now shows that the generators
(2.107) and (2.108) have the correct Poisson brackets (2.47)-(2.48), modulo
terms proportional to c€a. We have thus constructed the constraint algebra
of general relativity from that of a gauge theory. The existence of such
a construction was first noted by Bengtsson, and it provides yet another
viewpoint from which to understand the simplicity of (2+l)-dimensional
gravity: the difficult diffeomorphism constraints reduce to much simpler
gauge constraints [35].

It is easy to see how the dimensionality of spacetime has entered this
construction: we have made explicit use of the Levi-Civita tensor, whose
form depends on the number of dimensions. In 3+1 dimensions, much
of the simplicity found here is lost. Nevertheless, a related construction
has been used to show that even in 3+1 dimensions, the phase space of
general relativity 'embeds' in the phase space of a gauge theory; this is
the structure that provides much of the power of Ashtekar's new variables



A field guide to the (2+l)-dimensional
spacetimes

In the last chapter, we investigated two formulations of the vacuum
Einstein field equation in 2+1 dimensions. In this chapter, we will solve
these field equations in several fairly simple settings, finding spacetimes
that represent a collection of point particles, a rotating black hole, and a
variety of closed universes with topologies of the form [0,1] xZ. In contrast
to (3+l)-dimensional general relativity, where it is almost always necessary
to impose strong symmetry requirements in order to find solutions, we
shall see that for simple enough topologies, it is actually possible to find
the general solution of the (2+l)-dimensional field equations.

The reader should be warned that this chapter is not a comprehensive
survey of solutions of the (2+l)-dimensional field equations. In particular,
I will spend a limited amount of time on the widely studied point particle
solutions, and I will say little about solutions with extended ('string')
sources and solutions in the presence of a nonvanishing matter stress-
energy tensor. The latter are of particular interest for quantum theory
- they offer models for studying the interaction of quantum gravity and
quantum field theory - but systematic investigation of such solutions has
only begun recently, and they are not yet very well understood.

3.1 Point sources

As a warm-up exercise, let us use the ADM formalism of chapter 2 to
find the general stationary, axisymmetric solutions of the vacuum field
equations with vanishing cosmological constant [90]. Such spacetimes are
the (2+l)-dimensional analogs of the exterior Schwarzschild and Kerr
metrics, representing the region outside a circularly symmetric gravitating
source. These spacetimes have a possible (3+l)-dimensional interpretation
as well: as described in chapter 1, the sources can be viewed as cross-
sections of straight cosmic strings.

38
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A general stationary, axisymmetric (2+l)-dimensional metric can be
written in the form

ds2 = -N(r)2dt2 + f(r)2dr2 + r2 ( # - N*(r)dt)2, (3.1)

where I have used a spatial coordinate transformation to set the coefficient
of d(j)2 to be r2. Physically, this coordinate choice means that a circle of
constant r has circumference 2nr. The spatial metric gy is simply

The only nonvanishing component is thus

r2

X i — (N^V

and the corresponding canonical momentum is

and an easy calculation shows that

rr~ fr

r
and hence

^J^g{2)R = 2^ (3.4)

Since the metric is static, the extrinsic curvature is

Tj). (3.5)

Let us first evaluate the momentum constraint (2.14),

y = 0 = g%v*i - \ztl{dlgjk)nik. (3.8)

Since g^ has only diagonal elements and n^k is entirely off-diagonal, the
last term of (3.8) vanishes. Hence n^ is a constant,

V = A. (3.9)
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We next consider the Hamiltonian constraint (2.13), which becomes

2 ^ = 0. (3.10)

The solution of this equation is

1 A2

where B2 is another integration constant, which must be positive to ensure
that f2 remains positive for large values of r.

To proceed further we shall also need one of the dynamical equations
of motion coming from varying gi; in the action (2.12). To find the
appropriate equation, we substitute the ansatz (3.1) for the metric into the
action* and vary / . The Hamiltonian constraint is

JC = zjr(nY ) — 2-72, \3-H)

the m o m e n t u m constraint is independent of / , and all time derivatives
vanish, so the action is

/
f f <t> o / ' I

dt I dr < 2Nrf(irr) — 2iV-^ > + terms independent of f.
7 1 * > (3.13)

The field equation obtained by varying / is thus

^ + Nrin^)2 = 0. (3.14)

Combining (3.12) and (3.14) and the constraint Jtf* = 0, we see that

or

N = f-{ (3.16)

up to a constant factor that can be absorbed by a suitable rescaling of
the time coordinate t.

* This procedure is a bit dangerous: by fixing an ansatz, we are restricting the possible
variations of the metric, and hence finding only the metrics that are extrema within a
limited class of geometries. In general we are not guaranteed that our solutions are
extremal under variations that take the metric outside this class. Here, however, the
ansatz is completely determined by symmetry considerations, and we should find any
extrema with the appropriate symmetries.
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To complete our solution, we can now use (3.7) to determine N^:

so

We may further restrict our attention to solutions for which C = 0, since
otherwise the metric has unphysical asymptotic behavior.

Substituting (3.11), (3.16) and (3.18) into (3.1), we finally obtain a metric

This metric can be put into a slightly more standard form by defining a
new radial coordinate

and by rescaling the time coordinate by a factor of B, to finally obtain

ds2 = -(dt - 4 # ) 2 + ^ 2 + B2f2d(j)2. (3.21)

To interpret the geometry of this spacetime, let us first consider the
static case, ,4 = 0. The line element (3.21) can then be made into the
standard flat metric through the coordinate transformation

cj) _• </>' = Be/). (3.22)

This is to be expected, since we saw in chapter 1 that the field equations
require the curvature to vanish. Note, however, that <// does not have the
standard periodicity: as 0 varies from 0 to 2n, (/)' varies from 0 to 2n — /?,
where

fi = 2n(l-B). (3.23)

For 0 < P < 27i, the spatial metric is actually that of a cone, obtained
by cutting a wedge of opening angle /J out of the plane and identifying
the two edges (see figure 3.1). The angle /} is known as the deficit angle
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Fig. 3.1. A cone can be formed by cutting a wedge out of the plane and
identifying the edges. The geodesies A and B are initially parallel, but eventually
cross. (Note that B is really 'straight' and unbroken once the edge identifications
are taken into account.)

of the cone. This is our first example of a theme that will be repeated
throughout this book, the existence of nontrivial global geometry even in
spacetimes whose curvature tensor vanishes.

When A ^ 0, a similar geometric description is possible. The standard
flat metric can now be obtained by the coordinate transformations

t^t' = t-^cj>. (3.24)

But the usual identification (t, (/>) ~ (t, <\> + 2n) now becomes

(£', <t>') ~ (tf - 2nA/B, </>' + 2nB). (3.25)

In other words, we now start with flat Minkowski space, cut out a wedge
with opening angle j8, and identify the opposite edges with an extra time
translation. It is easy to see that the resulting 'time-helical' structure leads
to the presence of closed timelike curves.

To find a physical interpretation for the constants A and B, it is useful
to examine the ADM equations of motion in the presence of sources,
treating the conical singularity at r = 0 as a point particle. In the presence
of matter, the field equations obtained from the variation of N and Nl

become

o
u (3.26)

and the mass of an isolated source is thus

= I d2x^Mg T°o = - I d2x Jt. (3.27)m
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The only term in the Hamiltonian constraint (3.10) that has a chance of
behaving peculiarly at r = 0 is the spatial curvature ^R. Indeed, recall
from section 4 of chapter 2 that the curvature can be written in the form

[ d(j)v± = 2nv\ (3.28)

where it is evident from (3.4) that

2
v1 = --+ const. ~ -IB + const. (3.29)

as r -• oo. We can fix the constant by noting that when B = 1 and A = 0,
the metric gy is that of flat Euclidean two-space, for which the integral
(3.28) must vanish. Hence

v± = 2-2B = ^-, (3.30)
n

and the total curvature integral is 2/?. Restoring factors of G, equation
(3.27) thus becomes

m =

A similar analysis can be applied to the angular momentum of the
source, which in asymptotically Cartesian coordinates is

/'•= fd2x(xiT°J-xJT0i)=2 f ^ (x 'V-xV- 'V
J V ^ Jd* V ^ (3.32)

where I have used the momentum constraints to write T°l in terms of nlK
Setting

j ^ j ^ j * * * (3.33)

near infinity, we see that

" = s b s * (334)

so A/B is a measure of the angular momentum of the source.
The reader may be uncomfortable with these arguments, based as they

are on an analysis that is at least superficially noncovariant. Fortunately,
the interpretation of the integration constants A and B may be checked
in a manifestly covariant manner by calculating the conserved charges of
chapter 2 associated with rotations and time translations at infinity. We
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have already computed the quantity v1- appearing in (2.56); combining
this result with the expression (3.9) for the canonical momentum, we see
that the total boundary diffeomorphism generator is

V] = ^ j ^ d<j> [(2 - 2B)l + 7AI+], (3.35)

where I have again restored the constants.
In particular, a diffeomorphism that is asymptotically a time translation

has £ = 1, giving # = (}/$nG. We thus confirm that /? is the conserved
quantity associated with time translations at spatial infinity, that is, the
mass. Similarly, an asymptotic rotation is described by | * = 1 and
\ = A/B. (The time translation component reflects the 'time-helical'
structure of the metric, and is chosen so that the coordinate f in (3.24) is
left invariant.) The associated charge is then # = A/4GB, which is thus
the angular momentum, the conserved quantity associated with rotations
at infinity. Equivalent expressions for the mass and angular momentum
may be found by computing the quasilocal mass of Brown and York
associated with a surface at infinity [43].

The mass and angular momentum, constructed as integrals at spatial
infinity, are the (2+l)-dimensional analogs of the ADM mass and an-
gular momentum in standard general relativity. Similar integrals exist
for any isolated system of sources. Note, however, that because of the
asymptotically conical structure of our solutions, there are no asymptotic
symmetries representing spatial translations or boosts, and thus no analog
of the full ADM momentum vector. One way to understand this is to
observe that while the metric (3.21) admits local solutions of the Killing
equation corresponding to the full Poincare group, most of the resulting
would-be Killing vectors are not preserved under the identifications (3.25);
only the Killing vectors corresponding to rotations and time translations
are globally defined.

It is also instructive to examine the conserved charges in the first-order
formalism. A suitable triad for the metric (3.21) is

e° = dt- (A/B)d</>

e1 =df
2 (3.36)

and it is easily checked that the only nonvanishing component of the spin
connection (2.63) is

co° = -Bdcj), (3.37)

for which the field equations (2.62) and (2.65) are clearly satisfied. There
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are now two candidates for asymptotic symmetries, that is, gauge trans-
formations that leave the frame and spin connection fixed at infinity:

p° - 1, (3.38)

corresponding to a time translation, and

T ° ~ - 1 , P
2~r, (3.39)

corresponding to a spatial rotation. For the time translation (3.38), the
generator (2.105) is (? = 2/J — 4TC, in agreement with the ADM result up
to an overall additive constant. Similarly, for the rotation (3.39), we find
G = 4nA/B, again coinciding with the ADM result.

The analog of the metric (3.21) for a system of stationary, spinning
sources is also known [78]. In 'Cartesian' coordinates, the metric for
a collection of point particles with masses Ma and spins Ja located at
positions aa is

*al / (3.40)

In contrast to the (3+l)-dimensional case, this is an exact stationary
solution for multiple sources. The existence of such a solution reflects
the peculiar weak-field limit discussed in chapter 1: stationary sources
experience no Newtonian interaction. Moving sources, on the other hand,
experience nontrivial scattering, as one would expect from the conical
nature of the metric. Figure 3.1, for example, shows two initially parallel
geodesies on a conical background; it is evident that they are 'scattered'
as they pass the apex of the cone, intersecting each other at the far
side. There has been considerable work on the structure of spacetimes
representing moving sources in 2+1 dimensions, which I will not discuss
here; see, for example, reference [34] for an interesting treatment.

3.2 The (2+l)-dimensional black hole

The axially symmetric spacetimes of the last section become even more
interesting in the presence of a negative cosmological constant A = —I//2,
for which spacetime is asymptotically anti-de Sitter. Most of the preceding
derivation can be repeated, with a few changes:

1. The Hamiltonian constraint (3.10) is now
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which has as its solution

1 D 2 A2 r2

(3.42)

The integration constant B2 need no longer be positive, however,
since the large r behavior of/2 is now controlled by the term r2//2.

2. The equation of motion (3.14) for N now becomes

(3.43)

The solution, however, is still N — f 1.

Renaming some of the constants, we obtain a metric

+ N~2dr2

with

r2

(3.44)

(3.45)

This spacetime is the (2+l)-dimensional black hole of Baiiados, Teitel-
boim, and Zanelli (BTZ) [23, 22]. It has an event horizon at r = r+ and
an inner horizon at r_, where

M±[M2--, (3.46)

are the zeros of the lapse function N. That r = r+ is a genuine event hori-
zon is most easily seen by changing to Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates,

dv = dt H 7y dv^ d$> = dcj) jdr,

in which the metric becomes

ds2 = -N2dv2 + Idvdr + r2

(3.47)

(3.48)

It is now evident that the surface r = r+ is a null surface, generated by
the geodesies

dv
(3.49)
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Moreover, r = r+ is a marginally trapped surface: at r = r+, any null
geodesic satisfies

so r decreases or, for the geodesies (3.49), remains constant as v increases.
Like the outer horizon of the Kerr metric, the surface r = r+ is also a

Killing horizon, that is, a null surface to which a Killing vector is normal.
The relevant Killing vector is

} (3.51)

Given such a Killing vector, the surface gravity K is defined by

K2 = —VjfVaXb, (3.52)

which may be easily computed:

^ (3,3,

This quantity can be interpreted as the red-shifted proper acceleration of
a zero angular momentum observer at the horizon. We shall see in chapter
12 that K plays an important role in black hole thermodynamics.

The (2+l)-dimensional black hole may also be expressed in Kruskal-like
coordinates. We define new null coordinates

u = p{r)e-a\ v = p(r)eat, with j - = W (3'54^

As in the case of the Kerr metric, we need two patches, r_ < r < oo and
0 < r < r+, to cover the black hole spacetime. In each patch, the metric
(3.44) takes the form

ds2 = Q2dudv + r 2 ( # + N^dtf (3.55)

where

2 _(r2-rl)(r + r+)2 /r-r_y-/r+

r2 r2
0+ = cj) + N*(r+)f, a+ = -±5-— (r-<r< oo)

Q2_=(4-r2)(r + r_)

r2 -r2

)t a_ = ~ + (0 < r < r+)
^ r - (3.56)
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(a)

Fig. 3.2. The (2+l)-dimensional black hole is characterized by a different Penrose
diagram for (a) the generic case; (b) the J = 0 case; and (c) the extremal
(J = ±Mt) case.

with r and t viewed as implicit functions of u and v. (The explicit
coordinate transformations to these Kruskal-like coordinates are given in
reference [22].)

As in the case of the Kerr black hole, an infinite number of such Kruskal
patches may be fit together to form a maximal solution, whose Penrose
diagram is shown in diagram (a) of figure 3.2. This diagram differs from
that of the Kerr metric at r = oo, reflecting the fact that the BTZ black
hole is asymptotically anti-de Sitter rather than asymptotically flat, but
the overall structure is similar. In particular, it is evident that r = r+ is
an event horizon, while the inner horizon r = r_ is a Cauchy horizon for
region I. When J = 0, the Penrose diagram collapses to that of diagram
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(b) of figure 3.2, which is similar in structure, except for its asymptotic
behavior, to the diagram for the ordinary Schwarzschild solution. For the
extreme case, J — +M*f, the Penrose diagram is that of diagram (c) of
figure 3.2.

As the notation suggests, M and J are the mass and angular momentum
of the black hole, in the units 8G = 1 of reference [23]. To see this, we can
repeat the derivation of the conserved charges in section 1, with suitable
adjustments to account for the fact that the black hole spacetime is not
asymptotically flat. First, in an asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetime, the
boundary diffeomorphism generator # must be normalized by subtracting
a 'background' value, which we can take to be its value at M = J = 0.̂
The quantity vL in equation (3.29) is thus

JL 2 2

• = ~7 + 7 M=J=0 r (3.57)

Moreover, the time-time component of the metric is now asymptotically
gtt ~ r2/^2, so a unit translation in coordinate time t corresponds to a
vector

X = **t ~ J (3-58)

(where rf is a unit vector), rather than x ~ 1. Inserting these expressions
into equation (2.56) for the generator of asymptotic time translations, we
find a total mass of M/8G, as claimed. This mass is to be interpreted as
the generator of translations in the 'Killing time' t, the time coordinate
that parametrizes the orbits of the Killing vector for which the black hole
metric is stationary. The absolute normalization of t, and thus of M, may
be fixed by requiring that the metric approach a standard anti-de Sitter
form at spatial infinity. A similar argument shows that J is again the
angular momentum.

The BTZ metric (3.44) has constant negative curvature, and like the
point sources considered above, it can be represented as a region of a
standard constant curvature space - in this case, anti-de Sitter space -
with appropriate identifications of boundaries. One way to see this is to

The precise choice of subtraction is somewhat arbitrary; a change would have the effect
of shifting the location of the zero of the mass scale.
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carry out yet another coordinate transformation,

r2 _ r2 i W A H i T V " 7 7 i r ' (3.59)

for which the metric in the patch r > r+ becomes

ds2 = ^(dx2 - dy2 + dz2) (z > 0). (3.60)
z

This expression may be recognized as the standard 'upper half-space'
representation of constant negative curvature three-space; its Euclidean
version, formed by transforming y to iy, is the conventional metric for
the hyperbolic space H3. Note, however, that the black hole metric does
not cover the entire upper half-space: periodicity in the 'Schwarzschild'
angular coordinate $ requires that we identify

(x9y,z)~
2nr-

ysinh——, ycosh— xsinh ——, z). (3.61)
€ V V V

The BTZ black hole can thus be obtained as a region of anti-de Sitter
space with appropriate identifications of boundaries. This global geometry
and its physical implications will be treated in more detail in chapter 12.

3.3 The torus universe

For our next collection of (2+l)-dimensional spacetimes, we turn to
closed 'cosmological' solutions with the spatial topology of a torus, that
is, spacetimes with the topology [0,1] x T2 in which the T2 slices are
spacelike. These solutions may be found most directly via the ADM
formalism developed in chapter 2; in particular, the York time-slicing
TrK = — T greatly simplifies many of the computations. Following the
methods of chapter 2, we shall start by examining the physical phase
space, parametrized by a set of moduli and their conjugate momenta.

The moduli space JV(T2) of a torus - the space of flat metrics of
unit area - is parametrized by a single complex number T = x\ + hi,
the modulus, where we can assume without loss of generality that T2 >
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T + l

0 1
Fig. 3.3. A torus of modulus x can be represented as a parallelogram with
opposite sides identified.

0. (Readers unfamiliar with this moduli space may wish to consult
appendix A.) For a given modulus, the corresponding flat metric is

gijdxldxj = x2 * \dx + xdy\2, (3.62)

where x and y are periodic coordinates with period one. Geometrically,
a torus with modulus x may be represented as a parallelogram on the
complex plane, with vertices 0, 1, T, and x + 1, appropriately rescaled to
have unit area, as shown in figure 3.3.

As we saw in chapter 2, the variable conjugate to the flat metric gy is
a transverse traceless tensor piJ\ which for the torus may be parametrized
as

ij = 1
2

X2pi ~
Pi

(3.63)

The dependence on parameters has been chosen so that p\ and p2 are
conjugate to t i and x2, i.e.,

A dgtj = dpi A dx\ + bp2 A bx2. (3.64)

Together, x and p = p\ + ip2 constitute the initial data in the York
time-slicing, and their evolution is determined by the Hamiltonian (2.37).
To find this Hamiltonian, we must solve the elliptic differential equation
(2.35) for the scale factor L For the torus topology - and uniquely for this
case - the coefficients in (2.35) are spatial constants, and X can be found
algebraically:

e =
1

(Pi2 + VI2) ,
(3.65)
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and thus

Hred = } T2 [pi2 + pi2}V2. (3.66)
J 4A

This Hamiltonian describes the motion of a free particle on the hyper-
bolic plane: if we take the standard Poincare (constant negative curvature)
metric

(3.67)

on the upper half-plane T2 > 0, Hred is of the form (g^^PaPjs)1/2. The
resulting dynamics is fairly straightforward. If we define a new time
coordinate t by

T = el + Ae-<, dt = T7x, (3.68)
( T 2 - 4 A ) 1 / 2

the equations of motion coming from the reduced phase space action are

1/2 dp\
Pu -^=0,

1/2
P2, f = -(pS+pS)-il2. (3.69)

The general solution is easily found:

Tl = f} + a tanh(t - t0)

T2 = a sech(t — ô)
pi = const.
Vi = - P i sinh(^ - t0), (3.70)

where to, a, /?, and pi are integration constants. The resulting motion is a
semicircle in the upper half-plane centered on the real axis,

(Ti- i8)2 + T2
2 = a2, (3.71)

and it is straightforward to check that this trajectory is a geodesic with
respect to the metric (3.67).

The spacetimes given by equation (3.70) are clearly dynamical: the
spatial geometry, as described by the modulus T, changes from slice to
slice. In addition, the area changes with time. As noted earlier, the spatial
area of a constant T slice is given by the Hamiltonian (3.66) evaluated on
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the solution (3.70):

For A > 0, the solutions display a 'big bang' or 'big crunch' singularity: as
T increases from an initial value of 2^/A, the universe collapses, reaching
a final singularity of zero area at T — oo. (The time-reversed solution
represents an expanding universe.) For A negative, on the other hand, the
area reaches a minimum value: the universe 'bounces'.

Note that as T approaches infinity, %2 also goes to zero. This indicates
that as the universe approaches a big bang or big crunch, the spatial
geometry also becomes singular: the parallelogram of figure 3.3 collapses
to a line. Similar - but typically much more complex - singular behavior
of the spatial geometry is known to occur for (2+l)-dimensional universes
with more complicated topologies; a good deal of the mathematics is
understood, in a fairly technical form, but this behavior has not yet been
analyzed in the physics literature [195].

So far, I have been rather cavalier in my treatment of the symmetries
of these solutions. By construction, the solutions are invariant under
the 'small' spacetime diffeomorphisms, that is, the diffeomorphisms that
can be built from infinitesimal transformations. The torus also admits
'large' diffeomorphisms, however, generated by Dehn twists around the
circumferences. These act nontrivially on the moduli T and the momenta
p. As described in appendix A, the group of such large diffeomorphisms
of the torus (modulo 'small' diffeomorphisms) has two generators,

S : T - • — , p -> T2p

(3.73)

This means that not all moduli are geometrically distinct. Rather, the
independent geometries are characterized by values of T that range over
a single fundamental region, such as the 'keyhole' region shown in fig-
ures 3.4 and A.6. Equation (3.71) for the trajectory is therefore somewhat
misleading; projected back to a single fundamental region, a portion of
a typical trajectory looks like the path shown in figure 3.4. The resulting
motion is quite complicated: there are arbitrarily long closed geodesies,
and the geodesic flow is actually ergodic [80, 150]. Note, though, that the
evolution of the physical geometry of space is not ergodic. The full geom-
etry depends on both the modulus and the area, and the time-dependence
(3.72) of the area is simple and well-behaved.

The role of large diffeomorphisms is a subtle one, but it will be im-
portant later when we discuss quantization. For the torus, the upper
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Fig. 3.4. A standard representation of the torus moduli space is given by a
'keyhole' region of Teichmuller space; opposite edges are identified, and points
on the bottom arc are identified with their reflections through the y axis. A
portion of a geodesic is shown.

half-plane {T : %2 > 0} is known as the Teichmuller space, while the quo-
tient of Teichmuller space by the group action (3.73) is known as moduli
space. More generally, the Teichmuller space ^K(S) of a surface Z is
the space of constant curvature metrics on 2 modulo small diffeomor-
phisms, while the moduli space Jf(L) is the space of constant curvature
metrics modulo all diffeomorphisms. In classical (2+l)-dimensional grav-
ity, it is the moduli space that parametrizes inequivalent spacetimes; the
translation of this condition to the quantum theory will provide valuable
constraints.

The reduced phase space variables x and p describe the physical degrees
of freedom, but we have not yet found the full spacetime metric g^. In
particular, we do not yet have expressions for the lapse and shift functions.
To proceed further, it is useful to switch to the first-order formalism of
chapter 2. Note first that from equations (3.62) and (3.70) and equation
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(2.21) of chapter 2, the spatial line element da2 = gijdx'dxi is

da1 = e^gijdxW

V/ 2
( 2+ 2V

= 2 \-dx + 2Xldxdy + {X? + Xl)dy\
? 2 2 ] ( 3 - 7 4 )

where I have used the abbreviations

This 'factorized' form makes it easy to write down the triad ea:

e° = N(t)dt

el = Fet/2(adx + bdy)

e2 = Fe-t/2{Xdx + pidy), (3.76)

where

and the lapse function N(t) is still an unknown function of time. It is now
easy to check that the torsion constraints (2.62) are satisfied by

N

rV. (3.78)

The remaining field equations (2.65) are now completely straightforward,
and yield

N = F2. (3.79)

The full spacetime metric is thus

ds2 = -F4dt2 + F2e\adx + bdy)2 + F2e~\Mx + pidy)2.
(3.80)
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Related expressions have appeared in references [52, 106, 119, 153, 182].
We will later need expressions for the moduli ra and the momenta pa

in terms of the coefficients a, ft, k, and /u of equation (3.75). A simple
computation gives

ft + me'*
x = Tl + h 2

a + ike~l

P = Pi + iP2 = —iel (a — ike~l)
Hred=F\iia-kb). (3.81)

The symplectic structure on the space of parameters a, ft, k, and \i can
then be read off from equation (3.81):

dpi A 8xi + Sp2 A ST2 = -{dp /\8x + 8p/\ Sx) = 2(Sb Adk-daA S/LL).
2 (3.82)

Thus (//, a) and (A, ft) are conjugate pairs.
In addition to the four-parameter family of spacetimes (3.80), a further

family of static spacetimes with the topology [0,1] x T2 can be found
when A = 0. These spacetimes are characterized by vanishing extrinsic
curvature, K\j = 0, so the York time-slicing TrK = — T breaks down. On
the other hand, the Hamiltonian constraint (2.28) is now trivial: it simply
requires that k be a constant. The resulting metrics are

T/l/2

ds2 = -dt2 + \dx + xdy\2, (3.83)

where x and y are again periodic with period 1, x is now time-independ-
ent, and V is a (constant) spatial area. In contrast to the spacetimes
(3.80), these geometries are nondynamical, describing completely time-
independent torus universes. This set of spacetimes is rather pathological
from the point of view of quantum gravity - the symplectic form analogous
to (3.82) is degenerate, and there are no natural canonical commutators.
The metrics (3.83) are often ignored when dealing with the quantum
theory, but they may be important for determining boundary conditions
for wave functions.

Yet another four-parameter family of solutions has been found through
the first-order formalism. These spacetimes again have the global topology
[0,1] x T2, but the T2 slices are not spacelike, so the corresponding metrics
do not appear in the ADM formalism. Such solutions necessarily contain
closed timelike curves, and their relevance to quantum gravity is not clear.
Louko and Marolf have carefully analyzed the full set of solutions of the
first-order field equations with the topology [0,1] x T2, and have shown
that the space of solutions is quite badly behaved: in fact, it is not even
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Hausdorff [108, 181]. This makes a quantum theory based on this full
space of solutions rather problematical.

Like the point particle and black hole metrics, the torus geometries given
by (3.80) and (3.83) can be formed by making appropriate identifications
of points in a constant curvature space. This process is both rather
complicated and extremely important; its discussion will be postponed
until the next chapter.

3.4 Other topologies

The torus universes [0,1] x T2 described in the last section provide a useful
collection of (2+l)-dimensional spacetimes. The torus topology is rather
atypical, however - the torus admits a flat metric, for instance, and has an
abelian fundamental group - and it is natural to look for generalizations.
Unfortunately, much less is known about spacetimes with the topology
[0,1]x2 when Z is a surface of genus g ^ 1.

Let us begin with the simplest case, the spherical universe [0,1] x S2.
It is a well-known result of Riemann surface theory that the two-sphere
has no moduli - S2 has a unique constant curvature metric with k = 1 -
and that the sphere admits no transverse traceless tensors plJ'. The ADM
metric is therefore determined entirely by the conformal factor A, which
by (2.35) must satisfy

KX - ^(T2 - 4\)e2X - 1 = 0. (3.84)

Integrating over the two-sphere, we see that

(T2 - 4A)e2A + ±] = 0. (3.85)

If A < 0, both terms in the integrand are positive, and this equation has
no solution. If A > 0, there is at least one solution,

This is, in fact, the unique solution, corresponding to the de Sitter metric

4 /

This spacetime is not very interesting from the point of view of quantum
gravity, since it has no gravitational degrees of freedom, but it could be
significant if matter couplings were added.
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If we drop the requirement of orientability, we can also consider the
case of a Klein bottle universe [0,1] xK. This topology has been analyzed
by Louko, who shows that it has a reduced phase space that is, roughly
speaking, half of the [0,1] x T2 phase space described in the preceding
section [180]. This is not a coincidence: the torus is the double cover of
the Klein bottle, and metrics on the Klein bottle can be pulled back to
metrics on the torus with appropriate symmetries.

We next consider spacetimes [0,1] x I in which 2 is a surface of
genus g > 1. Let us assume for simplicity that the cosmological constant
vanishes. Then one set of solutions is quite easy to find: if we choose
initial values pl* = 0, equation (2.35) becomes

A ^ - ^ - e 2 A + ^ = 0 , (3.88)

which is solved by

e2X = ^ > . (3.89)

The Hamiltonian is thus a constant, and the momenta remain zero. This
procedure generates a (6g — 6)-parameter family of solutions: we can
choose any set of moduli on an initial slice, and let the universe evolve
with a fixed spatial geometry.

Like the de Sitter solution, however, these spacetimes are not very
interesting. They are not quite static - they admit no timelike Killing
vector - but they are almost static. Technically, time translation is a
homothety: that is, there is a timelike vector £ for which

2 ^ = 2agfiV (3.90)

for some constant a. Okamura and Ishihara call these geometries 'static
moduli solutions', and have shown that the set of such solutions is an
attractor for nearby (small momentum) solutions [214, 215].

This lack of dynamics is clearly a consequence of our initial choice of
vanishing momenta. Unfortunately, for p ^ 0 the Hamiltonian constraint
(2.35) becomes much more difficult, and little is known beyond the formal
existence and uniqueness theorems of Moncrief et al. [8, 202]. There
appear to be two major problems:

1. For a surface of genus g > 1, there is no simple expression for the
spatial metric analogous to that of equation (3.62) for the torus.
Constant negative curvature spaces can be represented as regions of
the hyperbolic plane H2 with appropriate identifications of boundary
segments, and the problem of constructing such identifications from
a set of moduli is fairly well understood. But in such a representation,
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the moduli appear as boundary conditions rather than parameters
in the metric, and the dynamics becomes much more difficult to
describe.

2. The quadratic differentials pl* are now position-dependent, and the
Hamiltonian constraint is no longer solved by constant k. While
existence theorems are known, the actual construction of solutions
becomes much more complicated, and very little can be said about
explicit solutions.

A possible exception to these difficulties is the case of genus g = 2.
Genus two surfaces are hyperelliptic; that is, they can be represented as
branched double coverings of the sphere, with branch points determined
by the moduli. This representation allows a reasonably simple description
of the quadratic differentials, and it is plausible that the Hamiltonian
constraint can be solved. For more general topologies, Puzio has suggested
that the Gauss map, a harmonic map between a slice E of constant TrK
and a fixed reference surface So, might serve as a useful tool, but this
proposal has not yet been developed [223].

It may also be useful to look at decompositions of the metric that
differ from those of chapter 2. In particular, any metric on a surface
Z is conformal to aflat metric with singularities and branch cuts. This
flat representation has been studied extensively in string theory - it is
the starting point for the light cone gauge [98] - and it is plausible that
string techniques could be applied to the ADM constraints of (2+1)-
dimensional gravity. It may also be useful to look at time-slicings that
differ from the York gauge TrK = — T. For systems of point particles in
a topologically trivial spacetime, Bellini et al. and Welling have recently
explored the use of conformally flat metrics on slices satisfying TrK = 0
[33, 34, 279]. The solution of the vacuum field equations is then related
to the classical Riemann-Hilbert problem, and a number of powerful
mathematical techniques become available.

For the moment, however, solutions with the topology [0, l ] x l are
well understood only for the torus and Klein bottle topologies. This is an
unfortunate limitation, but we shall see in the next few chapters that even
these simple examples can teach us a good deal about quantum gravity.
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In the two preceding chapters, we derived solutions of the vacuum field
equations of (2+l)-dimensional gravity by using rather standard general
relativistic methods. But as we have seen, the field equations in 2+1
dimensions actually imply that the spacetime metric is flat - the curvature
tensor vanishes everywhere. This suggests that there might be a more
directly geometric approach to the search for solutions.

At first sight, the requirement of flatness seems too strong: we usually
think of the vanishing of the curvature tensor as implying that spacetime
is simply Minkowski space. We have seen that this is not quite true,
however. The torus universes of the last chapter, for example, are genuinely
dynamical and have nontrivial - and inequivalent - global geometries.
The situation is analogous to that of electromagnetism in a topologically
nontrivial spacetime, where Aharanov-Bohm phases can be present even
when the field strength F^v vanishes.

It is true, however, that locally we can always choose coordinates in
which the metric is that of ordinary Minkowski space. That is, every
point in a flat spacetime M is contained in a coordinate patch that is
isometric to Minkowski space with the standard metric r]^. The only
place nontrivial geometry can arise is in the way these coordinate patches
are glued together. This is precisely what we saw in chapter 3 for the
spacetime surrounding a point source: locally, the geometry was flat,
but a conical structure arose from the identification of the edges of a flat
coordinate patch. The aim of this chapter is to generalize this construction
to closed universes with more general topologies.

4.1 A static solution

Let us again consider the spacetimes with the topology [0, l ] x l discussed
in chapters 2 and 3. We shall start in this section with one particularly
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simple family of spacetimes, and then generalize the results to incorporate
the full set of solutions of the field equations.

We begin with a spacelike slice Z, which we take to be a closed surface
of genus g > 2. (We shall deal with the g = 0 and g = 1 cases later.) A
classical result of two-dimensional geometry, the uniformization theorem,
asserts that any such surface can be given a metric of constant negative
curvature (see appendix A). A surface Z with such a metric can be cut
open along 2g curves to form a 4g-sided polygon P(Z) whose sides are
geodesies in the hyperbolic plane H2, that is, the plane R2 equipped with
a constant negative curvature metric. Several useful representations of H2

exist, including the upper half-plane representation, characterized by the
metric

ds2 = \(dx2 + dy2l (y>0), (4.1)

and the Poincare disk, characterized by the metric

* " ( | | 1 )

The polygon P(Z) is most easily visualized in the Poincare disk repre-
sentation, in which geodesies are arcs of circles that meet the boundary
\z\ = 1 perpendicularly; for instance, figure 4.1 shows a polygon for a
genus two surface. To recover the closed surface Z from this polygon, we
identify edges in pairs, in the pattern shown in figure A.8. Since the metric
(4.2) is homogeneous, it will remain smooth under such identifications as
long as the identified edges are geodesies with equal lengths, and Z will
thus inherit a smooth constant negative curvature metric.

To understand this 'gluing' operation, consider for a moment the simpler
case of the flat torus. Let z be the standard coordinate on the complex
plane C, and let T denote the group of translations generated by z -> z + 1
and z —• z + T, where T is an arbitrary complex number with Imx ^ 0
(see figure 3.3). With a bit of thought, it should be clear that the quotient
space C/T - that is, the space of points in C modulo the identifications
z ~ z + 1 and z ~ z + r - i s a flat torus with modulus T.

In the same way, the operation of gluing the sides of P(Z) to reconstruct
Z can be characterized by a discrete group F of isometries of the hyperbolic
plane H2. A generator y of F is a mapping that takes an edge E to the
edge Ef with which it is identified. Just as in the case of the torus, we can
view Z as a quotient space

Z = H2/F (4.3)

of the hyperbolic plane by a group of isometries. Not every group F can
occur in this way, however. As discussed in appendix A, F must satisfy
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Fig. 4.1. A genus two surface can be represented as an octagon on the Poincare
disk, with geodesic boundaries that must be identified pairwise (see also fig-
ure A.8).

two conditions in order to be a group of edge identifications of a polygon

1. F must be isomorphic to the fundamental group ni(L); and

2. F must act freely and properly discontinuously on H2.

These conditions imply that F must be a discrete subgroup of the group
PSL(2, R) of isometries of H2 with no elements of finite order. Moreover,
it is not hard to show that two such groups Fi and F2 determine identical
surfaces if and only if they are conjugate, i.e., F2 = hT\h~l for some fixed
hePSL(2,R).

A group satisfying these two conditions is called Fuchsian. While the
complete characterization and classification of Fuchsian groups requires
some fairly advanced mathematics, the subject has been studied exten-
sively, and a large body of knowledge is available for our use [141].

Observe next that a surface of constant proper time in Minkowski space,

ST = {(*, x, y):t2-x2-y2 = T2, t > 0}, (4.4)

is isometric to the hyperbolic plane (4.2) with k = T. Let V+ denote
the interior of the forward light cone in Minkowski space. We can then
perform the following construction:
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Fig. 4.2. A spacetime with the spatial topology of a genus two surface can
be represented as an octagonal tube in Minkowski space, with edges identified
in pairs. The left-hand illustration shows several slices of constant TrK. The
right-hand illustration shows the intersection of one such slice with the octagon
(compare figure 4.1).

1. foliate V+ by slices of constant proper time;

2. draw an appropriately scaled copy of the polygon P(L) on each slice
ST9 a < T < fe, forming a figure with the topology [0,1] x P(I) ; and

3. glue the edges of this figure slice by slice to obtain a manifold with
the topology [0,1] x E.

Equivalently, we can start with the polygon P(L) on a single slice, say
ST==i. Each edge of P(L) determines a plane through the origin, and the
set of such planes carves out a solid with the topology [0,1] x P(L) (see
figure 4.2). The sides of this solid are identified pairwise by the action
of the group F, and the manifold [0,1] x 2 is obtained by making these
identifications. In terms of group theory, we have defined an action of the
Fuchsian group F on F + by its action on each slice ST; our spacetime is
the quotient space V+/T. The resulting manifold has an initial singularity
at the apex of the light cone, but away from this singularity it is flat,
having inherited its metric from flat Minkowski space. We have thus built
a solution of the (2+l)-dimensional empty space Einstein equations. In
fact, we have found a whole family of solutions: each constant negative
curvature metric on the surface Z determines a polygon P(2), and each
such polygon determines a spacetime. If 2 is a genus g surface, the
space of nonisometric polygons P(L) is (6g — 6)-dimensional. In fact, this
space is precisely the moduli space JT(L) introduced in chapter 3, since
each inequivalent polygon determines a constant curvature k = — 1 metric
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on £. Our construction thus gives us a (6g — 6)-dimensional family of
spacetimes.

4.2 Geometric structures

The spacetimes of the preceding section are solutions of the vacuum field
equations, but they are physically rather uninteresting. In particular, their
dynamics is trivial; the spatial slices of constant T are nearly isometric,
differing only in overall scale. Intuitively, we have really obtained only half
of the parameters describing the space of solutions - we have specified
initial 'positions', but we have assumed vanishing initial 'momenta'. This
intuition can be made precise in the ADM formalism. The spacetimes
constructed in this manner are precisely the 'static moduli solutions' of
section 4 of the preceding chapter, that is, the solutions for which pa = 0.

To generalize this result, it is useful to give a slightly different description
of our construction. Let us return again to two dimensions. We can view
the polygon P(L) as a kind of coordinate patch on the surface S - that
is, the interior of P(L) is the diffeomorphic image of an open set 0 in Z,
and points in 0 can be identified with their images in P(S). As in any
manifold, coordinate patches are glued together by means of transition
functions, which in this case describe the coordinate changes as we go
from an edge E of P(L) to the edge Ef identified with E. P(S) has a
constant negative curvature metric, and the metric will remain smooth as
long as the transition functions <j)(E,Ef) are isometries. In fact, P(L) has
4g edges identified in pairs, and the 2g transition functions <£(£,-,£,') are
precisely the generators of the Fuchsian group F introduced above.

What we have just described is known to mathematicians as a geometric
structure [3, 58, 256]. In general, a manifold M is said to have a geometric
structure (G,X) if M is locally modeled on X with transition functions in
G, much as an ordinary n-dimensional manifold is modeled on Rn. More
precisely, let G be a Lie group that acts analytically on some manifold X
(the 'model space'), and let M be another manifold of the same dimension
as X. Then a (G,X) structure on M is given by a set of coordinate patches
Ut on M with 'coordinates' & : C7,- —> X taking their values in X, and
with transition functions gtj = (j)i o cj>-~1 \ Ut n Uj in G. In particular, if we
let X be the hyperbolic plane H2 and G be the isometry group PSL(2, R),
we obtain a hyperbolic structure on the surface Z.

A fundamental ingredient in the description of a geometric structure is
its holonomy, which can be thought of as measuring the failure of a single
coordinate patch to extend all the way around a closed curve.* Let M
be a (G,X) manifold containing a closed path y. We can cover y with

* The reader should be cautioned that this is not quite the same 'holonomy' that is found
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Fig. 4.3. The curve y is covered by patches U\,..., I7n, each isometric to a portion
of the model space X. The composition of transition functions gt around y gives
the holonomy.

coordinate charts

(t>i:Ui-+X, i = l , . . . , n (4.5)

with constant transition functions gi e G between [7* and C7,-+i, so

</>i|[7j n £7j+i = gi o 0i+i|t7i n t7i+i

(see figure 4.3). Let us now try to analytically continue the coordinate <j>\
from U\ to all of y. We start with a coordinate transformation in JJ2 that
replaces $2 by $2' = gi ° (j>2- By (4.6), ^2' agrees with (f>\ on the overlap
U\ n £72, and can thus be considered as an extension of 0i to the union
U\ U172. Continuing this process along y9 with (/>/ = g\ o. . . o gy_x o 0 ; , we
will eventually reach the final coordinate patch Un9 which again overlaps
U\. If the new coordinate function </>„' = g\ o ... o gn_x o <̂ n were equal to
(j>i on [7nn C7i, we would have succeeded in covering y with a single patch.
In general, however, we will find instead that (j>n = H(y) o 0i , where

H(y) = gi o . . . o gn. (4.7)

The holonomy H(y) thus measures the obstruction to such a covering.

in the theory of connections on fiber bundles, although we shall see below that the two
notions are closely related.
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It can be shown that the holonomy of a curve y depends only on its
homotopy class. In fact, the holonomy defines a group homomorphism

H :m(M9*)->G. (4.8)

Note that a coordinate change in the original patch U\9 say <j>\ —• (f)\ o h9

will have the effect of conjugating all of the holonomies by some element
h £ G. The homomorphism H is thus not quite unique, but is determined
only up to overall conjugation.

If we now pass from M to its universal covering space M, there are
no longer any noncontractible closed paths^By the argument above, a
coordinate </>i can thus be extended to all of M, giving a map D : M —• X.
This map is called the developing map of the geometric structure. For our
two-dimensional example, the holonomy group is precisely the Fuchsian
group F, while the developing map describes the tiling of the hyperbolic
plane by copies of the polygon P(L).

As a concrete example of this construction, consider the conical space-
time of a static point particle discussed in chapter 3. At a fixed time, space
is described by a wedge W (figure 3.1), with edges identified by a rotation
R(P); the whole spacetime is R x W, with the same identification at all
times. The fundamental group of such a spacetime has a single generator
y, describing a loop around the apex of the cone. The corresponding
holonomy is H(y) = R(P), and the developing map is the map that 'un-
wraps' the cone into an infinite strip. Similarly, for a spinning particle,
the holonomy is a Poincare transformation that includes a rotation and a
time translation.

We can now describe the three-dimensional cosmologies of the preceding
section in the same language. We start with the region [0,1] x P(L)
of figure 4.2, and identify sides [0,1] x Et and [0,1] x E[. Once again,
[0,1] xP(Z) may be viewed as a coordinate patch with transition functions
connecting the boundaries. Moreover, these transition functions may now
be treated as isometries of the full (2+l)-dimensional Minkowski metric,
thus describing a geometric structure.

But while these transition functions are isometries of the Minkowski
metric, they lie in a rather restricted group of such isometries. The
full group of isometries of the Minkowski metric is the Poincare group
ISO (2,1). The identifications of section 1, on the other hand, are isome-
tries of the two-dimensional metric (4.2), and thus lie in the subgroup
PSL(2,K) c ISO(2,1). The generalization we need is now clear: we
must allow transition functions that live in the full Poincare group. In
other words, we must look for Lorentzian structures, or (ISO (2,1), R2+1)
structures, on [0,1] x Z.
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4.3 The space of Lorentzian structures

To understand the classification of Lorentzian structures, we must first
deal with a technical problem arising from the fact that the space R x 2
is not compact. If M is a three-manifold with a flat Lorentzian metric,
we can always find a 'new' noncompact solution to the field equations
by simply cutting out a chunk of M. For instance, if we choose some
spacelike slice S in M and remove the entire future of S, we will be left
with a manifold with the same topology and the same geometric structure.
To avoid this rather trivial overcounting of solutions, we need some notion
of a 'maximal' spacetime. The appropriate concept turns out to be that of
a domain of dependence, essentially a spacetime that includes the entire
past and future of some spacelike slice (see appendix B for a more precise
definition).

Mess has shown that every maximal flat Lorentzian spacetime with
the topology [0,1] x Z is uniquely determined by its ISO (2,1) holonomy
group [195]. Moreover, any homomorphism from 7Ci(2) to ISO(2,1) gives
an admissible holonomy group, provided only that its SO (2,1) projection
is Fuchsian. In other words, no new restrictions are needed on the
translations in the Poincare group; as long as the 'positions' generate a
Fuchsian subgroup of SO (2,1), the 'momenta' are arbitrary.

As always, two holonomy groups give different geometric structures
unless they are conjugate. The solutions of the field equations are thus
parametrized by the space of group homomorphisms

2,1))/ ~, (4.9)

where

P i ~ P 2 if P2 = h'pi'h-\ he ISO (2,1). (4.10)

The subscript 0 in equation (4.9) means that we restrict ourselves to
homomorphisms whose SO(2,1) projections are Fuchsian; Goldman has
shown that this subspace is a connected topological component of the
space of all homomorphisms [130].

One more subtlety must be taken into account if we want a complete
description of the space of solutions. Diffeomorphic spacetimes should
not be counted as distinct solutions, and while the space M is not affected
by diffeomorphisms that can be smoothly deformed to the identity, it is
acted on by 'large' diffeomorphisms. To understand this phenomenon,
note first that the large diffeomorphisms of [0,1] x 2 can be characterized
completely by their actions on Z. The group of large diffeomorphisms
of a surface 2, also known as the mapping class group, is discussed in
appendix A. It is generated by Dehn twists around closed curves in E, that
is, diffeomorphisms obtained by cutting £ open along a curve y, twisting
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one end by 2n9 and regluing the ends. (See figure A.I for an illustration of
a Dehn twist of a torus.) It is fairly easy to see that such Dehn twists will
mix up the generators of the fundamental group rci(L); in fact, it may be
shown that they generate all of^the outer automorphisms of n\(L) [37].

This means that if pi e Jt and p2 G M are two homomorphisms
that differ only by an automorphism of TTI(S), they will give the same
flat metric on [0,1] x S. Equivalently, the geometry of spacetime should
depend only on the fundamental group TTI(Z) as an abstract group, and
not on any particular choice of generators. The true space of flat spatially
closed (2+l)-dimensional spacetimes is thus parametrized by

M = Jf/Out(ni(L)). (4.11)

This characterization of Jt makes it simple to determine the number
of empty space solutions to the Einstein equations. A heuristic counting
argument proceeds as follows. The fundamental group of a genus g sur-
face 2 has 2g generators and one relation. Each generator is mapped into
the six-dimensional space ISO (2,1), giving a total of 6(2g — 1) parameters.
Conjugate groups must still be identified, however, so six of these param-
eters are redundant. We thus expect there to be a (12g — 12)-dimensional
space of solutions. This result confirms the ADM computations of chapter
2, in which we found that solutions were labeled by 6g — 6 positions and
6g — 6 momenta. The counting is slightly more complicated when 2 is a
sphere or a torus, but it is not hard to check that the number of solutions
again agrees with the ADM results.

We can establish an even closer connection with the ADM method if
we note that the group ISO (2,1) is geometrically the cotangent bundle
of SO (2,1); that is, translations in ISO (2,1) can be viewed as cotangent
vectors to Lorentz transformations. Indeed, if 11—> A(t) is a curve in the
group manifold ISO (2,1), a cotangent vector at A(0) is a vector of the
form

dt t=o
(4.12)

Given two curves A\(t) and A2(i) through a common point in the group
manifold of SO (2,1), the 'product cotangent vector' is thus

t=0 (4.13)

giving precisely the right semidirect product structure for ISO (2,1). This
result implies, in turn, that Jt is itself a cotangent bundle, Jt = T* Jf,
with a base space

Jf = JfI Out (7ti(S)), (4.14)
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with

P1~P2 if P2 = h'Pi'h-1, heS0(2,l). (4.15)

This characterization will be crucial when we consider the quantization of
(2+l)-dimensional gravity in the connection representation.

Observe that Jf is once again the ordinary moduli space of Z, that is,
the space of constant negative curvature metrics, or hyperbolic structures,
on Z. This again confirms the structure we found for the reduced phase
space of chapter 2, in which the momenta pa were cotangents to the
moduli ma.

4.4 Adding a cosmological constant

A similar construction exists when the cosmological constant is nonzero,
but some new subtleties appear. Let us first take A to be negative, say
A = —I/ / 2 . In this case, the model space analogous to Minkowski space
is (2+l)-dimensional anti-de Sitter space (adS), or, strictly speaking, the
universal covering space adS. This space may be represented concretely
by starting with the flat four-dimensional space R2'2, with coordinates
(XuX2, Tu T2) and metric

dS2 = dX{
2 + dX2

2 - dTi2 - dT2
2, (4.16)

and restricting to the submanifold

X2 + X2
2 - Ti2 - T2

2 = -t1. (4.17)

We can write the coordinates of R2'2 in matrix form,

and anti-de Sitter space is then determined by the condition

detX = l, (4.19)

i.e., X G SL(2,R). J n this representation, it is easy to check that the
isometry group of adS is SX(2, R) x SL(2, R)/Z2, where the two factors of
SL(2, R) act by left and right multiplication, X -> R+XR~, with (i?+, R~) ~
(-R+,-R~).

Anjinti-de Sitter structure is thus obtained by gluing together patches
of adS with transition functions in SL(2,R) x SL(2,R)/Z2. As in the
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preceding section, the space of holonomies on a manifold [0,1] x Z with
Z spacelike is

), SL(2,R) x SL(2,R)/Z2)/ ~, (4.20)

where

P\~Pi if p2 = h'Pl-h-\ h€ SL(2,R) x SL(2,R)/Z2.
(4.21)

The subscript 0 in (4.20) again means that we must restrict ourselves to
homomorphisms whose projections on each of the SL(2,R) factors are
Fuchsian.

As in the case of a vanishing cosmological constant, it may be shown
that a holonomy p e M determines a unique maximal spacetime, and
that such spacetimes are parametrized by Jt modulo the action of the
mapping class group [195]. In contrast to the Aj= 0 case, however, the
space (4.20) is not a cotangent bundle. Rather, Jt is, roughly speaking, a
product of two copies of the ordinary moduli space (4.15) of E, each with
its own symplectic structure.

For the case of a positive cosmological constant, the relevant model
space is de Sitter space, which can be obtained from R1'3, with coordinates
(T,X, Y,Z) and metric

dS2 = -dT2 + dX2 + dY2 + dZ2, (4.22)

by restricting to the submanifold

-T2 +X2 + Y2+Z2 = ~ . (4.23)

It is evident from this construction that (2+l)-dimensional de Sitter space
has isometry group SO (3,1). As in the previous cases, solutions of the field
equations with A > 0 may be described by de Sitter geometric structures,
that is, by piecing together patches of de Sitter space with transition
functions in SO (3,1).

For the case of de Sitter structures, however, Mess has shown that
the holonomies do not determine the geometry [195]. Rather, an infinite
discrete set of spacetimes have the same holonomy. We shall see a specific
example of this phenomenon at the end of the next section. This ambiguity
may indicate the presence of a new discrete quantum number in quantum
gravity. Alternatively, as Witten has argued, we may choose to take the
holonomies as the fundamental observables; in that case, spacetimes that
differ classically would be quantum mechanically indistinguishable [290].
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4.5 Closed universes as quotient spaces

In sections 1 and 2, we encountered two equivalent descriptions of a two-
dimensional surface, as a quotient space H 2 / F and as a geometric space
modeled on H2 with holonomy group F. We succeeded in generalizing
the latter representation to three dimensions. It is natural to ask whether
the quotient space representation can be extended as well.

In general, it cannot. Consider, for example, the conical spacetime of a
point particle with an irrational deficit angle /?. Rotations by /? are not
periodic, and enough rotations will bring an initial point XQ arbitrarily
close to any other point x at the same radius. Consequently, the group
generated by the rotation R(fi) does not act properly discontinuously -
it does not 'separate points' - and the quotient space R2/(!?(/?)) is not
well-behaved.^

For cosmological solutions with the topology [0,1] x S, on the other
hand, the situation is more favorable. Mess has shown that if 2 is spacelike,
any such spacetime can be written as a quotient space iV/F, where F is
the holonomy group and (for genus greater than one) N is a region in
the interior of the light cone of Minkowski space [195]. In principle, this
makes it possible to construct the spacetime [0, l ] x l explicitly: one need
merely find a set of coordinates upon which the group F acts nicely and
form the quotient space by identifying appropriate coordinate values.

In practice, this task is already almost unmanageable in two dimensions.
Even for genus two, such coordinate identifications are extraordinarily
difficult to describe explicitly. For genus one, however - that is, for
spacetimes with the spatial topology of a torus - the quotient space
construction allows a complete, simple, and explicit description of all flat
Lorentzian metrics with spacelike hypersurfaces T2. We now turn to this
simple case.

We must first determine the possible holonomy groups of the spacetime
M = [0,1] x T2. The fundamental group of the torus, and thus of M, is the
abelian group Z © Z , with one generator for each of the two independent
circumferences of T2. The holonomy group must therefore be generated
by two commuting Poincare transformations, say (Ai,ai) and (A2,fl2)»

We begin by analyzing the SO (2,1) components Ai and A2. Any Lorentz
transformation in 2+1 dimensions fixes a vector n, and for Ai and A2 to
commute, they must fix the same vector. This vector may be spacelike,

For the cone, there is a way out: if we remove the line r = 0 from Minkowski space, and
then form the universal covering space (by allowing the polar angle <\> to range from —00
to 00), the conical spacetime can be expressed as the quotient of this covering space by
R(P). Similar constructions have been found in other specific instances, but a systematic
generalization is not known.
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null, or timelike, and the space of holonomies correspondingly splits into
three components.

(A similar splitting occurs for spaces of higher genus as well. For
g > 1, the components are genuinely topologically disconnected, and
only one component corresponds to a Lorentzian structure on [0,1] x
Z [130]. For the torus, on the other hand, the components are not
completely disconnected, and the space of holonomies is a complicated,
non-Hausdorff space. For a careful description of this space, see reference
[181].)

If n is timelike or null, it may be shown that the toroidal slices T2

are not spacelike: roughly speaking, a T2 slice must contain n. In this
case, the quotient construction fails. If n is timelike, for example, Ai
and A2 are conjugate to rotations, and the problem is essentially the
same as that of constructing a conical geometry as a quotient space.
Nonstandard quotient constructions may still be possible, as described in
the footnote on page 71; for the toroidal universe with timelike or null
n, this possibility is explored in references [108, 181]. For most 'physical'
applications, however, we are interested in solutions like those that arise
in the ADM description, for which the T2 slices are spacelike.

For such solutions, two possibilities remain: either Ai and A2 fix a
spacelike vector, say (0,0,1), or Ai and A2 both vanish. Let us start with
the latter, simpler possibility. The holonomy group is now generated by a
pair of translations a\ and #2, which we take to be spacelike in order to
ensure that the T2 slices are spacelike. We may then choose coordinates
such that a\ = (0,a,0) and ai = (0,aTi,ai2). A fundamental region for
the action of the holonomy group on a spatial slice of constant t is now
a parallelogram with vertices at (0,0), (a,0), (aTi,at2), and {a(x\ + I),ai2).
The spatial geometry on each slice is that of a torus with modulus
T = TI +ii2 and area axi, and the resulting spacetime is precisely the static
torus geometry (3.83).

If, on the other hand, Ai and A2 stabilize a spacelike vector, they
must both be boosts. We can then use our remaining freedom of overall
conjugation to put the two generators of the holonomy group in the form

H(y 1) : (t, x, y) -» (t cosh k + x sinh k, x cosh k + t sinh k9 y + a)

H(72) ' (U x, y) —• (t cosh ju + x sinh \x, x cosh fi + t sinh //, y + b).
(4.24)

This action simplifies if we define new coordinates

t = — cosh w, x = — sinh w, (4.25)
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Fig. 4.4. A flat torus universe is foliated by surfaces of constant TrK. Each slice
is a parallelogram (with opposite edges identified), but the area and modulus vary
from slice to slice. Note that at the initial singularity, the parallelogram collapses
to a line.

in which the Minkowski metric becomes

(4.26)

The coordinate T has been chosen so that surfaces of constant T have
extrinsic curvature TrK = — T, in order to allow comparison with the
results of chapter 3.

In the new coordinates, the transformations (4.24) reduce to

:(T,u,y)

H(y2):(T9u9y) (4.27)

On a constant T surface, a fundamental region for the action of the
holonomy group (H(yi)9H(y2)) is thus simply the torus (u9y) ~ (u + x,
y + a) ~ (u + \i9y + b). A typical three-manifold obtained by such identi-
fications is illustrated in figure 4.4.

To put this metric in a more standard form, we can transform to new
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spatial coordinates (at fixed T)

' ( 2^ P\~l ( ^ k \
x = la +j2 ) \,ay + f2u)

y> = h + #\ ' (Q^j . (4.28)

The spatial metric is then

da2 = (a2 H j)(dx'2 + dy'2)> (4-29)

with a periodicity

A 2 A " 1

(4.30)

From the definition of the modulus T, da2 is therefore the metric of a
torus with

(4.31)

The corresponding momentum conjugate to T is easily found to be

. (4.32)

In contrast to the case of purely translational holonomies, such a metric is
clearly dynamical: the shape of a toroidal cross-section changes with time.
Indeed, the solutions we have constructed are precisely the four-parameter
family of solutions (3.80) that we already found in chapter 3, with A = 0.

Let us next attempt to generalize this quotient construction to the case
of a nonvanishing cosmological constant. For A = —I/ / 2 < 0, maximal
spacetimes are again determined by their (anti-de Sitter) holonomies,
and most of the preceding discussion can be carried through with only
small changes. For the [0,1] x T2 topology, for example, the holonomies
now fall into six sectors, since the isometry in each SX(2,R) factor can
fix a timelike, null, or spacelike vector. Spacelike T2 slices occur in
the 'spacelike-spacelike' sector, in which the two commuting holonomies
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(Rt,Rf) € SL(2,R) x SL(2,R) and (R^,^) e SL(2,R) x SL(2,R) may be
conjugated to the form

4. /V«±/2 o \

* - ( „ e -^> (433)
These holonomies act on the coordinates X\, Xi, T\, and Ti of equation
(4.16), and the geometry of the resulting quotient space can be translated
back into the form (3.80) of chapter 3 through the coordinate transforma-
tion

= Fe~t/2 si

= Fe~t/2 cosh(>lx + /ay)

(^) (4.34)

with

^ = \{rt + rn H = \ixt + n). (4.35)

A straightforward computation then shows that the isometries generated
by the holonomies (4.33) reduce to the identifications x ~ x + 1 and
y ~ y + 1.

A slice of this spacetime at fixed York time has a two-geometry that
can be easily computed from equation (3.81) of chapter 3. The results are
most elegantly expressed in terms of a new time coordinate 1, defined by
the condition

T = -^cotj, (4.36)

or in terms of the coordinate t of equation (3.68),

One finds that
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By (3.82), the symplectic structure is now

dpi A 5TI + dp2 AST2 = S (Srf A 5r^ - <5rf A <5r j ) ,
(4.39)

so ( r ^ r j ) and (rf,r^~) are the two conjugate pairs. This is a particular
case of a more general phenomenon: when A < 0, the two copies of
SL(2,R) that define the geometric structure have independent symplectic
structures. Note that the Hamiltonian in (4.38) generates translations in
T; the corresponding generator of translations in 1 is

. dT TT 2i , _ , + _* 2 It ( 2 2\i/2
Ht = -*;Hred = esc - (rx r+ - r\r2 ) = - esc - T2 piz + p2

l) .

A similar quotient construction exists for the (2+l)-dimensional black
hole [71]. Indeed, the identifications (3.61) of chapter 3 are an isometry
of anti-de Sitter space, and can be represented by the SL(2, R) x SL(2, R)
holonomy (R¥,R~) with

_ . e"(r+-r-W 0 \
* ~ ' 0 e-Mr+-r-)/f I '

' 0 \

where r+ are the inner and outer horizons (3.46). This quotient construc-
tion will be discussed further in chapter 12.

For A > 0, the situation is rather different. The relevant simply
connected model space is now de Sitter space, and the holonomies lie in
the isometry group SO (3,1). In this case, it is not true that the holonomies
uniquely determine the geometric structure; as discussed in the preceding
section, a given holonomy typically corresponds to an infinite number of
distinct spacetimes.

For the torus topology, for example, a pair of commuting holonomies
may be put in the form

(4.42)

These act on the coordinates (T,X,Y,Z) of equation (4.22) by ordinary
matrix multiplication. The coordinate transformation analogous to (4.34)

0 0
coshai?2 0 0

0 0
0 0
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is now

T = Fe~t/2 cosh(Ax + w)

X = Fe~t/2 sinh(>bc + /xy)

Y = FA~1/2et/2 cos A1/2(ax + by)

Z = FA~1/2et/2 sin A1/2(ax + by), (4.43)

where

a = A~1/2ui, & = A"1/2H2,

A = ai, ju = a2. (4.44)

The modulus and momentum can again be computed from (3.81):

T = (MI + iA1/2e~t(XiY (u2 + iA1/2<rfa2)

p = - * A - y (MI - iA1/2<T'ai)2. (4.45)

So far, these expressions look quite similar to those for a negative
cosmological constant. Note, though, that the holonomies (4.42) are
periodic in the parameters u\ and M2, while the modulus and momentum
clearly are not. Thus the holonomies do not uniquely determine the metric.

This loss of periodicity was secretly introduced in the coordinate trans-
formation (4.43), which is not periodic, and one might worry that this has
invalidated the derivation. But it may be checked explicitly that if the
parameters (4.44) are inserted in the metric (3.80) of chapter 3, they yield a
smooth solution of the Einstein field equations with the topology [0,1] x T2

and with holonomies (4.42). We have thus found an infinite family of met-
rics, characterized by parameters (/x,/l,a + 27rA~1//2ni,fe + 27rA~1//2n2), that
have identical SO (3,1) holonomies [106].

4.6 Fiber bundles and flat connections

We saw in chapter 2 that (2+l)-dimensional gravity with A = 0 can be
rewritten as a Chern-Simons theory for a vector potential with gauge
group 750(2,1). The classical solutions of a Chern-Simons theory are
gauge fields with vanishing field strength, that is, flat ISO (2,1) connections.
It is thus interesting to see whether we can reexpress the geometric
descriptions of the last two sections in the language of connections on
fiber bundles.*

*I will assume for this section that the reader is familiar with the basic features of
connections on fiber bundles, as summarized briefly in appendix C. For a more complete
introduction, the books [159] and [204] give a good 'physicist's description'.
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Recall that a (G,X) structure on M is determined by a set of coordinate
patches U\ homeomorphic to X, with transition functions 4>t ° (j)Jl in G.
Let ^ be the Lie algebra of G. ^ is a vector space, and we can construct
a flat vector bundle with base space M and fiber ^ as follows:

1. For each patch Uu form the product C7,- x ^ ;

2. On each overlap Ut n (7/, take as a transition function for the fibers
the adjoint action of (f)i o (^T1 G G acting on (S.

In the special case that M can be written as a quotient space M = X/F,
this is equivalent to forming the bundle

E = (X x # ) / r , (4.46)

where the quotient is by the simultaneous action of T on X and ̂ ,

(x, t;) - (gx, g ' ^ g ) , x € l , i ; € * (4.47)

The bundle E constructed in this manner has a natural flat ^-valued
connection, which can be defined as follows. On some initial patch U\,
set An = 0. On an adjacent patch C/2, it follows from (4.6) that

A,\U2 = gT%gi, (4.48)

where gx = <j)1 o fa1. Continuing this process, we can determine the
connection throughout M.

Now let y be a closed curve starting and ending in the patch U\. To
calculate the holonomy of the connection A along this curve, we must
parallel transport a vector around y. From (4.48) and equation (C.22)
of appendix C, parallel transport from U\ to U2 is determined by the
equation

|+,r'$.-a (4.49,

which implies that

v\U2 = gYiv\U1. (4.50)

Continuing this process around a chain of patches as in figure 4.3, we find
that

v\U1^g?...gTiv\U1. (4.51)

The holonomy of the connection A is thus

g-l...gi\ (4.52)
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which is essentially the same as the holonomy of the geometric structure
defined in section 2. (The expression (4.52) is actually the inverse of the
holonomy of the geometric structure found previously, but the difference
is merely one of convention; traversing y in the opposite direction would
invert the holonomy of the connection.)

We can now specialize to the case G = ISO (2,1). We saw above that
a solution of the Einstein equations in 2+1 dimensions is given by a
Lorentzian structure on a spacetime manifold M. It is now apparent
that we can equally well specify a flat 750(2,1) connection on M. For
the topologies we are considering, in which the holonomy determines the
geometric structure, the two approaches are completely equivalent, thus
confirming the equivalence of the metric and Chern-Simons formulations
of the field equations.

This equivalence can be made rather concrete: given a flat ISO(2,1)
connection (e,co), we can write down an explicit differential equation for
the developing map D of page 66 [3]. Let U be an open set in a spacetime
M, and consider a function q from U to Minkowski space R2'1 that
satisfies

dqa + eabccobqc + ea = 0. (4.53)

It is easy to check that the integrability conditions for this equation are
the first-order field equations of chapter 2,

Ta = dea + eabccobec = 0

Ra = dcoa + Uabccobcoc = 0. (4.54)

If we choose a gauge such that coa = 0 in U - such a choice is always
possible for a flat connection - then (4.53) implies that

vq
b, (4.55)

so the qa can be viewed as local coordinates in a patch of Minkowski
space. The conditions (4.54) guarantee only local integrability, but if we
lift e and a> from M to its universal covering space M, there are no
obstructions to globally integrating (4.53). We can thus treat q as a map
q : M -> R2'1.

To understand the global properties of this map, we must investigate
its behavior under gauge transformations. The infinitesimal ISO (2,1)
transformations of (e,co) were given in equations (2.66)-(2.67); for a finite
transformation (A,b) € ISO (2,1), the integrated version is

ea -+ A V - dba + (dAa
c)Ab

cbb + eabcAcdbbcod

coa -> Aa
bcob + l-eabc{dAb

d)Acd. (4.56)
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It is straightforward to check that the transformation of q required to
leave (4.53) invariant is then

qa^Aa
bq

b + ba, (4.57)

which may be recognized as the standard ISO (2,1) action on Minkowski
space. This, in turn, means that at an overlap between two open sets
Ut and C/,-+i, q again transforms as in equation (4.57), which is just
the 750(2,1) version of the general transformation (4.6) for geometric
structures. By the definition of page 66, q is thus the developing map, as
claimed.

The 'flat coordinate' q appears in the Poincare gauge theory approach
to (2+l)-dimensional gravity, where it is useful in writing down gauge-
invariant matter couplings [136, 166]. A construction of this sort has also
been used by Newbury and Unruh to investigate exact solutions and the
structure of phase space [212].

4.7 The Poisson algebra of the holonomies

We have seen that when (2+l)-dimensional gravity is analyzed in terms
of geometric structures or flat connections, the fundamental observables
are the holonomies. If we hope to quantize this model, it will therefore be
important to understand the Poisson brackets of these quantities, which
will eventually become commutators. These are most easily derived from
the Poisson brackets in the first-order formalism [205, 209].

For simplicity, I will start with the case of a negative cosmological
constant, for which the two SL(2, R) holonomies can be treated indepen-
dently. Recall from chapter 2 that when A = - I / / 2 , the two SL(2,R)
connections are

A(±)a = a)a± \ea

Using the Poisson brackets (2.100), it is easily checked that

d\x - x'),

(4.59)

Now consider two paths y\ and 72 intersecting at a point p, as shown
in figure 4.5, and let

j = P exp y A^Tadx^ (4.60)
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Fig. 4.5. The Poisson bracket of the holonomies receives a contribution only
from infinitesimal segments r\\ and r\i around the intersection point p.

denote the SL(2,R) holonomies (in the gauge-theoretical sense of ap-
pendix C) along ya. As in chapter 2, the Ta are generators of the Lie
algebra of SX(2,R), where in this section we use the two-dimensional
representation. The path-ordered exponents (4.60) are commonly known
as 'Wilson loops' in gauge theory ('Wilson lines' if ya is open), and I
will frequently use this terminology. From (4.59), the holonomies have
nontrivial brackets only at the point of intersection, and it is convenient
to isolate this point. We can do so by writing

ya = °* • n* • T«, (4.61)

where r\\ and r\2 are infinitesimal segments containing p. The product
symbol • denotes the product of curves as defined in appendix A; for
example, a • r\ is the curve formed by traversing first a and then r\. It
follows from the definition of the holonomy that

+ r I + r -i ^ + r I ^ + r "I (A (\r)\

where the product is now the product in SL(2, R).
The only nonvanishing Poisson brackets are those between p[t]\] and

p[f]2]' For such infinitesimal segments, it is sufficient to expand the
holonomies around p:

The brackets (4.59) then give

where

Tb)e(p;yuy2\

(4.63)

(4.64)

s(p)+e

Js(p)-€
ds

as as1

(4.65)

; o tn(s) - x o ri2(s')).
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It is a standard result of differential geometry that e(p; 71,72) is the oriented
intersection number of 71 and 72 at p, a topological invariant equal to ±1
depending on whether the the dyad formed by the two tangent vectors at
p is right- or left-handed.

Restoring the remaining factors a and T and using the identity

TaA
B Ta

c
D = ~8p% + \dc

B5£ (4.66)

for the two-dimensional representation of SL(2, R), we obtain

(4.67)

(Hyi^NpHyifq + 2p±[a1 • X2]
MQp±[a2 • n]

or symbolically,

For curves that intersect at more than one point, we must sum a relation-
ship of this form over all intersections.

Let us now consider a set of closed loops ya that represent elements of
7Ti(S,*). The holonomies p±[ya] are not yet gauge-invariant observables:
under a gauge transformation

A(±) _ g(±)-idg(±) + g^-lAg^\ (4.69)

we have

P±[ya] ^ g( ± )(*rV±[ya]g( ± )(*)? (4.70)

where * is the base point. This noninvariance is a reflection of the equiv-
alence relation (4.21) for holonomies that differ by overall conjugation.
The traces

R±[y«] = \TrP
±[y«l (4.71)

however, are gauge invariant, and provide an (overcomplete) set of vari-
ables on the classical phase space. Their Poisson brackets are easily
obtained from (4.67).

In particular, suppose two loops 71 and 72 intersect only at the base
point. The trace of (4.67) then gives

(^[71 • yi] - )
(4.72)
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For loops with more than one intersection, the algebra is somewhat more
complicated; if the intersections are at points pu equation (4.72) must be
replaced by

(4.73)

In this expression, the symbol •,• denotes the product of curves, as described
in appendix A, with pi treated as the base point; that is, yi •/ 72 is the
loop obtained by starting at p\ and first traversing yi, then 72- Because
of this composition, it is difficult to find small subalgebras of the algebra
of holonomies that close under Poisson brackets. However, Nelson and
Regge have succeeded in constructing a small but complete (actually
overcomplete) set of holonomies on a surface of arbitrary genus that form
a closed algebra [206, 207, 208].

For the torus, in particular, the geometric structure is completely deter-
mined by a closed subalgebra of three holonomies. Let y\ and y2 be two
independent circumferences, and denote the traces /^ [y i ] , # ^ 2 ] , a n d
R±[yi ' yi\ as iJ^, ftjr, a n d #i2- We then have

{i?j-,jR2"j = H—y-(Ri2 ~~ ^f^2~) an" cyclical permutations,
€ (4.74)

where I have restored the gravitational constant. The six traces R^- are,
in fact, overcomplete - the space of geometric structures on the torus is
only four-dimensional. To understand this overcompleteness, consider the
cubic polynomials

= l-Tr (/ -p±[n]p±[y2]p±[yr1]P±[72"1]) , (4.75)

where the last equality follows from the identity

A+A~l =ITrA (4.76)

for matrices A e SL(2, R). The F± vanish classically, since the fundamental
group of the torus satisfies the relation

and the conditions F * = 0 thus provide two relations among the six R£.
For the torus, we have already obtained an explicit representation (4.33)

for the holonomies in terms of a set of coordinates r± on the space of
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geometric structures. It is now fairly easy to show that the symplectic struc-
ture (4.39) for these coordinates is equivalent to the symplectic structure
of equation (4.74), and that the polynomials F± vanish when expressed in
these coordinates, confirming the consistency of our descriptions.

Although the brackets (4.73) were derived in the context of general
relativity, it is interesting to note that they occur as well in the general
theory of Riemann surfaces. The moduli space

Jf = Homo(^i(2),SO(2,1))/ ~ (4.78)

of section 3 admits a natural symplectic structure, and in investigating
that structure Goldman has found a set of Poisson brackets equivalent to
those of (2+l)-dimensional gravity [129]. A similar set of relations occurs
when one considers homomorphisms from ni(L) into an arbitrary group
G, although for SL(2, R) an additional set of relations holds: it follows
from (4.76) that TrAB + TrAB~l = TrATrB, and hence

RHvilRHyi] = \ (RHyi • y2] + RHvi • yl1]) • (4.79)

Relations of this type are known as Mandelstam constraints.
In the case of a vanishing cosmological constant, a similar algebra can

be found, using an appropriate matrix representation of ISO (2,1) [188]. It
is often more useful to choose a slightly different set of variables, however,
to make use of the cotangent bundle structure of the space of geometric
structures. (Recall that this structure occurred only for A = 0.) Let

(4.80)

be the holonomy of the SO (2,1) connection one-form coa around a loop
y, with base point x. As before, the #a are a set of generators of
the Lie algebra of SO (2,1); it is traditional to use the two-dimensional
representation of SU(2), the covering space of SO(2,1). The Ashtekar-
Rovelli-Smolin loop variables are then [11, 13]

:] (4.81)

and

T'[y] = fTr{po[y,x(s)]ea(y(s))/a}. (4.82)
7

T°[y] may be recognized as the ISO (2,1) holonomy in the representation
0>a = 0. Tx[y] is essentially a cotangent vector to T°[y]. Indeed, given a
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family coa(t) of flat connections, the derivative of (4.81) yields

2^-T°[y](t) = [Tr (po(t)[y,x(s)] ̂ -coa(t)(y(s))/a) ,
at Jy \ dt ) ,A ^ )

and we saw in chapter 2 that triads ea may be interpreted as cotangent
vectors dcoa/dt to the space of flat connections.

The variables T° and T1 obey a closed Poisson algebra. The compu-
tation of the relevant brackets is nearly identical to the computation for
SL(2,R) described above; for a set of intersection points pu we obtain

{T°[yilT°[y2]}=0

f r p i r -i ri->0 T "I 1 \ ^ / \ /rpOr 1 rriOr — l i \

| T [ y i ] , T u [ y 2 ] j = - ^ l^^Puy^yi) [T u [yi -,- 72] - T u [yi 'iy2 ])
i

{Tl[yi],Tl[y2}\ = - - 5^^(Pi;71,72) ( ^ [ y i -,-72] - T^yi -/y^1]),
5 i (4.84)

where the product -[ was defined on page 83. T°[y] and Tl[y] also obey
a set of Mandelstam constraints analogous to (4.79):

T°[yi]T°[y2] = - (r°[yi • y2] + T°[yi • y\

0 1 0 1 -^ / l 1

(4.85)

along with the identities

T°[0] = 1, T°[y] = T^y-1], T°[7l • y2] = T°[y2 • yi]

T 1 [0 ]=0 , T1[y] = T1[y-1], T^yi • y2] = Tl[y2 • yi]. (4.86)

Once again, the composition of loops in (4.84) and (4.85) makes it
difficult to extract a finite-dimensional set of observables that parametrize
the phase space T* Jf. As usual, however, if Z has the topology of a torus,
the mathematics simplifies drastically. As discussed in appendix A, the
two generators y\ and y2 of n\(T2) commute, so any curve on the torus is
homotopic to a curve y\m • yin. Any homotopy class may thus be labeled
by two integers m and n, the winding numbers in the x and y directions.
We may therefore think of T° and T1 as being functions of these two
integers.

Moreover, using the explicit expressions (3.76) and (3.78) for the triad
and spin connection on [0,1] x T2, we can compute these functions
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explicitly. We find

T°[m, n] = cosh ——, T1 [m, n] = -(ma + nb) smh
22 2 (4.87)

The functions T° and T1 clearly determine A, /i, a, and b, and can thus
be used to label points in the space Jt of classical solutions. Moreover,
it is now an easy exercise to check explicitly that the Poisson brackets
(4.84) of the holonomy variables imply the symplectic structure (3.82)
derived in chapter 3, once again confirming the consistency of our various
descriptions.

For spatial topologies of genus g > 1, no simple expression analogous to
(4.87) is known. However, Loll has recently found a complete set of inde-
pendent loop variables sufficient to parametrize the full phase space T* Jf
[178]. Loll's 6g — 6 T° variables are written in terms of Fenchel-Nielsen
coordinates, a set of coordinates on higher-genus moduli space analogous
to the modulus T of the torus; her conjugate T1 variables are expressed as
differential operators that satisfy the appropriate commutation relations.
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5
Canonical quantization in reduced phase space

Having examined the classical dynamics of (2+l)-dimensional gravity, we
are now ready to turn to the problem of quantization. As we shall see
in the next few chapters, there are a number of inequivalent approaches
to quantum gravity in 2+1 dimensions. In particular, each of the the
classical formalisms of the preceding chapters - the ADM representation,
the Chern-Simons formulation, the method of geometric structures -
suggests a corresponding quantum theory.

The world is not (2+l)-dimensional, of course, and the quantum theories
developed here cannot be taken too literally. Our goal is rather to learn
what we can about general features of quantum gravity, in the hope that
these lessons may carry over to 3+1 dimensions. Fortunately, many of the
basic conceptual issues of quantum gravity do not depend on the number
of dimensions, so we might reasonably hope that even a relatively simple
model could provide useful insights.

After a brief introduction to some of the conceptual issues we will face, I
will devote this chapter to a quantum theory based on the ADM represen-
tation of chapter 2. As we saw in that chapter, the ADM decomposition
and the York time-slicing make it possible to reduce (2+l)-dimensional
gravity to a system of finitely many degrees of freedom. Quantum gravity
thus becomes quantum mechanics, a subject we believe we understand
fairly well. This approach has important limitations, which are discussed
at the end of this chapter, but it is a good starting place.

5.1 Conceptual issues in quantum gravity

The assumption of a fixed spacetime background pervades ordinary quan-
tum theory. It appears in the definition of equal time commutators, in the
normalization of wave functions on spacelike surfaces, in the imposition
of causality requirements, even in the choice of fundamental observables.
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In general relativity, on the other hand, the universe is dynamical, and
quantum gravity requires quantization of the structure of spacetime itself.
It should come as no surprise that attempts to formulate such a theory
quickly bring deep conceptual issues to the fore.

One serious difficulty arises as soon as an attempt is made to determine
the quantum mechanical observables. A coordinate system in general
relativity has no objective physical meaning - the theory is invariant
under diffeomorphisms - and physical observables must therefore be
independent of the choice of coordinates. As we saw in chapter 2,
the diffeomorphisms are generated by the Hamiltonian and momentum
constraints in classical general relativity. In the quantum theory, Poisson
brackets become commutators, and diffeomorphism invariance becomes
the requirement that observables commute with the constraints and that
physical states be annihilated by them. So far, however, it has proven
difficult to find any observables that meet this requirement, much less a
complete set. In particular, observables cannot be local functions of the
coordinates, since diffeomorphisms shuffle points around but must leave
observables unchanged.

A particularly strong form of this dilemma goes under the name of the
'problem of time'. (For good reviews, see references [160] and [171].) In
conventional approaches to canonical quantization, observables in quan-
tum gravity can no more depend on time than on the spatial coordinates:
the Hamiltonian constraint generates translations in coordinate time, and
must commute with observables and annihilate physical states.* Observ-
ables must therefore be time-independent - that is, they must be constants
of motion! On the other hand, general relativity is clearly a dynamical
theory, and quantum gravity must somehow describe this dynamics. One
may try to circumvent this problem by choosing a 'physical time', for in-
stance by slicing spacetime into hypersurfaces of constant mean extrinsic
curvature. But such a selection seems arbitrary, and the resulting quantum
theory is likely to depend on the choice of slicing. One may try to build
physical 'clocks' out of matter, but two different clocks will not always
agree: any clock constructed from a quantum mechanical field with a
nonnegative Hamiltonian has a finite probability of occasionally running
backwards [261]. Alternatively, one may try to single out the Hamiltonian
constraint for special treatment, using it as an equation of motion rather
than a restriction on physical states, but this seems to violate at least the
spirit of general covariance.

Even if one could find a complete set of physical observables, it would
remain necessary to interpret their values in terms of information about

* Strictly speaking, we saw in chapter 2 that the Hamiltonian constraint (2.13) generates
diffeomorphisms only on shell, creating a further difficulty in interpretation.
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geometry. In a sense, this is equivalent to completely integrating the
classical equations of motion: one would have to reconstruct the geometry
of spacetime from a set of diffeomorphism-invariant constants of motion.
Needless to say, this is not an easy task.

Past attempts to solve these and similar problems have given birth to
a plethora of techniques. One may start with the path integral or with
canonical quantization. In the path integral approach, one may fix the
topology of spacetime or sum over some or all topologies. In canonical
quantization, one may solve the constraints classically or impose them
as conditions on physical states. In either approach, one may choose
among a wide assortment of fundamental variables, and given a choice of
phase space variables, one may further select among 'polarizations' into
positions and momenta. In 3+1 dimensions, it is not clear that any of
these approaches works, and it is certainly not obvious which of them, if
any, are equivalent.

One long-term aim of (2+l)-dimensional gravity is to sort out some
of these conceptual issues. Beyond this, we can also explore some of the
qualitative features that might be expected in a more realistic theory of
quantum gravity. Can the topology of space change in time? What is
the effect of summing over spacetime topologies? Can gravity cut off the
ultraviolet divergence of quantum field theory? Why is the cosmological
constant so nearly zero? Do quantum effects prevent the formation of
closed timelike curves and 'time machines'?

5.2 Quantization of the reduced phase space

The starting point of any quantum theory is a classical formulation to be
'quantized'. This is perhaps unfortunate - presumably the quantum theory
should be fundamental, and the classical theory derived - but we do not
know how to proceed otherwise.

A simple starting point for quantum gravity in 2+1 dimensions is the
ADM formalism of chapter 2 in the York time-slicing. We begin by
assuming that spacetime has the (fixed) topology [0,1] x Z, where £ is
a closed surface of genus g > 0. As we saw in chapter 2, the dynamics
of the physical degrees of freedom is described by a reduced phase space
action

T I A'T1 ) &• w TT ( r~P\ I / C 1 \

where

(5.2)Hred = [
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and X is a complicated function of m, p, and T obtained by solving
the elliptic differential equation (2.35). The positions ma parametrize the
moduli space Jf of E, and the momenta pa are cotangent vectors, so the
ADM phase space has the structure of a cotangent bundle T* Jf.

In principle, the quantization of the action (5.1) is straightforward.
We simply promote the ma and pa to operators on the Hilbert space of
square-integrable functions on Jf, with equal time commutation relations

(5.3)

(5-4)

The resulting quantum mechanical system then has simple states, but the
dynamics is extremely complicated. As discussed in chapter 3, for spatial
topologies of genus g > 1 it is not clear that equation (2.35) can be solved
for X in closed form, although there is some hope of finding the exact
solution for genus 2. But even if a solution can be found, the resulting
Hamiltonian will be an explicitly time-dependent, nonpolynomial function
of both coordinates and momenta, leading to a highly ambiguous operator
ordering.

As in the classical analysis, however, these difficulties largely disappear
if Z has the topology of a torus. We can then use the Hamiltonian of
equation (3.66) to write down a Schrodinger equation^

with

Hred = (T2 -4A)-1/2T2((p1)2 + (p2)2Y/2 = (T2 -
(5.6)

Here

(5.7)% 5? J
is the standard scalar Laplacian for the metric (3.67) on moduli space,

ds\ = \dxdx. (5.8)

t A 'Klein-Gordon' version of this equation, with T replaced by its conjugate variable V,
was found by Martinec as early as 1984 [189].
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This metric has constant negative curvature, and is defined on the upper
half-plane 12 > 0; we saw in chapter 3 that the classical solutions were
geodesies with respect to this geometry. Recall also that the large diffeo-
morphisms generate an additional symmetry, that of the mapping class
(or modular) group, generated by the transformations

T

T : t -+ r + 1, (5.9)

which leave the Laplacian (5.7) invariant. Classical observables are in-
variant under these transformations, which are, after all, merely diffeo-
morphisms; it is reasonable to assume that wave functions should also be
invariant, or at least covariant.

The Laplacian acting on such invariant functions is known to mathe-
maticians as the Maass Laplacian of weight zero, and its eigenfunctions
are weight zero Maass forms [111, 222, 226, 255]. It may be shown that
Ao is self-adjoint and has a nonnegative spectrum, so the square root in
equation (5.6) can be defined by the spectral decomposition. That is, any
modular invariant function xp can be expanded in terms of eigenfunctions
of Ao,

I/>(T,T) = ^ C V V V ( T , T ) , (5.10)
v

where the xpv are weight zero Maass forms,

AOtpv(T, T) = >iv 1/>V(T, T), \pv(T + 1, T + 1) = Xpv( , - - ) = \pv(z, z).

T T (5.11)

We can define the action of AQ/2 on xp as

T,T). (5.12)

A general time-dependent wave function - a solution of equation (5.5) -
then takes the form

V ( T 5 X9 T) = 2^ cve~Uv lxpv(z, T), (5.13)
V

where t is the time coordinate of equation (3.68),
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The eigenfunctions of the Laplacian (5.7) can be found explicitly by
separation of variables. One set of eigenfunctions is

u^(xux2) = T21/2Kiv(2n\n\T2)e
2nim\ (5.15)

where K\v is a modified Bessel function. The eigenfunction u^ has
eigenvalue v2 + \, independent of n, and if n is an integer, uffi is clearly
invariant under the transformation T : x\ —• x\ + 1. An additional set of
eigenfunctions with the same eigenvalues is

^ (5.16)

and the functions h^ are trivially T-invariant. The u^ and hf^ are not,
however, invariant under the transformation S : x —> — 1/T. A weight zero
Maass form must therefore be a superposition

p7fc7. (5.17)

Modular invariant superpositions of the form (5.17) exist for all values
of v. The continuous part of the spectrum of Ao comes from a collection
of eigenfunctions £V(TI,T2) known as Eisenstein series, whose coefficients
pv are known explicitly. Additional eigenfunctions vn(xi9X2)9 known as
cusp forms, occur for particular values of v, adding a discrete compo-
nent to the spectrum. The corresponding coefficients pn and eigenvalues
Xn are known only numerically. The cusp forms are square integrable
with respect to the measure determined by the metric (5.8), while the
Ev(xwz2) are not. In general, however, both are needed in the expansion
of an arbitrary modular invariant function [255]: the Roelcke-Selberg
spectral decomposition theorem states that any modular invariant square
integrable function \p(x9x) has an expansion

5 > ^ J T , T ) (5.18)

where

d2r
—.f(T,T)V(T,T). (5.19)
%2

Equation (5.18) may be understood as the proper form of the expansion
(5.10), with both the discrete and the continuous spectra taken into
account.

The requirement of modular invariance introduces a rather peculiar
feature to the quantum theory. Since the modulus x is not itself invariant,
x is no longer, strictly speaking, an admissible observable: that is, if I/?(T,T)
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is an invariant wave function, TT/;(T,T) is not. A similar phenomenon
occurs in the quantization of a particle moving on a circle: the angle 9
is not itself periodic, and cannot be made into a self-adjoint operator.
This is not a serious problem, of course, since the trigonometric functions
cos 9 and sin 9 are perfectly good operators, which together give us exactly
the information we need from 9. Similarly, for the model of quantum
gravity developed here we can obtain complete information about T from
an appropriate set of modular invariant operators. The analogs of the
trigonometric functions are now the 'modular functions', which have been
studied extensively by mathematicians. A standard example is the modular
function J(x) of Dedekind and Klein, defined by [225]

(5.20)J(x) f 2
(60G 4 (T)) 3 -27(140G 6 (T)) 2

where the G2/C(T) are Eisenstein series,

(The prime means that the value m = n = 0 is excluded from the sum.) It
may be shown that any meromorphic modular function is a rational func-
tion of J(T). Such functions are certainly less familiar than trigonometric
functions, but in principle they are no more extraordinary.

5.3 Automorphic forms and Maass operators

The quantum theory described above was based on wave functions that
were invariant under the action (5.9) of the mapping class group. This
may be too strong a requirement, however: it should be sufficient to
demand that wave functions transform under a unitary representation,
so that the inner products that give transition amplitudes are invariant.
To understand the range of possible quantum theories, we must take a
short digression into the theory of representations of the torus mapping
class group. This group is also known as the modular group, and it is
represented on spaces of functions known as automorphic forms (strictly
speaking, 'automorphic forms for the modular group', or in the case of
holomorphic representations, 'modular forms'). The study of automorphic
forms is a major topic in mathematics, and we shall only touch on the
highlights here; for more detail, see, for example, reference [255].

Recall first that the modulus T of thê  torus lies in the upper half-plane
T2 > 0. This is the Teichmiiller space Jf(T2) of the torus; more generally,
the space of constant curvature metrics jjn a surface Z modulo small dif-
feomorphisms is the Teichmiiller space ^T(Z), as discussed in appendix A.
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The mapping class group - the group of large diffeomorphisms - acts on
^ (S ) , and the quotient by this action is the moduli space JV(L).

The mapping class group of the torus is the group generated by the
transformations S and T of equation (5.9). An arbitrary element of this
group may be represented by a unimodular matrix of integers

y =
a b
c d

a, b,c,d G Z, deta b
= 1

with the corresponding transformation

so

S =

xi—> yx =

0 1
-l oy

ax + b
cx + d'

T = l l
o 17'

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

The composition of two such transformations corresponds to matrix mul-
tiplication, and it may be checked that the upper half-space metric (5.8)
is invariant. We shall also need the transformation of the differential dx,

dx I—• (ex + d) 2dx,

and of T2,

T2 >—• \CX + d\ X2-2m

(5.25)

(5.26)

The matrices (5.22) consitute the group SL(2,Z). Note, though, that the
transformation (5.23) remains the same if we simultaneously change the
signs of a, b, c, and d. The true torus mapping class group is thus
SL(2,Z)/{/,-/}«PSL(2,Z).

Now let us return to the question of how wave functions ought to
transform under the modular group. We know of one obvious way
to generalize ordinary functions on Teichmiiller space: we can consider
wave functions that are spinors or tensors. For a Teichmiiller space of
greater than two dimensions, such objects would have many components,
and would give us multidimensional^representations of the mapping class
group. For the torus, however, Jf is a two-dimensional space with a
natural complex structure, and it is possible to define one-component
holomorphic and antiholomorphic spinors and tensors.*

Readers unfamiliar with the representation of two-dimensional spinors as forms of half-
integral weight might wish to consult reference [2], which also contains an interesting
introduction to Teichmiiller spaces.
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An automorphic form (for the modular group) of weight (p,g), with p
and q integers, is defined to be a function / ( T ) that satisfies

j (yx) = (ex + a)F{cT + ay] (T) (5.27)

for any transformation y in the torus mapping class group. Such a function
has a natural interpretation as a differential form on Jf that projects down
to Jf, since the combination

/ ( T ) ^ / 2 ^ / 2

is invariant. If p and q are even, an automorphic form of weight (p, g) is
an ordinary tensor of rank (p/2,q/2), while if p or q is odd, / is a spinor.
By (5.26), we can convert an automorphic form of weight (p,q) to one of
weight ((p — q)/29 — (p — q)/2) by multiplying by a suitable power of 12-
It is customary to do so, and to consider only forms of weight (/c, — k),
which are commonly referred to simply as 'forms of weight k\ Note that
k can now be an integer or a half-integer. Indeed, an ordinary spinor
(weight (1,0)) corresponds to a value k = 1/2, and quite generally a form
of half-integral weight will have spinorial transformation properties.

For p or q odd, the transformation (5.27) is somewhat ambiguous, since
it is not invariant under (c, d) \-> (—c, — d). A similar ambiguity can arise
from the need to multiply by half-integral powers of %2- The complete
resolution of these problems is somewhat complicated, and I shall not
discuss it here (see, for instance, reference [255]); let me merely note that
for an automorphic form of weight fc, we must require that

f(yT) = e-2nikf(T) for y = - / . (5.28)

Note also that under the action of the generator S, a form of weight k
transforms as

' " ^ / ( T ) . (5.29)

We shall use this result later when we compare reduced phase space ADM
quantization to Chern-Simons quantization.

Now let J^n be the space of finite-norm forms of weight (n, —n). To
differentiate such forms, we introduce the Maass operators

Kn = (T - T ) — + n : ^n - • J ^ + 1 (5.30)

and

Ln = (T-r)—-n : &n -* Ĵ ""1. (5.31)
ox
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These are essentially covariant derivatives with respect to the metric (5.8).
The corresponding Laplacians are

(5.32)

and

—Kn-\Ln = An — 2n. (5.33)

In particular, the Maass Laplacian for the space J^0 of forms of weight
zero is just the ordinary Laplacian (5.7).

The space 3Fn has a natural inner product (compare (5.19)):

r d2r
= / — /r(T,T)/2(T,f), (5.34)

which can be obtained from the constant negative curvature metric (5.8). It
is easily checked that this product is invariant under the modular group.
The Maass operators K and L are adjoints with respect to this inner
product,

Lf = -Kn-l9 (5.35)

and the Laplacian (5.32) is self-adjoint.

5.4 A general ADM quantization

The general form of the quantization introduced in section 2 is now clear.
As our Hilbert space, we take the space 3Fn of finite-norm automorphic
forms of weight n, with the inner product (5.34). As in section 2, the
modulus T is not an operator on #"", but modular functions can again
be made into operators that act by multiplication. Similarly, the partial
derivative with respect to T is not an operator on <Fn, but the operators
Kn and Ln did as covariant derivatives, from which momentum operators
can be constructed. For example, if / (T) is a form of weight 1, then the
operator

pf=f(T)Ln : 3?n-+^n (5.36)

is a 'derivative in the / direction'.
For our 'Schrodinger equation', we can now take the obvious general-

ization of (5.5):

ijj; V(T, T, T) = ffS V(T, T, T) (5.37)
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with

^]=(T 2 -4A)- 1 / 2 Ay 2 , (5.38)

where An is the Maass Laplacian (5.32). This Hamiltonian differs from
our original expression (5.6) by terms of order h, and can be viewed
as a different operator ordering of the classical Hamiltonian. Quantum
theories with different values of n are clearly distinct: the eigenvalues
of the Hamiltonian #r"], for example, depend on n. There seems to be
no a priori reason for choosing one value over another. In the ADM
formalism, for example, the choice n = 0 may seem most natural, but we
shall see in chapter 6 that the first-order formalism seems to lead most
naturally to a choice n = 1/2.

With hindsight, the appearance of many inequivalent quantizations
should come as no surprise. A classical theory determines the correspond-
ing quantum theory only up to choices of operator ordering, and different
orderings can lead to physically inequivalent theories. Ultimately, such
ambiguities must be resolved by observation. For example, much of 'old
quantum mechanics', which we now understand to be incorrect, can be
rephrased in modern language as a 'wrong' choice of variables - namely,
action and angle variables - upon which to impose canonical commutation
relations. When these variables are reexpressed in terms of the 'right' ps
and qs, differences in operator ordering lead to physical predictions that
disagree with experiment. Both choices have the same classical limit; it is
only comparison with the real world that shows us which quantization is
'right'.

From this point of view, the role of the mapping class group can be
compared to that of the Poincare group in ordinary quantum field theory.
The existence of such a group does not determine the quantum theory,
even at the kinematical level, but it does greatly restrict the possibilities.
The different weights are roughly analogous to the different spins that can
occur in particle physics.

5.5 Pros and cons

Do we now have a theory of (2+l)-dimensional quantum gravity? The
procedure of the preceding sections is fairly straightforward, at least in
principle, and it gives us a set of models that are, at least, not obviously
wrong. Nevertheless, several problems must be considered before we
accept these models as the last word.

The first problem is, in a sense, technical. The Hamiltonian obtained
above came from the solution of the complicated differential equation
(2.35). For spatial topologies of genus greater than one, we do not
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know how to solve this equation. In itself, this is not so terrible - we
can look for approximate solutions, for example, and try to develop a
perturbation theory for the Hamiltonian. The problem is that the result
will almost certainly be a complicated, time-dependent function of both
positions and momenta, with terrible operator ordering ambiguities. In
the genus one case, the mapping class group dramatically reduced such
ambiguities, but there is no guarantee that anything so simple will happen
for more complicated topologies. It seems particularly unlikely that any
such simplification will occur order by order in a perturbation expansion.

A second, related problem comes from the presence of a square root
in the Hamiltonians (5.6) and (5.38). In the eigenvalue expansion (5.12),
I implicitly assumed that the relevant operator was the positive square
root. Classically, it is evident from the equations of motion (3.69) that
a change in the sign of this square root corresponds to a reversal of the
momenta p\ and p2, that is, a switch from an expanding to a collapsing
universe. Quantum mechanically, however, there seems to be no reason
to choose the same sign for each mode in (5.12): we could have a wave
function describing an arbitrary mixture of expanding and collapsing
modes. We must make a choice, but there seems to be nothing in the
formalism to tell us what choice to make. One possible resolution is to
note from equation (2.37) that the classical reduced Hamiltonian is an
area, and should therefore presumably be positive; it is not clear whether
this argument should carry over to the quantum theory.

A third problem, perhaps the most serious, comes from the treatment of
time-slicing. The choice of York time, TrK = — T, was made classically,
and the quantum theories of sections 2 and 4 are based on this choice. Such
a procedure violates at least the spirit of general covariance, which states
that no choice of a time coordinate is preferable to any other. It should
be stressed that this classical choice does not mean that the probability
amplitudes computed in these models are unphysical. The statement, The
spacelike hypersurface of mean curvature TrK = —3 has modulus 1 + f is
an invariant claim about a classical geometry, and its quantum mechanical
counterpart should be physically meaningful. The problem is that there
are other, equally meaningful statements - for example, The hypersurface
of constant intrinsic curvature —3 has modulus l + f - whose expressions
in this formalism are, at the least, obscure.

This problem could perhaps be resolved by looking at quantum theories
based on different choices of classical time-slicing. We saw in chapter 2
that the choice TrK = — T is particularly simple, but there is nothing
in principle to prevent us from performing a similar reduction to the
physical degrees of freedom with a different choice of time. Classically, all
such reduced phase space theories are equivalent. Quantum mechanically,
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however, it is not at all obvious that different classical choices lead to
equivalent predictions.

In particular, consider a section of spacetime, say [0,1] x 2, with fixed
values of TrK on the initial and final surfaces {0} x 2 and {1} x 2 and a
fixed wave function I/)(T,T,0) on the initial slice. The models developed in
this chapter will predict a definite final wave function tp(i,T, 1). But there
are other choices of time-slicing that agree with the TrK slicing at the
initial and final surfaces but disagree in the interior, and it is not obvious
that the quantum theories based on these slicings will lead to the same
\p(x9T9l). Cosgrove has argued that such differences can very probably
be absorbed in the choice of operator ordering of the Hamiltonian [81].
That is, there are (plausibly) choices of operator orderings that will make
any two intermediate slicings - or, in fact, infinitely many intermediate
slicings - agree. Once again, however, the orderings are not unique, and
it is not clear that any should be preferred; the 'natural' ordering in one
time-slicing may seem highly 'unnatural' in another. We shall return to
this question in the next chapter, after we have developed a 'covariant
canonical quantum theory' that does not depend on a classical choice of
time.



6
The connection representation

The quantum theory of the preceding chapter grew out of the ADM
formulation of classical (2+l)-dimensional gravity. As we saw in chapter
4, however, the classical theory can be described equally well in terms
of geometric structures and the holonomies of flat connections. The two
classical descriptions are ultimately equivalent, but they are quite different
in spirit: the ADM formalism depicts a spatial geometry evolving in time,
while the geometric structure formalism views the entire spacetime as a
single 'timeless' entity.

The corresponding quantum theories are just as different. In particular,
while ADM quantization incorporates a clearly defined time variable, the
quantum theory of geometric structures, which we shall develop in this
chapter, will be a 'quantum gravity without time' [170, 171]. Nevertheless,
the two quantum theories, like their classical counterparts, are closely
related: the quantum theory of geometric structures will turn out to be a
sort of 'Heisenberg picture' that complements the 'Schrodinger picture' of
ADM quantization.

The approach of this chapter is commonly called the connection rep-
resentation, and closely resembles the (3+l)-dimensional connection rep-
resentation developed by Ashtekar et a\. [11]. The name comes from the
fact that the basic variables - in this case, the geometric structures of
chapter 4 - are associated with the spin connection rather than the metric.
In particular, the 'configuration space' of geometric structures is the space
of SO (2,1) holonomies of the spin connection.

6.1 Covariant phase space

Our starting point for this chapter is the classical description of (2+1)-
dimensional gravity developed in chapter 4. There, we obtained a geomet-
ric description of the solutions of the field equations. Our first question

100
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is therefore what it means to quantize a space of solutions. The gen-
eral answer is given by the program of covariant canonical quantization
[15, 85, 276].

Covariant canonical quantization begins with the the simple but pro-
found observation that the phase space of a well-behaved classical theory
is isomorphic to the space of classical solutions. Specifically, let # be an
arbitrary (but fixed) Cauchy surface. Then a point in the phase space
determines initial data on #, which in turn determine a unique solution.
Conversely, a classical solution restricted to ^ determines a point in the
phase space. This observation suggests a solution to the old 'covariant vs.
canonical' debate in quantum gravity, by offering a manifestly covariant
approach to canonical quantization.

We next need a symplectic structure - a set of Poisson brackets - on
the space of solutions [175, 275]. Suppose our classical theory is defined
by the action*

/ = / L[(£], (6.1)
JM

where M is an n-dimensional manifold, the Lagrangian L is an n-form
on M, and (j) denotes a collection of fields that take their values in some
other manifold N. Fields are thus mappings (j) : M —• N, and the action
is a functional on the space J* of such mappings. We can think of an
infinitesimal variation 5 as an exterior derivative on J^; thus, for example,
(5L is an n-form on M and a one-form of # \

Let us write the equations of motion in the general form E = 0. A
variation of L is then

where the n-form d®[</>,<50] is a total derivative whose integral gives
the boundary terms in the variation. We define the symplectic current
(n — l)-form to be

Suppose we now restrict our attention to the space J^o of solutions
of the field equations E = 0, and to variations S4> within this space of
solutions. Restricted to J^o? the integral of fi[(/>, (5i</>, d2<fi] over a Cauchy
surface #,

(6.4)

* In this section, following Wald [275], I denote differential forms on M by bold face
letters.
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is independent of the choice of #, since

= 0, (6.5)

where Af 12 denotes the region of M between ^1 and ^2 and I have used
equation (6.2).

The quantity fl[(/>,<5i</>,(52</>] is a two-form on J^o, and defines a sym-
plectic form on the space of solutions. Under the isomorphism between
the space of solutions and the standard phase space, Q may be shown
to map to the usual phase space symplectic form. When the theory de-
fined by L has gauge invariances, Q is really only a presymplectic form
- it is degenerate in the 'gauge directions' - but it projects to a genuine
symplectic form on the space of solutions modulo gauge transformations.
Many of the tools of ordinary Hamiltonian theory, such as Noether's
theorem for the construction of conserved charges, can be translated into
this covariant phase space formalism [175, 275].

For (2+l)-dimensional gravity, we can take L to be the first order
Lagrangian of chapter 2,

L = - 2 iea A (dcoa + \eahc(D
b A coc) + ^eabce

a A
1 V 2 J 6 J (6.6)

It is then easy to see that

0[<M<W =2(eaAdcoa), (6.7)

and hence

Q[e, (o, d^ S2co] =2 [ {dxe
a A 62coa). (6.8)

JM

This last expression is very similar to the Poisson bracket structure of
equation (2.100), but it is now restricted to gauge-invariant parametriza-
tions of classical solutions of the equations of motion. As a consequence^
it defines a symplectic structure on the space of geometric structures Ji
of chapter 4.

Now recall that whenjhe cosmological constant is zero, Jl is a cotan-
gent bundle, Jl = T* Jf. As such, it has a natural symplectic structure.
This symplectic structure is almost, but not quite, the same as the physical
symplectic structure obtained from Q.

Consider, for example, the solutions (3.76)-(3.78) for spacetimes with
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the topology [0,1] x T2 with A = 0:

e° = e-'dt co° = 0

e1 = adx + bdy co1 = —(kdx + \idy)

e2 = e"\kdx + ixdy) co2 = 0. (6.9)

Substituting into (6.8), we see that

Q[8e9 dco] = 2(3 \i Nba-bXN bb\ (6.10)

in agreement with equation (3.82). Hence X and b are conjugate variables,
as are \i and a. The cotangent bundle structure of T*JV, on the other
hand, comes from viewing ea as a variation of coa. Comparing ea and coa

in (6.9), we see this structure would make X conjugate to a - the term
adx in e1 is obtained by varying kdx in co1 - and /i conjugate to b. To
obtain the physical symplectic form Q, we must 'twist' this naive structure,
essentially interchanging x and y.

We can understand the need for this twist by recalling that two holo-
nomies p[y{\ and p[y2] have nontrivial Poisson brackets only if y\ and
72 are intersecting, nonhomotopic curves. The naive cotangent bundle
structure, on the other hand, associates a translational holonomy along a
curve y with an SO (2,1) holonomy along the same curve. The physical
symplectic form Q reflects both the cotangent bundle structure of T* Jf
and the symplectic structure of the space of homotopy classes discussed
in section 7 of chapter 4.

While this 'twisting' can cause some complications, the physical sym-
plectic form Q can always be computed from equation (6.8), provided we
know how to parametrize ea and coa in terms ofjiolonomies. Given a set
of coordinates /ia on the SO (2,1) moduli space Jf and a parametrization
co = coi/Lix), equation (6.8) allows us to define a set of conjugate momenta

(Compare equation (2.33) in the ADM formalism.) Note that the first-
order action is now simply

1 = Jdtn«li«, (6.12)

with no Hamiltonian. This is not surprising - the holonomies we have
chosen as our fundamental variables are, after all, constants of motion.
But it is also not surprising that this time independence will complicate
the interpretation of the quantum theory.
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6.2 Quantizing geometric structures

With this preparatory work completed, it is now almost trivial to quan-
tize the space of geometric structures. The covariant phase space Ji is
parametrized by coordinates /ia and ;ca, which are canonically conjugate
in the classical theory. Moreover, despite the complications described
above, the na label cotangent vectors to the SO (2,1) moduli space Jf, To
quantize, we simply trade Poisson brackets for commutators,

[ti^}=i8l (6.13)

and allow operators to act on a Hilbert space 3tfConn of square-integrable
functions of the /ia.

For the torus, for example, the nonvanishing commutators are

[M] = [ U ] = - ^ . (6.14)

We can take our wave functions to be functions \p(k,ii\ and represent a
and b as

2 dfi 2 c A

This is, in a sense, all there is to the quantum theory. There is no
Hamiltonian, but this reflects the classical choice of time-independent
holonomies as our fundamental observables. Given a wave function, we
can determine the spectrum and the expectation values of the holonomies,
and we can ask for the probability that the universe has a given geometric
structure; that is, we can obtain probabilistic answers for all of the basic
questions we asked in chapter 4.

Of course, without a Hamiltonian we seem to be missing some rather
important dynamical information. The recovery of this information will
be discussed in the next section. First, however, an important technical
issue must be clarified.

Following the procedure of the last chapter, we should presumably
require that our wave functions be invariant under the action of the
mapping class group. For the torus, this group is generated by the
transformations

S : ( A , A O ^ ( / W ) (a, 6)->(&,-*)
T : (A, /*) -> (A, pi + X) (a, 6) -> (a, b + a), (6.16)

as is most easily seen by considering the action of Dehn twists on the
fundamental group n\(T2). Now, however, we encounter a rather serious
problem. In the ADM formalism, the action (3.73) of the modular
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group on Teichmiiller space was properly discontinuous,^ and the moduli
space Jf = Jf I ~ obtained from Teichmiiller space by factoring out
this action was well-behaved. For spatial topologies of genus g > 1,
this is true as well for the action of the mapping class group on the
configuration space of SO (2,1) holonomies. For the torus, however, th£
action (6.16) is not properly discontinuous, and in fact the quotient of Jf
by this group is nowhere locally a manifold [219]. This means, among
other things, that there are no continuous, nonconstant modular invariant
wave functions tp(/l,ju). Worse yet, Peldan has shown that there are no
continuous, nonconstant wave functions that transform under any finite-
dimensional representation of the modular group, although the possibility
of projective representations has not yet been investigated. We may try
dropping the requirement of continuity - quantum mechanics really only
requires measurable wave functions - but even then, severe difficulties
occur in the attempt to implement modular invariance [128].

There are several possible reactions to this dilemma. One is to choosy
a different polarization, that is, a different splitting of the phase space Ji
into 'positions' and 'momenta'. To see that this can affect the outcome,
consider the (admittedly not very natural) choice of configuration space
variables [220]

J (617)

It is easy to check that these coordinates transform among themselves
under (6.16), and the transformations are in fact properly discontinuous.
This is a trick, of course: x and y as defined here are just the ADM
moduli TI and t2 of equation (3.81) at time t = 0, and we already know
that these moduli transform nicely. But the trick illustrates the fact that
problems with the mapping class group may be avoidable.

In particular, it is not known whether the holonomy variables r j of
equation (4.33), the natural variables for (2+l)-dimensional gravity with
a negative cosmological constant, lead to a quantum theory that is well-
behaved with respect to the modular group. These variables, like the
(yl,/i,a,6), have a simple symplectic structure that can be obtained from
(4.39):

Q[Se, Sco] = £(5rf A dr^ - <5rf A Srj). (6.18)

The corresponding quantum theory has wave functions ^ ( r j , ^ ) , with
operators

r f = - 7 T - + , r1=-— (6.19)
{ drZ tor0

See appendix A for a brief introduction to the concept of a discontinuous group action.
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analogous to (6.15). The action of the mapping class group on the r j can
be shown to be

T : (^ ,^)- ,(^ + ^^±). (6.20)

In contrast to the case of a vanishing cosmological constant, the modular
group now mixes positions and momenta. The generators of modular
transformations can be represented as operators

= exp { (ft)2 + (ft)2 ~ (K)2 ~ ( ^ ] }
(6.21)

and the requirement of invariance becomes a set of differential equations.
Using the properties of SL(2,R) representations, it has recently been
shown that some invariant wave functions exist, but the known solutions
are nonnormalizable, and the general characteristics of invariant wave
functions are not yet understood [70].

Another reaction to the problem of imposing modular invariance is to
simply drop the requirement. This might seem too drastic a step: the
modular transformations are, after all, diffeomorphisms, and we could
reasonably insist that any theory of quantum gravity behave well under
diffeomorphisms. But we shall see below that even without an explicit
demand of modular invariance, the relationship between the connection
representation and ADM quantization can teach us a good deal about
the modular group.

6.3 Relating quantizations

Quite apart from the technical difficulties with the modular group, the
quantum theory constructed above exhibits a fundamental conceptual
problem: it has no visible dynamics. We have built an archetypical
'frozen time' theory, in which the observables are constants of motion and
the evolution is completely hidden. This feature is not peculiar to 2+1
dimensions, but is a generic problem in quantum gravity. The natural
candidate for the Hamiltonian in quantum gravity is the Hamiltonian
constraint Jf of chapter 2, but at least for a closed universe, we have seen
that Jf is zero on physical states. We can attempt to restore dynamics by
introducing an explicit time-slicing, as in chapter 5, but as we have seen,
such a procedure violates at least the spirit of general covariance.

This 'timeless' nature of quantum gravity already exists in the classi-
cal formalism: the description of (2+l)-dimensional gravity in terms of
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geometric structures exhibits the same lack of explicit dynamics. In the
classical theory, however, this problem causes no great concern. Given a
set of holonomies, we can determine a classical spacetime, and given that
spacetime, we can answer any dynamical question we care to ask: for
example, how do the moduli of a slice of constant TrK evolve with time?
One of the principle achievements of (2+l)-dimensional quantum gravity
has been to show that this procedure can be carried over to a quantum
theory.

As usual, we shall concentrate on the topology [0,1] x T2. Suppose first
that the cosmological constant A vanishes. In equation (4.31), we con-
structed a function T(T;X,fi,a,b) whose physical meaning was 'the value
of the modulus on the slice of constant mean curvature TrK = — T in a
universe with a geometric structure characterized by the holonomies A, fi,
a, and b\ along with similar functions p(T;X, //,a,b) and Hred(T;A,fi,a,b).
We can now turn these functions into operators acting on the Hilbert
space Jtfconn of the connection representation [52, 68, 69]. If we choose the
orderings

p(T) = -iT (a -

Hred(T) = ^ , (6.22)

then the modular transformations (6.16) induce the standard modular
transformations of T and p. Moreover, it may be checked that the
commutation relations (6.13) in the connection representation induce the
ADM commutation relations (5.3), and that the operators T and p satisfy
the 'Heisenberg equations of motion'

ijf = [*, Hred], ^ = \P, Hredl (6-23)

The ADM moduli and momenta may thus be viewed as 'time'-dependent
operators in the connection representation, obeying standard quantum
mechanical equations of motion. Given a state tp(A?)u), we can thus
determine, for example, the probability that the slice with a given value
of TrK has a certain modulus.

Operators such as T(T) are not exactly functions of time: after all, we
have completely solved the constraints, and there is no time coordinate left
in the connection representation. Indeed, for each value of the parameter
T, T ( T ) and p(T) are constants of motion. These operators can best
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be understood as examples of Rovelli's 'evolving constants of motion',
operators that are time-independent but nevertheless provide information
about dynamics [230, 231]. We shall return to the question of how to
interpret such operators at the end of this chapter.

We can learn more about these operators - and in the process, gain
some insight into the problem of modular invariance - by diagonalizing
T(T) and its adjoint to obtain 'Schrodinger picture' wave functions [53].
A long but straightforward computation shows that the function

(6.24)

is a simultaneous eigenfunction of the operators x and T̂  of equation
(6.22), with

xK(T;x,x;X,n) = xK{T;x,x;X,n),

^,x;X,n) = xK{T;x,x\X,n). (6.25)

The n and X dependence of K is determined by the eigenvalue equations,
while the prefactor is fixed by the normalization

(6.26)

The factor of T22 on the right hand side of this expression converts the
ordinary delta function into a delta function with respect to the inner
product (5.34). Note that the integration in (6.26) is over the entire l-\i
plane, not over some fundamental region for the modular group.

The function K(T;T,T; A,/i) can be viewed as the transformation matrix
between the connection representation and the ADM representation of
the preceding chapter. It has the following important properties:

1. Under the modular transformations (3.10) of T, K transforms as

1 1
S :

\y
T : K(T;T,T;l,ti) -* K(T;T + IT + Ul,fi)

, T ; A , / I - A ) . (6.27)

Comparing equation (5.29), we can identify these transformations as
those of an automorphic form of weight —1/2, combined with the
inverse of the transformations (6.16) of X and \i.
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2. The connection representation Hamiltonian (6.22) acts on K as

^ , t ; X , n ) . (6.28)

Moreover, the weight —1/2 ADM Hamiltonian of chapter 5 acts as

A_l/2K(T;x,x;A,ti) = (iT^=) K(T;T,T;X,H),
V dTj (6.29)

which is the square of the Schrodinger equation (5.37).

We can now write an arbitrary connection representation wave function
A as a superposition

d2r
K(TVAM%T) = (ip9K)9 (6.30)

where property 1 suggests that we should require xp to be an automorphic
form of weight —1/2. The coefficient xp, which we shall interpret as a
'Schrodinger picture' wave function, has been written as a function of T,
but the T dependence is not arbitrary, since the left-hand side of equation
(6.30) is independent of T. Indeed, we can use equation (6.26) to solve for
V>(T,T, T); differentiating with respect to T and using (6.29), we find that

If) ^(T'T>T) = A-
which is the square of the Schrodinger equation (5.37) for an automorphic
form of weight —1/2.

To determine the region of integration & in (6.30), let us consider the
normalization of wave functions:

<VlV> = (6.32)
r r d2r d2rf >

dMfi / _-^K(T;T,T;A^)K(T;T/,T/;A,iu)v(T,T,T)^(T/,T/,T)

d2r d2rf _ C d2r
— ^rT22^(t-T0^,T,T)^(T/,f/,T)= / _|tp(T,T,r)|2,

where I have used the orthogonality relations (6.26) for K. But xp is
an automorphic form, so this last integral will be normalized if & is a
fundamental region for action of the modular group on Teichmiiller space,
such as the 'keyhole region' described in appendix A.

We can now return to the question of how the modular group acts in
the connection representation. A wave function defined by equation (6.30)
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is not modular invariant. On the contrary, if g is an arbitrary element of
the modular group, tp(/l,/x) and ip(ghgfi) are orthogonal. For example,

(xp\Sxp) =

r r d2r dV -

/ T ' X 1 / 2

,T', T\ (6.33)
d2x d2xr

- Sx') -
\T'J

where I have used the transformation properties (6.27) of K. But S maps
x1 from IF to an adjacent fundamental region, and except at isolated
points, fundamental regions for the mapping class group are disjoint, so

- Sx') = 0, (6.34)

and the inner product (6.33) thus vanishes. The same argument holds if
S is replaced by T, or by any nontrivial combination of S and T, that is,
by any element of the modular group.

A similar argument shows that if y(A,/i) and x(/l,ju) are any two wave
functions defined by (6.30), with integrals over the same fundamental
region J% then

(vl?z)=0 (6.35)

for any element g of the modular group. Viewed as an integral transform,
the mapping (6.30) thus takes the weight —1/2 ADM Hilbert space #'~1/2

of chapter 5 into an infinite number of orthogonal subspaces of the Hilbert
space J^conn, which are interchanged by elements of the modular group.
A version of modular invariance for the connection representation would
thus be the restriction of J^conn to one of these subspaces.

As an automorphic form of weight —1/2, ip(x\xf, T) is essentially a
spinor on moduli space. It was shown in reference [53] that the second-
order Klein-Gordon-like equation (6.31) may be converted to a first-order
'Dirac equation' for a two-component spinor

| ) (6-36)

on moduli space, where the lower component is essentially a time-reversed
ADM wave function. The appearance of such time-reversed solutions
should not be surprising. Classically, a solution of the Einstein equations
with the topology [0,1] x T2 can describe either an expanding or a
collapsing universe. As we saw in the preceding chapter, the Schrodinger
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equation in the ADM formalism requires a choice of sign in the definition
of the square root An , and that choice amounts to a restriction to either
purely expansion or pure collapse. In the connection representation, the
same ambiguity has reappeared in a slightly different guise.

Are weight —1/2 automorphic forms really necessary in the connection
representation? The first indication of their importance came from the
transformation properties (6.27) of the eigenfunctions of T and T .̂ But
the definition (6.22) of these moduli operators involves an implicit choice
of operator ordering, which is by no means unique. It may be shown
that different, though perhaps less natural, choices of ordering can lead
to automorphic forms of arbitrary weight [55]. Equivalently, at least in
this simple context, the choice of inner product in the Hilbert space J^Conn
is ambiguous, and different choices lead to different adjoints ft". For
example, if one chooses the inner product

{y>\x) = J dMi4Pl/2V>T(Pl/2X), (6-37)

where p is the momentum operator of equation (6.22), it may be shown
that the corresponding ADM wave functions are weight zero forms, that
is, ordinary automorphic functions. By finding a series of canonical
transformations that link the ADM representation and the connection
representation, Anderson has found a similar, although not identical,
measure [7]. The connection representation has not resolved the ambiguity
described in the preceding chapter, but has merely transformed it to an
ambiguity in the choice of operator ordering.

So far, we have interpreted the function K(T;T,T;A,ii) as a trans-
formation matrix between the connection representation and the ADM
representation, as manifested by the transformation (6.30). But this func-
tion has another interpretation as well: for fixed values of T, T, and T,
it may be viewed as the state |T,T, T) of a torus universe with modulus
T at time T, expressed in the connection representation. This dual role
is familiar from ordinary quantum mechanics, where the function eipx is
both the transformation matrix between the position and the momentum
representations and the position representation wave function for the state
\p). As in ordinary quantum mechanics, the matrix element

(T',T',T'|T,T,:T) = \
J (6.38)

thus gives an amplitude for a spatial geometry determined by the modulus
T at time T to evolve to a geometry determined by the modulus x1 at time
V. This amplitude has been worked out explicitly by Ezawa, who shows
that it is peaked at precisely the classical trajectory (3.70) [107]. The
quantum theory thus approximates the classical behavior, as it should.
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A similar set of constructions is possible when A < 0. Starting with
equation (4.38), we can define operators

- l

KdCt) = j sin | (fftf - Pfo-). (6.39)

Again, it may be checked that the modular transformations (6.16) induce
the standard transformations oft and p, that the connection representation
commutators (6.13) induce the correct ADM commutators, and that T and
p satisfy the appropriate Heisenberg equations of motion. If we take our
states in the connection representation to be functions of r j and r̂ ~, the
transformation matrix analogous to (6.24) is then

K(7;t,t;r2
+,r2-) = g (sin j ^ ' ^ {$*" + r^e"*") x (6.40)

exp f { t ! [(r+)2 - (r2-)
2] - 1 2 [(r2+)2 + 2r2

+r2- sec | + (r2~)2] cot | } .

A rather long computation now shows that the transformation properties
(6.27) again hold, with S and T now represented by the operators of
equation (6.21). Moreover, the analog of (6.29) continues to be valid:

= (i-sin—-=)
l € dtj ( 6 4 1 )

which by (4.40) is again the square of the Schrodinger equation of the
preceding chapter [70].

6.4 Ashtekar variables

The connection representation of the preceding sections was based on a
particular set of classical solutions, those with nondegenerate metrics. For
the torus, the classical phase space was even more restricted: we excluded
those geometries on [0,1] x T2, discussed briefly in chapter 3, for which
the T2 slices were not spacelike. By loosening these restrictions, we can
obtain new quantum theories that are not quite the same as those we have
seen so far. In particular, the Ashtekar approach to (2+l)-dimensional
quantum gravity relaxes the requirement of nondegeneracy of the metric,
thus enlarging the classical phase space and the quantum Hilbert space.
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In the connection representation developed in the last two sections, the
phase space T* Jf was a space of flat metrics and spin connections. This
flatness originates in the constraints of chapter 2,

= \& \diej
a - djef + eabc(coibejc - cojbeic)] = 0,

2 (6(6.42)

,*] = ^Fij = y> [dicoja - djCOia + eabccoibcojc] = 0, (6.43)

where D\ denotes the SO (2,1) gauge-covariant derivative. The Ashtekar
constraints, on the other hand, take a slightly different form. The phase
space variables are again a spin connection and a triad, or more commonly
a spin connection and a densitized triad,*

Eia = eijeja, (6.44)

which clearly carries exactly the same information as e. The constraints
are now written in a form identical to that of the Ashtekar constraints in
3+1 dimensions [11, 35],

DtE
ia = 0, (6.45)

E'aFfj = 0, (6.46)

eabcE
ibEJcF?j = 0. (6.47)

The constraint (6.45) is clearly equivalent to (6.42). When the spatial
metric gtj = e\aeja is nondegenerate, it is not hard to show that the con-
straints (6.46)-(6.47) are equivalent to (6.43). Indeed, using the definition
of Eia and the fact that Ff} = e\f£a> we can rewrite these constraints as

eutf" = 0

€abceklek
beic^a = 0 (6.48)

and the equivalence follows from some elementary algebra.
The Ashtekar constraints (6.45)-(6.47) admit additional solutions, how-

ever, for which the spatial metric is degenerate and the curvature Ffj does
not vanish. The full space of solutions is not completely understood, but
portions have been investigated. Barbero and Varadarajan have argued
that the full phase space has an infinite number of degrees of freedom
[25]. Let us define a 'flat patch' of a surface Z as a region in which the
constraints (6.42)-(6.43) are satisfied, and a 'null patch' as a region in
which the metric is degenerate, the constraints (6.45)-(6.47) are satisfied,

* It is traditional in papers using Ashtekar variables to use a tilde over a letter to denote
a density of weight one.
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and curvature satisfies <€a<€a = 0. Then if initial data are chosen so that Z
consists of a collection of disjoint flat patches separated by null patches,
this pattern is preserved by evolution, and the holonomies in each of the
flat patches become independent observables. The consequences for the
quantum theory are not yet understood, although some work has been
done in the loop representation and in minisuperspace models [26, 109].
At a minimum, the (2+l)-dimensional model serves as a warning that
the choice of how to treat degenerate metrics in quantum gravity can
drastically affect the outcome.

6.5 More pros and cons

The quantum theory developed in this chapter has managed to avoid
some of the conceptual difficulties of the reduced phase space ADM
quantization of chapter 5. In particular, we have not had to choose any
particular time slicing, and have thus preserved general covariance. This
manifest covariance comes at a price: the physical interpretation of the
resulting 'frozen time' formalism, and in particular the identification of
dynamical behavior, becomes much less obvious. But we have seen in at
least one example that the problems of interpretation can be overcome,
and that dynamical questions can be answered through the construction
of appropriate operators.

Operators of the sort we have studied here are not quite 'dynamical'.
The modulus T(T), for example, should not be thought of as a single,
time-dependent operator. Rather, for each value of the parameter T, T(T)
is defined throughout spacetime, and commutes with the constraints - it
is a constant of motion, or in Kuchaf's terms, a 'perennial' [172]. We
must interpret T(T) as a one-parameter family of operators, indexed by a
number T, that are defined everywhere.

Nevertheless, we can use the correspondence principle and our knowl-
edge of the classical theory to give T(T) its dynamical interpretation as
the operator that represents the modulus of the slice TrK = — T. The
rather mysterious role of time may become clearer when we compare the
quantum theory to the classical theory of chapter 4. There, too, the space-
time geometry was described completely in terms of constants of motion,
and no explicit time coordinate was ever introduced. Cosgrove has called
the resulting quantum theory 'quantization after evolution': the dynamics
is completely solved classically and reexpressed in terms of correlations
among time-independent constants of motion, which can then be studied
quantum mechanically [81]. This point of view is closely related to Rov-
elli's description of quantum mechanics in terms of 'evolving constants of
motion' [230, 231].
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We can now return to a question raised in the preceding chapter:
are the quantum theories corresponding to different choices of time-
slicing equivalent? In this chapter, we considered only a particular set
of 'dynamical' operators, those corresponding to the York time-slicing
TrK = — T. But nothing prevents us from looking at a different choice
of slicing. Given any classical choice of time, with slices labeled by some
parameter t, we can construct the corresponding classical observables x(t)
and p(t) and convert them into operators in the connection representation.
Just as we did for the York slicing, we can then diagonalize x(t) and its
adjoint and transform to a 'Schrodinger picture'.

By construction, though, this 'Schrodinger picture' is equivalent to
the original 'Heisenberg picture' of the connection representation. In
particular, a transition amplitude between slices t\ and tf depends only
on the initial operator T(U) and its adjoint, the final operator x(tf) and its
adjoint, and a time-independent wave function \p(X,ix). Provided that the
operator orderings in T(£,-), %tf\ and their adjoints are fixed, the choice of
intermediate slicing cannot affect the amplitude.

This last proviso, however, emphasizes a remaining arbitrariness in the
connection representation. Dynamical quantities like T(T) are classically
well-determined, but the process of constructing operators is fraught with
ordering ambiguities. In particular, the 'natural' ordering with respect
to one choice of time-slicing may not be the same as the 'natural' or-
dering with respect to another. This problem reflects a genuine physical
uncertainty: when we measure a classical gravitational field, we do not
know exactly which quantum operators we are observing. This problem
is already present in ordinary quantum mechanics, although it is usually
ignored because we 'know' the right variables. But we know only because
of the results of experiments, and these are sorely lacking in quantum
gravity.

A similar ambiguity arises in the choice of polarization, that is, the
splitting of the phase space into 'positions' and 'momenta'. We saw briefly
in section 2 that this choice can, at a minimum, affect the representation of
the modular group. There is no proof that different choices of polarization
lead to equivalent quantum theories, and there is no obvious way to choose
a 'correct' polarization, although the mapping class group might offer some
guidance.

There is another difficulty with the connection representation, which is in
some sense 'merely technical' but which has the potential to cause serious
problems. To construct the dynamical operators needed for a physical
interpretation, we must know the classical solutions of the equations of
motion; more specifically, we need a parametrization of the classical
solutions in terms of a set of constants of motion. Equation (6.22) for
the operator T, for example, was obtained from the classical equation
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(4.31), which in turn depended on our explicit knowledge of the general
solution of the vacuum field equations. For (3+l)-dimensional gravity, this
is clearly impractical; even for (2+l)-dimensional gravity on a manifold
with a spatial topology of genus g > 1, the general solution for the metric
is not known explicitly in terms of holonomy variables. The obvious
approach to this problem is to try to develop a perturbative formalism for
operators, based on a perturbative approach to the classical theory. So
far, however, such a 'perturbative covariant canonical quantization' has
not been investigated.
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Operator algebras and loops

In its most basic form, quantization is the process of replacing the Poisson
brackets of a classical theory with commutators of operators acting on
some Hilbert space,

{*,j,}->i[a,5>]. (7.i)

Many of the ambiguities in quantization arise because this is not, strictly
speaking, possible: even for the simplest classical theories, factor-ordering
difficulties prevent us from simultaneously making the substitutions (7.1)
for all classical variables x and y [263]. The usual procedure is therefore
to pick out a set Sf of 'elementary classical variables', which are to have
unambiguous quantum analogs, and to construct the remaining operators
from elements of £f. The set Sf must be small enough to close under
Poisson brackets, and it must be large enough that the remaining classical
variables can be constructed from sums and products of its elements, or as
limits of such sums and products. But apart from these basic requirements,
there is no known 'right' way to choose the elementary classical variables.

In chapter 5, we took as our elementary variables the moduli of the
spatial metric at TrK = — T, along with their conjugate momenta. In
chapter 6, we chose a set of coordinates fia on the space of SO (2,1)
holonomies, along with their conjugate momenta. But there is another
obvious candidate for 9*\ the ISO (2,1) holonomies themselves, or a
suitable subset of these holonomies. As we saw in chapter 4, the Poisson
algebra of the holonomies will lead to commutators that are considerably
more complicated that the simple canonical brackets (5.3) or (6.13), but
we can nevertheless look for an operator representation.

The literature contains two fundamental approaches to the quantization
of the algebra of holonomies. The first, developed by Nelson and Regge, is
most easily implemented for the case of a negative cosmological constant

117
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A = - I / / 2 ; the group of holonomies is then SL(2,R) x SL(2,R) [205, 206,
207, 208, 209]. The second, initiated by Ashtekar and his collaborators,
starts with the case A = 0, and invokes a transformation from the
holonomy representation to a dual 'loop representation' [10, 11, 13].

7.1 The operator algebra of Nelson and Regge

The approach to (2+l)-dimensional quantum gravity initiated by Nelson
and Regge is based on the algebra of holonomies described in chapter 4.
The program can be summarized as follows:

1. Choose a sufficiently small but complete (or overcomplete) set Sf
of holonomies R^ = \Trp[ya], whose classical algebra closes under
Poisson brackets (4.73). If the set is overcomplete, find a complete
set of classical relations Fp = 0.

2. Represent the holonomies as operators R^ G &, with a commutator
algebra obtained, up to possible higher-order terms in h, by the
substitution (7.1), and with the symmetric ordering

xy-^\(xy + yx) (7.2)

for products of holonomies occurring in the commutator algebra.
The set &? must remain closed under this algebra.

3. If the set £f is overcomplete, find operator orderings for the relations
such that

[ p } 0 (7.3)

for all holonomies in &.

4. Represent the operator algebra as an algebra acting on some Hilbert
space of states, restricted to the subspace of states annihilated by
the Pp.

5. Find the action of the mapping class group on this space of states,
and restrict to invariant or suitably covariant states.

As usual, this program is simplest for spacetimes with the topology
[0,1] x T2, and the steps 1-5 have been largely completed for the case of
a negative cosmological constant. For our elementary set of holonomies,
we take the set {R^R^R^} described in section 7 of chapter 4, with
the relations F± = 0. The operator algebra corresponding to the brackets
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7.1 The operator algebra of Nelson and Regge 119

(4.74) can then be determined by direct substitution of operators for
classical variables; one finds that

R^-R^e-16 — Rj-RYe^1® = +2i sin 6 R^ cxnd cyclical permutations
(7.4)

with

tantf- — , (O)

while the relators F- become

F± = \-\<m2e-e±m

±)2 + 2e±w cos ek±R±R±. (7.6)

It is straightforward to check that the F± do, in fact, commute with the
R*.

This algebra is not a Lie algebra, but it is related to the Lie algebra
of the quantum group Uq(sl(2)) x Uq(sl{2)\ where q = exp4i'0 and the
F± are related to the cyclically invariant g-Casimir. The commutation
relations (7.4) are invariant under the modular transformations

A I A I A I A I A _J_ A _J_ A I A I A _J_ A I

C . pi v DIE DIE . D l DIE v DIE l?X _i n l n t o x
O . iVj —> £<2 , i \ 2 —> ivj , A 1 2 —^ ^ i ^ 2 ' ^ 2 ^ 1 ~~ ^ 1 2

A _ | _ A I A I A I A I A I A I A I A I A I

T . D l . D± D l . DX D± . p i D± _|_ D± D± DIE
• "*M " ^ ^12 ' ^ 2 ^ 2 ? ^12 ^12^2 ' ^ 2 ^12 ~ ^ 1 ' (7.7)

which reduce to the standard transformations in the classical limit.
To obtain a quantum theory, we must now represent this algebra as

an algebra of operators acting on a suitable Hilbert space. To obtain an
explicit representation, let us define

A +

Rf = sec 6 cosh ^~

&r = sec 0 cosh ~^-

r± + r±

R±2 = sec 9 cosh 1 ^ 2 . (7.8)

It is then easily checked that the relations (7.4) hold provided

P f , ^ ] = ± 8 i 0 , [ra
+,r^]=0, (7.9)

and that the relators F- are identically zero.
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For small 0, that is, small cosmological constant, the commutators (7.9)
reduce to those found in the connection representation of chapter 6, up to
terms of order 93. Moreover, for any value of 0, equation (7.9) can be in-
terpreted as a set of connection representation commutators appropriately
rescaled. Hence the results of chapter 6 can be carried over directly to the
Nelson-Regge quantization. In particular, the representations discussed in
chapter 6 automatically give rise to representations of the operator alge-
bra (7.4). We have reduced the Nelson-Regge approach to the connection
representation, but with a small adjustment: the coupling constant has
been slightly deformed.

The results of chapter 6 also give us a physical interpretation of the
holonomies R^. For instance, we can use the holonomies to construct
operators representing the ADM modulus: as in equations (6.39) and
(4.40), we can define

HredCt) = esc j (f^ - rpi). (7.10)

Equation (7.9) then gives the commutators

[x\p] = [ t , f ] = -16tf0, [x,p] = [*t,£t] = 0 (7.11)

and the Heisenberg equations of motion
JA tA

\P, Hred] = -M9 J , [T, Hred] = - 8 i / 0 ^ , (7.12)

which differ from the corresponding equations in ADM quantization by
terms of order O(h3), small when the cosmological constant A is small.

An important advantage of this algebraic approach is that it may be
generalizable to more complicated spatial topologies. For a surface 2 of
genus g > 1, consider the set of closed curves £,-, i = 1,2,..., 2g + 2, shown
in figure 7.1. These curves can be constructed explicitly in terms of the
standard generators At and Bt of n\(L) described in appendix A, and they
satisfy the three relations

• tlg+2 = 1

l. (7.13)

If we cut E along the £,-, the surface splits into four pieces, each a (2g + 2)-
sided polygon, as shown in figure 7.2 for the case of genus 2.
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7.1 The operator algebra of Nelson and Regge 121

Fig. 7.1. A genus two surface can be cut along the curves t\,...,t6, shown here
as dark lines, to form four hexagons as shown in figure 7.2. (Only the top halves
of t29 £4, and te are shown in this figure.)

Fig. 7.2. Four hexagons of this type are formed by cutting open the surface in
figure 7.1. The curves U, d\$, and diA are eight of the fifteen whose holonomy
algebra has been studied by Nelson and Regge.

Nelson and Regge consider the collection of (g + l)(2g + 1) curves
dij = tfti+i...tj-i, which can be represented as line segments connecting
vertices i and j of a polygon such as that of figure 7.2. Any two curves in
this set intersect at most twice, and the classical Poisson algebra (4.73) of
holonomies R^[dij] closes. Moreover, the quantum algebra generalizing
(7.4) may again be shown to close, providing a starting point for the
quantum theory.
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The observables R-^ldij] form a highly overcomplete set, of course -
in all, only 12g — 12 of them should be independent - and the general
form of the relators analogous to (7.6) is not known, although the rather
complicated classical analogs are understood. For the case of genus 2,
however, the model is more tractable. As a 'configuration space', one may
choose the six hyperbolic angles xpf- defined by*

/i] , cosht/;^ =
(7.14)

It is evident from figure 7.2 that the curves t\9 £3, and £5 do not intersect,
so the xpf- commute with one another. Nelson and Regge have shown
explicitly how to reconstruct the remaining operators R-[dij\ from the
\pf and their conjugate momenta pu providing the genus 2 analog of
equation (7.8). Moreover, the inner product on the resulting Hilbert space
of functions of the xpf- is largely determined by the requirement that
the R^idtj] be Hermitian, and the operators that generate the mapping
class group are known explicitly. We do not yet know how to construct
time-dependent observables such as the ADM moduli, but the approach
appears to be promising.

7.2 The connection representation revisited

We turn next to another set of holonomy variables, the functions T°
and T1 of chapter 4. As we saw in that chapter, these provide a con-
venient set of gauge-invariant and diffeomorphism-invariant functions on
phase space, which have particularly simple Poisson brackets when the
cosmological constant vanishes. These variables are the natural (2+1)-
dimensional analogs of the connection variables in Ashtekar's approach
to (3+l)-dimensional gravity [11], although the (3+l)-dimensional version
is rather more complicated: in 3+1 dimensions, T° and T1 depend on
loops, not just on homotopy classes of loops, and they no longer commute
with the constraints.

Our goal is to promote the algebra (4.84)-(4.86) of Poisson brackets to
an operator algebra, with operators T°[y] and T{[y] acting on a suitable
Hilbert space. One approach to this problem is fairly simple, at least
in principle, but will turn out not give us anything new. As usual, we
consider a spacetime with the topology [0,1] x 2, with 2 a closed surface.
We would like to find a representation - technically, a ^representation -

* Conventions for the angle 0, here given by (7.5), differ among papers in this field.
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of the abstract algebra

o [y i ] , f o [ r 2 ] ]=o (7.15)

'bx], T°[y2]] = ~ X>(Pi;yi,72) ( f ° [ n •«• y2] - f°[yi -,- y2-
1]

?,; yi,y2) (f
l[yi -ai] - f Hyi •iy2-

1]

with (T0)* = T° and (T1)* = T1, subject to the relations

°[y2] = ± (f°[yi • 72] + T°

( 1 f
2 v 7 (7.16)

and

TX[0] = 0 , Tll[7]= f 1 ^ " 1 ] , rJ[yi -72] = r 1 ^ - ^ ! ] . (7.17)

Note first that the functions T° depend on the spin connection alone,
and are therefore defined on the space of equivalence classes of flat SO (2,1)
connections, that is, the moduli space Jf of hyperbolic structures on E.
Indeed, by equation (4.81), T° is just the trace of the homomorphism

po:7ri(S)^SO(2,l) (7.18)

of chapter 4, and the trace is invariant under the equivalence relation in
(4.15). Just as in chapter 6, we can therefore choose our Hilbert space
^conn to be a suitable space of functions on Jf - or a space of half-
densities if we wish to avoid the problem of choosing a measure - and we
can represent the T°[y] as acting by multiplication.

Moreover, when viewed as a function of the triad and spin connection,
the variable Tl[a>,e] can be regarded as a cotangent vector to Jf at the
point representing co, with a direction determined by e. Recall that if co is
a flat connection and e satisfies the Einstein field equations (2.62), then to
first order in t, co + te is also a flat connection. Equation (4.82) can thus
be rewritten as

d
T1[cD,e]=2~T°[co

dt t=o
(7.19)

clearly defining a cotangent vector to Jf. As in section 1 of chapter 6, the
physical symplectic structure is not quite the natural symplectic structure
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of the cotangent bundle T*" Jf, but the difference is calculable, and once
again allows us to represent Tl[(o,e] as a derivative acting on 3tfConn>

The result of this quantization is not new: it is precisely the connection
representation of chapter 6. For the torus, for instance, homotopy classes
of curves are labeled by two winding numbers m and n, and T° and T1

can be computed explicitly from the triad and spin connection derived in
chapter 3: by equation (4.87),

A A

T°[m,n] = cosh ^ ^ , fi[m9n]=-(m& + ^ ^
2 ^ (7.20)

If we now impose the connection representation commutators

A A i

[%d\ = — [A, b] = —-, (7.21)
2

of chapter 6, it is easily checked that the T° and T1 commutation
relations (7.15) are satisfied. Conversely, given a Hilbert space upon
which the T°[m,n] act by multiplication, the commutators (7.15) may
be used to derive the connection representation commutators. Note that
the identities (7.16) and (7.17) are also automatically satisfied, since they
simply express properties of SL(2, R) traces.

7.3 The loop representation

There is another way to look at the operator algebra of T°[y] and T 1 ^]
which leads to an important new approach to quantum gravity, the loop
representation. So far, we have been thinking of the operators T as a set
of functions of the triad and spin connection, indexed by loops y. Our
wave functions arejhus functional of co, or, more precisely, functions on
the moduli space Jf of flat spin connections. This dependence is clear in
the expressions (7.20) for T° and T1 on the torus. However, we could
equally well have chosen to view the T operators as functions of loops
- or in 2+1 dimensions, of homotopy classes of loops - indexed by e
and co. Wave functions would then most naturally be functions of loops
or sets of loops. This change of viewpoint is rather like the decision in
ordinary quantum mechanics to view a wave function eipq as a function
on momentum space, indexed by q, rather than a function on position
space, indexed by p. This analogy will be strengthened below, when we
derive a 'loop transform' as a sort of generalized Fourier transform.

The starting point for the loop representation is again the algebra
(7.15) and the identities (7.16)—(7.17). We would now like to find a
representation of this algebra that makes no explicit reference to the triad
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or spin connection. There are a number of equivalent approaches to this
problem, but perhaps the simplest is due to Ashtekar [11] ."I" We begin by
introducing a vacuum state |0), defined by the condition that

T1[y]|0>=0 (7.22)

for all homotopy classes [y]. We can act on this state by arbitrary
products of T° and T1. By using the algebra (7.15)—(7.16), however, we
can move any factor T1 to the left, where it will annihilate the vacuum
state. Similarly, any product T0[yi]T°[y2] can be reduced by (7.15)—
(7.16) to a sum of single copies of T°. By repeated application of these
rearrangements, we can finally express any state as a linear combination

with \[7i]) = f°[yi]\0). (7.23)

The use of [yj\ to label the state |[y,-]) is suggestive, but also slightly
misleading: not all distinct homotopy classes give rise to different states.
For example, by (7.17), |[a]) = {[or1]) and |[a • jff]) = |[jB • a]). Ashtekar
has suggested the term 'equitopy' to describe the equivalence relation

[?i] ~ M if T°[yi](co) = T°[y2](co) for all flat spin connections co.
(7.24)

We should think of the states \[yi\) as being labeled by equitopy classes
of curves.

Even with this caveat, the set of states |[yj) is overcomplete. For
example, by (7.16) and (7.17),

|[a-jJ-y]> + | [ a - y - 1 - / J " 1 ] > - | [ a - y i 8 ] > - | [ a - r 1 - y " 1 ] > = 0 .

(7.25)

Identities of this type determine a subspace defined by the relation

° whenever £ClT°[yi-] = 0. (7.26)
We can now define the Hilbert space for the loop representation as the

quotient space 3tf\OOp = Jtf"/ ~9 where Jf' is the space generated by the
\[yi\) and ~ is the equivalence relation (7.26). The inner product on ^iOOp
can be defined by demanding that the |[yj) be orthonormal. The actions
of T° and T1 on 3tf\ooV follow from the definition of the basis states and
the algebra (7.15)-(7.17):

(7.27)

This approach is similar to that of DePietri and Rovelli in 3+1 dimensions [86].
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To determine the physical meaning of the loop representation, it is
useful to again specialize to the torus, and to try to relate loop states to the
connection representation states of chapter 6. The resulting relationship
is known as the loop transform. As we shall see, a formal transformation
between representations is easy to write down, but there are mathematical
subtleties that make the result rather difficult to interpret.

Let us assume that our spacetime has the topology [0,1] x T2. As in
the preceding section, homotopy classes of curves on T2 may be labeled
by integers m and n. The basis states in the loop representation can thus
be denoted \m,n)9 with the relation \m9n) ~ | — m, — n) coming from (7.17).
Equation (7.27) then becomes

T°[m9n]\p,q) = - (\m + p,n + q) + \m-p,n-q))

T1[m9n]\p9q) =--(mq-np) (\m +p,n +q)-\m-p,n-q)).
5 (7.28)

The T°[rn,n] commute, so we can look for simultaneous eigenstates,
that is, linear combinations

m = ^cpq\p,q) (7.29)
PA

such that

(7.30)

for some numbers T°[m,n]. Equation (7.28) gives a set of recursion
relations for the cpq, and it may be verified that they are satisfied by

PA

f°[m,n]|Ao,no> = cosh (mX° + n^ | ^ 0 > (7.31)

where Ao and ^o are arbitrary real numbers. Comparing equation (7.20),
we see that the state |AO,JUO) is an eigenstate of the operators X and p, of
the connection representation with eigenvalues Ao and JIQ. Moreover, it is
easy to verify that the action of the operator T1 [m, n] on such a state also
agrees with the connection representation action determined by (7.20).

A general connection representation state can now be written as a
superposition

(7.32)

(V\p,q) = Ecosh f^+M) ip(p,ql
PA
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or equivalently

^2° (7.33)
[y]

This relation is the inverse loop transform, relating loop and connection
representation states. If the hyperbolic cosines in equation (7.31) were
instead cosines, we would have an ordinary Fourier transform, closely
analogous to the transformation between the position and momentum
representations in quantum mechanics. We could then easily invert (7.31)
to express ip([y]) in terms of connection wave functions. There are, in fact,
solutions to the eigenvalue problem (7.30) for which such a procedure
is natural: if the hyperbolic cosines in equation (7.31) are replaced by
cosines, the equation remains valid. The resulting states have eigenvalues
T°[m,n] < 1, however, and correspond to the geometries with non-
spacelike slices discussed briefly in chapters 3 and 4. For the physically
interesting sector, no such obvious inverse exists.

It is nevertheless interesting to write the 'inverse' transform

fl/(p, q) = j dXdiicosh (E±±M^ V(A, ,,), (7.34)

that is,

xp'[y] = jdMn T°[y)(lfi)xp(l,fi). (7.35)

This integral is the (2+l)-dimensional version of the (3+l)-dimensional
loop transform in the Ashtekar approach to quantum gravity. We can
determine the action of a T operator on a state t/3'(p, q) by starting with the
corresponding action on \p(k,ix) in the connection representation, as given
by equation (7.20). Using standard identities for products of hyperbolic
functions, we find that

f °[m,nW(P,q) = j'dXd^cosh ( ^ ± ^ ) cosh

_ - i ( n p - mq) IiUf.sinh ( ^ ) sinh

= - g (nP ~ m<l) W(P + m,q + n)- ip'{p -m,q-n)), (7.36)
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in agreement with equation (7.28). The transform (7.34) thus gives a good
formal representation of the action of the loop operators, and could be
used as a starting point for the definition of the loop representation. It is
not, however, the inverse of the expansion (7.31); indeed, the insertion of
(7.31) into (7.34) leads to a divergent integral.

In fact, the transformation (7.34) is generally rather poorly behaved.
Let J^conn denote the Hilbert space in the connection representation, as
defined in chapter 6, and view (7.34) as a mapping from tffconn to Jf/oop.
As Marolf first showed, there is a dense subspace of 3^conn that lies in
the kernel of this mapping; that is, there is a dense set of connection
representation states which transform to zero [185]. There is, however,
another dense subspace if a £Fconn on which the transformation (7.34)
is faithful, and this subspace is preserved by T° and T1. It is possible
to use such a subspace to make the loop transform (7.34) well-defined:
one can define the transform on if, determine the inner product and the
action of the T operators on the resulting loop states, and then form the
Cauchy completion of this space to define J^iOOp- The subspace if is not
unique, but the result of this procedure is independent of the choice of if,
in the sense that all of the resulting loop representations are isomorphic.
However, many of the states in the Cauchy completion are no longer
functions of loops in any clear sense.

Alternatively, Ashtekar and Loll have showed that the loop transform
(7.34) can be made into an isomorphism by choosing a more elaborate
measure for the integral over the moduli \x and A, selected to make various
integrals converge [14]. This change induces order h corrections to the
action (7.28) of the T1 operators, and the new measure must be chosen
carefully to ensure that the added terms can be written in terms of T°
operators. Such a choice is possible. Unfortunately, the inner products
between loop states become considerably more complex, as does the action
of the mapping class group.

These two approaches to the loop transform - starting with a dense
subspace if or choosing a more complicated measure - are unitarily
equivalent. In both, however, the physical interpretation of the quantum
theory becomes obscure. Nor is the role of the mapping class group
understood: we saw in chapter 6 that the space 3tfconn splits into infinitely
many orthogonal subspaces that transform among themselves, but the
corresponding splitting of $?\OOp has not been studied.

As with the Nelson-Regge variables, there has been some work on
extending the loop representation to spacetimes with more complicated
spatial topologies. Starting with the set of independent loop variables
described at the end of chapter 4, the Ashtekar-Loll approach has been
applied to spacetime topologies [0, l ] x l with 2 a genus g > 1 surface,
although many of the details remain to be worked out [178, 179]. Again,
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however, the physical interpretation of the loop representation in terms
of clearly defined geometrical observables remains difficult.

An interesting exception to this shortage of good observables is the
length operator 2[C]. Classically, the length of a curve C on Z is

In the quantum theory, the product of triads in (7.37) is ill-defined, and
must be regularized, for instance by point-splitting. To carry out this
procedure, let yx be a loop of radius e centered at x, and define

Tij(s, t) = 2Tr \po(t9 s)ei
a(yx(s))/aP0(s, t)ejh(yx(t))/b] .

(7.38)

Here po(s9 t) is the holonomy of chapter 4 along the segment of yx between
s and t,

po(s9t) = Pexp [£du Via^faU))Sa\ > (7-39)

and the /a are generators of SI/(2) in the spin 1/2 representation. This
definition of Ty is clearly related to the definition (4.82) of T{[y], and
Ttj has an easily computed set of Poisson brackets with the T° and T1

variables that parametrize 2. On the other hand, it is clear that as e
becomes small, Ty(0,7c) approaches gy(x). We can therefore define a
length operator in the loop representation by

. ,7.40)

Rovelli has shown that this operator has a discrete spectrum, with eigen-
values that are multiples of Lpi/2 [232].

Now, 2[C] is not the unique quantum gravitational length operator:
it is, after all, determined from the classical expression (7.37) only up
to terms of order h. Nor is ?[C] really a physical operator, since for
a generic curve C, ?[C] does not commute with the constraints. The
source of this difficulty is easy to understand from equation (7.37): the
constraints act on the metric gy as generators of diffeomorphisms, but if
C is defined in a field-independent manner, the constraints commute with
the derivatives dCl/ds rather than transforming them. Nevertheless, it is
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certainly intriguing that a natural choice of quantization yields lengths
that are quantized in units of half the Planck length, and it is plausible -
although not proven - that this quantization of the length spectrum will
continue to hold for physical length operators acting on geometrically
defined curves. We shall return briefly to this question in chapter 11 when
we discuss the Turaev-Viro lattice model.
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The Wheeler-DeWitt equation

The approaches to quantization described in chapters 5-7, although quite
different, share one common feature. They are all 'reduced phase space'
quantizations, quantum theories based on the true physical degrees of
freedom of the classical theory.

As we saw in chapter 2, not all of the degrees of freedom that determine
the metric in general relativity have physical significance; many are 'pure
gauge', describing coordinate choices rather than dynamics, and can be
eliminated by solving the constraints and factoring out the diffeomor-
phisms. Indeed, we have seen that in 2+1 dimensions only a finite number
of the '6 x oo3' metric degrees of freedom are physical. In each of the
preceding approaches to quantization, our first step was to eliminate the
nonphysical degrees of freedom, sometimes explicitly and sometimes indi-
rectly through a clever choice of variables; only then were the remaining
degrees of freedom quantized.

An alternative approach, originally developed by Dirac, is to quantize
the entire space of degrees of freedom of classical theory, and only then
to impose the constraints [100, 101, 102]. In Dirac quantization, states
are initially determined from the full classical phase space; in quantum
gravity, for instance, they are functionals ^[gtj] of the full spatial metric.
The constraints act as operators on this auxiliary Hilbert space, and the
physical Hilbert space consists of those states that are annihilated by
the constraints, acted on by physical operators that commute with the
constraints. For gravity, in particular, the Hamiltonian constraint (2.13)
acting on states leads to a functional differential equation, the Wheeler-
DeWitt equation [97, 285], whose solutions are the physical states.

In this chapter, we will consider several forms of Dirac quantization of
(2+l)-dimensional general relativity, based on the first- and second-order
formalisms. We shall see that the first-order version of the Wheeler-DeWitt
equation is rather straightforwardly equivalent to the corresponding re-
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duced phase space quantum theory, but that the second-order version,
which involves a Hamiltonian constraint quadratic in the momenta, is
considerably more problematic.

8.1 The first-order formalism

Let us first consider Dirac quantization of (2+l)-dimensional gravity in
first-order form, with A = 0 for simplicity. As in previous chapters, we
restrict our attention to spacetimes with topologies [0,1] x X, where Z is
a closed surface of genus g > 1. The canonical variables are then the spin
connection cof and the frame e\a on 2, and the Poisson brackets (2.100)
determine commutators

L€iJ8S52(x - x')

[eia{x\ ejb(xf)] = [coUx), cojb(xf)] = 0. (8.1)

Choosing co as our configuration space variable, we can represent e a s a
functional derivative

__i 8

Acting on wave functions ¥[&>], the constraints (2.98) of chapter 2 then
become the first-order Wheeler-DeWitt equation

f U ^ ] = 0

and it is easy to check that the ISO (2,1) commutation relations (2.73),
appropriately rescaled, are satisfied exactly.

The first of the constraints (8.3) involves no functional derivatives, and
simply requires that ^[co] have its support on flat SO (2,1) connections.
The second constraint is then a statement of SO (2,1) gauge invariance.
Indeed, the operator

1+2/

generates the infinitesimal gauge transformation (2.66) of co, so the con-
dition ^ax¥[co] = 0 will be satisfied precisely when *F is invariant under
'small' gauge transformations.*

* Note that equation (8.3) does not require invariance under 'large' gauge transformations,
transformations that cannot be smoothly deformed to the identity; these must be
considered separately.
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Physical states in Dirac quantization are thus gauge-invariant function-
als of flat connections. This is exactly the description we obtained in
chapter 6 from covariant canonical quantization. This simple equivalence
occurs because the Chern-Simons formulation reduces (2+l)-dimensional
gravity to a gauge theory, for which the constraints are relatively simple
and well-behaved. In particular, it was crucial to our argument that the
constraints were at most linear in the momenta e\a, leading to a first-order
functional differential equation (8.3) that could be solved in closed form.

It is useful to make explicit a hidden assumption about the inner
product on the space of physical wave functions. We began with a space
of arbitrary functional ¥[&>] of the spin connection, upon which the
natural inner product is the functional integral

= Ado]¥*[o]0[G)]. (8.4)

Our final physical states, on the other hand, differ in two important
respects: they are gauge-invariant functionals, and they have their support
only on flat connections. Both of these properties require changes in the
inner product - the functional integral (8.4) must be gauge-fixed, and it
must be appropriately restricted to flat connections.

The new inner product can be derived in three steps:

1. To gauge-fix the inner product, we can express an arbitrary con-
nection co in terms of a gauge-fixed connection co and an element
g G SO (2,1): co = gcb = g~ldg + g~lcbg. Then standard results from
gauge theory tell us that, up to subtleties involving zero modes,

[dco] = [dcb][dg]detD^ (8.5)

where D& is the gauge-covariant derivative with respect to the
connection co. As usual, we factor out the (infinite, field-independent)
integral over gauge parameters g; the determinant detD^ is then the
usual Faddeev-Popov determinant.

2. To account for the fact that wave functions are restricted to flat
connections, let us write

¥ [ © ] = ip[co]S$a[cb]l O[co] = </)[a)]d[%a[co]]9

(8.6)

and define a new inner product

^ W l (8.7)

where one of the delta functionals <5[#fl[c)]] has been omitted in
order to avoid an overall infinite factor.
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3. Finally, we can eliminate the delta functional in (8.7). Let o>o be a
flat connection, and suppose that co = cbo + e. It follows from the
expression (8.3) for the constraints that to lowest order in e,

dQtDco5[^a[co]] =S[e]9 (8.8)

where I have used the infinite-dimensional generalization of the
identity

dnxdn[F(x)] =
-l

F=0

Changing integration variables in (8.7), we thus obtain

(8.9)

(8.10)

where the integral is now restricted to gauge-fixed, flat connections."'"

In the end, we have obtained the naive inner product that we might have
guessed from the start, with no troublesom Faddeev-Popov determinants.
We shall see below that the issue is considerably more subtle in the metric
formalism.

8.2 A quantum Legendre transformation

To quantize a classical theory, we must split the phase space into variables
that we treat as 'positions' and conjugate variables that we treat as
'momenta'. Such a splitting is called a polarization, and it is rarely unique.
We have chosen a polarization in which the connections co are 'positions'
and the triads e are 'momenta'. To obtain a picture closer to the second-
order formalism, we might instead choose a 'frame representation', treating
triads as configuration space variables and thus obtaining states that are
functionals of the metric.

In such a polarization, the constraints are no longer first order in
functional derivatives, and the resulting equations are considerably more
complicated. This should not be surprising, since the connection repre-
sentation reflects the structure of the phase space more closely than the
frame representation. Indeed, as we saw in chapter 4, the classical phase
space is a cotangent bundle with a base space parametrized by co and

Note that I have used two slightly different methods for gauge-fixing the two symmetries
of the problem. The first, standard gauge-fixing process is essentially that described
by Woodard in the usual approach to Dirac quantization [293]. The second is closely
related to that described by Marolf in his 'refined algebraic quantization scheme' [186];
see reference [187] for an application to Euclidean quantum gravity.
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fibers parametrized by e, making it far more natural to treat the co as
positions and the e as momenta.

On the other hand, a change of polarization can also be represented, at
least formally, as a functional Fourier transform (or a 'quantum Legendre
transformation'),

¥[e] = f[dco] exp hi [ ea A coa\ ¥[©], (8.11)

analogous to the transformation from position to momentum space in
ordinary quantum mechanics. It is easy to see that such a transformation
reproduces the representation (8.2) of the canonical operators:

eu&le] = J[da>] (~^

= J[daj] exp J2i j [ «* A ©fl} I e o ~V[o>] , (8.12)

where the last equality comes from functional integration by parts. Such
functional Fourier transforms have been studied in the context of con-
formal field theory, and a fair amount is known about their properties
[264]. In particular, to make sense of a functional integral such as (8.11),
one must fix the gauge, and the resulting Fadeev-Popov determinants can
affect the definition of the wave function and the inner product. For the
special case of Euclidean (2+l)-dimensional gravity with a positive cosmo-
logical constant, Ishibashi has investigated the functional integral (8.11),
and has shown that the only effect of gauge-fixing is to finitely renormalize
Newton's constant [163]. A related analysis has been carried out for (2+1)-
dimensional supergravity [190]. Although this work is still preliminary,
it suggests that it should be possible to define diffeomorphism-invariant
'ADM-type' wave functions ^[e] that satisfy the appropriate Wheeler-
DeWitt equation.

8.3 The second-order formalism

We now turn our attention to the metric formulation of (2+l)-dimensional
gravity. The aim of this section is to apply Dirac quantization to the ADM
decomposition developed in chapter 2, thus obtaining the standard second-
order Wheeler-DeWitt equation. We shall see that the careful treatment
of the momentum constraints requires the introduction of nonlocal terms
that have not been appreciated in previous minisuperspace models, making
Wheeler-DeWitt quantization rather problematic [59].*

The existence of these nonlocal terms was first pointed out to me by Atsushi Higuchi
and Bob Wald.
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Much of the preliminary work we require has already been done in
chapter 2. We begin with the decompositions (2.21) and (2.23) of the spatial
metric and its canonically conjugate momentum, and with the constraints
(2.27) and (2.28), which we now wish to represent as operators. To obtain
the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, we must solve the momentum constraints
(2.27) for Yt, the momentum conjugate to the spatial diffeomorphisms;
substitute the results into the Hamiltonian constraint (2.28); and then
represent the remaining momenta as functional derivatives. The form of
these functional derivatives is determined by the symplectic structure of
equation (2.26):

The resulting operator version of the Hamiltonian constraint (2.28) is
messy, but as usual, it simplifies when the spatial topology is that of a
torus. As in chapter 3, let us choose a standard set of flat metrics gy by
setting

ds2 = T2~
1\dx + Tdy\2, (8.14)

and let V denote the covariant derivative for the connection compatible
with gij. If we assume for simplicity that the cosmological constant
vanishes, a straightforward computation yields the equation

= 0 = \\yxe~Uyx + \

+ Y'[n] + Vr[rc] - gijVkY
k[n]) Yj[n]

(8.15)

where Ao is the Laplacian of chapter 5 on the torus moduli space,

and Yi[n] is determined by the solution of the momentum constraints
(2.27),

Yt[n] = ^A-1 Y% ( V 2 ^ ) ] • (8-17)

The Wheeler-DeWitt equation (8.15) should be compared to the cor-
responding reduced phase space Schrodinger equation (5.5)—(5.6). Two
important differences are immediately apparent, both arising from the
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fact that the 'pure gauge' degrees of freedom n and Yl are no longer fixed
classically. The first is that X is now a function, not a constant, so the
AX term in (2.28) no longer drops out. The second is that a complicated
nonlocal term depending on Yt[n] is now present. This nonlocal term
makes it extremely hard to find exact solutions of equation (8.15). As
Henneaux first pointed out [148], such a nonlocal term already exists
when the spatial topology is that of a two-sphere. We saw in chapter 3
that the classical field equations have at most a single solution for this
topology, and the Hilbert space thus consists of one state, which one
might hope to find in the Wheeler-DeWitt approach. Even in this simple
case, however, the explicit solution of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation is not
known.

Note also that the expression (8.15) is defined only up to operator or-
dering ambiguities, which are poorly understood. Jk iea l l^ one would like
to find anjordering for which the commutator [Jif(x),J^(xf)] is propor-
tional to Jf. At the time of this writing, no such ordering is known, again
because of complications arising from nonlocal terms.

Now, the reduced phase space wave function of chapter 5 was a function
of the mean curvature TrK, not the scale factor X. To make the comparison
to (8.15) clearer, let us perform a functional Fourier transformation of

I,T] = f[dK]expi-i j d2xKeu\^[K,x\. (8.18)

The Wheeler-DeWitt equation then becomes

~Al4

4V,- -giJVkY
k[K]) Yj[K]

where now

Yi[K] = t-~A-l\ViKi-\. (8.20)

If we could set K to a constant, Yi[K] would vanish, and this expression
would be close to the square of the Schrodinger equation (5.5)—(5.6). We
cannot do so, however, and it is not at all clear that the two quantizations
can be made equivalent. Suppose, for example, that we look for solutions
of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation that depend only on constant values of
K; that is, let us set

J ( J \ ) . (8.21)
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From equation (8.17), we have

]=0, (8.22)

so the nonlocal terms in the Wheeler-DeWitt equation drop out. Unfor-
tunately, however, the remaining terms require that

[dTexp\-iT [d2xeu\ \-l-T2eu + \e~u^ + 2AA]] tpo(T,r) = 0,
J I J J L * * J (g 23)

which cannot be satisfied by a A-independent function xpo[T9T].
With a bit of thought, the problem with the ansatz (8.21) becomes

clear. The reduced phase space wave functions of chapter 5 were defined
on a particular set of time slices TrK = — T. A Wheeler-DeWitt wave
functional, on the other hand, is a functional of Wheeler's 'many-fingered
time' - it does not depend on a particular choice of time coordinate, but
determines the wave function on an arbitrary slice. An ansatz that restricts
the wave functional to a particular slicing cannot hope to capture the full
content of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation.

This analysis suggests another strategy, however: we can start with an
exact solution of the full Wheeler-DeWitt equation (8.15), restrict it to
a slice TrK = — T, and hope that the restricted wave function might be
related to those of chapter 5. That is, suppose ¥[^,1] is a solution of
equation (8.15) (whose functional form we do not yet know), and let

= J[dX\expliT Jd2xe2X\^[^T]. (8.24)

We can obtain information about \po by inserting the Wheeler-DeWitt
equation, in the form e21^^ = 0, into (8.24) and functionally integrating
by parts to move the functional derivatives 5/61 to the exponent. It is
easy to see that the troublesome nonlocal terms are again eliminated: for
any £\

J[dX\ exp jzT j d2x e2X J r Y i M m T]

= - f[dX\ (cYdn] exp (iT f d2xeu\) ¥[A,T] = 0
J \ I J )) ( 8 2 5 )

by (8.17). A straightforward computation then shows that

8 2

T^ +A0 (8.26)

f[dX]expliT fd2xe2
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The left-hand side of this equation is to be compared to the reduced
phase space Schrodinger equation of chapter 5,

iT—xpred = Al/2xpred- (8.27)

If the Wheeler-DeWitt wave function ^[k, T] had its support on spatially
constant scale factors k, the right-hand side of (8.26) would vanish, and
we would obtain the square of this Schrodinger equation. Once again,
however, there seems to be no natural way to restrict ^[A,T] to such
constant k9 and the Wheeler-DeWitt equation appears to be inequivalent
to reduced phase space quantization.

As we saw in the first section of this chapter, however, there is more
to the story: we have not yet defined the inner product on the space of
solutions of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation. The need for gauge-fixing is
less obvious now than it was in the first-order formalism, but as Woodard
has argued [293], the inner product

= j[dX\ I 0 ^[A,T]<D[A,T] (8.28)

will again diverge for solutions of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation unless the
transformations generated by the Hamiltonian constraint are gauge-fixed.

In particular, we can gauge-fix the inner product to the York gauge,

X = n- Te2X = 0, (8.29)

in effect imposing the TrK = — T time-slicing on the inner product rather
than on the classical phase space^The Faddeev-Popov determinant for
this gauge is proportional to detfjf7,/], and may be computed to be

v2[ i , r ]=det (8.30)

up to operator ordering ambiguities. Note that unlike the more famil-
iar Faddeev-Popov determinants of gauge theory, v [k, T] is an operator,
depending explicitly on the Laplacian Ao on moduli space.

The gauge-fixed form of the inner product (8.28) is now easy to find:
up to ordering ambiguities, it is

), (8.31)

where

<P(T,T)= f[dX]v[X,T]Qxp{iT fd2xe2X\x¥[lx]. (8.32)
J { J )
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This effective wave function is almost the wave function xpo of (8.24), but
it differs because of the presence of the Faddeev-Popov determinant. In
reference [59], it was shown that the effect of this determinant is to cause
the wave function to be peaked near the solutions of the classical con-
straints. Very little more is known, however. In particular, the question of
whether the wave function (8.32) actually satisfies the reduced phase space
Schrodinger equation (8.27) remains unanswered, and the equivalence of
reduced phase space and Dirac quantization remains unproven.

8.4 Perturbation theory

In view of the difficulty in finding exact solutions to the Wheeler-DeWitt
equation, it is natural to look for perturbative methods. One possible
starting point is an expansion in powers of Newton's constant G. This
expansion is most easily described for the topology [0,1] x S2; although
this topology gives a trivial reduced phase space quantum theory, the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation is already complicated enough to make the
example instructive.

The Wheeler-DeWitt equation analogous to (8.15) for [0,1] x S2, with
a cosmological constant included and factors of G restored, is

((16TCG)2 1 5 _lxb
< 5 W J i e 17[ 8 yJgoA oA

+ l^JlKe11 + nonlocal terms W[A,T] = 0. (8.33)

Let us write a trial wave function

This functional satisfies

e 7 T - ( i 6 ^ V g o[1' (8 }

which implies from (8.17) that Y^o = 0, so to this order the nonlocal
terms in (8.33) drop out. It is then easily checked that

~ - / ( 2 A - " '

If we take the cosmological constant to be of order 1/G2, the Wheeler-
DeWitt equation will then be satisfied to lowest order if

ai = +32TCGA1/2 = ±^ , (8.37)
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where t is the dimensionless radius of curvature introduced at the end of
chapter 1.

At next order, *F must include a term that cancels the curvature term
Kk — 1/2 in (8.36). It is not hard to check that a wave functional

^ [A] = exp { -P-z [ d2x^e2X + ia2 I d
2x^§ \xlX - ti }

{(lbnGy J J L J (8 38)

will do the trick, with

(8.39)

The nonlocal terms cannot be neglected at this order, but they produce
terms proportional to 52(0) that arguably can be removed by an appro-
priate operator ordering.

In terms of the full spatial curvature, the second term in (8.38) is of the
form

Using somewhat different methods, Banks, Fischler, and Susskind have
computed the next term, which involves three factors of the curvature
and two Green's functions [24]. They argue that the effective expansion
parameter is (AA)~{, where A is the area of the spatial surface upon which
the wave functional is being evaluated; the expansion should therefore be
good for large universes.

Unfortunately, approximation techniques of this type become quite a
bit more complicated for spacetimes with nontrivial spatial topology, and
they have yet to lead to results that can be easily compared to other forms
of quantization. Consider, for example, the torus universe, now with a
cosmological constant A. The first-order approximation (8.34) remains
good. At the next order, however, the Laplacian Ao in equation (8.15) can
no longer be neglected, and a term of the form

a2A0(AAA) = -2a2AAA (8.40)

appears in the Wheeler-DeWitt equation. There is no obvious way to
cancel (8.40) without making the approximation considerably more com-
plicated. The nonlocal terms in the Wheeler-DeWitt equation - the terms
in (8.15) involving Yt[n] - are also poorly understood, as is the related
problem of operator ordering.

The Wheeler-DeWitt equation is the starting point for many of the
most widely used approaches to quantum gravity. The results of this
chapter should be read as a warning: the full Wheeler-DeWitt equation is
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considerably more complicated than is generally appreciated. In particular,
minisuperspaces are misleading models, which miss the nonlocal terms
that have given us so much trouble and which evade the problems of
gauge-fixing the inner product that must be confronted in the full theory.
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Lorentzian path integrals

The last four chapters have all dealt with approaches to quantum gravity
that fall under the broad heading of canonical quantization. An alternative
approach starts with the Feynman path integral, the 'sum over histories'.
Like canonical quantization, path integration does not always lead to a
single, unique quantum theory. In this chapter I will describe several path
integral techniques in (2+l)-dimensional gravity and compare the results
to those of canonical quantization.

In an important sense, path integral methods are less precise than those
of canonical quantization. The infinite-dimensional 'integral' over histories
can rarely be rigorously defined; typically, we do not even know what class
of paths to include. Path integrals may seem to avoid operator-ordering
problems, since the integration variables are commuting classical fields
rather than operators, but ordering ambiguities reappear in the guise of
ambiguities in the integration measure. In quantum gravity, however,
path integral formulations also have an important advantage: we need no
longer assume that spacetime has the topology [0,1] x Z, and can compute
topology-changing amplitudes.

The focus of this chapter is the Lorentzian path integral, the sum over
spacetime histories with metrics of signature (—h +). The analytically
continued 'Euclidean' path integral - the sum over positive definite metrics
- has also seen extensive use in (3+l)-dimensional quantum cosmology; I
will describe its application in 2+1 dimensions in the next chapter.

9.1 Path integrals and ADM quantization

The Feynman path integral is formally defined as either

(qf9tf\qi9ti)=f[dq]JIM (9.1)

143
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or

J!itort (9.2)
where the (formal) integration is over all histories in configuration space
(equation (9.1)) or phase space (equation (9.2)) that interpolate between
specified initial and final data q\ and qf. The path integral gives a transition
amplitude between the states \qt) and \qj)\ for simple enough systems, the
result is equivalent to the amplitude coming from canonical quantization.
To apply this formalism to gravity, we must specify geometric data on
an initial spatial slice 2,- and a final slice £/, and sum over intermediate
geometries on spacetimes M with boundary dM = 2,- U 2/ . If 2* and 2 /
are diffeomorphic, one may either restrict M to have the topology [0,1] x 2
or sum over all interpolating topologies. If 2,- and 2 / are topologically
distinct, on the other hand, there seems to be no reasonable way to restrict
the intermediate topologies.

It should come as no surprise that the role of time in the gravitational
path integral is rather obscure. In ordinary quantum mechanics, the initial
and final times appear as part of the specification of the histories to
be summed over. In quantum gravity, this is no longer possible, since
there is no external time variable. Instead, information about time must
be included in the specification of the boundary data itself. Different
time-slicings then correspond in part to different choices of boundary
data. The York time-slicing of chapter 2, for instance, is obtained if we
specify the mean extrinsic curvature TrK and the conformal part of the
spatial metric on 2,- and 2 / and choose a suitable gauge-fixing for the
interpolating spacetime. As we shall see later in this chapter, covariant
canonical quantization corresponds to the specification of the holonomies
of the spin connection co on 2/ and 2/ .

There is a fairly easy heuristic argument that the path integral for a
(2+l)-dimensional spacetime with the topology [0,1] x 2 should repro-
duce the results of canonical quantization. In the ADM action (2.12), the
lapse and shift functions N and Nl appear as Lagrange multipliers, and
their integration leads to delta functional that impose the constraints.*
We are then left with a path integral for the reduced phase space action
(2.36) over a relatively simple space of physical degrees of freedom. For
such a finite-dimensional system, the equivalence of path integration and
canonical quantization is more or less standard. In the first-order formal-
ism, the result is even simpler: integrals over et

a and cot
a in the canonical

action (2.97) again give delta functional that impose the constraints, and
the remaining finite-dimensional path integral involves an action with a

* There are additional subtleties involving the range of integration over the lapse function;
I refer the reader to reference [254] for a detailed discussion.
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vanishing Hamiltonian. Of course, this argument is not yet rigorous: when
we change variables to those appropriate for the reduced phase space, we
will introduce a Jacobian, the Faddeev-Popov determinant, which must
be treated carefully.

Let us examine this argument in more detail, starting with the phase
space path integral in the ADM formalism [61]. The canonical action
(2.12) is

Igrav = fd3Xy/=^^ = fdt [ d2x{^gij - Nttfi - NJT),

(9 3)

and the path integral (9.2) is

Z = jW^dgijWNWm^^raA^g}}. (9.4)

We know from chapter 2 that the action has a gauge symmetry, essentially
the group of diffeomorphisms, which is generated by the constraints
&£\i = ijtf)#P\) and which must be gauge-fixed. The general theory of
path integrals with gauge symmetries tells us that for gauge conditions
X^ = 0, the path integral should become

Z = / [ ^ ^
J (9.5)

where { , } denotes the Poisson bracket [149].
To simplify the computation, it is again useful to parametrize the spatial

metric and its conjugate momentum, using a decomposition similar to
that of equations (2.21)-(2.23). We choose a family gij(ma) of constant
curvature metrics, parametrized by moduli ma, with

gij = e2Xr~gij, (9.6)

and set

Sgij = 2(5X)giJ + (P(Si))ij + dm, T^mj9

ij ^ i j « ^ . (9.7)

Here P is the operator

k (9.8)

(Note that in contrast to the definition (2.22), the derivative in (9.8) is
now Vi, the covariant derivative compatible with the full spatial metric
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gij. This change will simplify future notation.) The ^(a) are a basis for
kerP\ that is,

V/F(a)V = 0, gi/F(a)y = 0. (9.9)

They are thus a basis for the space of transverse traceless tensors, or
quadratic differentials. The operator T^ is new: it is the orthogonal
projection of a modular deformation of gy onto kerP\

1
9 with $ = 8^

where the inner product in this expression is defined below in equation
(9.12). This projection is introduced because it is important in a path
integral computation to keep track of orthogonality: if we wish to avoid
unnecessary Jacobians, we must make sure that the decomposition of
integration variables is an orthogonal one. It is easy to check that the
constraints become

(9.11)

where I have taken A = 0 for simplicity.
Our next step is to transform the integration variables in the path

integral (9.5) from (gij,nlj) to (ma,/l, £,pa,7r, Yl). To find the Jacobian J
for this transformation, we can use an approach borrowed from string
theory [203]. We define the inner products

(5g,5g)=

(9.12)

on the tangent space to the space of metrics on 2, and consider the simple
Gaussian path integral

(9-13)

= J[d(6m)]
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As discussed above, the orthogonal projectors T^ ensure that there are
no cross-terms in the last line of this equation. Evaluating the integrals
over 5ma, 5X, and d£, we find that the Jacobian Jg is

Jg = det|pt£|i/2det|r| d e t l ^ ) , ^ ) ) ! 1 / 2 . (9.14)

The ft1-7' integral gives a similar Jacobian,

Jn = det|P^|V2detKV(a), V^))!1/2, (9.15)

which combines with Jg to give a total Jacobian - that is, a total Faddeev-
Popov determinant -

J = d e t | p t J p | d e t | ( z W ^ ) ) | . (9.16)

Strictly speaking, the Jacobian J was defined on the tangent space to
phase space - that is, we integrated linear variations Sg and 8n around
a fixed point (g9n) in phase space. But viewed as a function on phase
space, J is also the correct Jacobian for the change of variables in the
path integral (9.5).

If we now change variables and integrate over Nfi
9 the path integral

becomes

Z=J[dnp][dnm]det\(X
{«\V{li))\ (9.17)

The integral over Y( can now be evaluated, using the delta functional
a n d t h e identity (8.9). From (9.11), we see that

J (9.18)

where from now on, Y\ will mean the value determined by the solution of
the constraints Jf ,• = 0.

To proceed further, we choose the York time gauge of chapter 2; that
is, we choose a gauge-fixing functional

X° = n/Jg-T = 0. (9.19)

Using the symplectic structure (2.26) to evaluate the Poisson brackets in
equation (9.17), it is not hard to check that det\{J/ffl,x

v}\ factors into
det\{Jifhx

j}\det\{jfo,XO}\, and that

(9-20)
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The only remaining £-dependent terms in the path integral are

*\{jrux
J}\ = 1, (9.21)

and (9.17) simplifies to

Z = f[dnp] [<fm]det|0((a),¥(£))! f[dX]d[J^/^g]dQt\{^fo,xO}\eiIgrav.
J J (9.22)

We can now use the remaining delta functional to evaluate the integral
over X. As we saw in chapter 2, the equation Jf7 = 0 has a unique solution
X = l(p,m, T) in the York gauge, so

TWx/g)!"1^-^]- (9.23)

The functional derivative in this equation may be calculated from (9.11);
it simply cancels the remaining determinant det|{jfo>X°}l in the path
integral (9.22). We thus obtain

Z= [ [dnp] [dnm] det| (X
{cc\ ¥(*)) | < A " , (9.24)

where J is the action evaluated at the solution of the constraints.
Finally, let us consider the remaining determinant det|(j£^,*F(0))|. In

the chapter, we defined the reduced phase space momenta pa by the
decomposition (9.7). In chapter 2, on the other hand, we used a slightly
different parametrization,

Thus by changing variables to pa, we can finally write the path integral
(9.24) as

Z = f[dnp] [dnm\ efI^^m]. (9.26)

This is precisely the path integral we would obtain from the reduced
phase space quantization of chapter 2. But (9.26) is now an ordinary
quantum mechanical path integral, and standard arguments show that
it gives amplitudes equivalent to those of the corresponding canonical
quantum theory.

If the spatial slice S has the topology of a torus, several added com-
plications appear, arising from the fact that the flat torus admits Killing
vectors [239]. First, a Killing vector xl is a zero-mode of the operator ^
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so the determinant det|P"fP| in (9.17) is identically zero. This problem may
be traced back to the integral (9.13) used to derive the Jacobian (9.14).
In the presence of P^P zero-modes, we must split the integration over 5!;
into an integral of the form

f[d(6Z)] = f[d(6£)] [ [dx\, (9.27)
J J J yectors

where the prime denotes integration over the space spanned by modes
of P^P with nonzero eigenvalues. A similar correction is necessary in
the integral used to determine the Jacobian (9.15). Equation (9.16) thus
becomes'''

j = Vz1 det'ipipi det|(z(a),^(W)|, (9.28)

where VK is the volume of the subgroup of diffeomorphisms generated by
Killing vectors. This volume may be understood heuristically by noting
that the gauge-fixed path integral involves a factor of the reciprocal of the
volume of the gauge group. In the absence of Killing vectors, this volume
cancels the gauge redundancy in the original path integral. When Killing
vectors are present, however, a factor of VK remains in the denominator: a
Killing vector x does not give an extra, redundant contribution to the path
integral, since gy and gy + J£?zgy are no longer distinct configurations.

A careful analysis, however, reveals an additional factor of VK- Recall
that the delta functional S[J^i//g] in equation (9.17) came from an
integral over the shift vector Nl. If Nl is a Killing vector, however, it
makes no contribution to this delta function: the relevant term in the
action is

2 fdt [ d2xNiJifi = - [dt [ d2x(VNJ + V7']V>y,

which vanishes for Killing vectors. To integrate over N\ we must again
split the integral as in (9.27). The result is a term of the form VKS[jf j/^/g],
and the factor of VK exactly cancels the corresponding term in the Ja-
cobian (9.28). The upshot is that the reduced phase space path integral
(9.26) remains correct, and the equivalence with canonical quantization is
maintained.

9.2 Covariant metric path integrals

Like the reduced phase space quantum theory of chapter 5, the path
integral of the preceding section is not manifestly covariant, but requires

A primed determinant def'(9 denotes a determinant restricted to the space spanned by
modes of 0 with nonvanishing eigenvalues. Equivalently, det7^ is the product of the
nonzero eigenvalues of (9, defined, for instance, by zeta function regularization.
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an explicit choice of time-slicing and a corresponding decomposition
of fields. This is reminiscent of Coulomb or axial gauge in quantum
electrodynamics. It is natural to ask whether a covariant path integral,
analogous to the Landau or Feynman gauge path integral in QED, can be
formulated for gravity. This is an important problem: the ADM methods
of the preceding section are valid only for spacetimes with the topology
[0,1] x Z, and cannot be used to discuss such issues as topology change.

We shall see in the next section that a covariant path integral treatment
is possible in the first-order formalism. In the second-order formalism,
less is known. However, the change of variables analogous to (9.7) has
been worked out, and the resulting Jacobians have been computed [193].

Let M be a spacetime manifold, with a topology not necessarily of the
form [0,1] x 2, and let gMV denote a metric on M. Our first step is to find
a parametrization of the metric analogous to that of equation (2.21) of
chapter 2. For positive definite metrics - 'Riemannian' to mathematicians,
'Euclidean' in most of the physics literature - a decomposition very
closely analogous to (2.21) can be found: the Yamabe conjecture, proved
by Schoen in 1984, shows that any such metric is conformal to one of
constant scalar curvature R = 0 or R = ±1 [236, 295]. Assuming the same
is true for Lorentzian metrics,* we can write

SAIV = * 2 7 % v , (9.30)

where / is a spacetime diffeomorphism and g v̂ is a metric of constant
scalar curvature. The gravitational action then becomes

/
M JM

which for fixed g^v is the action of a scalar field in a curved background.
The infinitesimal decomposition analogous to (9.7) is now

V = 0, (iJdh)^ = 0, (9.32)

where the operator L is the three-dimensional analog of (9.8),

(L^v = V^v + V v ^ - \g,yVp^. (9.33)

Unlike a surface, a three-manifold M has an infinite-dimensional 'mod-
uli space' - there are infinitely many transverse traceless deformations

Much of the mathematical manipulation that follows is, strictly speaking, valid only for
Euclidean metrics. When necessary, I will assume that the path integral is defined by
continuation to Euclidean signature.
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h^y. Nevertheless, much of the analysis of the preceding section remains
unchanged. We can again define an inner product

= f d'x^gWg^dg^dg^, (9.34)
J M

where the subscript g is meant to emphasize that indices are contracted
with g and not g. As before, we can change integration variables from g
to (g, a), determining the new integration measure by demanding that

= 1. (9.35)

The resulting Jacobian is identical to that of (9.14), and the measure
becomes

va -

where the W^) are a basis for the kernel of iJ and the x^ are a basis for
the tangent space to the Yamabe slice R = const.

In contrast to the canonical path integral, there are no additional
changes of variable to cancel Faddeev-Popov determinants in (9.36), and
they must be included in any computation. To take full advantage of
the decomposition (9.30), however, we should rewrite these determinants
- which now depend on the full metric g^v - in terms of o and gMV. To
do this requires an understanding of how determinants transform under
Weyl rescalings of the metric. This is a standard problem in field theory,
and Mazur has shown that it can be solved by heat kernel techniques
[193]. The outcome is an expression

where L, x^\ a n d *P(a) are defined with respect to the metric g^v.
The term r[<r,g] in (9.37) is a correction to the action, which can

be computed explicitly in terms of the DeWitt-Seeley coefficients of the
heat kernels for jJL and LiJ. If M is closed, Y merely renormalizes
Newton's constant and the cosmological constant. If M has boundaries,
on the other hand, Mazur argues that a Liouville action for the conformal
factor a is induced on dM. This Liouville action is closely related to the
boundary WZW action introduced in section 6 of chapter 2 [264], but the
relationship has not yet been studied in this context.

In principle it is now possible to compute the gravitational path integral.
Suppose in particular that M is a manifold for which we can choose R = 0.
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Then by (9.31), the integral over a can be easily performed:

72, (9.38)

where A ^ is the Laplacian acting on scalars. The partition function then
becomes

'[M]=J[dg] 'det'lLtllY

where the remaining integral is over the space of diffeomorphism classes
of metrics g^v such that R = 0. This is an infinite-dimensional space,
whose properties are not very well understood. We shall see in the next
section that a similar expression appears in the first-order formalism, but
with a combination of determinants that has a known topological signif-
icance, integrated over a finite-dimensional moduli space. The partition
function (9.39) exhibits tantalizing similarities to this better-understood
counterpart, but the connections have not been worked out.

9.3 Path integrals and first-order quantization

We next turn to the analysis of the path integral in the first-order for-
malism. As in section 1 of this chapter, we could start with the canonical
form of the action. If the cosmological constant vanishes, however, it
turns out that a covariant path integral analogous to that of section 2
may be evaluated exactly. This is an important generalization, since it will
allow us to deal with more complicated spacetime topologies, in which a
canonical splitting between space and time is not globally possible. We
shall therefore start with the covariant form of the first-order action,

ea (da>a + l-eahc(D
b(Dc^ , (9.40)

and try to evaluate the path integral

Z[M] = f[de][dco]eiI[e^] (9.41)

by standard methods of quantum field theory.
Let us begin with a heuristic argument. It is evident that the integral

over the frame ea in (9.41) will give a delta functional, leaving an integral
over co of the form

J[dco]d[dcoa + yabccobcoc]. (9.42)
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The spatial components of this delta functional restrict the integral to flat
connections cof on time-slices £, while the time component tells us that

dtcoia = di(ot
a + eabccoib(Dtc. (9.43)

Comparing to equation (2.66), we can recognize the right-hand side of
(9.43) as an SO (2,1) transformation of cof with gauge parameter cot

a.
Equation (9.43) thus describes the continuous evolution of an initial flat
connection by gauge transformations. The path integral then instructs
us to integrate over the parameter cot

a, obtaining a nonzero contribution
whenever the final value of cof is equivalent to the initial value under
some SO (2,1) transformation.

This is precisely the behavior we expect from covariant canonical quan-
tization. By exactly specifying the initial value of a flat spin connection co,
we are selecting an initial wave function that is a delta function at some
value of the holonomies - in the notation of chapter 6,

vM = S6g-6(n«-fi«), (9.44)

where /ia are the SO (2,1) holonomies on Sz. Similarly, the final wave
function will be a delta function at some value p!a of the holonomies.
Two such wave functions will clearly have a nonzero overlap only if the
initial and final holonomies are equal. But the holonomy determines a
flat spin connection uniquely up to gauge transformations, so we will
obtain a nonzero transition amplitude only when the initial and final spin
connections are gauge-equivalent.

To make this argument more rigorous, let us now evaluate the path
integral (9.41) carefully, taking into account the need to gauge-fix the sym-
metries of the action [288]. To make the analysis as clear as possible, we
will start with the case of a closed manifold M, avoiding the complications
that arise from boundary conditions.

We shall compute the path integral using the background field method:
we fix a classical extremum (e, co) of the action and write

ea = ea + aa, coa = cba + fia. (9.45)

It is helpful to forget for a moment that we are dealing with gravity,
and to treat (9.40) as the action of a gauge theory, invariant under the
transformations

5ea = dpa + eabccobpc + eahccobxc

dcoa = dxa + eabccobTc (9.46)

of chapter 2. A standard gauge choice is the Landau gauge,

" = 0, (9.47)
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where V is the covariant derivative with respect to some arbitrary back-
ground metric g. The introduction of such a background metric is neces-
sary for gauge-fixing; if the theory has no anomalies the final path integral
will be independent of the choice of g, but this will have to be checked at
the end of the calculation. Note that the gauge conditions (9.47) can be
rewritten in terms of the Hodge star operator * for g as

d * e
a = d * coa = 0, (9.48)

where d is the exterior derivative and g appears only in the definition of
the Hodge dual.

As Witten has pointed out [288], a more attractive form of gauge-fixing
can be found if we replace d with its gauge-covariant generalization,

D& * aa = Deo * Pa = 0 (9.49)

where D& is the gauge-covariant exterior derivative

b (9.50)

Note that if co is a flat connection, then D^2 = 0. As usual, we incorporate
the gauge conditions by adding Lagrange multiplier terms to the action,

Igauge =2 [ (uaDco * <Xa + VaD^ * /3a) . (9.51)
J M

The conditions (9.49) lead to a standard Faddeev-Popov determinant,

AfP = |detA[&
0)|2, (9.52)

where A ^ denotes the Laplacian

Acs = Dm * Dm * + * D& * Da, (9.53)

acting on n-forms. Our gauge-fixed path integral is thus

ZM = J[da][dp][du][dv]\detAf\2
exp{iItotal} (9.54)

where the gauge-fixed action may be written as

I total = ~ a + \eabcPbl3C +

(9.55)
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This action, with added ghost terms to account for the determinant (9.52),
may also be obtained through BRST methods, and it has been studied in
the more general context of topological BF theories [38, 39, 121, 133, 213].

Despite its rather complicated appearance, the path integral (9.54) can
be evaluated exactly. It is easy to see how this works in the absence of
zero-modes. First, the action (9.55) is linear in v and a, so the integration
over these fields can be carried out directly, giving delta functionals

^cbPa + Uabc * (PbpC) + A&tJ 3 [D^ * Pa]

= 3 [L_(JS + *u)a + \eahc * (PbPc)] , (9.56)

where L_ = (*Dco + As* W* maps the space of odd-dimensional forms to
itself,

L_(P + *u) = (*DcoP + D^u) + D& + P. (9.57)

The remaining integrations can now be carried out by using the identity
(8.9). The arguments of the delta functionals (9.56) vanish when

DcoPa + \eahcp
hpc + *DcoUa = 0 = Da* p a . (9.58)

Clearly, one solution of these equations is u = P = 0. If this is the only
solution, the connection cb is said to be isolated and irreducible. In that
case, the effect of the delta functionals (9.56) is to set co equal to cb in the
integrand and, from (8.9), to provide a factor of IdetL-l"1 in the path
integral.

Combining this factor with the Faddeev-Popov determinant (9.52), we
obtain

. (9 ,9,

This expression can be simplified by noting that

(L-)2(P + *u) = (*Da, * Da, + Deo * Da>*)P + Deo * D&U

= A%P + A(£)*u, (9.60)

so

|detL_|2 = IdetA^HdetA^I. (9.61)

Moreover, the Hodge * operation determines a duality between rc-forms
and (3 — n)-forms; in particular, the eigenvalues of the Laplacians A^
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and A^~"' are equal. Equation (9.59) can thus be written as

ldetA(3)l3/2ldetA(1)l1/2

ZM = —-75)- = T[co\. (9.62)
IdtA^I

The quantity T[cb] is known to topologists as the Ray-Singer torsion,
or analytic torsion, of the flat connection a) [227]. Its importance in
physics was first pointed out by Schwarz in 1978 [237]. It can be shown
that T[cb] is a topological invariant, independent of the metric g used
to define the Hodge dual. Our theory is thus anomaly-free: although
the gauge-fixing required an auxiliary metric, the final result does not
depend on this choice. Moreover, although the definition (9.62) involves
complicated determinants of differential operators, in practice the Ray-
Singer torsion can be computed for many manifolds. This is possible
because T[cb] is equal to a quantity known as the Reidemeister torsion,
a combinatorial invariant that depends only on the cell decomposition
of M and the holonomies of a). Reference [66] contains an example of
the computation of this invariant in the context of (2+l)-dimensional
gravity, and gives an explicit result for the transition amplitude (9.62) for
a particular topology-changing process.

Let us next loosen the assumption that the connection cb is isolated.
Suppose that equation (9.58) has infinitesimal solutions with /? ^ 0. For
simplicity, we shall retain the condition u = 0. (See reference [66] for
a discussion of the case u ^ 0, which occurs when the connection is
reducible, that is, when it is left invariant by some infinitesimal gauge
transformation.) It is easy to check that co + e/J is itself a flat SO (2,1)
connection; in fact, we have a whole moduli space of flat connections on
M. Moreover, an infinitesimal solution of (9.58) is also a zero-mode of
A^ , so the analytic torsion (9.62) is identically zero.

The problem here is very similar to the one we encountered at the end
of section 1 when we considered the effect of Killing vectors in the ADM
path integral. In the presence of zero-modes, the path integral (9.41) must
be split into two pieces, with the integration over zero-modes isolated and
treated separately. A careful analysis shows that (9.62) should be modified
to take the form

T [ . ] =

= / d&de T[cS],

dt f A*3>|3/2 det',

where the & integral is over the moduli space Jf of flat SO (2,1) connec-
tions on M, and the e integral is over zero-modes of the e equation of
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motion (2.62) evaluated at co, or equivalently over the tangent space of
jr.

The integrand (9.63) is once again a topological invariant, independent
of any choices of background metric. Note, however, that the torsion T [&]
does not depend on e. Moreover, if e is a zero-mode, so is any constant
multiple of e. The e integral thus diverges if any zero-modes are present^
This is potentially a serious problem: there is no known cut-off of the
integral that does not destroy its purely topological character. Witten has
argued that the divergences in (9.63) occur for precisely those topologies
for which classical solutions of the field equations can occur, and that the
divergence at large e represents the emergence of classical spacetime from
the quantum theory [288]. Unfortunately, however, similar divergences
can occur in topology-changing amplitudes in which e becomes large only
around some interior 'wormhole', making the interpretation much less
clear [66]. It is plausible that the introduction of matter will cut off the
divergences, but no proof of this conjecture yet exists.

Let us next turn to the case in which the spacetime M has boundaries
[66, 294]. In particular, suppose that M is a manifold with an 'initial'
and a 'final' boundary, dM « 2j U 2/, where the individual boundary
components may themselves be disconnected. The path integral (9.41) will
then depend on the boundary data, and will give a transition amplitude
between the initial and final geometries.

Not all such transitions are possible. We have seen that the only nonzero
contributions to the path integral come from flat spin connections cb that
interpolate between the initial and final surfaces. The trivial solution & = 0
always exists, but it clearly corresponds to degenerate geometries on 2j
and 2/. If we demand that the initial and final surfaces be nondegenerate
and spacelike, their topologies are severely restricted: Amano and Higuchi
have shown that 2* and 2/ must have equal Euler numbers, z(2,-) = #(2/)
[3]. This is the same selection rule we found at the beginning of chapter
2, now appearing in a quantum mechanical context.

Suppose now that we have chosen a topology that admits a nonvanish-
ing transition amplitude. As boundary data, we fix the induced connection
ojf on dM. (Here, the subscript || denotes the tangential components; if/
is the inclusion of dM into M, co\\ means I*co.) These boundary conditions
are not quite sufficient to make the path integral well-defined; we also
need some restrictions on the normal component of co and on the triad e.
It may be shown that a complete set of boundary conditions appropriate

5 The existence of such zero-modes is a statement about cohomology: zero-modes e are
elements of Hl(M\ V&), while zero-modes cb are elements of Hl(M,dM; V&), where F&
is the flat bundle determined by cb [66].
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for fixing a> at the boundary is

j8|| = 0 = *Da> * P = 0

(•a), = *Da,an = 0. (9.64)

In particular, these conditions make the Laplacians A ^ Hermitian oper-
ators.

The determinants in (9.62) now depend on boundary conditions. In
particular, for any n-form y one may define relative, or Dirichlet, boundary
conditions

y, = 0 = (*Z> * y)n (9.65)

and absolute, or Neumann, boundary conditions,

(*y)| |=0 = (*Dy)||. (9.66)

It can be shown that the expression (9.63) remains correct as long as all of
the determinants are defined either with relative boundary conditions or
with absolute boundary conditions. (The two choices give equal values for
the Ray-Singer torsion.) Further, the Ray-Singer torsion may once again
be shown to equal the Reidemeister torsion for a manifold with boundary,
making concrete computations possible [183]. Note that although it is not
explicit in the expression, the amplitude (9.63) depends on the boundary
values cba. The dependence arises through the range of integration: the
integral in (9.63) is to be interpreted as an integral over solutions of the
classical equations of motion that agree with the specified values of co at
the boundary.

Finally, let us return to the simple spacetimes M = [0,1] x 2 with which
we began this chapter. A manifold [0,1] x 2 is essentially topologically
equivalent to the surface 2, and since the Ray-Singer torsion is a topo-
logical invariant, it should be possible to evaluate the expression (9.62)
directly on 2. But there is a rather easy theorem that the Ray-Singer
torsion of an even-dimensional closed manifold is always unity. We have
thus confirmed our original heuristic argument - the path integral for
topologies [0,1] x 2 gives a nonzero transition amplitude if and only if
the SO (2,1) holonomies on 2; and 2 / coincide.

9.4 Topological field theory

The specific form (9.63) of the transition amplitude for (2+l)-dimensional
gravity depends on the detailed structure of the action. Many of its
properties, however, can be described in the much more general language
of topological quantum field theory, as axiomatized by Atiyah and Segal
[17, 238].
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Fig. 9.1. The manifold M is formed by attaching Mi and Mi along a common
boundary So- An axiom of topological field theory is that amplitudes 'sew'
properly under such an operation.

A three-dimensional topological field theory is a theory that assigns a
complex vector space F(S) to each surface S and a vector Z(M) e V(dM)
to each compact oriented three-manifold M, with the following properties:

1. The theory is diffeomorphism-invariant: if Si and S2 are diffeomor-
phic, then F(Si) = F(S2), and if M\ and M2 are diffeomorphic,
thenZ(Mi) = Z(M2).

2. F(S) = F(S)*, where S denotes S with reversed orientation and
F(S)* is the dual space of V(I).

3. For a disjoint union of two surfaces Si and £2, F(Si U S2) =
<g> F(S2).

4. F(0) = C.

5. Z([0,1] x E) is the identity endomorphism of V(L).

6. Suppose that dM\ = Hi U Eo, and that 5M2 = S2 U 2o? and let
M = Mi UJ:0 M2 be the manifold formed by joining Mi and M2
along their common boundary So, as in figure 9.1. Then

Z(M) = Z(M2) o Z(Mi) G ), V(L2))-
(9.67)

The last two properties require a bit of explanation. If a manifold
M has two boundary components, dM = Si U S2, then Z(M) is an
element of F(Si) ® F(S2). But such an element can also be viewed
as a homomorphism from F(Si) to F(S2)* = F(S2). In particular, if
Si « S2, then Z(M) may be interpreted as an endomorphism of F(Si),
as required by property 5. Moreover, if the orientations of the boundaries
in figure 9.1 are taken to be those induced from an orientation of Mi
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and M2, then (9.67) makes sense as a composition of the homomorphisms
Z(Mi) : F(Ei) -+ 7(L0) and Z(M2) : F(S0) -+ F(Z2).

Let us see how the path integral approach of the preceding section fits
into this framework. For (2+l)-dimensional gravity, V(L) is the Hilbert
space 3tfconn(L) of chapter 6, the space of square-integrable functions on
the moduli space ^T(S). Strictly speaking, this means that we are dealing
with a generalization of the standard definition of a topological quantum
field theory, since V(L) is ordinarily taken to be finite dimensional. The
amplitude (9.63) certainly defines a vector in V(dM): for a manifold with
boundary, ZM should be viewed as a functional of the boundary data,
and for each component Z of the boundary, those data are given by a flat
spin connection co e ^T(Z). The analytic torsion is a topological invariant,
so axiom 1 is satisfied, and axioms 2-A are fairly trivial. Note that axiom
4 is consistent with the preceding section: if M is closed, so dM = 0,
then ZM € C. Axiom 5 is nontrivial, but we have shown it to be true:
the transition amplitude for the manifold [0,1] x 2 is the delta function
S(fif - lit).

Axiom 6 is more subtle. Physically, it is a condition on the composition
of amplitudes. The intermediate surface Do in figure 9.1 carries a space of
states V(Lo), and the composition (9.67) represents a sum over a complete
set of intermediate states. The requirement that such a composition law
exist is essentially the 'sewing' condition (2.89), and the question is whether
this condition is satisfied by the amplitudes (9.63).

The general answer to this question is not known, although there are
results for the composition of Ray-Singer torsions that could point the
way towards a proof. The Turaev-Viro model, a lattice formulation of
three-dimensional quantum gravity described in chapter 11, is known to
satisfy the correct sewing condition [260]. The Turaev-Viro model rep-
resents Euclidean quantum gravity with a positive cosmological constant,
however, and unlike Lorentzian gravity, this model is known to have a
finite-dimensional Hilbert space. The sewing property is usually assumed
to hold for Lorentzian gravity as well, but at the time of this writing no
direct proof is known.

Axiom 5 also has an interesting physical interpretation [27]. Consider
first the application of axiom 6 to two copies of the manifold [0,1] x S.
Clearly, the union ([0,1] x 2) Us ([0,1] x I ) is diffeomorphic to [0,1] x 2,
and hence

Z([0,1] x E)2 = Z([0,1] x £). (9.68)

The propagator Z([0,1] x Z) is thus a projection operator. Next, consider
an arbitrary manifold M with a boundary component diffeomorphic to 2.
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Again by (9.67),

Z([0,1] x 2) o Z{M) = Z(M Us ([0,1] x 2)). (9.69)

But M UZ ([0,1] x 2) is diffeomorphic to M, so (9.69) implies that

Z ([0,1] x 2) o Z (M) = Z (M). (9.70)

The relationship (9.70) may be interpreted as an abstract form of the
Hamiltonian constraint. The effect of sewing a 'collar' [0,1] x 2 onto
M is to move the boundary dM by a diffeomorphism with a component
transverse to the boundary. But such a deformation is precisely the
transformation generated by the constraint J f of chapter 2. Seen in this
light, axiom 5 is the statement that V(L) is the physical Hilbert space, the
space of states that are invariant under the transformations generated by
the Hamiltonian constraint.

If the sewing relationship (9.67) is assumed to hold, it provides a
powerful method for computing amplitudes in (2+l)-dimensional quantum
gravity. Consider, for example, a connected sum M#N of two three-
manifolds, as described in appendix A. By definition, this new manifold is
formed by cutting three-balls B3 out of M and N and joining the resulting
manifolds M\B3 and N\B3 along their new S2 boundaries. Hence by
(9.67),

Z(M#N) = Z(M\B3)Z(N\B3). (9.71)

Since the two-sphere S2 has only one state, the composition in (9.67) is
reduced to a product in (9.71). Furthermore,

Z(M) = Z{(M\B3) U B3) = Z(M\B3)Z(B3)

Z(N) = Z({N\B3) U B3) = Z(N\B3)Z(B3\ (9.72)

and

Z(S3) = Z(B3 U B3) = Z(B3)2, (9.73)

since a three-sphere can be represented as two balls identified along their
boundaries. Combining these results, we see that

( 9 . 7 4)

We can thus determine amplitudes for topologically complicated man-
ifolds in terms of amplitudes of simpler constituents. In Chern-Simons
theory, where a similar result holds, one can also obtain partition func-
tions by surgery, that is, by cutting a solid torus out of a manifold M and
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sewing it back in a twisted fashion to obtain a new manifold M1. It is
possible that such methods could be applied to (2+l)-dimensional gravity,
although the situation is complicated by the fact that the gravitational
Hilbert space is infinite dimensional.

One important question about this approach remains very poorly un-
derstood : we know very little about the role of the large diffeomorphisms,
those diffeomorphisms that cannot be continuously deformed to the iden-
tity. In the composition (9.74), Z(M) and Z(N) are obtained from
path integrals in which the small diffeomorphisms are factored out or
gauge-fixed, but the large diffeomorphisms are not. Incorporating large
diffeomorphisms into the formalism seems very difficult, since the mapping
class group does not behave simply under 'sewing' [194]; for example, the
mapping class group of M#N is typically very different from the mapping
class groups of M and N. In reference [67], the partition function for a
sphere with handles, M = S3#(S2 x S{)#... #(S2 x S1), was evaluated, and
it was shown that the result changes drastically if one factors out the large
diffeomorphisms. A similar phenomenon occurs in string theory, where
the proper treatment of the large diffeomorphisms leads to a string field
theory that is quite different from the theory one would naively expect
[299]. The corresponding treatment of gravity remains an open problem.
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Euclidean path integrals and quantum

cosmology

The first-order path integral formalism of the preceding chapter allows us
to compute a large number of interesting topology-changing amplitudes,
in which the universe tunnels from one spatial topology to another. It
does not, however, help much with one of the principle issues of quantum
cosmology, the problem of describing the birth of a universe from 'nothing'.

In the Hartle-Hawking approach to cosmology, the universe as a whole
is conjectured to have appeared as a quantum fluctuation, and the relevant
'no (initial) boundary' wave function is described by a path integral for a
compact manifold M with a single spatial boundary S (figure 10.1). In 2+1
dimensions, it follows from the Lorentz cobordism theorem of appendix B
and the selection rules of page 157 that M admits a Lorentzian metric
only if the Euler characteristic /(£) vanishes, that is, if 2 is a torus.
If M is a handlebody (a 'solid torus'), it is not hard to see that any
resulting spacelike metric on 2 must be degenerate, essentially because
the holonomy around one circumference must vanish. The case of a more
complicated three-manifold with a torus boundary has not been studied,
and might prove rather interesting. It is, however, atypical.

To obtain more general results, we can imitate the common procedure in
3+1 dimensions and look at 'Euclidean' path integrals, path integrals over
manifolds M with positive definite metrics.* Since path integrals cannot
be exactly computed in 3+1 dimensions, research has largely focused on
the saddle point approximation, in which path integrals are dominated
by some collection of classical solutions of the Euclidean Einstein field
equations. One set of classical saddle points has received particular
attention, the 'real tunneling geometries', which describe transitions from

* The term 'Euclidean' is traditional in quantum gravity, but it is perhaps an unfortunate
usage. To mathematicians, a Euclidean metric is not merely positive definite, but flat;
a curved positive definite metric is not 'Euclidean', but 'Riemannian'. In this chapter,
however, I will stick to the normal physicists' usage.
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Fig. 10.1. A manifold M with a single boundary 2 describes the birth of a
universe in the Hartle-Hawking approach to quantum cosmology.

Euclidean to Lorentzian metrics [124]. Here as elsewhere in quantum
gravity, the (2+l)-dimensional model permits more complete and more
explicit computations, allowing us to explore implications of the sum over
topologies in quantum cosmology.

10.1 Real tunneling geometries

As usual, let us begin by considering the classical gravitational con-
figurations that are important to the quantum mechanical problem at
hand. Consider two manifolds ME and ML with diffeomorphic boundaries
dME = 8ML = 2, joined along 2 into a single manifold M = ME U^ ML-
Suppose ME has a Euclidean metric gE and ML has a Lorentzian metric
gL, chosen so the metric h on 2 induced by gE agrees with the metric
induced by gL- If the resulting geometry satisfies the Einstein field equa-
tions everywhere - perhaps with matter sources, but with no distributional
source on 2 - it is said to be a real tunneling geometry. Such a geometry
is an extremum of the complexified path integral, and may be thought of
as providing a semiclassical description of tunneling from a Euclidean to a
Lorentzian metric. In particular, ME is closely analogous to an instanton
in gauge theory, and can be used to give a semiclassical approximation
for the creation of'space' (2) from 'nothing', as in figure 10.1.

The requirement that the Einstein field equations be satisfied everywhere
has an important implication: it means that the extrinsic curvature Ky of
2 must vanish. This is most easily seen by computing Kfj from gE and
gL. It is fairly easy to show that

Kij - ~lt (10.1)
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while the field equations require K\j to be continuous [117, 124]. Hence
E must be a surface of vanishing extrinsic curvature, that is, a totally
geodesic surface.

From the Hamiltonian constraint (2.13), the vanishing of Ktj on S
means that the curvature ^R of 2 must satisfy

{2)R = 2A (10.2)

in the absence of matter. For A > 0, this is only possible if Z is a
two-sphere, and for A = 0 it requires that I b e a torus. Moreover, matter
obeying the positive energy condition can only increase the right-hand
side of (10.2). To obtain more complicated spatial topologies, we must
therefore require that A be negative.

As we have done in the rest of this book, we shall assume for simplicity
that no matter is present. The Einstein field equations in three dimensions
then require that g£ and gL be metrics of constant negative curvature.
In particular, ME must be a closed hyperbolic manifold with a totally
geodesic boundary. To study ME, it is convenient to consider the 'double',
denoted by 2M#, formed by joining two copies of ME along E. The
vanishing of Ky on 2 guarantees that the metric on 2ME is smooth across
S, and 2ME is thus a compact hyperbolic manifold. Such a manifold
admits an orientation-reversing isometry 0, a 'reflection' across S that
maps points in each copy of ME to the corresponding points in the other
copy and leaves points on E fixed. The original manifold ME can be
reconstructed from its double as the quotient space 2ME/6.

This construction allows us to apply the tools developed in chapter 4
for the description of geometric structures. In particular, the compact
hyperbolic manifold 2ME is determined uniquely by its holonomies, and
can be written as a quotient of hyperbolic three-space by a discrete group
F of isometries,

2ME = H 3 / r . (10.3)

Using these and more sophisticated methods, mathematicians have col-
lected a great deal of information about such hyperbolic manifolds,**" much
of which is useful for physicists working on quantum gravity.

10.2 The Hartle-Hawking wave function

In the Hartle-Hawking approach to quantum cosmology, the wave func-
tion of the universe is expressed as a Euclidean path integral over metrics
and matter fields on a manifold M with a single boundary component X

A standard reference is a set of unpublished but widely circulated notes by Thurston,
reference [256].
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[140]. Such a path integral depends on the induced metric fcy and the
matter configuration cp\sM on Z, thus determining a functional

cp\dM] = E /Wl[d<p] exp {-IE[g, <p]} • (10.4)

The summation represents a sum over topologies of M; all manifolds
with a given boundary £ are assumed to contribute. The Hartle-Hawking
wave function *F is to be interpreted as an amplitude for finding a universe
characterized by h and cp\dM- This approach finesses the question of initial
conditions for the universe by simply omitting an initial boundary, and
it postpones the question of the nature of time in quantum gravity:
information about time is hidden in the boundary geometry h, but the
path integral can be formulated without making a choice of time explicit.

In three spacetime dimensions, the Euclidean gravitational action for a
manifold M with boundary £ is

h[gE] = - ~ / d\ Jgt(R[gE] - 2A) - ^ [
lonG JM ^ OTCG J?: (10 5)

where the boundary term - the trace of the extrinsic curvature of the
boundary - is the one appropriate for fixing the metric on Z [125]. From
the arguments of the preceding section, we expect the path integral to
be dominated by real tunneling geometries, for which the boundary term
vanishes. The classical action is then

where Vol(M) is the volume of M with the metric rescaled to constant
curvature —1.

Classically, real tunneling geometries describe the transition from Eu-
clidean to Lorentzian signature metrics. In the quantum theory, however,
there is an important subtlety: if we specify the extrinsic curvature K\j
on E, as required for a smooth continuation to Lorentzian signature, then
we cannot also freely specify the induced metric /zy, which is canonically
conjugate to Xy. The wave function (10.4) is a functional of the boundary
data, and varies as we vary Jty. But if £ is required to be totally geodesic,
the induced metric htj is unique up to diffeomorphisms. A given real
tunneling geometry can thus contribute to the wave function (10.4) at
only a single value fcy of its argument, and cannot be used to obtain even
an approximation of the full wave function.

This difficulty comes in part from the fact that we have looked only at
the contribution of a single topology to the sum in (10.4). Real tunneling
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geometries on togologically distinct manifolds M\ and M2 will induce
different metrics h\^ and n& on S; in fact, if all topologies are taken
into account, these contributions will fill out a dense set of the moduli
space of Z [115]. Moreover, if we fix a manifold M and allow the metric
and extrinsic curvature on 2 to vary, it may be shown that the metric hy
induced by the real tunneling geometry on M is a local extremum of the
Hartle-Hawking wave function [57]. It is likely, although not yet proven,
that this extremum is a maximum among metrics at the fixed York time
TrK = 0.

Real tunneling geometries on a fixed manifold thus determine the
extrema of the Hartle-Hawking wave function, the spatial geometries
most likely to be reached by a tunneling process from 'nothing', and the
sum over topologies gives us information about a large portion of moduli
space. The interplay between extrema of ¥[/*] for a single topology and
the summation over topologies is a subtle one, however, which will be
discussed further in the next section.

Since we are now working with a model in which the cosmological
constant is nonzero, the exact computations of the preceding chapter are
no longer valid. We must evaluate the path integral (10.4) perturbatively,
expanding around the classical extrema g£ in a saddle point approxima-
tion. For a given real tunneling geometry on a manifold M, the lowest
order term is simply the exponential of the classical action,

e x p { - 7 £ } = ^ ^ }

and we are instructed to sum this quantity over topologies.
The quantity Vol(M) is a topological invariant of M. Moreover, the

spectrum of volumes is discrete, although it has accumulation points.
As a first guess - to which we shall return in the next section - we
might therefore expect the sum over topologies to be dominated by those
manifolds for which (10.7) is greatest, that is, for which Vol(M) is smallest
[117, 118].

If £ is a genus two surface, the real tunneling geometries of minimal
volume are known explicitly [169]. There are eight contributions from
topologically distinct manifolds with equal volumes, each of which can be
constructed by gluing two hyperbolic tetrahedra along their faces. This
means that we can write an explicit expression for the moduli of £ at
which the Hartle-Hawking wave function is maximized. Similar results
exist for higher genus spaces. The minimum volume of a hyperbolic
manifold with a totally geodesic boundary of genus g is also known; it
is approximately proportional to g, a fact which could be interpreted as
implying that low genus spaces are 'more probable'.
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By taking advantage of the connection between three-dimensional grav-
ity and Chern-Simons theory, we can also compute the first quantum
correction to the amplitude (10.7). This correction consists of a collection
of determinants similar to the determinants of equation (9.62), coming
from gauge-fixing and from quadratic fluctuations around the extremal
value of the metric:

(10.8)

To evaluate the prefactor AM, note that three-dimensional Euclidean
gravity may be expressed as a Chern-Simons theory, in this case for the
gauge group SL(2, C). As in chapter 2, the SL(2, C) connection is

a. (10.9)

Moreover, as in chapter 4, A is a flat connection that is completely
determined by the geometric structure of M, and it can be computed
from the uniformizing group Y of equation (10.3). Standard results from
Chern-Simons theory then tell us that the prefactor AM is related to the
Ray-Singer torsion of this connection [289],

AM = T1/2(M,Al (10.10)

where T(M,A) is defined as in equation (9.62). For a given M, this
quantity is calculable, and as in chapter 9, its computation can be reduced
to the combinatorial problem of determining the associated Reidemeister
torsion. For the case of genus two, for example, the holonomies of
the minimum-volume real tunneling geometries have been computed in
reference [116], and it should be possible to use those results to determine
the Ray-Singer torsion.

10.3 The sum over topologies

As we noted above, the locations of the peaks of the Hartle-Hawking wave
function - the 'most probable universes' in Hawking's quantum cosmology
- depend on a delicate interplay between two factors. For a three-manifold
M of a given topology, the wave function ¥[/*] is extremized when
Kjj = 0 on the boundary. The dominant contribution comes from the
corresponding real tunneling geometry, and is largest for the geometries
with the smallest volumes. On the other hand, we must also sum over an
infinite number of manifolds with different topologies, and it is possible
that the 'entropy' might dominate: if enough manifolds contribute at a
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given boundary metric fty, their number could overcome the exponential
suppression in equation (10.8).

In general, the balance between volume and entropy is an open question,
but a particular example is known in which the entropy dominates [54].
Neumann and Reid have found an infinite set of hyperbolic manifolds
M(p,q), where p and q are relatively prime integers, with the following
characteristics [210, 211]:

1. each of the M^q) has a single totally geodesic boundary, with a
fixed hyperbolic metric /ioo that is independent of p and q;

2. the volumes of the M(M) are bounded above by a finite number
) , and converge to VoliM^) as p2 + q2 -» oo; and

3. the Ray-Singer torsions T(M^q),A^q)) in the prefactors (10.10)
take on a dense set of values in the interval (0,cToo], where cT^ is
a positive constant.

These properties imply that the M^q) all give positive contributions to
the Hartle-Hawking wave function at h = h^. Indeed, conditions 2 and
3 guarantee that the sum (10.8) diverges at h^: the volumes converge to
FO/(MQO), while infinitely many of the prefactors are bounded below by
some e > 0. The Hartle-Hawking wave function is thus infinitely peaked
at hoo, even though the Neumann-Reid manifolds do not minimize the
exponent in (10.8). _

The construction of the M(M) is described in detail in reference [54].
It is based on a procedure called hyperbolic Dehn surgery, in which a
singular cusp in an initial manifold M^ is 'filled in' by cutting out a
neighborhood of the singularity and gluing in a solid torus. The integers
p and q describe the way the torus is twisted before it is glued in. The
spatial manifolds £ generated by the Neumann-Reid construction are not
very general - the simplest has genus g = 50 - but the existence of this
divergence should serve as a warning that the sum over topologies may
lead to surprising results.

There is a suggestive argument, based on the requirement of 'rigidity' in
the Neumann-Reid construction, that divergences of this type may occur
only at isolated points in the moduli space of 2. In general, a procedure
such as hyperbolic Dehn surgery will change the metric on the boundary
Z, thus smearing out any divergence in the sum over topologies. This
did not occur in the Neumann-Reid example for a very specific reason:
their boundary was realized as a covering space of a rigid surface, the
two-sphere with three conical singularities. Here, 'rigid' means that the
surface admits only one constant negative curvature metric, i.e., that its
moduli space consists of a single point. Only a few, highly symmetric
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surfaces occur as covering spaces of rigid surfaces, and it is plausible that
the sum over topologies will diverge only for such surfaces. If this is the
case, it may be possible to give a complete description of the normalized
Hartle-Hawking wave function as a sum of delta functions at isolated
points in moduli space.

Three-dimensional gravity provides at least two other examples of un-
expected divergences arising from the sum over topologies. In the compu-
tation of the partition function for closed three-manifolds with A > 0, the
path integral includes contributions from an infinite number of lens spaces
Lm, manifolds obtained from the three-sphere by suitable identifications.
It is shown in reference [56] that this sum diverges, in this case because of
the contribution of low-volume, topologically complicated manifolds. An-
other divergence occurs in the sum over 'wormholes', connected sums of
copies of S2 x iS1, in (2+l)-dimensional gravity with Lorentzian signature
[67].

None of these examples extends directly to 3+1 dimensions, but the
(2+l)-dimensional results should at least make one cautious. The extrema
of the action in 3+1 dimensions need not have constant negative curvature,
making a detailed analysis much more difficult. But constant negative
curvature four-manifolds are still extrema of the Einstein-Hilbert action,
if not the only ones, and it has now been shown that the number of such
manifolds with volume less than x grows at least factorially with x [64].
Using arguments similar to those developed here, we may again conclude
that entropy almost certainly dominates action in the Hartle-Hawking
wave function of the real (3+l)-dimensional universe.
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Lattice methods

In a number of quantum field theories - quantum chromodynamics,
for example - a standard approach to conceptual and computational
difficulties is to discretize the theory, replacing continuous spacetime with
a finite lattice. The path integral for a lattice field theory can be evaluated
numerically, and insights from lattice behavior can often teach us about
the continuum limit. Gravity is no exception: one of the earliest pieces of
work on lattice field theory was Regge's discretization of general relativity
[228], and the study of lattice methods continues to be an important
component of research in quantum gravity.

Like other methods, lattice approaches to general relativity become
simpler in 2+1 dimensions. Classically, a (2+l)-dimensional simplicial
description of the Einstein field equations is, in a sense, exact: tetrahedra
may be filled in by patches of flat spacetime, and it is only at the bound-
aries, where patches meet, that nontrivial dynamics can occur. This means,
among other things, that the constraints of general relativity are much
easier to implement. Recall that the constraints generate diffeomorphisms,
and can thus be thought of as moving points, including the vertices of a
lattice. In 3+1 dimensions, this causes serious difficulties. In 2+1 dimen-
sions, however, the geometry is insensitive to the location of the vertices,
so such transformations are harmless. Equivalently, the diffeomorphisms
can be traded for gauge transformations in the Chern-Simons formulation
of (2+l)-dimensional gravity, and these act pointwise and preserve the
lattice structure. Similarly, the loop representation of chapter 7 is naturally
adapted to a discrete description: as long as a lattice is fine enough to
capture the full spacetime topology, the holonomies along edges of the
lattice provide a natural (over)complete set of loop operators.

Lattice descriptions of (2+l)-dimensional gravity have surprising con-
nections to a wide variety of mathematical and physical structures: topo-
logical invariants of three-manifolds and knots, category theory, quantum
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Fig. 11.1. For suitable metrics, the curvature of a triangulated surface is con-
centrated entirely at the vertices, and is determined by the conical deficit angle at
each vertex.

groups, and topological field theory, to name a few. The subject has
been active enough to merit a book of its own; indeed, much of Turaev's
Quantum Invariants of Knots and 3-Manifolds may be read as a program
to place three-dimensional lattice quantum gravity and its generalizations
on a mathematically sound footing [259]. This chapter will not attempt
to provide a comprehensive survey of work in this area, but should rather
be approached as an outline and a guide for further reading.

11.1 Regge calculus

The lattice formulation of general relativity was first developed by Regge
in the early 1960s [228]. The idea of 'Regge calculus' is most easily
understood in the case of a two-dimensional triangulated surface, as
illustrated in figure 11.1. The triangles in this figure are flat, and the edges
carry only extrinsic curvature; the intrinsic curvature is concentrated
entirely at the vertices. These vertices are conical points, characterized
by deficit angles St. But we know from chapter 3 that each such point
contributes an amount 2dt to the integral / d2x/gR. The Einstein action
for a triangulated surface is thus

= 2 E *«• (ii-D

(This is, of course, a Euclidean action, that is, an action for positive
definite metrics.)

Regge showed that a similar expression holds for an n-dimensional
simplicial manifold M, composed of flat n-simplices glued along their
(n — l)-dimensional edges. The curvature is again concentrated entirely on
the (n — 2)-dimensional 'hinges' (or 'bones'), and the Euclidean Einstein
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action takes the form

hinges :i

where Si is again the deficit angle and V\ is the volume of the ith hinge.
In particular, the action for three-dimensional general relativity is

I Regge = 2 ] P 5efe, (H-3)
edges :e

where / e is the length of the eth edge.* A similar expression exists for
a simplicial manifold with a metric of Lorentzian signature, although
the definition of the deficit angle is slightly more complicated [29]: the
Lorentzian angle 8e between two spacelike faces meeting at an edge Ee is
essentially the boost parameter that takes the normal of one surface to
the normal of the other,

^ = ±cosh"1(m -n2), (11.4)

and 5e is the sum of all such angles around a given edge. The Regge
action reduces to the standard Einstein-Hilbert action as edge lengths go
to zero, and one can derive such standard results as the weak-field limit
of Einstein gravity [139].

Regge's discretized action suggests a new path integral approach, par-
ticularly if one is interested in the Euclidean path integral of chapter
10. Consider a simplicial three-manifold M with a triangulated boundary
So U Si. A state on, say, So can be viewed as a function of the lengths
{/e(0)} of edges lying on So- (This description will be refined below.) The
transition amplitude between a state on So and a state on Si may then
be expressed schematically as a path integral

Z[{4(0)},{4(1)}] = LnoTdSe I I exp{-2<5,4}. (11.5)
edges edges :e

The path integral is thus reduced to a finite-dimensional integral, which
can in principle be evaluated numerically. The appropriate measure in this
integral is uncertain; it should presumable be deduced from the full three-
dimensional path integral, but the role of gauge-fixing and the correct
form of the Faddeev-Popov determinants are poorly understood.

Three-dimensional Regge calculus has a remarkable feature, first noted
by Ponzano and Regge: the path integral (11.5) can be reexpressed in terms

* Many papers on Regge calculus use units 8TTG = 1, and thus omit the factor of 2
in (11.3). Since my convention is to take 16nG = 1, expressions in this section will
sometimes differ from those in the literature.
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7i

Fig. 11.2. A coloring of a graph is an assignment of an integer or half-integer
to each edge.

of Wigner-Racah 67-symbols, which describe the coupling of three angular
momenta in quantum mechanics [221]. (See, for example, references [72]
or [174] for a more detailed description of these coefficients.) Consider a
tetrahedron T with a 'coloring', that is, an assignment of an integer or
half-integer ji to each edge, as illustrated in figure 11.2. With any such
coloring, we can associate the 6y-symbol

f 7i 72 73 1
I 74 75 76 J

(11.6)7i 72 73
74 75 76

Note that 67-symbols have tetrahedral symmetry, so this assignment is
unique. Moreover, since 6j-symbols describe the composition of angular
momenta, they are nonzero only when certain triangle inequalities are
satisfied: \j\ — ji\ < 73 < j \ + 72, along with corresponding relations for
(71,75,76), (74,72,76), and (74,75,73). From figure 11.2, we see that these are
simply the triangle inequalities for the faces of a tetrahedron with edge
lengths proportional to the ji.

Ponzano and Regge show that for large 7,

h

J6

- J = I exp | j (i Regge + 4 ) } + eXP {-* (7^?g^ + 4 j } I • (! L 7 )

Here, /i?eggC is the Regge action for a tetrahedron with sides of length

J R egge

6 X

= 22 9i(ji + 9 )' (11.8)
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where 9t is the angle between the outward normals of the two faces
meeting at the ith edge and V is the volume of the tetrahedron with these
edge lengths.

Since the Regge action for an arbitrary simplicial manifold can be
expressed as a sum of actions for individual tetrahedra, we can thus
convert the integrand of (11.5) into a collection of products of 67-symbols.
This step is somewhat delicate, thanks to the appearance of positive- and
negative-frequency terms in (11.7), but we should at least obtain one term
of the form Qxp{ilRegge} in such a collection of products. Similarly, the
integral over lengths of interior edges should, for large enough j9 be
equivalent to a sum over spins, although the appropriate measure must
be determined and some regularization may be needed. The discretized
Euclidean path integral is thus, arguably, a sum of products of 67-symbols.

Ponzano and Regge propose the following expression for such a regu-
larized sum. (The expression below includes modifications introduced by
Ooguri to account for boundaries [216].) Consider a manifold M with
boundary dM, with a given triangulation A of dM. Choose a triangulation
of M that agrees with the triangulation of the boundary, that is, such that
each triangle in dM is a face of a tetrahedron in M. Label interior edges
of tetrahedra by integers or half-integers x,- and exterior (boundary) edges
by ju and for a given tetrahedron t, let jt(t) denote the spins that color its
(interior and exterior) edges. Then

where 'int' and 'ext' mean 'interior' and 'exterior' and

+ l)2 (11.10)

is a regularization factor that controls divergences in the sum over interior
lengths.

With this choice of weighting, identities among 67-symbols may be used
to show that the transition amplitude is invariant under subdivision (or
'refinement'): that is, if a tetrahedron is replaced by four tetrahedra as
shown in figure 11.3, Z is unchanged. This suggests, although it does not
yet prove, that we are dealing with a topological field theory, a theory
that depends only on the topology of M and not on the triangulation we
happen to choose. Such a property is not expected in (3+l)-dimensional
gravity - by subdividing a simplex, we would presumably obtain finer
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Fig. 11.3. A subdivision of a tetrahedron is constructed by adding a vertex at
its center and edges that join this new vertex to those of the original tetrahedron,
yielding a set of four smaller tetrahedra.

grained information about the geometry - but it is not so surprising in
2+1 dimensions, given the global nature of the classical solutions.

11.2 The Turaev-Viro model

The regularization (11.9) is rather difficult to use, and it is hard to obtain
exact results in the Ponzano-Regge model. Fortunately, Turaev and Viro
have discovered an improved regularization, based on the technology of
quantum groups [260]. The resulting Turaev-Viro model can be shown
to be a genuine topological field theory, satisfying the axioms of the last
section of chapter 9.

To construct the Turaev-Viro model, let k be a positive integer, and
define

{£} (1LU)

The quantum group Uq(sl(2)) ('quantum SU(2)9) has representations la-
beled by integers and half-integers j < /c/2, so if the spins j are replaced
by their quantum group analogs, the sum in (11.9) will be automatically
cut off, while the L —• oo limit will correspond to k —> oo. Now let

an/2 _ a-n/2

and

2(k + 2)
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and denote the quantum 6>/-symbols by

h h ) (11.14)
J6 }q '

(see references [72] or [260] for a detailed definition). The Turaev-Viro
version of the transition amplitude (11.9) is then

= E ( n e^Hn+i^2 n v/2 n v
admis. {xe} \ext. edges:i ext. vertices int. vertices

n
int.edges:/

(11.15)

where a set of spins {xe} is admissible ('admis.') if it satisfies the appropri-
ate triangle inequalities along with a set of inequalities coming from the
representation theory of Uq(sl(2)) - e.g., xe < fe/2. Turaev and Viro show
that this expression is independent of the triangulation of the interior,
even for finite k. By choosing a simple enough triangulation, one can
actually compute Z for many manifolds [260, 286].

Let us now return to the problem, mentioned briefly in the preceding
section, of defining the physical states of this model. Fix a surface Z and
a triangulation A. The spins jt on edges Et of A give the discrete analog
of the spatial metric, and a natural candidate for the space of states is the
vector space F^ (Z , A) of functions (/>A({^}) of the spins. For a given k this
space is finite dimensional, since only finitely many colorings of (2, A) are
admissible. It is still much too large, however: we have not yet imposed
the discrete analogs of the momentum and Hamiltonian constraints of
quantum gravity.

Discretized expressions for the constraints (2.13) and (2.14) of chapter
2 are not easy to construct. There is, however, a simpler way to impose
the constraints, as we saw at the end of chapter 9. Consider the manifold
M = [0,1] x S, and choose a simplicial decomposition of M such that
the induced triangulation A is identical on the boundaries {0} x £ and
{1} x I . Select colorings {j';(0)} and {ji(l)} at the two boundaries. The
Turaev-Viro amplitude (11.15) then defines a propagator

which in turn determines a map PA from V^(Z,A) to itself: a function
<)>A({ji}) maps to

(11.17)
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It is not hard to see that this map is a projection operator, that is, P% = PA.
Indeed, P j may be obtained by attaching two copies of [0, l ] x l along
a common boundary, a process that yields a manifold diffeomorphic to
[0,1] x S, and it is straightforward to show that the sum over colorings
of the common boundary then reproduces the Turaev-Viro amplitude
(11.16). This is a particular version of the 'sewing' argument of the last
section of chapter 9, and it provides one of the few cases in which this
property can be proven explicitly.

As a projection operator, PA has eigenvalues 0 and 1. But we know
from sections 3 and 4 of chapter 9 how this operator must act on the
physical Hilbert space: the physical propagator is just a delta function.
The Turaev-Viro Hilbert space jfjy may thus be taken to be the subspace
of V^(L,A) consisting of eigenstates of PA with eigenvalue 1.

This definition appears to depend on the triangulation of Z, but in
fact it does not. To see this, consider the manifold [0,1] x Z, now
with different triangulations Ao and Ai on the boundaries {0} x S and
{1} x S. The amplitude Z^A{ [{ji(0)}9 {.//(I)}] then determines a map PAO,AI

from F^(Z,Ai) to F^(Z,Ao). The same kind of'sewing' argument that
showed that PA was a projection operator now shows that PAO,AI^AI,AO =
PA0, which is the identity on the Hilbert space determined by Ao, and
that similarly PAI,AO^AO,AI

 =
 PAI- The map PAO,AI thus determines an

isomorphism between the Hilbert spaces defined with respect to the two
triangulations.

Now that we have a Hilbert space Jifrv and transition amplitudes
(11.15), we can explore the connections between lattice quantum gravity
and the continuum theory in more detail. A number of interesting results
have been found over the past several years:

1. For large (but finite) k, the Turaev-Viro amplitude for the tetrahe-
dron has a limit similar to expression (11.7), with the Regge action
again appearing in the exponent [199, 200]. The effect of finite k can
be computed by using identities among quantum 6y-symbols. One
finds a correction equivalent to the addition of a positive cosmolog-
ical constant

A - ( T ) 2 <»-18>
to the Regge action.

2. In the large k limit, the Turaev-Viro Hilbert space 34?TV may be
shown to be isomorphic to the space of gauge-invariant functions
of flat SI/(2) connections on Z [216, 218, 234]. This establishes
a direct tie to the connection representation of chapter 6: just as
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Fig. 11.4. The graph dual to a triangulated surface is formed by connecting
the centers of adjacent triangles. A coloring of the triangulation determines a
coloring of the dual graph; in this figure, for instance, j is associated with both
an edge of a triangle (shown by an arrow) and the segment of the dual graph
that crosses that edge.

(2+l)-dimensional Lorentzian gravity can be written as an ISO (2,1)
Chern-Simons theory with a configuration space of flat SO (2,1)
connections, three-dimensional Euclidean gravity can be written as
an ISU(2) Chern-Simons theory with a configuration space of flat
SU(2) connections.^

To construct this isomorphism, begin with a surface Z with a fixed
triangulation A, choose a flat SU(2) connection A, and write

(11.19)

where ^A is an element of the space V^(L,A). The transformation
matrix K&[A, {jt}] is defined as follows. Let F be the trivalent graph
dual to A, formed by assigning one vertex to each triangle of A and
connecting each pair of vertices separated by a single edge of A (see
figure 11.4). Each arc Q in F crosses one edge of Ei of A, and can
be assigned a corresponding spin ju as illustrated in the figure. For

The question of whether the gauge group for Euclidean gravity should be SU(2) or
50(3) is a subtle one; see reference [51] for a related discussion of whether the gauge
group for (2+l)-dimensional gravity should be ISO (2,1) or its universal cover.
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each arc C,-, form the Wilson line

Uj\A9Ci\ = P exp | jf ^ T ^ J , (11.20)j
where T^ are the generators of the spin j) representation of SU(2).
At each vertex of r , three arcs meet, and the corresponding Wilson
lines can be combined by means of a Clebsch-Gordon coefficient.
The resulting object - a product of all of the C/s, with indices appro-
priately contracted at each vertex - is a gauge-invariant functional
of the connection A9 the triangulation A, and the coloring {jt}. This
quantity is KA [A, {;,}].

Ooguri has shown that when ^A satisfies the physical state condition
(JPA</0A = </>A> the right-hand side of equation (11.19) is independent
of the choice of triangulation. We thus have a well-defined mapping
between the Turaev-Viro Hilbert space ^CJV and the Euclidean
analog of the Hilbert space JtfCom of chapter 6, which is our required
isomorphism.

3. The transformation (11.19) is closely related to the loop transform
of chapter 7 [232].* There are two obvious differences: the kernel
K&[A, {jt}] depends on a trivalent graph rather than a set of loops,
and it depends on Wilson lines for arbitrary representations rather
than the spin 1/2 representation alone. But standard techniques
based on Penrose's binor calculus for spin networks may be used
to transform K&[A, {j)}] into a collection of traces of products of
spin 1/2 Wilson loops. Schematically, one replaces a Wilson loop
in the spin j representation with a set of 2y loops in the spin 1/2
representation, and sums over all routings of the loops that meet at a
vertex. When this is done, the result is precisely the Euclidean version
of the loop transform (7.33). Note that for Euclidean signature, the
difficulties in defining the loop transform discussed at the end of
chapter 7 are not present.

Rovelli has argued that in the loop representation, the spins j are
the eigenvalues of a length operator, as one might expect from the
original Ponzano-Regge construction [232]. The length of a curve
C in classical three-dimensional gravity is

* See also references [72] and [167] for relationships between the Turaev-Viro model and
spin networks.
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and as we saw in chapter 7, the corresponding operator 2[C] can be
defined in terms of the T operators of the loop representation. It
may be shown that for each edge Ei of a triangulation A, the state
</>A({./*}) is an eigenstate of the operator ?[£,•] with eigenvalue jt. This
is not quite an assertion about physical states and gauge-invariant
operators - it depends on the choice of triangulation, while the
physical Hilbert space does not - but it is nevertheless suggestive.

4. Let M be a closed three-manifold. Then for finite /c, the Turaev-Viro
amplitude (11.15), which should now be interpreted as a partition
function, is equal to the absolute square of the partition function
for an SU(2) Chern-Simons theory with coupling constant k,

ZTV = \ZCs\2 (H.22)

[224, 258]. This again establishes an equivalence with Euclidean
gravity in first-order form. Indeed, we saw in chapter 2 that the
first-order action for (2+l)-dimensional Lorentzian gravity could
be written as a Chern-Simons action, with a gauge group that
depended on the sign of the cosmological constant. The same is
true for the Euclidean theory: the gravitational action with positive
cosmological constant A can be written as

I=Ics[A+]-Ics[A-l (11.23)

where Ics is the Chern-Simons action (2.71) for the gauge group
SC/(2), with coupling constant

^L (11.24)
VA

and gauge fields

A± = co ±y/Ae. (11.25)

Equation (11.24) agrees with the expression (11.18) for the cosmo-
logical constant as determined from the asymptotics of quantum
67-symbols. Moreover, the path integral for the action (11.23) is,
heuristically,

Zcs = f[dA+][dA-]emA+]-I[A~]) = [[dA+W1^ \
1 J (11.26)

explaining the relation (11.22). An extension of this result to man-
ifolds with boundary would require a better understanding of the
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relationship between the Hilbert space Jifrv and the corresponding
Chern-Simons Hilbert space at finite k. Some progress has been
made in this direction, but the problem remains open.

This relationship to the first-order formalism may explain the ap-
pearance of positive- and negative-frequency components in the
original Ponzano-Regge amplitude (11.7). The metric form of the
three-dimensional Einstein action is invariant under the reflection
ea —• —ea of the triad. In the first-order formalism, on the other
hand, the action changes sign under such a transformation. The
first-order path integral - which is, after all, a sum over triads and
spin connections - thus includes a pair of contributions, differing
in the sign of the exponent, for each geometry that appears in the
second-order path integral. For the path integral computations of
chapter 9 to be valid, we must count both of these contributions;
if we restrict triads to, say, those with positive determinant, we will
not obtain the delta functional needed in those calculations.

5. As noted earlier, it is not easy to find a discrete version of the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation. Recently, however, Barrett and Crane
have found a plausible candidate, and have shown that the wave
functions of Ponzano and Regge satisfy the resulting equation [28].

6. The connected sum formula (9.74) for a topological field theory has
been checked in the Turaev-Viro model by direct computation [157].

As in the Euclidean path integral approach of chapter 10, one can also
consider the sum over topologies in the Turaev-Viro model. In analogy
to the matrix models of two-dimensional gravity, Boulatov has found a
generating function, a path integral of the form

= J[dct>] (11.27)

with fields cj)(x,y,z), x9y,z G Uq(sl(2)), that yields a weighted sum of
Turaev-Viro partition functions over all simplicial complexes [45, 217].
The resulting sum includes complexes that are not manifolds, and it is
almost certainly divergent; however, it may be possible to restrict the sum
to a suitably limited class of topologies.

These results demonstrate a very close relationship between the lattice
formulation of Ponzano and Regge and a variety of other quantizations
of three-dimensional Euclidean gravity. The most important outstanding
question is whether a Lorentzian analog can be found. The geometry
of Lorentzian metrics is quite different from that of Euclidean metrics,
and in the first-order formalism, the representation theory of SO (2,1)
differs dramatically from that of SU(2). Barrett and Foxon have taken
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an important first step in understanding the Lorentzian version of the
Ponzano-Regge amplitude, but a great deal of work remains [29].

11.3 A Hamiltonian lattice formulation

The lattice methods of the preceding sections were manifestly covariant,
requiring no splitting of spacetime into space and time. Just as in the
continuum theory, however, one can also develop a Hamiltonian lattice
approach, which describes the evolution of a two-dimensional spatial
lattice in time. One version of this model, related to the first-order con-
tinuum formalism, has been studied by Waelbroeck and his collaborators
[84, 266, 267, 268, 269, 272]. A related model, a kind of gauge-fixed
Hamiltonian lattice formalism, has been developed by 't Hooft and his
colleagues; this approach will be discussed in the next section.

Consider a two-dimensional spatial lattice, not necessarily planar, with
faces {Ft}, vertices {Fj}, and edges {£y}, where the edge £y lies between
faces Fi and Fj. We can think of this lattice as sitting in a (2+1)-
dimensional spacetime, and can assign a Lorentzian triad ea(i) to each
face F{. To each edge £y, Waelbroeck assigns the following variables:

1. a matrix Ma
b(ij) € SO (2,1), which gives the Lorentz transformation

relating the triads eb(j) and ea(i\ and

2. a vector Ea(ij), which can be interpreted as the components of the
edge £y, viewed as a spacetime vector, in the frame ea(i).

These variables are the lattice analogs of the loop variables T° and T1 of
equations (4.81)-(4.82), or more precisely the untraced versions of these
variables. In particular, M(ij) is essentially the (untraced) Wilson line
between Ft and Fj in the spin 1 representation.

Waelbroeck's variables are not all independent, but must satisfy the
relations

Ma
c(ij)M

c
b(ji) = da

b

b (11.28)

Poisson brackets for these quantities can be guessed from the correspond-
ing brackets (4.84) for the loop variables, or deduced from the hypothesis
that the infinitesimal generators of the M(ij) are canonically conjugate to
the E(ij). One finds

{Ea(iJlEb(ij)}=eabcEc(ij)

{Ea(ij\Mb
c(ij)}=eab

dM
d
c(ij)

{Ea(iJlMb
c(ji)} = -ead

cM
b
d(ij\ (11.29)

with all other brackets vanishing.
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We must next implement the constraints (2.98) of the first-order formal-
ism. The torsion constraint %>a = 0 can be interpreted as the requirement
that each face of the lattice close:

Ja(i)= Y, Ea(ij) = 0. (11.30)

The curvature constraint $>a = 0 is the requirement that the product of
Lorentz transformations around each vertex be the identity, that is, that
there be no deficit angle at any vertex:

Wa\n+l(I) = M%(M2)M%(i2 i 3 ) . . . Ma\n+l(inh) - da
al+l = 0,

(11.31)

where Fi,...,Fn are the faces surrounding vertex V\. Using the brack-
ets (11.29), it may be shown that these constraints generate the Lorentz
transformations and local translations of the lattice variables Ea(ij) and
Mab{ij\ and that they satisfy the discrete analog of the ISO (2,1) commu-
tation relations (2.102). Moreover, Waelbroeck has shown that the con-
tinuum limit of the action for this lattice theory is precisely the first-order
action (2.61) for (2+l)-dimensional gravity with a vanishing cosmological
constant.

It is a simple exercise to count the degrees of freedom in this model.
There are six phase space degrees of freedom for each edge, three com-
ponents of Ea(ij) and three of Mab(ij); three constraints Ja for each
face; and three constraints Wab for each vertex. The constraints are first
class, and must be counted twice: each constraint eliminates one variable
directly, but also generates a gauge transformation that can be used to
eliminate another. The number of remaining physical degrees of freedom
is thus

N = 6(number of edges) — 6(number of faces) — 6(number of vertices)

2), (11.32)

where x is the Euler number and g is the genus of the surface formed
by the lattice. As we saw in chapter 2, N is the correct number of
degrees of freedom needed to parametrize the reduced phase space for
(2+l)-dimensional gravity on a spacetime [0, l ] x l g . The case of the torus
is a bit trickier, since the lattice constraints are not all independent, but
the correct number of degrees of freedom can again be obtained. Point
particles - vertices at which a deficit angle is present and the constraint
(11.31) is thus violated - can also be incorporated into the model, and the
counting of degrees of freedom is again correct.

Observe that the number N is independent of the form of the lattice, and
can be determined from the overall spatial topology. This is a reflection
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of extensive gauge freedom available in the choice of lattice. In particular,
one can choose a gauge in which all but a small number of the lattice
vectors Ea(ij) are zero, reducing the effective lattice size.

The simplest gauge choice^ is one that reduces the lattice to the 4g-sided
polygon P(L) described in chapter 4 and appendix A (see figure 4.1). The
remaining independent variables are Ea(ii) and Ma&(/i), \i = 1,2,...,2g,
satisfying the constraints

E*(JI) - E\ii)Mh
a{ii)] = 0, (11.33)

eabc

M(2g - l)M(2g)M(2g - l)-1M(2g)-1]6c = 0.

These variables obey simple equations of motion, and the classical solu-
tions of the vacuum field equations are easy to find: one can choose a
coordinate system in which

(11.34)

with constants subject to the constraints (11.33). The resulting picture is
exactly that of chapter 4: the spacetime can be visualized as a polygonal
tube cut out of Minkowski space, with corners lying on straight world
lines and edges identified pairwise.

The lattice model developed here is closely related to the geometric
structure approach described in chapter 4, and it may be quantized
according to the prescription of chapter 6. For the torus, for example, the
relationship between the Ea(/j) and Mab(fi) and the holonomy variables
{A,fi,a,b} has been worked out explicitly [272]. Note that the Ea{ii)
and Mab(fi) are not quite gauge invariant, but change nontrivially under
the transformations generated by the constraints (11.33). In the covariant
canonical quantization of chapter 6, these variables would become families
of'perennials' analogous to the operators x(T) of that chapter.

Alternatively, we can approach the remaining constraints (11.33) in the
way we treated the constraints in the ADM formalism: we can choose
some particular combination of the Ea(fi) to use as a time variable, solve
the constraints, and work on the corresponding reduced phase space.
Waelbroeck has suggested the choice

EJH- (1135)
l)

§ Waelbroeck and Zapata have also discussed the possibility of choosing a triangular
lattice and relating the resulting model to Regge calculus [270].
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m m

(b)

Fig. 11.5. In 't Hooft's approach to (2+l)-dimensional gravity, a Cauchy surface
is decomposed into a collection of flat polygons. Figure (b) illustrates the rapidities
rj and the angles a near a vertex.

for example, and has found some results for the corresponding quantum
theory [269]. Observe that by (11.34), T is proportional to a simple
classical time coordinate. A slightly different choice of T is needed
for the torus, as described in reference [84]. Waelbroeck has argued
that mapping class group invariance can be imposed by summing over
images, but the questions of convergence of the resulting series and of
the appropriate inner product have not yet been worked out, and the
relationship between this approach and other methods of quantization
remains poorly understood.

11.4 't Hooft's polygon model

The lattice model of the preceding section was based on the first-order
form of the Einstein action. A different Hamiltonian lattice model, based
on the metric formalism, has been developed over the past few years by
't Hooft and others [112, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 280, 281]. Classically,
't Hooft's polygon model can be viewed as a gauge-fixed version of the
lattice formulation of Waelbroeck et al, but the two theories are related
by a nonlocal change of variables, so it is not clear that the quantum
theories should be equivalent.

't Hooft starts with a Cauchy surface Ht labeled by a time coordinate t,
and decomposes it into a collection of flat polygons, chosen so that at most
three edges meet at each vertex, as illustrated in figure 11.5. Locations of
point particles are considered to be vertices connected to a single edge. If
I,t is a surface of genus g ^ 1, it does not admit a globally flat metric, of
course, but a piecewise flat metric always exists; as in Regge calculus, the
spatial curvature is then concentrated entirely at the vertices. As in the
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Fig. 11.6. The Lorentz frames associated with two adjacent polygons are differ-
ent, and, unintuitively, a single edge - shown here as a vertical line - may move
in opposite directions with respect to two neighboring frames.

preceding section, each polygon carries an associated frame, but we now
assume that the coordinate t is the time coordinate in every frame, thus
partially fixing the gauge.

In a static spacetime, the edges of each polygon remain fixed. In a
general spacetime, however, an edge may move at a constant velocity,
and its length may change. In the rest frame of a polygon F, the motion
of an edge may be represented by a Lorentz transformation with boost
parameter (or rapidity) r\, or velocity tanh*/. A polygonal decomposition
is thus labeled by a set of edge lengths, angles, and rapidities, as in
figure 11.5. It is important to keep in mind that a figure of this sort is
an abbreviation that does not show the full geometry. For example, it is
possible - and, indeed, standard - for an edge Ey between adjacent faces
Ft and Fj to move inward (or outward) with respect the frames of both
polygons, as shown in figure 11.6.

The lengths, angles, and boosts of figure 11.5 are not all independent:
they are restricted by the requirements of local flatness and by the choice
of time coordinate t. In particular, it may be shown that the length / y of
an edge £y must be the same when measured in either of the two frames
associated with the adjacent polygons Ft and F7; the velocity of any edge
must be orthogonal to that edge; and the boost parameters j/y and Y\J\
of any pair of identified edges must be equal in magnitude (but typically
opposite in direction, as in figure 11.6).

An additional set of 'triangle conditions' comes from the requirement
that in the absence of matter, the full (three-dimensional) curvature vanish
at each vertex. This implies that the product of Lorentz transformations
around any such vertex must be the identity. These conditions are equiv-
alent to the constraints (11.31) in Waelbroeck's lattice model, and it may
be shown that they determine the angles a* of figure 11.5 in terms of the
rapidities */y. Additional constraints occur in the form of the requirement
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that the polygons close; these reduce the number of independent variables
to the required 12g — 12.

We thus obtain a picture of the surface Zt and its evolution in terms of
a set of lengths *fy and rapidities r\\y This description may be thought of
as a Hamiltonian version of Regge calculus, in which the spacetime length
variables are replaced by spatial lengths and their canonical conjugates.
Indeed, by considering the classical equations of motion, 't Hooft has
shown that the *fy and f/y are canonically conjugate,

{iriijJki} = %),(*/)• (11.36)

The corresponding Hamiltonian is the sum of deficit angles around the
vertices,

The angles a,- are determined by the rapidities j/y, and their Poisson
brackets may be computed from (11.36); the resulting equations of motion,

^ ^ 0, (11.38)

agree with the classical vacuum field equations of (2+l)-dimensional
gravity. The polygonal lattice formulation of this section may obtained
from the lattice model of the preceding section by a partial gauge-fixing
and a nonlocal redefinition of variables [271]. It is also clearly similar to
the description of geometric structures developed in chapter 4, although
the details of this relationship have not been worked out.

A given polygonal decomposition such as that of figure 11.5 is not stable
under time evolution: an edge length may shrink to zero, and a vertex
may collide with an edge. This will lead to changes in the topological
structure of the lattice, such as those pictured symbolically in figure 11.7.
The possible changes in the lattice structure have been enumerated in
reference [250] - there are nine topologically distinct possibilities, five if no
point sources are present - and the corresponding changes in lengths and
rapidities have been completely worked out. The resulting evolution may
be simulated on a computer, providing a powerful method for visualizing
classical evolution in 2+1 dimensions. In particular, computer simulations
are potentially a valuable tool for understanding the structure of the initial
or final singularity for a universe with the spatial topology of a genus
g > 1 surface.

To quantize this model, it is natural to start with the torus topology
[0,1] x T2, as we have in previous chapters. Some spacetimes with
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A G
Fig. 11.7. There are nine possible changes in the lattice topology in 't Hooft's
lattice model. Two of them (called A and G by 't Hooft) are illustrated here.

this topology can be described by a single polygon with a simple set
of variables. Unfortunately, however, it appears that two polygons are
necessary to parametrize the full moduli space, and the relationships
among the length and rapidity variables become quite complicated [280].
Further complications arise because the variables /y and rjtj obey a set
of inequalities - positivity of length and the triangle inequality. Such
inequalities are difficult to implement in a quantum theory. For example,
one cannot represent the Poisson brackets (11.36) as standard canonical
commutators of self-adjoint operators, [2fjij,?ki] = *̂ (y),(fc/): *n s u c h a

representation, the unitary operator

could generate translations of /y to negative values [158].
Nevertheless, even in the absence of a fully worked-out solution one

can make some interesting observations concerning the quantization of
the polygonal lattice model. In particular, 't Hooft has stressed that the
Hamiltonian (11.37) is a linear combination of angles, and as such is
multivalued, with H indistinguishable from H + 2n. This observation is
reinforced by an analysis of the dynamics: the Hamiltonian only appears
in the combinations cos H and sin H.

In ordinary quantum mechanics, the observable conjugate to such a
multivalued variable is typically discrete. Here, the behavior of H suggests
that time should be discrete: if H is multivalued, the time translation
operator

l/t = exp{fcff} (11.40)

is well defined only when t is an integer. It thus seems that time should be
quantized in Planck units. Such a discretization does not seem to occur
for spatial coordinates. For the case of a single point particle, however,
't Hooft has found a new set of variables - essentially the coordinates of
the particle with respect to a fixed origin - whose conjugate momenta are
also angles, leading to a possible quantization of space as well as time.
The resulting S1 x S2 lattice, which admits an action of the full Lorentz
group, is described in reference [252].
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How should we understand this apparent quantization of time? The
answer depends upon our approach to the quantum theory. The key
observation is that the Hamiltonian (11.37) is a constraint. Classically,
the representation of a surface as a polygonal lattice is almost exactly
equivalent to the description at the beginning of section 1 of this chapter:
each vertex V\ with deficit angle b\ contributes an amount 2b\ to the
action, and the total curvature is

[d2xyjMg{2)R = 2^ (5 / = 2H. (11.41)

But for a closed surface S, the Gauss-Bonnet theorem tells us that

(11.42)

where x = 2 — 2g is the Euler number. H is therefore proportional to the
genus of Z,

H = 2n(l-g). (11.43)

Thus as long as we consider the global topology of spacetime to be
observable, H is not really multivalued, even though it has been expressed
as a sum of angles; after all, a shift g -» g + 1 should be observable.

If the quantization of the polygonal lattice model is viewed as a gauge-
fixed version of the lattice quantum theory of section 3, then equation
(11.43) continues to hold as a first class constraint. The gauge transfor-
mations generated by this constraint are a part of the symmetry used to
fix the time coordinate t. Now, in the standard approach to quantizing a
constrained system, the reduced phase space is obtained by both fixing the
gauge symmetry and solving the corresponding constraints, thus fixing
the value of H. As Waelbroeck and Zapata have shown, one can then
go on to define an 'internal time', analogous to the York time TrK of
chapter 5; the corresponding physical Hamiltonian, analogous to Hred9 is
single valued, and there is no reason to suppose time is discrete [271].

The situation changes if we consider an open universe. If 2 is an
open surface, the Hamiltonian (11.37) may be interpreted as a boundary
Hamiltonian of the type discussed in sections 4 and 7 of chapter 2. For
a single point source, for instance, the generator G of time translations
discussed in chapter 3 is precisely the Hamiltonian (11.37) for a surface
with a single vertex. Such a boundary Hamiltonian is not constrained to
vanish, and it generates translations in an observable time parameter, the
time measured by an observer at rest at infinity.

In this setting, the argument for discrete time is more plausible. There
remains a choice, however, of whether H and H + 2n should be considered
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distinguishable or indistinguishable. This choice is related to an ambiguity
in the gauge group in the first order formalism: the group may be either
ISO (2,1), for which a periodic direction occurs, or its universal cover
ISO (2,1). In some approachesjo the quantization of point particles there
is evidence that the group ISO (2,1) is required to obtain the correct
classical limit, but this conclusion may not hold in other approaches to
the quantum theory [51].

We might hope to learn more about this issue by studying (2+1)-
dimensional quantum gravity coupled to matter fields. Fairly little is
known about such systems, but if we restrict our attention to spacetimes
with the topology R3 and to circularly symmetric metrics, a well-defined
'midi-superspace' quantization exists for gravity coupled to a scalar field
[16]. Given a reasonable (although not unique) choice of operator or-
dering, Ashtekar and Pierri have shown that the Hamiltonian analogous
to (11.37) for this system has a spectrum [0,2TT]. In particular, although
the Hamiltonian has a classical interpretation as a deficit angle, it has no
eigenvalues greater than 2n, and is not multivalued. Once again, however,
the quantum theory upon which this analysis is based is not unique -
there are other choices of operator ordering for which the spectrum of
the Hamiltonian is quite different.

11.5 Dynamical triangulation

The lattice models we have seen so far are based on a fixed triangulation
of space or spacetime, with edge lengths serving as the basic gravitational
variables. An alternative scheme is the 'dynamical triangulation' model,
in which edge lengths are fixed and the path integral is represented as
a sum over triangulations.^ This approach has been proven to be quite
useful in two-dimensional gravity, and some progress has been made in
the higher-dimensional analogs.

The starting point for the dynamical triangulation model is a simplicial
complex, diffeomorphic to a manifold M, composed of an arbitrary num-
ber of equilateral tetrahedra with sides of length a. Metric information
is no longer contained in the choice of edge lengths, but rather depends
on the combinatorial pattern of the tetrahedra. Unlike the approaches
described above, the dynamical triangulation model is not exact in 2+1
dimensions, but one might hope that as a becomes small and the num-
ber of tetrahedra becomes large it may be possible to approximate an
arbitrary geometry.

Let No, N\, N2, and A/3 be the number of vertices, edges, faces, and
tetrahedra in a given triangulation. These are not all independent: one

For a review of this approach in two, three, and four dimensions, see reference [5].
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has

X(M) = N0-N1+N2-N

(11.44)

where the first equality is the statement that the Euler number of any
odd-dimensional manifold vanishes and the second follows from the fact
that each face is shared by exactly two tetrahedra. Each tetrahedron now
has the same volume, yielding a total volume of

a "V (H.45)

The integral of the scalar curvature can be computed as in equation (11.3),
yielding

[ d3xJgR = a \lnNi - 6N3COS-1 (]-\\ . (11.46)

The total Einstein action, with a cosmological constant, thus takes the
form

Idyn. tricing. = fiN?> — KN\ = [1N3 — QCNQ, (11.47)

where the constants (/}, K) or (/x, a) are related to G and A.
The partition function may thus be written in the form

where F is the set of simplicial manifolds with the given topology M.
As in Regge calculus, the appropriate weighting factor in this sum - the
discrete analog of the path integral measure, with the right Faddeev-
Popov determinants - is not clear, but one might hope for some kind of
universal behavior that would make this ambiguity unimportant. In order
for this sum to converge, the number of triangulations of M must not
grow too fast. Indeed, we can rewrite (11.48) as

ZM= E ZNlN,(M)eKN^N\ (11.49)

where Z^X^(M) is the number of ways M may be triangulated with iVi
edges and A/3 tetrahedra. Unless Z^N^M) is exponentially bounded, this
sum will clearly diverge. The existence of such an 'entropy bound' has
been the subject of some debate, but there is good numerical evidence
for a bound, and there now appears to be a proof [49, 50]. Interestingly,
the bound on Zjv1iy3(M) found by Carfora and Marzuoli involves the
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Ray-Singer torsion, suggesting a connection with the path integrals of
chapters 9 and 10, but this relationship has not yet been elaborated.

The sum (11.48) may be evaluated numerically, using Monte Carlo
techniques [73]. These methods require a procedure for generating a
sample sequence of simplicial complexes through local updates or 'moves'
that change the triangulation. Several choices of moves have been shown
to be ergodic in the space of triangulations of M: that is, any two
configurations can be connected by a finite number of moves, as is
required for the numerical methods to work [138].

A number of numerical results exist in the literature (see reference [5]
and references therein; see also [139] for some numerical results in Regge
calculus.) These computations indicate that as the parameters of the action
(11.47) are varied, a phase transition occurs between a 'crumpled' phase, in
which the universe is very small and has a very large Hausdorff dimension,
and a 'branched polymer' phase, in which the Hausdorff dimension is
close to two. The hope is that the physically relevant region occurs at the
location of the phase transition. In contrast to the well understood two-
dimensional random triangulation model, however, the continuum limit
of the three-dimensional model is poorly understood, and the relationship
between the numerical simulations and other approaches to quantization
remains an open problem.



12
The (2+l)-dimensional black hole

The focus of the past few chapters has been on three-dimensional quantum
cosmology, the quantum mechanics of spatially closed (2+l)-dimensional
universes. Such cosmologies, although certainly physically unrealistic,
have served us well as models with which to explore some of the ramifica-
tions of quantum gravity. But there is another (2+l)-dimensional setting
that is equally useful for trying out ideas about quantum gravity: the
(2+l)-dimensional black hole of Bafiados, Teitelboim, and Zanelli [23]
introduced in chapter 2. As we saw in that chapter, the BTZ black hole is
remarkably similar in its qualitative features to the realistic Schwarzschild
and Kerr black holes: it contains genuine inner and outer horizons, is
characterized uniquely by an ADM-like mass and angular momentum, and
has a Penrose diagram (figure 3.2) very similar to that of a Kerr-anti-de
Sitter black hole in 3+1 dimensions.

In the few years since the discovery of this metric, a great deal has been
learned about its properties. We now have a number of exact solutions
describing black hole formation from the collapse of matter or radiation,
and we know that this collapse exhibits some of the critical behavior
previously discovered numerically in 3+1 dimensions. We understand a
good deal about the interiors of rotating BTZ black holes, which exhibit
the phenomenon of 'mass inflation' known from 3+1 dimensions. Black
holes in 2+1 dimensions can carry electric or magnetic charge, and can
be found in theories of dilaton gravity. Exact multi-black hole solutions
have also been discovered.

In this chapter, we shall concentrate on the quantum mechanical and
thermodynamic properties of the BTZ black hole. We shall investigate
the (2+l)-dimensional analog of Hawking radiation, explore black hole
thermodynamics, and examine a possible microscopic explanation for
black hole entropy. For a broader review of classical and quantum
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properties of the BTZ black hole and a fairly large bibliography, the
reader may wish to consult reference [62].

Following the conventions of reference [23], this chapter will use units
8G = 1 unless otherwise stated.

12.1 A brief introduction to black hole thermodynamics

According to the classical 'no hair' theorems of general relativity, the
properties of a black hole are completely determined by its mass, angular
momentum, and a few conserved charges. A classical black hole state
thus appears to be very simple. But as Bekenstein pointed out in 1972,
a massive star is an extremely complicated system, with a large entropy
that seems to be lost in its collapse to a black hole. Similarly, if we drop
a box of gas into a black hole, we end up with a final state consisting
merely of a slightly larger black hole, and entropy seems again to have
disappeared. If we wish such processes to be consistent with the second
law of thermodynamics, we must attribute a large entropy to a black hole
itself [32].

By considering a variety of thought experiments, Bekenstein concluded
that this entropy should be proportional to the area of black hole horizon,
and argued that the constant of proportionality ought to be of order unity
in Planck units. The identification of the horizon area with entropy was
strengthened by the striking analogies between the laws of black hole
mechanics' and those of thermodynamics: for example, black hole area,
like entropy, can never decrease in time. The thermodynamic properties
of black holes were firmly established when Hawking showed in 1973 that
black holes are black bodies, radiating at a temperature

To = £- (12.1)
2TC

where K is the surface gravity [143, 144]. This result allowed an ex-
act determination of Bekenstein's unknown proportionality constant: the
entropy of a black hole with horizon area A is

S = l-A. (12.2)

There are now half a dozen independent derivations of Hawking radia-
tion and the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, and black hole thermodynam-
ics is well established. The thermodynamic analysis of black holes is not
accompanied by any generally accepted statistical mechanical description,
however: there is no established microscopic explanation of the thermal
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properties of black holes in terms of fundamental quantum states.* More-
over, several important questions remain completely open, most notably
the 'information loss paradox' [126]: what happens to the information
carried by a quantum field in a pure state which collapses into a black
hole and then disperses as Hawking radiation in, presumably, a mixed
state? It might be hoped that (2+l)-dimensional gravity, which permits
an exact quantum mechanical description of black holes, could suggest
answers to some of these questions.

12.2 The Lorentzian black hole

If we wish to understand the quantum mechanics of the (2+l)-dimensional
black hole, an obvious preliminary question is whether Hawking radiation
occurs. This is a semiclassical question, one that depends on the proper-
ties of quantum fields in a black hole background but does not require
a full treatment of quantum gravity. The starting point for the quan-
tum field theoretical computation is an appropriate two-point function
G(x,xf) = (0|(/)(x)(/)(x/)|0}, from which such quantities as the expectation
values (OIT̂ vIO) can be derived. In particular, a Green's function that is
periodic in imaginary time with period /3 is a thermal Green's function
corresponding to a local inverse temperature /?, and such a periodicity can
be interpreted as an indication of Hawking radiation.

The properties of the Green's function G(x,x/) can be computed by
brute force, but it is simpler and more instructive to take advantage of a
peculiar property of black holes in 2+1 dimensions, the fact that they are
described by spaces of constant curvature. As we saw in chapter 2, the
(2+l)-dimensional black hole can be represented by the metric

ds2 = -N2dt2 + r2 ( # 2 + N+dif + N~2dr2 (12.3)

with

r2 J2 Jr J
N2 = — M A I N =

f1 4r2' 2r2'
where M and J are the mass and angular momentum. But as a space of
constant negative curvature, the BTZ black hole is also locally isometric to
anti-de Sitter (adS) space. In the language of chapter 4, the black hole has
an anti-de Sitter geometric structure, and should be expressible as a set
of adS patches glued together by suitable <SX(2, R) x SL(2, R) holonomies.
This means that the Green's function G(x,xf) can be described in terms
of the much simpler Green's function in adS space.

* There has been some very recent progress in finding a string theoretical description of
black hole statistical mechanics [151, 246].
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To derive the geometric structure of the BTZ black hole, recall from
chapter 4 that anti-de Sitter space can be obtained from flat R2>2, with
coordinates (X\,X2, T\, T2) and metric

dS2 = dX\ + dX2 - dT\ - dT%, (12.5)

by restricting to the submanifold

X2 + X\- T2 - T2
2 = - / 2 (12.6)

with the_induced metric. The relevant region of the universal covering
space adS of anti-de Sitter space may be covered by an infinite set of
Kruskal coordinate patches of three types, corresponding to the regions
of the Penrose diagram of figure 3.2 [22]:

I. (r > r+)

Xx = ±t/> - ^ , X2 =

^<j) - r^tj , T2 =

II. (r-<r <

±4> - r-j^ , X2 = - / V T ^ s i

= /7Scosh , T2 = - ^ V l -

III. (0 < r < r_)

^(j) - y t\ , T2 = -

(12.7)

where

It is straightforward to show that the standard adS metric dS2 then
transforms to the BTZ metric (12.3)—(12.4) in each patch. The 'angle' (j> in
equation (12.7) has infinite range, however; to make it into a true angular
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variable, we must identify <\> with (f> + 2n. This identification is an isometry
of anti-de Sitter space - it is a boost in the X\-T\ and X2-T2 planes
- and as in chapter 4, it corresponds to a calculable element (PL,PR) of
<SL(2,R) x SL(2,R)/Z2. Indeed, a simple computation shows that if we set

(12.9)

and define X as in equation (4.18), then the transformation X —
corresponds to the shift </) —>(/> + 2nn.

The BTZ black hole is thus a quotient space adS /((PL,PR)), where
{(PL,PR)} denotes the group generated by (PL,PR)- Note that as in the
cosmological solutions discussed earlier, the holonomies {PL->PR) may be
identified with the holonomies of a suitable Chern-Simons connection A,
where from equation (2.77), the relevant SX(2, R) x SL(2, R) connection is

A(±)a = (Da± \ a ( m ( ) )

The group elements (12.9) were first found, in a somewhat more compli-
cated conjugated form, by Cangemi et a/., who pointed out that the mass
and angular momentum M and J have a natural interpretation in terms
of the two quadratic Casimir operators of SL(2,R) x SL(2,R) [47]. Steif
has investigated a similar quotient construction for the supersymmetric
(2+l)-dimensional black hole [245].

Now_let GA(X,X') be a two-point function on the universal covering
space adS of anti-de Sitter space. The corresponding two-point function
for the BTZ black hole can then be expressed by the method of images as

S n x ' l (12.11)

where Axf denotes the action of the group element (12.9) on x1'. The
phase 3 is zero for ordinary ('untwisted') fields, but may in principle be
arbitrary, corresponding to boundary conditions 0(Ax) = e~lS(j)(x); the
choice 5 = n leads to conventional 'twisted' fields. Our problem has thus
been effectively reduced tqjhe comparatively simple task of understanding
quantum field theory on adS.

While quantum field theory on anti-de Sitter space is fairly straight-
forward, it is by no means trivial. The main difficulty comes from the
fact that neither anti-de Sitter space nor its universal covering space are
globally hyperbolic. As is evident from the Penrose diagrams of figure 3.2,
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spatial infinity is timelike, and information may enter or exit from the
'boundary' at infinity. One must consequently impose boundary conditions
at infinity to formulate a sensible field theory.

This problem has been analyzed carefully in 3+1 dimensions by Avis,
Isham, and Storey, who show that there are three reasonable boundary
conditions for a scalar field at spatial infinity: Dirichlet (D), Neumann
(N), and 'transparent' (T) boundary conditions [19]. The last - essentially
a linear combination of Dirichlet and Neumann conditions - are most
easily obtained by viewing adS as half of an Einstein static universe;
physically they correspond to a particular recirculation of momentum
and angular momentum at spatial infinity. The same choices exist in 2+1
dimensions. In particular, for a massless, conformally coupled scalar field,
described by the action

( l ^ ) (12.12)

the adS Green's functions are

Here o(x,xr) is the square of the distance between x and xf in the
embedding space R2'2 described above; in the coordinates of equation
(12.7),

o(x,xf)

= l- [(Xi - X[f - (T, - T[f + (X2 - Xf
2)

2 - (T2 - Ttf] . (12.14)

These expressions should be supplemented with appropriate factors of ie
that determine which Green's functions they represent; for the Feynman
propagator, for instance, a should be interpreted as a + ie. A more general
Green's function with 'mixed' boundary conditions,

(12.15)

may also be considered. The corresponding BTZ Green's functions are
then obtained from the sum (12.11).
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The crucial observation is that the functions GBTZ(X,X') are periodic in
imaginary time, with a period /? given by

( 1 2 1 6 )P - ' o " r2 _r2_ -—' (1216)

where K is the surface gravity (3.53). To see this, let us consider the
simple case of the static (r_ = 0) black hole, and let x = (t = 0, r, 4>)
and x' = (£,r,</>) in the 'Schwarzschild' coordinates (12.3). Recall from the
derivation above that the group element A of equation (12.9) corresponds
to a shift (j) —• (j) + In. A simple computation shows that in region I

(j(x, A x ) = £ I — 1 + -y cosh — y-111 cosh

with similar results in region II. It is clear by inspection that <T(X, A"X;) is
periodic under t —> t + z'/J, and hence that each term in the sum (12.11)
has the same periodicity. Strictly speaking, one must be careful of the
ie factors and the location of the branch cut needed to define cr1/2. This
takes a bit more work, but is not too complicated; see reference [177].

The periodicity implies, in turn, that the Green's functions in a BTZ
black hole background are thermal, with temperature To = jS"1. Indeed,
a typical thermal Green's function in flat spacetime takes the form

Gp(x, x ) = Tre-pH '

and the Hamiltonian H is the generator of time translations, so

Tr

~~ Tre~PH ~

where x = (t + */?, r, cf)). A free conformally coupled scalar field in a
static (2+l)-dimensional black hole background thus behaves as if it were
in a thermal bath of temperature To with respect to the Hamiltonian
generating translations in the adS time t of equation (12.3). Note that the
relationship (12.16) of To and K is precisely the same as the corresponding
result (12.1) in 3+1 dimensions.

A bit of caution is needed in interpreting this temperature. There is no
obvious 'natural' scale for the anti-de Sitter time t - the scale is defined by
the condition that the metric (12.3) asymptotically approach the standard
anti-de Sitter metric,

ds2 = ( -1 + ^)dt2 - r2d4>2 - ( -1 + ^r'dr2, (12.20)
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but the physical significance of such an asymptotic condition is not entirely
clear. Rather, the temperature To should be understood as follows. For
an observer at a fixed value of r and </>, the proper time is Nt. A Green's
function is thus periodic in imaginary proper time with period N/To, and
this will determine the local temperature measured by such an observer.
The factor g^ correcting To is the standard Tolman red shift factor for
the temperature in a gravitational field.

When r_ =f= 0, the computation is slightly more complicated, but still
straightforward. One finds that a is now periodic under the transformation

( t ,0 ) ->( t + # , 0 + iO>), (12.21)

where /? is again given by (12.16) and

This periodicity is the sign of a thermal Green's function with an inverse
temperature /? and a rotational chemical potential

li = - * / / * = ~ = OH, (12.23)

where QH is the angular velocity of the horizon. Indeed, a typical Green's
function in the grand canonical ensemble takes the form

where J is the generator of rotations, and the same derivation that led to
equation (12.19) now yields a periodicity under (t, $) —• (t + i$,(\> — ifl/a).
Alternatively, if one defines a new angular coordinate

# = 0-£H (12.25)

it is straightforward to show that the Green's functions are again periodic
under t —> t + i/3. The coordinate $> rotates with the horizon, and it is not
hard to see that the shift function N$ vanishes at r = r+.

By studying the analyticity properties of the Green's functions (12.11),
Lifschytz and Ortiz argue that the relevant vacuum state is the Hartle-
Hawking vacuum [177]. We may obtain further evidence for Hawking
radiation by computing the Bogoliubov coefficients that transform between
anti-de Sitter 'in' states in the far past and BTZ 'out' states in the far
future. The relevant computations have been performed for the rotating
black hole with transparent boundary conditions by Hyun, Lee, and Yee
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[154], who show that the expectation value of the 'out' number operator
in the 'in' vacuum state is

The thermal form of equation (12.26) is again an indication of Hawking
radiation; the dependence on co — mfi# rather than co is a sign that
the rotating BTZ black hole, like the Kerr black hole, has super-radiant
modes. Further computations of thermodynamic behavior have been
performed for a variety of field theories in black hole backgrounds [155,
156, 184, 240, 241, 244].

The semiclassical computations of this section do not directly yield a
value for the entropy of the (2+l)-dimensional black hole. However, an
expression for the entropy can be obtained by integrating the first law of
thermodynamics,

dM= TdS-iidJ. (12.27)

Inserting the expressions (3.46), (12.16), and (12.23) for M, J, T, and //,
we find that

dS = 4ndr+, (12.28)

or restoring factors of G,

S = ^ ± . (12.29)

Once again the results agree with the (3+l)-dimensional expression (12.2)
for the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy: the entropy is one-fourth of the
horizon size in Planck units.

12.3 The Euclidean black hole

The thermodynamic properties of black holes can be derived, as we have
just seen, by considering the behavior of quantum fields in a classical
black hole background. But as Gibbons and Hawking first pointed out,
using techniques later refined by Brown and York, these properties can
also be obtained from a suitable approximation of quantum gravity itself
[44, 125].

In the absence of a complete quantum theory of gravity, of course, one
cannot hope to compute the thermodynamic behavior of a black hole
exactly. But even without a complete theory it is possible to write down
a formal path integral for the gravitational partition function, which can
then be approximated by the method of steepest descents described in
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chapter 10. In 3+1 dimensions, the leading saddle point may be shown to
be the Euclidean black hole, which exists only when the Euclidean time
T has an appropriate periodicity. This periodicity, in turn, corresponds
to an inverse temperature identical to that derived from quantum field
theoretical calculations in a black hole background. Moreover, the saddle
point contribution to the partition function gives the correct Bekenstein-
Hawking entropy. In this section, we shall see that a similar computation
is possible in 2+1 dimensions, and that we can even compute the one-loop
correction to the entropy.

The starting point for the Gibbons-Hawking approach to black hole
thermodynamics is the path integral

Z\fi] = Tre~pH = f[dg]e~lE{p\ (12.30)

where IE(P) is the Euclidean gravitational action for a space time peri-
odic in (imaginary) time with period /?. As usual in the path integral
formulation of thermodynamics, the quantity Z\fi\ is to be interpreted
as the canonical partition function at inverse temperature /?. Brown and
York have argued that the canonical formalism is not, strictly speaking, a
consistent approach - black holes have negative heat capacities, making
the partition function ill-defined - and that one should instead start with
a microcanonical path integral for a system in a box with a finite radius
[44]. For the (2+l)-dimensional black hole, however, the two methods
ultimately lead to identical expressions for temperature and entropy, so for
simplicity I will concentrate on the original Gibbons-Hawking approach.
(See reference [83] for the application of the Brown-York formalism in
2+1 dimensions.)

Let us evaluate the path integral (12.30) in the saddle point approxima-
tion, in the topological sector that includes the Euclidean version of the
BTZ black hole. The relevant metric may be obtained from (12.3)—(12.4)
by letting t = h and J = UE, yielding

ds2
E = N2

Edz2 + ffdr2 + r2 (d(j) + N^dzf (12.31)

with

NE=fE= - M + ^ - ^ L ,
z r (12.32)

Note that the continuation of J to imaginary values, necessary for the
metric (12.31) to be real, is physically sensible, since the angular velocity
is now a rate of change of a real angle with respect to imaginary time.
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The Euclidean lapse function now has roots

r_ = —i\r-\ =
(12.33)

The metric (12.31) is a Euclidean (positive definite) metric of constant
negative curvature, and the spacetime is therefore locally isometric to
hyperbolic three-space H3. This isometry is most easily exhibited by
means of the Euclidean analog of the coordinate transformation (3.59),
which is now globally valid [71],

x =

y =

z =

r2_r2

r2_r2

1/2

1/2

In these coordinates, the metric becomes that of the standard upper
half-space representation of hyperbolic three-space,

ds\ = -^( + dy2 + dz2)

fdR2 , ,

sin2/ / (12.35)

where (R, 6, x) are spherical coordinates for the upper half-space z > 0,

(x, y, z) = (R cos 6 cos x, R sin 9 cos x, R sin x)- (12.36)

Just as periodicity of the Lorentzian solution in the Schwarzschild
angular coordinate $ led to the identifications (3.61), periodicity of the
Euclidean solution requires that we identify

(12.37)

Equation (12.37) is the Euclidean version of the identifications {(PR,PL))
of section 2. A fundamental region for these identifications is the space
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Fig. 12.1. In the upper half-space representation of H3, a fundamental region
for the Euclidean black hole is the region between two hemispheres, with points
on the inner and outer surfaces identified along lines such as L. (The outer
hemisphere has been cut open here to show the inner hemisphere.)

between two hemispheres R = 1 and R = e2nr+^, with the inside and
outside boundaries identified by a translation along a radial line followed
by a 2n\r-\/£ rotation around the z axis (see figure 12.1). Topologically,
the resulting manifold is a solid torus; for / 7̂= TC/2, each slice of fixed x is
an ordinary two-torus, with circumferences parametrized by the periodic
coordinates inR and 0, while the degenerate surface x = TT/2 is a circle at
the core of the solid torus. Physically, R is an angular coordinate, related
to the Schwarzschild coordinate <j>\ the azimuthal angle 6 measures time;
and x is a radial coordinate.

Now, for the coordinate transformation (12.34) to be nonsingular at
the z axis r = r+, we must require periodicity in the arguments of the
trigonometric functions. That is, we must identify

where

<D =

(12.38)

(12.39)

If this requirement of periodicity is lifted, the Euclidean black hole acquires
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Fig. 12.2. In the upper half-space representation of figure 12.1, Euclidean time
is an angular coordinate around the z axis. This figure shows the region between
two slices of constant T.

a conical singularity at the horizon, and is no longer an exact solution
of the classical Einstein field equations. Note that the periodicity (12.38)—
(12.39) is identical to the periodicity (12.21) of the Lorentzian Green's
functions, thus confirming the results of the preceding section.

To carry our computation of the partition function further, we need
the value of the Euclidean action evaluated at the classical black hole
geometry. As we saw in a slightly different context in chapter 2, this
action is not merely the standard Einstein-Hilbert action, but may also
require the addition of boundary terms at infinity and (for the black hole)
at the horizon. In particular, consider the term

(12.40)

in the ADM action (2.12) on a slice of constant T, as shown in figure 12.2.
(Remember that our units are now 8G = 1.) Let us concentrate for the
moment on the inner boundary r = r+. The lapse function N vanishes at
this boundary, of course - this is essentially the definition of the horizon -
but its normal derivatives may be nonzero. A simple computation shows
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that the variation of the action (12.40) takes the form

^JdxJ dtfrltfdiNWyft, (12.41)= '" +
where o is the induced metric on the boundary 52 and nl is the radial
normal to 5Z in £. The omitted terms are the conventional 'bulk' terms
that would be present even with no boundary, and in the second line I
have also dropped terms that vanish because N(r+) = 0.

Let us analyze this expression in more detail. Note first that the integral

must equal 2TT if the geometry is smooth at the horizon. Indeed, consider
an infinitesimal circle r — r+ + Sr around the horizon. Such a circle will
have a proper circumference

s = I Ndx « f drdrN(r+)dx (12.42)

and a proper radius

P= r+Sr J&dr. (12.43)
J T-\-

Thus

^ = 2n - 0 = —^- / 5rATdT = / n%NdT, (12.44)

where © is the deficit angle at the origin. Next, observe that the integral

= 2nr+/

is simply the length of the event horizon. The variation (12.41) is thus of
the form

SI0 = • • • + 2(2TT - ®)Sr+. (12.45)

Now recall from section 1 of chapter 6 that the boundary terms in the
variation of an action determine the symplectic form on the covariant
phase space. Equation (12.45) is thus the statement that r+ and 0 are
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conjugate variables. A similar conclusion can be shown to follow from
the quantization of the BTZ black hole in the connection representation
[71].

Suppose we now restrict our variations to those for which the geometry
remains smooth at the horizon. This means that we must hold the deficit
angle © fixed at r+. The variational formula (12.41) tells us that to do so,
we must add a term

If = ~ fdxf d<t>2(n%N)Ja = -2(2n - ®)r+
2nJ Jai y

 ( 1 2 4 6 )

to the action. For a grand canonical ensemble, where the inverse temper-
ature (} and the rotational chemical potential \i are also held fixed, it is
necessary to add further standard boundary terms at infinity. The final
form of the Euclidean action is

/ = Ican - 2(2n - 0)r+ + jSM - 0/iJ, (12.47)

where Ican is the canonical action (2.12).
We can now evaluate the partition function (12.30) in the saddle point

approximation. The classical BTZ solution has a time-independent metric,
so the canonical action is zero, and the deficit angle © also vanishes. Thus

Z\fi,ii] *exp{4nr+-pM + PIJJ}, (12.48)

where M, J, and r+ are all to be viewed as functions of P and \i.
Substituting our previous expressions for M, J, and r+, we obtain

A Jin

- ( 1 Z 4 9 )

It is now easy to check that the thermodynamic relations

pJ =

M i 8 l n Z

S=lnZ +P(M-fiJ) (12.50)

give back the mass, angular momentum, and entropy of the preceding
section.

In contrast to the (3+l)-dimensional theory, one can also compute the
first quantum correction to the path integral (12.30) - the Van Vleck-
Morette determinant - by taking advantage of the Chern-Simons for-
malism. As discussed above, the topology of the Euclidean black hole
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spacetime is that of a solid torus, and we know from chapter 10 that
the one-loop contribution to the path integral (12.30) is given in terms of
the Ray-Singer torsion for this topology. This torsion has already been
calculated, in the context of quantum cosmology, in reference [54]. A
simple translation of notation gives, to the next order,

(12.51)

where I have restored the factors of G necessary to distinguish orders in
the approximation.

12.4 Black hole statistical mechanics

Our discussion has focused so far on the thermodynamics of the (2+1)-
dimensional black hole, and the outcome not been too different from
the corresponding results in 3+1 dimensions. The simplicity of (2+1)-
dimensional gravity offers us an additional opportunity, however: it may
be possible to understand a microscopic 'statistical mechanical' source of
black hole thermodynamics.

At first sight, this effort might seem futile. In ordinary statistical
mechanics, entropy is a measure of the number of microscopic states that
yield a fixed macroscopic state. But the entropy (12.29) can be arbitrarily
large, while we have seen that the number of degrees of freedom of
(2+l)-dimensional gravity is very small. Recall from section 6 of chapter
2, however, that the number of available degrees of freedom in a Chern-
Simons theory increases drastically on a manifold with boundary: an
infinite number of degrees of freedom that would ordinarily be discarded
as 'pure gauge' become physical. These 'would-be gauge' degrees of
freedom are natural candidates for the excitations that give rise to black
hole entropy.

For this idea to work, we must first decide whether it is sensible to
treat the horizon of a black hole as a boundary. The horizon is certainly
not a genuine physical boundary, an edge of spacetime. It is, however, a
place at which one must impose 'boundary conditions' in quantum gravity.
Questions about black holes in quantum gravity are necessarily questions
about conditional probabilities: for instance, 'If a black hole with a
given mass and angular momentum is present, what is the probability
of observing a certain spectrum of Hawking radiation?' To compute
such probabilities, we must impose the appropriate conditions on the
path integral; that is, we must restrict ourselves to paths for which the
metric has properties that can be interpreted as meaning 'a black hole
with the given mass and angular momentum is present'. The simplest
way to do so is to split spacetime along a hypersurface as in figure 2.3
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of chapter 2, and to compute separate path integrals inside and outside
the surface, subject to appropriate boundary conditions that ensure that
the surface is a horizon with the desired characteristics. But as we have
seen, such a procedure requires additional boundary terms in the action,
and leads to new dynamical degrees of freedom. In particular, for a
negative cosmological constant A = —I//2 these degrees of freedom are
described by the chiral WZW action (2.92) for SL(2,R) x SL(2,R), or in
the Euclidean theory, SL(2, C).

We can now try to count the states of this WZW model. This is
most easily done in the Euclidean theory [63]. Observe first that not
all boundary states should be included. As we saw in chapter 2, many
'would-be diffeomorphism' degrees of freedom become dynamical, but
those corresponding to Killing vectors do not; rather, Killing vectors
generate a residual gauge invariance, and physical states must be invariant.
For the Euclidean black hole, the Killing vectors correspond to rotations
and time translations, and in the language of conformal field theory the
corresponding condition on the states is that

L0|phys> = L0|phys> = 0, (12.52)

where the Virasoro operators LQ and Lo generate the rigid displacements.
We can now appeal to the reasonably well-understood physics of the

SL(2, C) WZW model, which has been studied in the context of string
theory and conformal field theory. If we let p(N9 N) denote the number of
eigenstates of Lo and Lo with eigenvalues N and N, the partition function
for this model is

{?)[AA] = Tr L^i^o^nnLo^ = J^ p(N, N)e2nhN
 e - 2 ,

(12.53)

and the number of states satisfying (12.52), p(0,0), can be obtained by
a contour integral. But the partition function (12.53) is known from
conformal field theory, at least for suitable values of the Chern-Simons
coupling constant k. The details of the computation lie outside the scope
of this book, but the final result is that to lowest order,

p(O,O)~expj^±J, (12.54)

precisely the exponent of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (12.29). A
similar result can be obtained by counting the states of the Lorentzian
theory, although one must rely on some rather uncertain assumptions
about the quantization of the more poorly understood SL(2,R) WZW
model [21, 60].
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The horizon degrees of freedom that arise in the Chern-Simons ap-
proach to (2+l)-dimensional gravity thus provide a microscopic explana-
tion for the entropy of the BTZ black hole. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
generalize these results to 3+1 dimensions: as noted in chapter 2, similar
degrees of freedom probably exist, but very little is known about their
dynamics. The success of the (2+l)-dimensional model strongly suggests,
however, that this avenue of research is worth pursuing.
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Next steps

The universe in which we live is not (2+l)-dimensional, and the quantum
theories described in this book are not realistic models of physics. Nor is
(2+l)-dimensional quantum gravity fully understood; as I have tried to
emphasize, many deep questions remain open. Nevertheless, the models
developed in the preceding chapters can offer us some useful insights into
realistic quantum gravity.

Perhaps the most important role of (2+l)-dimensional quantum gravity
is as an 'existence theorem', a demonstration that general relativity can be
quantized without any new ingredients. This is by no means trivial: there
has long been a suspicion that quantum gravity would require a radical
change in general relativity or quantum mechanics. While this may yet
be true in 3+1 dimensions, the (2+l)-dimensional models suggest that no
such revolutionary overhaul of known physics is needed. This does not
mean that our existing frameworks are correct, of course, but it makes it
less likely that major changes will come merely from the need to quantize
gravity.

At the same time, (2+l)-dimensional quantum gravity serves as a sort
of 'nonuniqueness theorem'. We have seen that there are many ways to
quantize general relativity in 2+1 dimensions, and that not all of them
lead to equivalent theories. This is perhaps not surprising, but it is a
bit disappointing: in the absence of clear experimental tests of quantum
gravity, there has been a widely held (although often unspoken) hope that
the requirement of self-consistency might be enough to guide us to the
correct formulation. The generalization to 3+1 dimensions is again risky,
but the (2+l)-dimensional models suggest that we may not be so lucky.
Of course, we do not yet know how much of the variation among models
of (2+l)-dimensional gravity can be attributed to mere operator ordering
ambiguities; I will return to this issue briefly below.

Beyond these generalities, (2+l)-dimensional quantum gravity casts

212
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some light on a number of the important conceptual problems of quantum
gravity. A partial list is the following:

The 'problem of time': The covariant canonical quantization of chapter
6 gives a manifestly covariant quantum theory in a 'frozen time'
formalism, in which no time-slicing is chosen and all observables are
constants of motion. Nevertheless, we saw that it was possible to
ask sensible questions about dynamics. This model is one of the few
in which one can obtain an explicit realization of Rovelli's picture
of'evolving constants of motion' [230, 231]. Moreover, we saw that
the model of chapter 6 was virtually equivalent to the manifestly
dynamical, time-slice-dependent ADM quantum theory of chapter
5. The idea that 'frozen time' quantum gravity is the Heisenberg
picture corresponding to a fixed-time-slicing Schrodinger picture is
a central insight of (2+l)-dimensional gravity.

The problem of observables: A basic problem in quantum gravity arises
from the fact that diffeomorphism-invariant observables are neces-
sarily nonlocal. Without discounting the technical difficulties im-
posed by this fact, the (2+l)-dimensional models demonstrate that
these difficulties are 'merely technical'. In particular, we have seen
that nonlocal operators such as the modulus operator T or the
holonomies fa and 1 can be used to fully reconstruct the spacetime
geometry, classically and quantum mechanically. The extension to
3+1 dimensions is obviously difficult - in some sense, it requires the
complete integration of the classical Einstein equations - but this
seems to be a difficulty in practice, not in principle.

Nonperturbative quantization: We have seen that there is no need to
assume a fixed background - and in particular, no requirement that
a background be nearly flat - in order to quantize gravity. This is to
be expected in canonical quantization, but even in the path integral
methods of chapter 9, the 'background fields' e and cb were ultimately
integrated over, and played no fundamental role. The equivalence
of the path integral and the canonical theory should reassure us
that the use of background fields need not spoil nonperturbative
outcomes.

Operator ordering: Not all of the quantum theories described in this
book are equivalent, but many of the differences can be attributed
to operator ordering. In retrospect, this is not surprising: ordering
ambiguities are likely to be more severe than usual in a theory based
on nonlocal observables. Even in ordinary quantum mechanics, such
ambiguities can only be resolved by an appeal to experiment. The
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(2+l)-dimensional models have demonstrated that these ambiguities
are likely to be severe - the Hamiltonians of equation (5.38) have
very different spectra, for instance - and unavoidable.

Topology change: Does consistent quantum gravity require spatial topol-
ogy change? The answer in 2+1 dimensions is unequivocally no. The
canonical quantum theories of chapters 5-7 are perfectly consistent
descriptions of a universe with a fixed spatial topology. On the other
hand, the path integrals of chapter 9 seem to allow the computation
of amplitudes for tunneling from one topology to another. Problems
with these topology-changing amplitudes remain, particularly in the
regulation of divergent integrals over zero-modes. If these can be
resolved, however, we will have to conclude that we have found
genuinely different quantum theories of gravity.

Topology in quantum cosmology: In conventional descriptions of the
Hartle-Hawking wave function, and in other Euclidean path integral
descriptions of quantum cosmology, it is sometimes assumed that
a few simple contributions dominate the sum over topologies. The
results of chapter 10 indicate that such claims should be treated
with skepticism; the sum in 2+1 dimensions seems to be dominated
by an infinite number of complicated topologies, each individually
exponentially suppressed. In four dimensions, this could lead to
severe problems, since four-manifold topologies are not classifiable
even in principle.* There may be ways around this difficulty, for
instance by considering manifolds of bounded variation [48], but
the problem is real.

Lessons for particular approaches: A number of concrete technical re-
sults for particular approaches to quantization have grown out of
the corresponding (2+l)-dimensional models. For example, several
properties of the loop operators T° and T1 of chapter 7 were first
discovered in 2+1 dimensions, and then adapted to 3+1 dimensions
[11]. On a more pessimistic note, the difficulties we faced in chap-
ter 8 have implications for the usefulness of the Wheeler-DeWitt
equation in realistic (3+l)-dimensional gravity.

Realistic quantum gravity? Until recently, only one system in (2+1)-
dimensional gravity has had direct relevance to realistic (3+1)-
dimensional physics: the point particle solutions described briefly
in chapters 1 and 3 have been used to draw conclusions about
the behavior of cosmic strings and the problem of closed timelike
curves [248]. The discovery of the (2+l)-dimensional black hole

* See, for example, reference [235].
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has changed this. Black holes in 2+1 dimensions differ in impor-
tant respects from their (3+l)-dimensional counterparts, but the
similarities are significant enough to make the (2+l)-dimensional
model quite valuable. In particular, while the statistical mechan-
ical explanation of black hole entropy of chapter 12 has not yet
been generalized to 3+1 dimensions, the (2+l)-dimensional model
has certainly suggested a new and interesting place to look for an
answer to one of the perennial questions of quantum gravity.

Where do we go from here? There are at least three broad areas in
which research in (2+l)-dimensional quantum gravity should advance.
We need to extend existing methods of quantization; we need to apply
the results to new conceptual issues in quantum gravity; and we need to
figure out how to incorporate nontrivial couplings with matter.

Much of this book has focused on 'quantum cosmologies' in which
spatial slices have the topology of a torus. Perhaps the biggest open
problem within the framework developed here is the extension of these
results to more complicated topologies. The torus topology is atypical - it
has an abelian fundamental group, for example, and an unusual mapping
class group action. For conclusions based on spacetimes with the topology
[0,1] x T2 to be fully trusted, they really ought to be checked in at least
one other topology. This is a difficult problem, but the case of genus 2
seems within reach.

It may be that exact solutions are no longer possible in the case of
more complicated topologies. If this is the case - and even if it is not
- we need to develop suitable perturbation theories. Some preliminary
steps in this direction have been taken in the classical context [214, 215],
but quantum perturbation theory is almost completely unexplored. In
particular, virtually nothing is known about perturbative approaches to
the covariant canonical quantization of chapter 6.

I have tried to point out other open issues throughout the course of
this book, ranging from the fundamental - 'solve the (2+l)-dimensional
Wheeler-DeWitt equation' - to the more technical - 'work out the action
of the mapping class group on the space of wave functions vKr2~>r2~)'-
There is clearly no shortage of interesting questions.

Even within the limits of our present understanding, however, important
conceptual problems have yet to be addressed. For example, what is the
fate of a singularity in quantum gravity? An operator like the Hamiltonian
Hred of equation (6.22) is clearly badly behaved at T = 0. On the other
hand, Puzio has argued that in the ADM quantization of chapter 5, a
wave packet initially concentrated away from the singular points in moduli
space will remain nonsingular [222]. We do not really know how to ask
the right quantum mechanical questions about singularities; Hosoya has
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proposed a quantum version of the b-boundary, for instance, but very
little is yet understood about this construction [152].

Similarly, we do not really understand whether spatial and temporal
intervals are quantized in (2+l)-dimensional quantum gravity. The results
described at the end of chapter 7 are interesting but inconclusive, as is
the analysis of't Hooft's lattice approach in chapter 11. We do not know
whether (2+l)-dimensional quantum gravity contains a natural mechanism
for suppressing the cosmological constant, although Witten has shown that
(2+l)-dimensional supersymmetry in the presence of gravity can ensure
the vanishing of A without requiring the equality of bosonic and fermionic
masses [31, 292]. We understand very little about the relationship between
Euclidean and Lorentzian gravity in 2+1 dimensions, even though this
model is a natural one in which to ask such questions.

Above all, we do not know how to incorporate matter into (2+1)-
dimensional quantum gravity. Some limited progress has been made:
there is evidence that scalar field theories coupled to (2+l)-dimensional
gravity are renormalizable in the \/N expansion [173, 201], certain matter
couplings in supergravity have been studied [95, 191], and recent work on
circularly symmetric 'midi-superspace models' has led to some interesting
results [12, 16]. But the problem is difficult, in part because we lose the
ability to represent diffeomorphisms as ISO (2,1) gauge transformations.

Difficult as it is, however, an understanding of matter couplings may
be the key to many of the conceptual issues of quantum gravity. One can
explore the properties of a singularity, for example, by investigating the
reaction of nearby matter, and one can look for quantization of time by
examining the behavior of physical clocks. Moreover, many of the deep
questions of quantum gravity can be answered only in the presence of
matter. What is the final fate of an evaporating black hole? We can obtain
a reliable answer only if we fully account for the quantum mechanics
of Hawking radiation. Does gravity cut off ultraviolet divergences in
quantum field theory? This idea is an old one [96, 161, 162], and it
gets some support from the boundedness of the Hamiltonian in midi-
superspace models [16], but it is only in the context of a full quantum
field theory that a final answer can be given.

Finally, of course, the ultimate problem is to extend some or all of the
methods of this book to 3+1 dimensions. I leave this as an exercise for
the reader.
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The topology of manifolds

This appendix provides a quick summary of the topology needed to under-
stand some of the more complicated constructions in (2+l)-dimensional
gravity. Readers familiar with manifold topology at the level of reference
[192] or [204] will not learn much here, although this appendix may serve
as a useful reference. The approaches I present here are not rigorous:
this is 'physicists' topology', not 'mathematicians' topology', and the reader
who wishes to pursue these topics further would be well advised to consult
more specialized sources. A good intuitive introduction to basic concepts
can be found in reference [164], and a very nice source for the visualization
of two- and three-manifolds is reference [277].

Mathematically inclined readers may be somewhat surprised by my
choice of topics. I discuss mapping class groups, for example, but I largely
ignore homology. In addition, I introduce many concepts in rather narrow
settings - for instance, I define the fundamental group only for manifolds.
These choices represent limits of both space and purpose: rather than
giving a comprehensive overview, I have tried merely to highlight the
tools that have already proven valuable in (2+l)-dimensional gravity.

A.I Homeomorphisms and diffeomorphisms

Let us begin by recalling the meaning of 'topology' in our context. Two
spaces M and N are homeomorphic - written as M « N - if there is an
invertible mapping / : M -» N such that

1. / is bijective, that is, both / and f~l are one-to-one and onto; and

2. both / and f~l are continuous.

Such a mapping is called a homeomorphism, and M and N are said
to have the same topology. Roughly speaking, this means that M can
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be continuously deformed into N, without any cutting or tearing; the
homeomorphism / can be viewed as the instructions for this deformation.

If M and N are differentiable manifolds, the second condition on /
can be strengthened to the requirement that / and f~l be differentiable.
In that case, M and N are said to be diffeomorphic, and / is called a
diffeomorphism. In general, being diffeomorphic is a stronger condition
than being homeomorphic, but in two and three dimensions, it can be
shown that the two conditions are equivalent. This is no longer true
in four dimensions, and the difference leads to the concept of 'exotic'
differentiable structures [40].

A.2 The mapping class group

Valuable information about a manifold M can often be gained by looking
at self-diffeomorphisms f : M -+ M. Two such diffeomorphisms f\ and
fi are said to be isotopic if f\ can be smoothly deformed into /2, i.e., if
there is a continuous family of diffeomorphisms

F(s) \M^M (A.1)

with F(0) = / i and F(l) = fi. F(s) is called an isotopy. Most of the
diffeomorphisms that commonly arise in physics are isotopic to the identity
map; that is to say, they can be built up from the identity by a series
of infinitesimal diffeomorphisms. For topologically nontrivial manifolds,
however, there often exist 'large' diffeomorphisms that are not isotopic to
the identity.

The standard example of a large diffeomorphism is a Dehn twist of a
two-dimensional torus T2. This is the mapping from T2 to itself obtained
by cutting the torus along a circumference to form a cylinder, twisting
one end by 2n9 and gluing the ends back together (see figure A.I). Such a
twist is a diffeomorphism - smooth curves are mapped to smooth curves,
for instance - but it is fairly clear that it cannot be built up smoothly
from infinitesimal deformations of T2.

A mapping class is an equivalence class of diffeomorphisms of M, where
/ i is equivalent to fi if the two mappings are isotopic. The set of mapping
classes of M naturally forms a group, the mapping class group, also
called the homeotopy group. The mapping class group of an arbitrary
two-surface is generated by Dehn twists around closed curves. In three or
more dimensions much less is known, but some large diffeomorphisms can
often be described quite explicitly [194]. Such transformations have been
important in attempts to understand the spin and statistics of gravitational
geons [114], and they play a vital role in the formulation of quantum
gravity in 2+1 dimensions.
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Fig. A.I. A Dehn twist is the operation of cutting open a handle of a surface (in
this case a torus) along a closed curve, twisting one end by 2n, and then regluing.

A.3 Connected sums

It is often useful to build a complicated manifold out of simpler building
blocks. The ordinary (Cartesian) product is one such construction: if M
and N are m- and n-dimensional manifolds, then M x N is an (m + n)-
dimensional manifold. Many of the three-manifolds that occur in (2+1)-
dimensional gravity have a product structure [0,1] x Z, where [0,1] is a
closed interval and S is a surface.

Manifolds of the same dimension can also be combined by means of
connected sums. Let P and Q be connected n-dimensional manifolds, with
points p G P and q G Q. The connected sum P#<2 is formed by deleting
small H-dimensional balls around p and q and identifying the resulting
spherical boundaries by an orientation-reversing map. The topology of
P # 2 c a n be shown to be independent of the choice of points p and q
and the gluing map. It is not hard to see that the n-sphere is an 'identity
element' for the connected sum, i.e., M#Sn « M.

In two dimensions, orientable surfaces can be formed by taking con-
nected sums of copies of the torus T2. A surface of genus g is a connected
sum of g copies of the torus,

g times

(A.2)

i.e., a 'g-holed donut'. Such a surface is said to have g handles. A
basic result in the classification of surfaces is that any compact orientable
two-manifold is homeomorphic to either a two-sphere or some surface of
genus g > 1.

In three dimensions, a similar decomposition theorem holds, although
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the basic ingredients are more poorly understood. A prime manifold is
a three-manifold that cannot be written as a connected sum. It can be
shown that any three-manifold has an almost unique decomposition as a
connected sum of prime manifolds [146]. Unfortunately, while many of
the prime manifolds are known, we do not have a complete classification.
Nevertheless, connected sums of known prime manifolds often provide
useful physical models; for example, 'adding a wormhole' to a three-
manifold M can be represented topologically as forming the connected
sum M#{S2 x S1).

A.4 The fundamental group

To characterize the topology of a manifold M, we must find topological
invariants, quantities associated with M that are invariant under homeo-
morphisms. One such topological invariant is the fundamental group
TCI(M), also known as the first homotopy group of M. Roughly speaking,
the fundamental group counts the number of 'topologically distinct' closed
curves on M. On the plane, for instance, any loop can be deformed into
any other without breaking, and the fundamental group has only one
element. On the annulus, in contrast, distinct loops can be characterized
by a winding number, and the fundamental group is isomorphic to the
group of integers.

Let us make these notions more precise. A curve from xo to xi in M
can be represented as a continuous mapping

y : [ 0 , l ] - + M , y(O) = x 0 , y(l) = xi. (A.3)

A loop based at xo is a curve with y(0) = y(l) = xo. Two loops based
at xo are said to be homotopic if one can be continuously deformed into
the other without moving the base point; that is, y\ ~ 72 if there is a
continuous map

F : [0,1] x [0,1] -> M (A.4)

such that

) = x0. (A.5)

It is easy to check that homotopy is an equivalence relation; if yi ~ 72
and 72 ~ 73, then 71 ~ 73. We denote the class of loops homotopic to 7
by [7], and the set of all homotopy classes by TTI(M,XO).
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On the plane, we can always choose an interpolating function

F(t,s) = sy2(t) + (l-s)yi(t). (A.6)

This provides a homotopy between any two loops 71 and 72, and the plane
thus has only one homotopy class. On the annulus, in contrast, such a
simple construction will fail: for some values of s, the image of F will
typically lie outside the annulus. This is not surprising, since we should
not expect to be able to deform a loop around the center of an annulus
to one that does not enclose the central hole. Instead, it may be shown
that any two loops with the same winding number are homotopic, and
that the homotopy classes of the annulus are labeled by the integers.

To make TTI(M,XO) into a group, we must define a product, a unit
element, and an inverse. To obtain a product of homotopy classes, we
first construct a product of individual loops. The product of two loops 71
and 72 is the loop obtained by going first around 71 and then around 72,

if t < 1/2

" " W P . - ! ) if t > 1/2. (A'7>

For such a product of individual loops to make sense as a product of
homotopy classes, the result must be independent of which loop we choose
to represent each equivalence class,

a • y ~ /? • <5 if a ~ ft and 7 ~ 8. (A.8)

Fortunately, this is true, and we can unambiguously define a product on
7Ti(M,xo) by

[7i] '[72] = [71 '7il (A.9)

For the annulus, for instance, this product corresponds to ordinary addi-
tion, since the result of attaching a loop with winding number m to one
with winding number n is a loop with winding number m + n. For more
complicated manifolds, this product need not be commutative.

The unit element for this product is the homotopy class of the constant
path c : [0,1] 1—• xo- A loop is thus homotopic to the identity if it can be
shrunk to the base point xo- Such a loop is said to be contractible.

To define the inverse of a homotopy class, we take the 'inverse' of a
loop 7 to be the loop obtained by traversing 7 in the opposite direction,

This is not really an inverse, since 71 • 7J"1 ^ c, but it is not hard to prove
that the product 71 • 7J"1 can be deformed to the constant map, so

[7] • [7-1] = [c]. (A.11)
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Once again, this definition has an obvious significance on the annulus: the
inverse of a loop with winding number n is a loop with winding number
—n, and the product of the two can be unwound and shrunk to a point.

It is not hard to show that TCI(M,XO) is indeed a group. From its
construction, this group depends on both the manifold M and the base
point xo. If Af is connected, however, the base point dependence is
largely illusory: for any two points xo and xi, TCI(M,XO) and 7ri(M,xi) are
isomorphic. In practice, it is therefore common to drop the reference to
the base point and to refer to the fundamental group n\(M).

A manifold M is said to be simply connected if all loops in M are
homotopic to the identity. The fundamental group of a simply connected
manifold is the trivial group, consisting only of the unit element. A
standard example of a simply connected manifold is the n-dimensional
sphere Sn for n > 1. (This is the theorem that 'you can't lasso a sphere'.)

The importance of the fundamental group comes from the fact that
it is a topological invariant: if M is homeomorphic to JV, then n\(M)
is isomorphic to n\(N). For two-dimensional surfaces, in fact, n\(M)
completely characterizes the topology: any two surfaces with isomorphic
fundamental groups are homeomorphic. In more than two dimensions
this is no longer true, but the fundamental group still gives an important
partial characterization of the topology.

A.5 Covering spaces

The fundamental group is essentially a description of the way closed
curves wind around a manifold. It is often useful to 'unwrap' these
curves, associating with the original manifold a 'larger' manifold with
fewer noncontractible curves.

A covering space of M is a new manifold that looks locally like a
discrete set of copies of M. More precisely, a covering space of M is a
manifold JV, together with a projection p : JV —> M such that

1. p is surjective (onto) and continuous; and

2. every point x e M has a neighborhood U such that p~l{U) is
homeomorphic to U x A, where A is a discrete space.

The cardinality of p-1(x) is called the multiplicity of the covering at the
point x, and a point y G p~l{x) is said to lie above x. If the multiplicity
is a constant n, we speak of an n-fold covering. Figure A.2, for instance,
shdws a two-fold covering of an annulus.

A path y in M is said to lift to a path y in JV if p o y = y. The lift y
is not quite unique: for an n-fold covering, the initial point y(0) = x of
y can be lifted to any one of the n points j/,- e p~{(x) lying above x. But
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Fig. A.2. A double covering of the annulus is obtained by identifying the two
edges (labeled A) of this figure.

this is the only source of ambiguity; once the starting point y(0) is fixed,
y is determined uniquely.

Notice that in figure A.2, a loop with winding number two on the
annulus lifts to a loop with winding number one in the covering space,
while loop with winding number one lifts to an open path. Since the
lifting process can 'unwrap' a loop, we should expect that a covering
space will have a simpler fundamental group than the original manifold.
Moreover, by choosing different covering spaces we can unwrap different
sets of loops, so we might expect to find a variety of different ways of
simplifying m(M).

This intuition is correct. If N is a covering space of M with projection
p : N —> M, p can be used to project loops from N to M. This projec-
tion induces a group homomorphism p* : n\(N9y) -» n\(M,p(y)) between
fundamental groups, which is one-to-one but not necessarily onto. Con-
sequently, the image of 7Ci(iV) under p* is a subgroup of n\(M\ called the
characteristic subgroup of the covering space. The characteristic subgroup
essentially consists of those noncontractible loops in M that lift to loops
rather than open paths in N.

If M is connected, it turns out that any subgroup of n\(M) is the
characteristic subgroup of some covering space. In other words, given
any subgroup G of n\(M\ we can find a covering space in which all of
the loops of 7i\(M) are 'unwrapped' except for those in G. In particular,
the trivial group {1} is always a subgroup of n\(M\ so there must be a
covering space whose fundamental group is trivial. This simply connected
covering space is called the universal cover of M, and is denoted by M.
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A.6 Quotient spaces

If a covering space of a manifold M is a 'larger' space with a simpler
fundamental group, a quotient space is a 'smaller' space with a more com-
plicated fundamental group. Perhaps the simplest example of a quotient
space is a circle obtained from the real line by identifying each point x
with the points x + 2nn. The translations x ^ x + 2nn can be viewed as
an action of the group of integers Z on the real numbers R, and each
point in the circle is an equivalence class under this action. The set of
points equivalent to x is called the orbit of x under the group action, and
the set of orbits is the quotient space R/Z.

This construction can be generalized to apply to the action of an
arbitrary group on an arbitrary manifold. Given a transformation group
G acting on a manifold M, we again define orbits as equivalence classes
under the group action, and write the space of orbits as M/G. There is
a natural projection p : M —• M/G of points in M to their orbits; we fix
the point set topology of M/G by defining open sets in M/G to be those
sets U for which p (U) is open in M.

In general, a quotient space M/G defined in this way will not be a
manifold. For instance, let M be a circle and let G be the group generated
by a rotation by an irrational angle. It is easy to see that a typical orbit
will be a dense set of points in the circle, and it is intuitively clear that
the quotient space will not be very well-behaved (in fact, it won't even be
Hausdorff). If we want M/G to have nice topological properties, we will
need additional conditions on the group action.

The appropriate requirements are that the action of G be free and
properly discontinuous. An action of G on M is free if the isotropy group
Gx = {g e G : gx = x} is trivial at every point, that is, gx =/= x unless g is
the identity. An action is properly discontinuous if

1. any two points x and xr in M that do not lie on the same orbit have
neighborhoods U and U' such that gU n Ur = 0 for all g e G;

2. for each x e M, the isotropy group Gx is finite; and

3. every point x € M has a neighborhood U such that g U = U for
g G Gx, and gU n U = 0 for g £ Gx

x.
In essence, these conditions ensure that an open subset of M will overlap
with only a finite number of its images under G, thus avoiding the obvious
pathologies that could occur in the quotient space.

If G acts freely and properly discontinuously on a manifold M, it may
be shown that the quotient M/G is a manifold. If the action is properly
discontinuous but not free, M/G is an orbifold, essentially a manifold with
certain mild singularities. A typical orbifold is the quotient of the plane
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by the group generated by a 2n/n rotation: the action is not free at the
origin, and the quotient is a manifold with a conical singularity.

Each point in the quotient M/G is an orbit in M, and each such orbit
may be labeled by a giving a point p € M lying on the orbit. A complete
set F of such representatives (or its closure) with a suitable topology is
called a fundamental region for the action of G on M.

In general, the topology of a quotient M/G will be quite complicated.
But if M is simply connected and if G is a finite group acting freely on
M, it may be shown that

m(M/G) » G. (A.12)

In that case, we can relate the quotient construction to our earlier discus-
sion of covering spaces: the projection p : M —> M/G is a covering map,
and M is the universal cover of M/G. The circle R/Z again provides a
nice example of this phenomenon: for M = R and G — Z, it is indeed
true that TTI(R/Z) = %\(Sl) « Z.

It turns out that a sort of converse of (A.12) is also true: any connected
manifold M can be written as a quotient space

M « M/m(M\ (A.13)

where M is the universal covering space of M. Foijhis expression to make
sense, we must specify an action of n\(M) on M. The basic idea is to
unwrap loops in M into open paths in M, and to map the starting point
of each path to its endpoint. More precisely, let y be a noncontractible
loop in M based at x, representing an element [y] e TTI(M,X), and let y\
be a point in M lying over x (i.e., p{$\) — x). We saw in thejast section
that y lifts to a unique path y in M starting at y\. Since M is simply
connected, y will be an open path, with an endpoint y(l) = yi that also
lies over x. We define a map Dy by y2 = Dyy\.

Now consider any other point xf e M different from the basepoint x.
Choose a path a from xf to x, and recall that a"1 denotes the reverse path
from x to xr, so the composite path a"1 o y o a is a closed loop based at x'.
We can now construct a map Da-ioyoa exactly as above. It can be shown
that D is actually independent of the particular path a, and depends only
on thejiomotopy class of y. We have therefore defined a transformation
D[y] : M —• M for each [y] £ ni(M)9 which by its construction satisfies
p o D[y] = p. Such a transformation is called a dec/c transformation or
covering transformation of M.

It is straightforward to check that
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so the deck transformations give an action of m(M) on M. This action
can be shown to be free and properly discontinuous. It is then evident
that the quotient M/n\(M) determined by this action identifies all of the
points yi G M lying above any given point x G M, thus collapsing M
down to a single copy of M, verifying (A. 13).

A.7 Geometrization

Quotient spaces as we have defined them are topological constructs, but
it is often possible to add additional structure. For example, if M has
a Riemannian metric and G is a group of isometries of that metric,
then M/G will inherit a metric; if M is a complex manifold and G acts
holomorphically, M/G will inherit a complex structure.

In two dimensions, one of the fundamental results of Riemajnn surface
theory, the uniformization theorem, makes use of this fact. Let C = C U oo
be the Riemann sphere, with its standard metric of constant curvature
+1,

2 4dzdz
d ( A 1 5 )

let C be the complex plane, with its standard metric of constant curvature
0,

ds2 = dzdz; (A.16)

and let H2 = {z G C : Imz > 0} be the upper half-plane, with its standard
metric of constant curvature —1,

It can be shown that every surface is homeomorphic to Z)/F, where D is
either C, C, or H2 and F is a properly discontinuous group of isometries
of the constant curvature metric on D. This means that every surface
admits a constant curvature metric, and that the classification of such
metrics may be reduced to an algebraic problem of classifying groups of
isometries of a few covering spaces. We thus obtain a fruitful connection
between topology, geometry, and algebra.

An important open question is whether this idea can be extended to
three-dimensional manifolds. As in two dimensions, there are a small
number of 'geometric' three-manifolds that can occur as covering spaces.
Thurston's geometrization conjecture is that any three-manifold can be
decomposed into pieces that are quotient spaces of one of these geometric
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Fig. A.3. A triangle is subdivided by inserting an additional vertex and three
additional edges. See figure 11.3 for the subdivision of a tetrahedron.

manifolds (the exact definition of 'decomposition' is a bit complicated).
This conjecture has been shown to hold in a large number of special cases,
but a general proof is still lacking [257].

A.8 Simplices and Euler numbers

To understand (2+l)-dimensional gravity, we shall need one more key
topological invariant, the Euler number of a manifold. Let us start with
a simple example, a two-dimensional surface. Any surface 2 can be
triangulated, that is, broken up into a set of triangles joined along their
edges (see figure 11.1). Given such a triangulation, the Euler number x of
2 is defined as

where F is the number of faces, E is the number of edges, and V is the
number of vertices in the triangulation.

It is not too hard to show that #(2) depends only on the surface 2, and
not on the triangulation. This can be made plausible by considering the
effect of subdividing a triangle (see figure A.3): the subdivision introduces
two new faces, three new edges, and one new vertex, thus leaving x
unchanged. It is also clear that #(2) is a topological invariant of Z, that
is, that it is preserved by homeomorphisms.

To generalize this construction to higher dimensions, we first need the
p-dimensional generalization of a triangle. Given a set of p + 1 linearly
independent vertices {xi,...,xp+i} € Rn, a p-simplex ov is the set

{
i=i >=i

The jth face of ov is the subsimplex {x e ap : Xj = 0}. A simplicial complex
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is a set of simplices joined along common faces, or more precisely a set
K of simplices satisfying the following conditions:

1. If <JP G K, then all of the faces of op are also in K; and

2. If <rp, aq e K, then either op n oq = 0 or op D aq is a common face
of ap and aq.

The dimension of K is defined to be the maximum dimension of a simplex
in K. A triangulated surface, for instance, is homeomorphic to a simplicial
complex of dimension 2; a 3-simplex is a solid tetrahedron.

The Euler number of an m-dimensional simplicial complex K is defined
in exact analogy to the two-dimensional case:

X(K) = f ( - l ^ , (A.20)
p=0

where Np is the number of p-simplices ap in K. #(K) can again be
shown to be a topological invariant, and can therefore be defined for any
manifold homeomorphic to a simplicial complex. An important result is
that %(M) = 0 for any closed odd-dimensional manifold.

For dimension greater than two, the Euler number gives only limited
information about the topology. More powerful topological invariants, the
homology groups, can be built from simplicial complexes, but I shall not
discuss these here; see, for instance, [192] or [204]. It is worth mentioning
that the choice of dividing a manifold into simplices instead of other
building blocks is somewhat arbitrary; for instance, a 'cell decomposition'
of a M into p-dimensional balls can also be used to determine the Euler
number and the homology groups.

The Euler number is important in part because of the Poincare-Hopf
index theorem, which relates x(M) to the properties of vector fields on M.
Let v be a vector field with a zero at some point x e M. The index of v
at x is a measure of the directional change of v around x, determined as
follows. Choose a neighborhood of x homeomorphic to R", and consider
a small (n — l)-sphere S€ around x. The unit vector v/\v\ on S€ can then
be viewed as a map from S€ to the unit sphere, and the index of v at x is
defined as the degree of this map.* In two dimensions, the index measures
the number of times v rotates as we move counterclockwise around x; a
source has index 1, while a saddle has index —1.

The Poincare-Hopf theorem states that if v is any smooth vector field
with isolated zeros on a compact oriented manifold M, and if v points

* The degree is the number of times Se covers the unit sphere; for a precise definition, see
reference [76], [192], or [196].
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Fig. A.4. A torus may be cut open to form a parallelogram.

outward at each boundary component of M, then [196]

ind(v) =

where ind(v) denotes the sum of the indices of v at all of its zeros. In
particular, a vector field on a compact manifold with x(M) =/= 0 must
have zeros. (This is the theorem that 'you can't comb a hairy billiard ball
without leaving a bald spot'.) Conversely, a vector field with ind(v) = 0
can always be deformed to one that vanishes nowhere on M. This will
be important in appendix B when we discuss the existence of Lorentzian
metrics on (2+l)-dimensional spacetimes.

A.9 An application: topology of surfaces

Let us now apply these ideas to the topology of two-dimensional orientable
surfaces. As noted above, any such surface is homeomorphic to either a
sphere S2 or the connected sum of g tori. The number g is the genus; the
sphere is said to have genus zero.

It is clear that the two-sphere has a trivial fundamental group, that is,
that any loop on S2 is contractible. S2 is thus its own universal covering
space. To obtain its Euler number, note that S2 is homeomorphic to the
surface of a tetrahedron. This surface is a simplicial complex with four
faces, six edges, and four vertices, so by (A. 18), /(S2) = 2.

Next consider the torus T2. Let us cut the surface open to form a
parallelogram P (figure A.4), with edges labeled A, J3, A~l, and B"1;
to recover the original torus, we sew together opposite edges, identifying
A with A~l and B with B~l. It is evident from the figure that A is a
noncontractible curve on T2, and thus represents an element of ni(T2).
A~x represents the same curve traversed in the opposite direction, so as
a homotopy class it is indeed the inverse of A. Similarly, B and B~l

represent another element of n\(T2) and its inverse.
The product AB is a spiral going once around the torus. Other noncon-

tractible curves can be obtained by taking more complicated products, and
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Fig. A.5. The torus of figure A.4 can be duplicated to form a tiling of the plane.
Corresponding points in any two tori are related by transformations (A.24).

in fact, any noncontractible curve on T2 is homotopic to some product
of this type; that is, A and B generate n\(T2). These generators are not
independent, however: the curve ABA~lB~l, which encircles the parallel-
ogram in figure A.4, can clearly be shrunk to a point. The fundamental
group of the torus therefore has two generators and one relation,

= (A,B (A.22)

The relation simply means that the two generators commute, so TCI(T2) is
a free abelian group on two generators,

~ 7 m 7 f A 1V\
/ ^ M-A \& JLJ. yr^..z*~) j

To obtain the universal cover of T2, first place the parallelogram P of
figure A.4 on the complex plane, with vertices 0, 1, T, and T + 1, where
T is a complex number with positive imaginary part, the modulus. By
duplicating this figure, we obtain a 'tiling', or tessellation, of the plane, as
in figure A.5. We can move from a point on one parallelogram to the
corresponding point on another by means of a transformation of the form

(A.24)
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These transformations describe a free, properly discontinuous action of
Z ® Z on C, and we can form the quotient space C/Z © Z. The transfor-
mation zi-^z + 1 identifies the edges A and A~l of P, while Z H Z + T
identifies B and B"1, so the quotient space is simply the original torus,
and C can be identified as the universal cover of T2. Each parallelogram
in figure A.4 is a fundamental region for the group action.

This quotient space representation allows us to see the action of the
mapping class group of T2 - also known as the modular group - quite
explicitly. Consider a Dehn twist around the curve B - that is, cut the
torus open along B, twist by 2n, and reglue the edges. This process will
clearly not change B, but A will be twisted into a spiral, A i—• AB. The
effect on the tiling of the plane will thus be to shift x to x + 1. A Dehn
twist around A is a bit harder to visualize, but its effect is to transform T
to T/(T + 1). These two transformations generate the mapping class group
of the torus; a more common, but equivalent, representation is given by

T

T : x -* T + 1. (A.25)

We next consider the geometry corresponding to this quotient construc-
tion. A torus C/Z © Z will inherit a flat metric and a complex structure
from the plane. Tori obtained from parallelograms with different values of
x will all be homeomorphic, of course - any torus is homeomorphic to any
other - but in general, the homeomorphisms will not be isometries. Hence
different values of x will ordinarily label different flat metrics on T2. The
resulting parameter space {T G C : Imx > 0} is called the Teichmiiller
space Jf of the torus.

Not all values of x give distinct geometries, however. We have seen
that diffeomorphisms in the mapping class group, which surely cannot
change the metric, do change x. If we identify the values of x that differ by
transformations of the form (A.25), we obtain the true parameter space
of flat metrics on the torus modulo diffeomorphisms, the moduli space.
Points in moduli space are orbits of the mapping class group, which acts
properly discontinuously on Teichmiiller space; if we denote the mapping
class group by 2f9 the torus moduli space is the quotient space Jf = Jf JQ).
A fundamental region for the group action is the 'keyhole' region shown
in figure A.6.

Finally, to obtain the Euler number of the torus we must find a trian-
gulation of T2. A suitable triangulation is shown in figure A.7, and by
counting simplices we see that x{T2) = 0.

We are now ready to tackle higher genus surfaces 2g. Just as a torus
can be cut open into a parallelogram, a genus g surface can be dissected
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Fig. A.6. A fundamental region for the action of the modular group (A.25) on
the upper half-plane is given by the region —1/2 < T < 1/2, |T| > 1. Points
T = —1/2 + iT2 and T = 1/2 + I*T2 must be identified in this figure, as must points
T = exp{i0} and T = exp{—i6}.

into a 4g-sided polygon, with alternating edges identified as in figure A.8.
It is not hard to see that sets of four adjacent edges will glue back together
to give 'handles' of Sg. The sides of this 4g-gon are again noncontractible
curves, and represent elements of the fundamental group of Xg. As in the
case of the torus, there is one relation among these generators, since the
path completely surrounding the 4g-gon can be shrunk to a point. Hence

Bu = 1 (A.26)

A group of this form is called a surface group. Note that for genus greater
than one, rci(Eg) will no longer be abelian.

To obtain the universal cover of Zg, we would again like to tile the plane
with 4g-gons. This is not possible on the flat plane. However, it may be
shown that appropriate tessellations do exist on the hyperbolic plane H2,
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Fig. A.7. To obtain a torus, one must identify opposite edges of this diagram.
Vertices labeled by the same letter are therefore identified, and it is easy to see
that the diagram contains 20 faces, 30 edges, and 10 vertices.

Fig. A.8. A genus two surface can be cut open to form an octagon, with edges
identified as shown. (See also figure 4.1.)

as illustrated in figure A.9. The corresponding transformation groups can
be shown to be discrete subgroups of PSL(2, R), the group of isometries
of the constant negative curvature metric (A. 17). These subgroups again
act properly discontinuously, and we can write

Lg « rl /I , (A.z/j

where T is a representation of n\(Lg) in PSX(2,R). Like the torus, the
surface Zg inherits a metric - now with constant negative curvature -
from its covering space.

The surface Zg admits a group of large diflfeomorphisms, generated by
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Fig. A.9. The Poincare disk - H2 with the metric (4.2) - is tessellated by octagons
corresponding to a genus two surface. The central octagon is that of figure 4.1;
it and the other octagons in the figure are, in fact, isometric. [Image created
by Deva Van Der Werf, 1993. Copyright by the Regents of the University of
Minnesota for the Geometry Center (http://www.geom.umn.edu). Used with
permission.]

Dehn twists around noncontractible curves. This mapping class group
Q)g will again act on the tiling of H2 by Sg by mixing the generators
of TTi(Sg). It may be shown that this action gives precisely the outer
automorphisms''' of n\(Lg) [37]. Now, however, it is much harder to
express these transformations explicitly in terms of changes in the tiling,
and no simple analog of equation (A.25) is known. We can again define the
genus g Teichmiiller space Jf% as the space of tilings, and the moduli space
Jfg = jVg/Qjg as the space of inequivalent constant negative curvature
metrics, but an explicit parameterization becomes much more difficult.

Finally, let us compute the Euler number of 2 g . The simplest approach

The inner automorphisms Inn(G) of a group G are the transformations of the form
g i-> hghr1; the outer automorphisms are the equivalence classes Aut(G)/Inn(G).
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is to take advantage of the fact that £g « T2#£g_i, where # denotes
the connected sum. Given triangulations of Sg_i and T2, we can form
the required connected sum by removing one face from each surface and
identifying three edges and three vertices. The lost edges and vertices
cancel in the Euler number (A. 18), but the total number of faces is
reduced by two. Thus

g g - 2, (A.28)

and using our previous result that x(T2) = 0, we see that

(A.29)
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Lorentzian metrics and causal structure

In general relativity we are interested in both the topology and the
geometry of spacetime. The body of this book concentrates on geometrical
issues in (2+l)-dimensional gravity and their physical implications, while
appendix A introduces some basic topological concepts. The purpose
of this appendix is to briefly discuss a set of issues intermediate between
topology and geometry: issues of the large scale structure, and in particular
the causal structure, of a spacetime with a Lorentzian metric.

Questions of large scale structure have played a very important role
in recent work in (3+l)-dimensional general relativity, leading to general
theorems about singularities, causality, and topology change. A thorough
discussion is given in reference [145] (see also [123]). Many of these
general results have not yet been applied to 2+1 dimensions, and I shall
not attempt to review them here; my aim is merely to introduce the ideas
that have already found a use in (2+l)-dimensional gravity.

B.I Lorentzian metrics

To specify a spacetime, we need a manifold M with a Lorentzian metric,
that is (in three dimensions) a metric g of signature (—h +). Such a
metric determines a light cone at each point in M. A spacetime M is
time-orientable if a continuous choice of the future light cone can be
made, that is, if there is a global distinction between the past and future
directions. Similarly, M is space-orientable if there is a global distinction
between left- and right-handed spatial coordinate frames.

A line element field, or direction field, is a continuous choice of an
unordered pair (n, — n) of nowhere vanishing vectors on M. It is not hard
to show that a paracompact manifold M will admit a Lorentzian metric
if and only if it admits a line element field. Indeed, if g is a Lorentzian
metric on M, we can choose an arbitrary auxiliary Riemannian (positive

236
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definite) metric h - such a metric always exists if M is paracompact - and
consider the eigenvalue equation

g»vnv = A V " v . (B.I)

This equation will have one negative eigenvalue, with a corresponding
eigenvector that can be normalized by setting

g ^ a V = _ i ? (B.2)

which fixes n up to overall sign. Thus (rc, — n) will be a line element field.
Conversely, if M admits a line element field (n, —n), we can again choose
a Riemannian metric h9 normalized so that

V*V = 1, (B.3)

and set

x)(hvpn<>) + V - (B.4)

It is easy to check that ĝ v is then a Lorentzian metric, and that n̂  is a
unit timelike vector.

A time orientation of M amounts to a continuous choice of the sign of
n. Thus M will admit a time-orientable Lorentzian metric if and only if
it admits a nowhere vanishing vector field. This makes it possible to use
the Poincare-Hopf index theorem (see appendix A) to determine which
topologies are potential candidates for (2+l)-dimensional spacetimes.

Consider first a noncompact manifold M. A typical vector field on
M will have zeros, but these zeros can always be 'pushed off to infinity'.
Given a vector field n with an isolated zero at some point x, we can find
a sequence of points {xj starting at x and having no limit point, and a
sequence of diffeomorphisms that successively move the zero from x,- to
x,-+i. Taking the limit, and repeating for each zero of n, we obtain a vector
field on M with no zeros, and hence a Lorentzian metric.

If M is closed - that is, compact and without boundary - then the
Poincare-Hopf index theorem tells us that a nowhere vanishing vector
field exists if and only if the Euler number x(M) vanishes. But the Euler
number of an odd-dimensional closed manifold is always zero, so we can
again obtain a nowhere vanishing vector field, and hence a time-orientable
Lorentzian metric.

If M is compact and has a boundary, on the other hand, both the
mathematics and the physics become a bit more complicated. The natural
physical question is now this: given a three-manifold M with a boundary
dM = Z~ U E+, can one find a time-orientable Lorentzian metric such
that S~ is the spacelike past boundary of M and H+ is the spacelike
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future boundary? To answer this question we can use the same kinds of
topological tools, but we will now have to pay attention to the direction
of the vector field n on dM, since this field determines the direction of
time and thus distinguishes past and future boundaries.

To analyze this case, we need a slight generalization of the Poincare-
Hopf index theorem [242]. Recall from appendix A that if v is a vector
field pointing outward at each boundary component of M, the index of v
- the sum of the degree of v/\v\ at each of its zeros - satisfies

ind(v) = X(M), (B.5)

and v can be deformed to a nowhere vanishing vector field if and only if
ind(v) = 0. To obtain a corresponding result for a vector field n pointing
inward at Z"~, let us first extend M slightly at this boundary. That is, if
N = [0, e] x £~ is the three-dimensional 'cylinder' with cross-section E~~,
we construct a new manifold

M = M US- N (B.6)

by attaching N to M along S~. It is clear that any vector field n cm
M that points inward at S~ can be extended to a vector field h on M,
perhaps with new zeros in N, that points outward at the new boundary.
Then since both h and its restriction w|# to N point outward at the
relevant boundaries, we can apply the Poincare-Hopf theorem to M and
N, obtaining

ind(n) = X(M)

ind(ft\N) = X(N). (B.7)

But it is clear from the definition of the index that ind(h) = ind(n) +
ind(h\N), so

ind(n) = X(M) - x(N) = X(M) - X(N), (B.8)

where the last equality comes from the fact the M is homeomorphic to
M. Finally, we use the fact that x(N) = x(%~) (the Cartesian product with
the interval 'adds no topology') to obtain the relationship

. (B.9)

Reversing the direction of n, the same argument shows that

But it is also the case that in odd dimensions, ind(-n) = —ind(n\ so
combining (B.9) and (B.10), we see that
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For n to have no zeros, this index must vanish. We have thus shown
that a compact three-manifold M with boundary E~ U 2 + admits a
time-orientable Lorentzian metric with past spacelike boundary Z~ and
future spacelike boundary D+ if and only if #(S+) = x(2"). In short, time-
orientable Lorentzian metrics on compact spacetimes require 'conservation
of Euler number'.

B.2 Lorentz cobordism

This description of spatial topology change suggests a related, but slightly
different, question. In the preceding section, we started with a three-
manifold M with a given boundary Z~UZ+, and asked whether a suitable
Lorentzian metric existed on M. We could instead start with two surfaces
S~ and S + and ask whether any Lorentzian manifold interpolates between
them [242, 296].

Let Mi and M2 be two (not necessarily connected) n-manifolds. A
cobordism between M\ and M2 is an (n + l)-dimensional manifold M
whose boundary is the disjoint union dM = M\ UM2. A Lorentz cobordism
is a cobordism M along with a Lorentzian metric on M such that M\ and
M2 are spacelike, M\ is the past boundary of M, and Mi is the future
boundary.

In four or more dimensions, not every pair of manifolds is cobordant.
For n < 4, however, it can be shown that any two orientable manifolds are
cobordant [197]. In particular, there exists a cobordism between any pair
of orientable surfaces. Such a cobordism is easy to visualize: to connect a
surface of genus g\ to one of genus g2, simply take a genus g\ handlebody
(that is, a 'solid genus g\ surface') and cut out a genus gi handlebody
from its interior.

Combining this fact with the results of the previous section, we see that
a compact time-oriented Lorentz cobordism exists between two surfaces
2~ and Z+ if and only if ^(H~) = #(£+). This cobordism is by no means
unique: given one manifold M connecting 2~ and S+, we can change
the topology of M away from the boundaries - for instance, by taking a
connected sum with a closed orientable three-manifold - and the results
of the last section guarantee that we can again find a Lorentzian metric
on the new manifold. There are thus a huge (in fact, infinite) number of
Lorentzian manifolds joining initial and final surfaces with the same Euler
number.

A noncompact Lorentz cobordism, moreover, can be found between
any two orientable surfaces, even if their Euler numbers differ. Let us
take any compact manifold M that is a cobordism between Z~ and Z+

and try to construct a Lorentzian metric on M. Proceeding as in the
last section, we will obtain a vector field n pointing inward at Z~ and
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outward at E+, but now with a nonzero index; that is to say, n will
now have zeros at some set of points x,- G M. But we can 'kill' these
zeros by simply cutting out the points x,-, giving us a new noncompact
manifold Mr = M\{xt} with a Lorentzian metric. Of course, the missing
points make M' rather physically uninteresting, but we can push these
points off to infinity by means of a conformal transformation to obtain a
somewhat more reasonable spacetime. Alternatively, Sorkin has pointed
out that if we drop the requirement of time-orientability, the zeros of n
can be eliminated by cutting out a small ball around each point x,- and
identifying the antipodal points of the resulting spherical boundary. This
process will give us a new compact manifold M" that is topologically the
connected sum of M with copies of real projective space RP3. The vector
field n will not be well-behaved under such identifications, of course,
but the line element field (n, — n) will be, so we will be able to find a
non-time-orientable Lorentzian metric on M".

B.3 Closed timelike curves and causal structure

The topology changes we have found come at a cost, however: topology-
changing universes typically involve causality violations. We have seen
that if x(E+) =£ #(£~), a topology-changing spacetime must either have
some 'missing points' or else be non-time-orientable. Geroch has found an
even stronger result: if compact initial and final surfaces Z~ and E+ are
not homeomorphic, then any compact time-oriented Lorentz cobordism
between them must contain closed timelike curves [122].

The proof of this result is reasonably straightforward. We have seen
that a time-oriented Lorentzian metric on M determines a timelike vector
field n. If M is compact and contains no closed timelike curves, an integral
curve of n starting at a point x e l " must end at some point x' G Z4".
The mapping x»—• xf is then the required homeomorphism between Z~
and E+. Moreover, by following the integral curves forward from Z~, we
can obtain a complete time-slicing of M, thus proving that M must have
the product topology M « [0,1] x Z.

Closed timelike curves signal an obvious violation of causality. To
further describe the causal structure of spacetime, it is useful to define
several new mathematical objects. (For more detail, see [123] or [145];
note, though, that some definitions differ slightly from source to source.)
In particular, we need some notion of 'space at a given time' in order to
ask whether the future can be completely determined from data 'now'.

A slice S of an n-dimensional spacetime M is an embedded spacelike
(n — l)-dimensional submanifold that is closed as a subset of M. The
condition of closure is required to eliminate 'small' submanifolds such as
the disk x2 + y2 < 1 in R3. (The closed disk x2 + y2 < 1 is excluded
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Fig. B.I. The domain of dependence of the slice S is the region in which all
physics can be predicted or retrodicted from data on S.

because it is not a manifold, since it has a boundary.) The future domain
of dependence of a slice S, D+(S), is the set of points p such that every
past-directed timelike curve from p with no past endpoint* meets S (see
figure B.I). Physically, this means that events in D+(S) are fully determined
by conditions on S - any signal that can reach a point p in D+(S) must
have previously passed through S. The past domain of dependence D~(S),
is defined similarly; the domain of dependence of S is

= D+(S)UD-(S). (B.12)

Points in D(S) are thus those at which all physics can be predicted or
retrodicted from a complete knowledge of physics on S.

A Cauchy surface is a slice whose domain of dependence is all of
spacetime. Not every spacetime admits a Cauchy surface; one that does is
globally hyperbolic. Physically, the information on a Cauchy surface should
suffice to determine all events throughout M; for instance, the specification
of initial data for the Maxwell equations on a Cauchy surface fixes the
value of the electromagnetic field throughout spacetime. The absence of a
Cauchy surface signals a breakdown in global predictability, in the sense
that complete data at any fixed time does not determine the entire past
or future.

* A curve with a past endpoint is one that 'stops' not because of any feature of M, but
merely because we have not defined it to go further.
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The condition of global hyperbolicity places a strong restriction on the
possible topology of spacetime. In fact, it can be shown that if M admits
a Cauchy surface with the topology Z, then M must have the product
topology [0,1] x Z. Once again, a natural (although strong) causality
condition has the effect of prohibiting topology change. Whether such a
restriction is appropriate in quantum gravity is an open question.
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Differential geometry and fiber bundles

The differential geometry required for general relativity is discussed in
most textbooks - see, for instance, [198] or [274] - and there are a
number of other good references available [76, 105, 159]. I will not
attempt to repeat that material here. The purpose of this appendix is
rather to establish notation and conventions and to stress a few aspects of
differential geometry that are not normally covered in such introductions.

C.I Parallel transport and connections

Let M be an n-dimensional differentiate manifold, upon which the usual
structure of vectors, tensors, and differential forms has been defined. In
order to describe the geometry of M, we must be able to compare vectors
at different points; that is, we must have a procedure for transporting
a vector from one point to another. A vector v1* is said to be parallel
transported along a curve x^ = x^(s) if it satisfies the equation

where the F£v is the connection.* Expression (C.I) can be converted to an
integral equation and solved by iteration,

rs

vO(s) = vP(0)- /
Jo

r dx / rsi dxa

= v»(0) - J </Slr£v(x(Sl))— (^/(0) - yo dS2r;T(x(S2))—
= • • • = i/'vMK(0), (C.2)

* Here, as elsewhere in this book, Greek letters /i,v,p,... denote indices in a coordinate
basis. Many of the expressions below are somewhat more complicated in a noncoordinate
basis, but the more general results can be found in standard references.
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where

r rsi JVJ" "i

| f | (C.3)j

Here the symbol P denotes path ordering,

) i f 5l > Sl

B{s2)A{si) ifS2>Sl '

and the path-ordered exponent is defined by its Taylor expansion,

dsiA^-— \

ds\ )

^ o

The parallel transport matrix U is rarely discussed in introductory texts
on differential geometry, but the derivation (C.2) is standard in quantum
mechanics, where it is used to obtain the scattering matrix; see, for
example, section 3.5 of reference [278].

Given a concept of parallel transport and a choice of connection, we
can now define the covariant derivative. The covariant derivative of a
vector field v^ in the direction tangent to a curve x^ = x^(s), for example,
is

(C.6)

dx 1
- p V / = lim - [vp(x(s + e)) - Up

v(s + e,s)vv(s)]
CLS e-+0 €

ds

Note that the parallel transport matrix is needed for such a definition to
make sense: otherwise, the expression in brackets in (C.6) would involve
a difference between vectors at two different points, which is not defined
unless one has a canonical procedure for comparing different tangent
spaces. Covariant derivatives of other types of tensors can be determined
by the Leibnitz rule and the rule that the covariant derivative of a function
/ is just its ordinary derivative.

The torsion T?v of a connection is defined by the equation

(V^Vv-VvV^)/ = r;vVp/ (C.7)

for any function / (again, in a coordinate basis). If the torsion vanishes,
F£v is symmetric in its lower two indices. Given a metric g^v, the condition
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of compatibility with the connection,

= 0, (C.8)

determines a unique torsion-free connection, the Christoffel connection.
A geodesic on M is a curve whose tangent vector is parallel transported,

that is,

dx
u^ = 0, t/ = — . (C.9)

ds

When the connection is written explicitly, this gives equation (1.9). If the
connection is compatible with a metric g^v, a geodesic is also a curve of
extremal arc length.

C.2 Holonomy and curvature

If y : [0,1] —> M is a closed curve, the parallel transport matrix (7(1,0)
is known as the holonomy matrix of y. (This is one of several different
meanings of the word 'holonomy'.) If M is flat Euclidean or Minkowski
space, the holonomy of every curve is the identity. In general, the
holonomies of the set of loops based at a point p form a group, the
holonomy group.

Suppose y is an infinitesimal closed curve that encloses a surface S in
M. The holonomy of y can be computed to lowest order by expanding
the exponential (C.3) and using Stokes' theorem, yielding

f Rp
VGTdSG\ (CIO)

Js
Up

v*dp- f Rp
V

J

where

Rpv<n = W - dxr
p

v - r£vr?M + r?vr^ (c.ii)

is the Riemann curvature tensor. The Ricci tensor is the contraction

Rfiv — RPnpv> (C.12)

and the curvature scalar is

R =

The curvature tensor also determines commutators of covariant deriva-
tives : for instance,
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If a manifold M is flat - that is, if the curvature tensor RP
VGT vanishes

everywhere - and M is also topologically trivial, then M is necessarily a
region of Euclidean (or Minkowski) space. If n\{M) ^= 0, on the other
hand, the vanishing of the curvature does not uniquely determine the
geometry: a noncontractible curve y does not enclose a surface, and we
cannot use Stokes' theorem to evaluate its holonomy.

C.3 Frames and spin connections

It is often useful to introduce a local frame, that is, a set of orthonormal
vectors e^a that satisfy

gflve,aev
b = r,a\ e,aev

br,ab = g^v. (C.15)

In three dimensions, such a frame is often called a triad or dreibein. In
general, the e^ cannot have vanishing covariant derivatives, since this
would imply flatness. Rather, we can write

where co^b is the spin connection. If the connection F£v is torsion-free, it
is easy to see that

Dwea = dea + coa
b A eb = 0, (C.17)

where ea = e^dx11 is the frame one-form and D^, defined by (C.17), is the
gauge-covariant exterior derivative. If F£v is not torsion-free, it may be
checked that D^ea is proportional to the torsion. Equation (C.16) can be
solved for co^b in terms of the metric and the torsion; in 2+1 dimensions,
the solution for the torsion-free case is given by equation (2.63).

The curvature may be obtained in terms of the spin connection by
computing the commutator [VM,Vv]^a. A simple calculation gives

Rab = e^evbR^PadxP A dxG = dcoa
h + coa

c A a>c
b,

where coa
b = co^iydx^ is the spin connection one-form. Equations (C.17)

and (C.18) are the Cartan structure equations.

C.4 The tangent bundle

Many elements of differential geometry and gauge theory are best ex-
pressed in the language of fiber bundles. The archetypical fiber bundle
is the tangent bundle TM of an n-manifold M. A point in TM consists
of a pair (p,vp), where p is a point in M and vp is a tangent vector at p.
There is a natural projection % : TM —> M that takes (p,vp) to p. The
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inverse image n~1(p) is known as the fiber at p; for the tangent bundle, it
is just the tangent space TPM. Locally, TM looks like U x R", where U
is an open set in M. This product structure generally cannot be extended
globally, however; that is, TM as a whole is typically not a product
manifold M x R".

The cotangent bundle T*M has a similar definition; its points are pairs
(p, (Op), where cop is a covariant vector (or one-form) at p. Similarly, the
frame bundle consists of pairs (p, ep), where ea

v is a frame at p.
Much of the differential geometry summarized in the preceding sections

has a natural description in terms of TM. In particular, parallel transport
can be understood as a procedure for lifting curves from M to TM.
Consider a curve y in M and a tangent vector v at y(0). By definition,
the pair (y(0),v) is a point in TM. If we now parallel transport v along
y, we obtain a new vector U(s,0)v at each point 7(5), and thus a curve
(y(s), U(s,0)v) in TM. In contrast to equation (C.I), this lifting' description
does not require an explicit choice of coordinates, and is thus useful for
analyzing global issues.

C.5 Fiber bundles and connections

A fiber bundle is a manifold E with a local product structure that gener-
alizes the properties of the tangent bundle. More precisely, a fiber bundle
with total space £, base space M, and fiber F consists of a space E and a
projection n : E —• M that is locally trivial - for each point x G M, there
is a neighborhood U a M and a homeomorphism O : [ / x F ^ T C " 1 ^ )

such that

7i o ®(x,y) = x, x G 17, y G F. (C.19)

In other words, the region n~{(U) looks like a product [/ x F, with each
fiber 7r-1(x) homeomorphic to F, but this product description need not
be globally valid.

Given two overlapping neighborhoods Ut and Uj in M, one can form
the transition function

<&.. = (Dr1 o <D7- : ([/,- n [/,-) x F ^ ([/,- n Uj) x F. (C.20)

For each fixed x G [/,• n (7,, Oy maps F to itself. We require that the
transition functions be elements of some group G of transformations of
the fiber F ; G is called the structure group. If F is a vector space and G
is a group of linear maps, then E is called a vector bundle. If F is itself
a group G, and the transition functions $ G G act by left multiplication,
then £ is a principle bundle. The tangent bundle TM is a vector bundle;
the frame bundle can be viewed as a principle GL(n, R) bundle.
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A section (or cross-section) of a bundle is a map a : M —• E such that
the image of each point x e M lies in the fiber n~1(x) over x, that is,

n o o{x) = x, x e M. (C.21)

Vector fields are thus sections of the tangent bundle, while charged fields
in quantum electrodynamics are sections of (7(1) bundles.

There are a number of equivalent definitions of a connection on a fiber
bundle, but for the purposes of this book a fairly simple approach is
sufficient. Let E be a vector bundle, and let U be a neighborhood in M
such that 7T~1(t7) « U x F. We can choose a trivialization O and use it
to identify n~l(U) with U x F; this is the analog of choosing a particular
coordinate system in elementary differential geometry. The fiber F is a
vector space, and carries a representation of the structure group G. If
we choose a basis e,- of F, points in n~l(U) can be represented as pairs
(x^,f*), and the generators of G will be matrices (Ta)

lj.
To define parallel transport in £, we again let x^ = x^(s) denote a

curve in M, and choose an initial vector vl at x^(0). The parallel transport
equation analogous to (C.I) is then

where A^ is again called a connection. Once again, parallel transport
defines a lifting of the curve x^(s) from M to E. As in section 1, equation
(C.22) can be solved in terms of a path-ordered exponent,

v(s) =U(s,0)v(0)

t7(si,s2)=Pexp|-jf AfTa—dsj, (C.23)

where I have suppressed the fiber indices. The concepts of covariant
derivative, holonomy, and curvature all generalize in a straightforward
manner. In particular, if

p t p (C.24)

is the covariant derivative, it is easy to check that

y* - dv V + c^A^AA Tav = F^TaV,
(C.25)

where Cbc
a are the structure constants of the group G. Equation (C.25)

shows that the familiar gauge field strength tensor can be interpreted
as the curvature of a bundle connection. Moreover, if y : [0,1] —> M
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is a closed curve, the parallel transport matrix 1/(1,0) again gives the
holonomy, and the exponential (C.23) may be recognized as the 'Wilson
loop' (4.60). The idea that a holonomy may be nonzero even when F^v

vanishes is familiar in gauge theories: the holonomy is then precisely the
Aharonov-Bohm phase shift [6].
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action
Chern-Simons, 28
dynamical triangulation, 192
Einstein-Hilbert, 3, 14

canonical form, 14
conformal properties, 150

Euclidean, 166, 181
first-order, 26, 34, 152
reduced phase space, 19, 89
Regge, 172, 173
scalar field, 30, 199

ADM formalism, 11-15
and classical solutions, 38—41
canonical momenta, 14

adS, see anti-de Sitter space
Aharonov-Bohm phases, 28, 60, 249
analytic torsion, see torsion, Ray-

Singer
angular momentum, 25, 43-5, 49, 196,

198
anomaly, 154, 156
anti-de Sitter space, 49, 69, 197

boundary conditions, 199
scale, 200
upper half-space model, 50

Ashtekar variables, 112-14
automorphic forms, 93, 95, 109-11

inner product, 96
weight, 95

background field method, 153, 213
BF theories, 155

big bang/big crunch, 53
binor calculus, 180
black hole, 46-50, 194-211, 215

angular momentum, 49, 198
as quotient of adS, 49-50, 76,

196-8
degrees of freedom, 209-11
entropy, 195-6, 202, 210
Euclidean, 202-9

as quotient of H3, 204-6
holonomies, 204
periodicity, 205-6

final fate, 216
holonomies, 76, 198, 204
horizon, as boundary, 209-10
horizons, 46-7
Kruskal coordinates, 47-9, 197
mass, 49, 198
Penrose diagram, 48
statistical mechanics, 209-11
supersymmetric, 198
surface gravity, 195
temperature, 195, 200-1
thermodynamics, 195-6, 208
two-point function, 198

periodicity, 200
Bogoliubov coefficients, 201
bone (in Regge calculus), 172
boundary conditions

absolute, 158
Dirichlet, 30-1, 158
in path integral, 157-8

267
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boundary conditions (cont.)
Neumann, 30-1, 158
relative, 158

boundary terms
and boundary conditions, 30
and 'would-be gauge' degrees of

freedom, 32-3
in Chern-Simons action, 29-32,

210
in constraints, 22-5, 35, 190
in Euclidean black hole action,

206-8
in scalar action, 30-1

BRST, 155
BTZ black hole, 46

Cartan structure equations, 246
Cauchy surface, 186, 241
causality, 2, 240-2
cell decomposition, 228
Chern-Simons theory, 27, 77, 168,

181-2, 209
classical solutions

as quotient spaces, 71-7, 165
black hole, 46-50
Euclidean black hole, 203-6
higher genus universes, 58-9
Klein bottle universe, 58
lattice, 185
multiple sources, 45
point particles, 5, 38-45, 184, 214
space of, 67

as cotangent bundle, 68-9
with A < 0, 70
with A > 0, 70

spherical universe, 57
static moduli, 58

as quotient spaces, 61-4
stationary axisymmetric, 38-45
torus universe, 50-7

closed timelike curves, 11, 42, 56, 214,
240

cobordism, 239
Lorentz, 239-40

coloring, 174, 177

commutators
and Poisson brackets, 117
connection representation, 104
first-order, 132
of holonomies, 104, 119
of holonomy traces, 119
of loop variables, 123
of moduli, 90

conical geometry, 41
geometric structure, 66

connected sum, 219-20
in topological field theory, 161
in Turaev-Viro model, 182

connection, 243
Christoffel, 245
flat, 28

and black hole, 198
and geometric structure, 77-9,

168
and path integral, 153
in Euclidean gravity, 168

irreducible, 155
isolated, 155, 156
on a bundle, 248
Poincare, 79-80
reducible, 156
spin, see spin connection
SU(2), 181

connection representation, see quan-
tization, connection representa-
tion

conserved charges, 22, 25, 43-5
first-order formalism, 36

constraints, 14, 20
algebra of, 22, 35
Ashtekar, 113
boundary terms, 22-5, 190
first- and second-order

relationship, 36-7
first-order, 34-5, 132

lattice, 184
Hamiltonian, 2, 14, 17, 19, 136,

146, 165
and sewing, 161, 177-8
in topological field theory, 161

lattice, 171
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momentum, 14, 17, 146
polygonal lattice, 187, 190

contractible, 221
cosmic strings, 5, 214
cosmological constant, 3, 8, 69-70,140,

192, 216
negative, 29, 45, 69-70, 74-6, 80-

4, 105-6, 118, 165, 167, 210
positive, 29, 70, 76-7, 178, 181

cotangent bundle, 247
Cotton tensor, 7
covariant derivative, 244

commutator, 245
covariant phase space, 100-2
covering space, 222-3

universal, 223
curvature scalar, 245
curvature tensor, 3, 245, 246

of a bundle, 248
cusp forms, 92

de Sitter space, 70
deck transformation, 225
deficit angle, 42, 172, 184, 188, 207

as conjugate to horizon size, 208
Lorentzian, 173

degrees of freedom
and boundaries, 32
and geometric structures, 68
lattice, 184
local, 4, 213
reduced phase space, 17, 20
'would-be gauge', 32, 209

Dehn twist, 53, 67, 218, 231
determinant

primed, 149
Weyl rescaling, 151

developing map, see geometric struc-
ture, developing map

diffeomorphisms, 218
and gauge transformations, 27, 37
and topological field theory, 159
asymptotic, 24
generators of, 21-2
large, 27, 53, 218

and sewing, 162

large, see mapping class group
dilaton gravity, 6
Dirac equation, 110
direction field, 236
domain of dependence, 18, 67, 241
double (of a manifold), 165
dreibein, see triad
dynamical triangulation, 191-3

Eisenstein series, 92, 93
entropy

Bekenstein-Hawking, 195
black hole, 195-6, 202, 210

'entropy'
in simplicial sum, 192
in sum over topologies, 168

equitopy, 125
ergodic, 193
Euler number, 10, 184, 190, 192, 227-8

of a surface, 11, 234
evolving constants of motion, 108, 114,

213
exterior derivative

gauge-covariant, 154, 246
extrinsic curvature, 13, 164, 166
extrinsic time, 18

Faddeev-Popov determinant, 133-4,
139, 145-7, 151, 154, 168, 192

and zero-modes, 149, 156-7
in Regge calculus, 173

fiber bundle, 246-9
base space, 247
connection on, 28, 77-8, 248
fiber, 247
section, 248
structure group, 247
total space, 247

field equations, 3
Chern-Simons, 28
first-order, 26

first law of thermodynamics, 202
first-order formalism, 25-9
frame, 25, 246
frame bundle, 247
free (group action), 62, 224
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'frozen time', see quantum gravity,
problem of time

Fuchsian group, 62
fundamental group, 220-2

of quotient space, 225
of surface, 120, 232
of torus, 71, 85, 230

fundamental region, 225

gauge transformations, 21
in first-order formalism, 26

finite, 79
of Chern-Simons action, 29
of holonomies, 82
of Poincare connection, 79

gauge-fixing
and lattice choice, 185
of inner product, 133-4, 139-40
of path integral, 145, 147, 153-4,

173
of polygonal lattice, 187-8

Gauss map, 59
genus, 219, 229
geodesic, 5, 245
geometric structure, 64-6

and flat connections, 77-9
anti-de Sitter, 69

holonomies, 74
de Sitter, 70

holonomies, 76
nonuniqueness, 70, 77

developing map, 66, 79
for a cone, 66
holonomy, 64-6
hyperbolic, 64, 165

rigidity, 169
surgery, 169

Lorentzian, 67-9
and reduced phase space, 69

geons, 218
global charges, see conserved charges
globally hyperbolic, 241
Green's function, see two-point func-

tion

Hamiltonian, 2, 14
multivalued, 189-91

polygonal lattice, 188
reduced phase space, 19, 89
torus universe, 51, 52

quantum, 90, 97, 107, 109, 112,
120

handle, 219, 232
handlebody, 11,239
Hartle-Hawking vacuum, 201
Hartle-Hawking wave function, 163,

166, 214
divergences, 169
extrema, 167

Hawking radiation, 195-6, 201-2
heat kernel, 151
Heisenberg equations of motion, 107,

120
Hilbert space

ADM, 90
connection representation, 104,

123-4, 160
covariant canonical quantization,

104
from operator algebras, 122
loop representation, 125
reduced phase space, 90
Turaev-Viro, 177-8

and connection representation,
178-80

Hodge dual, 154, 155
holonomies

and path integral, 153
black hole, 76, 198
Euclidean black hole, 204
operator algebra, 118-22
Poisson brackets, 82
real tunneling geometries, 168
space of, components, 72
torus universe, 72

and moduli, 120
operator algebra, 118-19
symplectic structure, 76

traces, 82
holonomy

of a connection, 245, 249
of a flat connection, 78-9
of a geometric structure, 64-6
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homeomorphisms, 217
homeotopy group, 218
homology groups, 228
homotopy, 220
homotopy groups, 220-2
hyperbolic plane, 61-2, 226

isometries of, 62, 233
metric on, 226

hyperbolic structure, see geometric
structure, hyperbolic

hyperbolic three-space, 165
upper half-space model, 204

index, 228
index theorem, see Poincare-Hopf in-

dex theorem
inner product

and path integral, 146, 151
gauge-fixing, 133-4, 139-40

750(2,1), see Poincare group
isotopy, 218
isotropy group, 224

J function, 93
Jacobian, path integral, see Faddeev-

Popov determinant

Killing vector, 33, 148-9, 210
conformal, 17, 18

L_ operator, 155
Landau gauge, 153
Laplacian

gauge-covariant, 154, 156
Maass, 91, 96
on moduli space, 136

lapse function, 12
lattice

Hamiltonian, 183-6
and first-order action, 184
classical solutions, 185
constraints, 184
gauge choice, 185
Poisson brackets, 183
quantization, 185-6

polygonal, 186-91
constraints, 187
equations of motion, 188
evolution of topology, 188
gauge-fixing, 187-8
time quantization, 189-91

laws of black hole mechanics, 195
length

quantization of, 129, 189, 216
length operator, 129-30, 180-1
lens spaces, 170
lift (of a path), 222
line element field, 236
local Lorentz transformations, 27, 79

as lattice variables, 183
local translations, 27, 79
locality, 2, 213
loop representation, see quantization,

loop representation
loop transform, 124, 127-8

and Turaev-Viro model, 180-1
higher genus universes, 128
problems, 128

loop variables, 84, 214
cotangent structure, 84
for torus, 85-6

quantum, 124
higher genus universes, 86
on a lattice, 171, 183
operator algebra, 123
Poisson brackets, 85
quantum, 122-30

Lorentzian structure, see geometric
structure, Lorentzian

Maass form, 91-2
Maass Laplacian, 96, 97
Maass operator, 95-6
Mandelstam constraints, 84-5
mapping class group, 67, 94, 218, 234

torus, see modular group
mass, 25, 42-5, 49, 196, 198
matter couplings, 191, 216
metric

anti-de Sitter, 69
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metric (cont.)
constant curvature

on hyperbolic plane, 61, 226
on sphere, 57, 226
on surface, 16, 61, 63, 145, 226,

233
de Sitter, 70
degenerate, 113
Euclidean, 150, 163
flat, 11

and conical geometry, 41
on plane, 226
on torus, 51, 136

Lorentzian, 10-11, 143, 236-9
time-orientable, 10, 237

Minkowski, 66
on torus moduli space, 52, 90
Poincare, 52
Riemannian, 150, 163

modular forms, 93
modular functions, 93
modular group, 53, 91, 94, 231

action on holonomies, 104, 106
in the connection representation,

109-11
quantum, action on holonomies,

119
modular invariance, 91-4, 186

and holonomies, 104^6, 109-11
modular transformations

of holonomies, 104, 106
of moduli, 53
of traces of holonomies, 119
of transformation matrix, 108,112

moduli space, 16, 50, 54, 63, 69, 90, 94,
123, 231, 234

and path integral, 145-6, 156
commutators, 90
Laplacian on, 90, 96, 136
of three-manifold, 150
symplectic structure, 19

modulus, torus, 50, 230
as operator, 107, 120

momenta
canonical, 14, 17, 145

Monte Carlo method, 193

Neumann-Reid construction, 169-70
Newtonian limit, 4-5
'no boundary' wave function, see

Hartle-Hawking wave function
nonrenormalizability, see renormaliza-

tion

operator algebra
higher genus universes, 120-2
of holonomies, 118-20
of loop variables, 123

operator ordering, 90, 97, 99, 111, 115,
137, 212-14

orbifold, 224-5
orbit, 224
orientability, 236

parallel transport, 243-4, 247
in a bundle, 78-9, 248

parallel transport matrix, 244
path integral, 143-4

ADM, and canonical quantiza-
tion, 144-9

and flat connections, 153
and Killing vectors, 148-9
and time, 144
and topology, 144, 150, 152,

156-8, 164, 165, 214
covariant, 150-2
Euclidean, 163, 165-70, 214

and Regge calculus, 173
for black hole, 203-8
one-loop correction, 168, 208

first-order, 152-8
boundary data, 157-8

gauge-fixing, 145, 147, 153^4
infrared divergence, 157
Jacobian, see Faddeev-Popov de-

terminant
saddle point approximation, 163,

167, 203, 208
zero-modes, see zero-modes

path-ordered exponent, 81, 244
perennials, 114, 185
phase space

covariant, see covariant phase
space
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reduced, see reduced phase space
Planck length, 7
Planck mass, 7
Poincare gauge theory, 80
Poincare group, 28

as cotangent bundle, 68
Poincare metric, 52
Poincare-Hopf index theorem, 228-9,

237
point particles, see classical solutions,

point particles
Poisson brackets

ADM, 15, 20
and commutators, 117
first-order, 35
lattice, 183
loop variables, 85
of SL(2,R) connection, 80
of holonomies, 82
of traces of holonomies, 82-3
polygonal lattice, 188

polarization, 105, 115, 134
Ponzano-Regge model, 173-6

amplitude, 175
classical limit, 174

presymplectic form, 102
prime manifold, 220
principle bundle, 247
problem of time, see quantum gravity,

problem of time
product (of manifolds), 219
properly discontinuous (group action),

62, 105, 224

quadratic differential, 18, 146
quantization

and operator algebra, 118-20
background field method, 153
connection representation, 104,

124
covariant canonical, 104
covariant path integral, 150-2
Dirac, 131
dynamical triangulation, 192-3
Euclidean path integral, 165-70
first-order path integral, 152-8

frame representation, 134
Hamiltonian lattice, 185-6

and connection representation,
185

loop representation, 124-30
numerical, 193
of geometric structures, 104
path integral, 143-58

and connection representation,
153, 158

and reduced phase space, 148
polygonal lattice, 188-91
Ponzano-Regge, 173-6
reduced phase space, 89-93, 96-7,

131
reduced phase space path integral,

144^9
Turaev-Viro, 176-83

and connection representation,
178-82

and loop representation, 180-1
Wheeler-DeWitt

first-order, 132-4
second-order, 135-42

quantization after evolution, 114
quantum cosmology, 163
quantum gravity

(3+l)-dimensional, 216
and ultraviolet divergences, 216
conceptual issues, 1-2, 87-9, 97-9,

114-16, 212-15
existence, 212
future directions, 215-16
Heisenberg and Schrodinger pic-

tures, 108-12, 115, 213
matter couplings, 216
nonuniqueness, 212
observables, 88, 114-15,213
perturbation theory, 116, 213, 215
problem of time, 21, 88, 98-100,

106, 114-15, 144, 166,213
singularities, see singularities

quantum group, 119, 176-7
quantum Legendre transformation,

135
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quotient space, 61, 71, 165, 224-6, 230-
1,233

fundamental group, 225

Ray-Singer torsion, see torsion, Ray-
Singer

real tunneling geometries, 163-4
in path integral, 166-7

reduced phase space, 16
and geometric structures, 69
and lattice, 184

Regge calculus, 172-83
Lorentzian, 183
path integral, 173

Reidemeister torsion, see torsion, Rei-
demeister

renormalization, 1, 135
Ricci tensor, 245
Riemann-Hilbert problem, 59

Schrodinger equation
torus universe, 90, 96, 109

section, see fiber bundle, section
sewing

and Hamiltonian constraint, 161,
177-8

in topological field theory, 160
of path integrals, 31

shift vector, 12
simplex, 227
simplicial complex, 191, 228

refinement, 175
subdivision, 175, 227

simplicial manifold, 172
simply connected, 222
singularities, 53, 63, 215-16
singularity, conical, 206, 207, 225
67-symbols, 174

quantum, 177
slice, 240
spectral decomposition, 92
sphere

metric on, 226
topology of, 229

spin connection, 25, 246
spin network, 180

static moduli solution, see classical
solutions, static moduli

statistical mechanics, black hole, see
black hole, statistical mechanics

sum over topologies, see topology, sum
over

superradiance, 202
surface

as a quotient space, 233
as quotient space, 61-2
fundamental group, 120, 232
polygonal representation, 61, 185,

232
topology of, 231-5

surface gravity, 47
surgery, 161, 169
symplectic current, 101
symplectic structure, 15

ADM, 15, 17
first-order, 102-3
moduli space, 19
of torus universe, 51, 56, 76,

102-3, 105
on fundamental group, 84, 103
on solution space, 101-2

tangent bundle, 246
parallel transport, 247

Teichmuller space, 54, 93, 109, 231, 234
temperature, black hole, 195, 200-1
tessellation, 230, 232-3
thermodynamics, black hole, see black

hole, thermodynamics
time

direction of, 98, 110
problem of, see quantum gravity,

problem of time
quantization of, 189-91, 216

time-helical structure, 42
time-slicing, 12

arbitrariness, 98-9, 115, 138
York, 18, 138, 144

as gauge choice, 139, 147
topological field theory, 27, 158-62,

172
axioms, 159-60
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Turaev-Viro model, 176
topologically massive gravity, 6-7
topology

spacetime, allowed, 9-11
sum over, 166, 168-70, 214

divergences, 169, 170
in Turaev-Viro model, 182

topology change, 157-8, 214
selection rules, 10-11, 157, 163,

239, 242
torsion

analytic, see torsion, Ray-Singer
Ray-Singer, 156, 158, 168, 169,

193, 209
Reidemeister, 156, 158, 168

torsion, of a connection, 26, 244, 246
torus

as a quotient space, 61, 230-1
fundamental group, 71, 85, 230
metric on, 51, 136
polygonal representation, 51, 61,

229-30
topology of, 229-31

torus universe, 50-7
algebra of holonomies, 83—4
as quotient space, 71-7
classical metric, 55
classical moduli, 52, 56

and holonomies, 74, 75, 77
comparing quantizations, 107-12
geometric operators, 107-8, 112,

119
holonomies, 72, 74, 76
holonomy operators, 104, 118
loop variables, 85-6
matrix elements, 111
Schrodinger equation, 90, 96
space of solutions, 57
static, 56
symplectic structure, 51, 56, 76,

102-3, 105
totally geodesic surface, 165, 169
trace, 28, 30
transformation matrix, 108-9, 112, 179
triad, 25, 246

as cotangent to spin connection,
84, 123

invertibility, 26, 113-14
on lattice, 183

triangulation, 227
Turaev-Viro model, 176-83

amplitude, 177
and Chern-Simons theory, 181-2
and loop representation, 180-1
and Wheeler-DeWitt equation,

182
as topological field theory, 176
classical limit, 178
states, 177-8

and connection representation,
178-80

sum over topologies, 182
two-point function, 196

anti-de Sitter, 198-9
black hole, 198

periodicity, 200
boundary conditions, 198
thermal, 200-1
twisted, 198

ultraviolet divergences, 216
uniformization theorem, 16, 61, 226
units, 7-8, 195
universal cover, 223, 225
universality, 192

vector bundle, 247
Virasoro operators, 210
volume, hyperbolic

as topological invariant, 167
minimal, 167

weight, see automorphic forms, weight
Wess-Zumino-Witten model, 32, 210
Wheeler-DeWitt equation, 131-42,

214
and Turaev-Viro model, 182
first-order, 132
nonlocal terms, 135, 137
perturbation theory, 140-1
second-order, 136, 137

and ADM quantization, 137-40
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Wigner-Racah 67-symbols, see 6j- WZW theory, see Wess-Zumino-
symbols Witten model

Wilson line, 81, 180
Wilson loop, 81, 180, 249
winding number, 30, 85, 124, 221, 223 Yamabe conjecture, 150
wormholes, 170, 220 York time, see time-slicing, York
'would-be gauge' degrees of freedom,

see degrees of freedom, 'would-
be gauge' zero-modes, 149, 156-7
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